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ADVERTISEMENT.

IT is apparent that considerable difficulty must
attend the task of illustrating the justly cele
brated work of Dr. Paley. According to hi.
design, no one subject could be fully and filially
treated: the eye, the eaT, the teeth, and many
other organs, are of necessity touched upon oe
casionally and repeatedly in different chapters,
at one time to prove prolpcctive contrivances,
at another to show compensation, or relation.
This is nndoubtedly a plan suited· to the object
of the author; and tiIpe and the opinion of the
public pronounced on the work have amply~
firmed his judgment in adopting it. Fearful of
introducing too many additional subjects. in the
notes to the text, and thus overloading the ar·
gument, . we have thrown the Dis8ertatioas, in
illustration of the various matters, into an Ap
pendix: thus leaving the reader more at liberty
to select the subjects on which he desires further
information.

Mr. Paxton, of Oxford, several years ago, pub
lished a valuable work illustrating the" Natural
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iv ADVERTISEMENT.

Theology," to which the reader is referred for
further illustration on some of the subjects, par- .
ticularly those connected with anatomy.

The authors of the present work have been
indebted to Professor Lindley, of the London
University, for the botanical notes to the twen
tieth chapter; and to Mr. Waterhouse, Curator
of the Zoological Museum of London, for the
entomological notes to the nineteenth chapter;
those which were kindly communicated by Bishop
Brinkley are specified in chapters twenty-two and
twenty-five.

The Dissertations connected with the last ten
chapters will form a fourth volume, which will
complete this work.

The whole of the Notes, and nearly the whole
of the Dissertation, now published, to the first
seventeen chapters, were prepared for the press
several months ago, and the greater part of them
printed last summer. But the expediency of
making some additions to the Dissertations has
occasioned the publication to be delayed.
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NATURAL THEOLOGY.

CHAPTER 1.

STATE OF THE ARGUMENT. 1

IN crossing a heath, suppose I pitched my foot
against a stone, and were asked how the stone
came to be there, I might possibly answer, that,
for anything I knew to the contrary, it had lain
there for ever; nor would it, perhaps, be very
easy to show Ole absurdity of this answer.' But

I The last note of the Appendix describes the me
chanism of a watch, and illustrates the elementary prin
ciples of mechanics. Contrasted with the mere mechan
iBm, there is another essay on the mechanism of the
animal body. TheBe may be perused either before or
after reading the present chapter.

S The argument is here put very naturally. But a
considerable change has taken place of late years in the
knowledge attained even by common readers, and there
are few who would be without reflection" how the stone
came to be there." The changes which the earth's
surface has undergone, and the preparation for its pre
sent condition, have become a subject of high interest;

B
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2 NATURAL THEOLOGY.

suppose I had found a watch upon the ground,

and there is hardly anyone who now would, for an
instant, believe that the stone was formed where it lay.
On lifting it, he would find it rounded like gravel in a
river: he would see that its asperities had been worn off,
by being rolled from a distance in water: he would per
haps break it, look to its frncture, and survey the sur
rounding heights, to discover whence it had been broken
off, or from what remote region it had been swept hither;
he would consider the place where he stoOd, in reference
io the level of the sea or the waters; and, revolving all
these things in his mind, he would be impressed with
the conviction, that the surface of the earth had under
gone some vast revolution.

Such natural reflections lead an intelligent person' to
Ileek for information in the many beautiful and inte
J'el!Iting works on geology that have been published in our

country of late years. And by these he will be led to
infer, that the fair scene before him, so happily adapted
for the abode of man, was a condition of the earth re
IUlting from many successive revolutions taking place at
periods incalculably remote; and that the variety of

mountain ri.nd valley, fore~t and fertile plain, promontory
and shallow estuary, formed a world suited to his capa
cities and enterprise.
, So true ill the observation of Sir J. Herschel, "that

the situation of a pebble may afford him evidence of
.ee state of the globe he inhabits myriada of ages~
before hia 'lJeCiea became its denizeIUl."

Jj
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".

ami it-should be inquired how the watch happeneir
to be in that place, I should hardly think of the
answer which I had before given-that, for any~'

thing I knew, the watch might have always been:
there. Yet why should not this answer serve fut"'
the watch 88' well as for the stone? why is it not
as admissible in the second case as in the fint!
For this reason, and for no other, viz., that, when
we come to inspect the watch, we perceive (what:
we could not discover in the stone) that its 8eve~'

ral parts are framed and put together for a pur~

pole, e. g. that they are so formed and adjusted lUI

to produce motion, and that motion so regulated
as to point out the hour of the day; that, if the'
Merent parts had been differently shaped fram-,
what they are, of a different size from what they
lU.'e, or placed after any other manner, or in any
other order than that in which they are placed,'
either no motion at all would have been carried
on in the machine, or none which would have an·
swered the use that is now served by it. To
reckon up a few of the plainest of these parts, and
of their offices, all tending to one result. We 1100

a cylindrical box containing a coiled elastic .pring, (
which, by its endeavour to relax: itself, turns round·
the box. We next observe a flexible chain (a.rti.;
ficially wrought for the sake of flexure) commllhi.. :
eating the action of the spring from -the- box 'to

B2
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the fusee. We then find a series of wheels, the
teeth of which catch in, and apply to, each other,
conducting themotionfrom thefusee to the balance,
and from the balance to the pointer, and, at the
same time, by the size and shape of those wheels,
so regulating that motion as to terminate in caus
ing an index, by an equable and measured pro
gression, to pass over a given space in a given
time. We take notice that the wheels are made
of brass, in order to keep them from rust; the
springs of steel, no other metal being so elastic;
that over the face of the watch there is placed a
glass, a material employed in no other part of the
work, but in the room of which, if there had been
any other than a transparent substance, the hour
could not be seen without opening the case. This
mechanism being obsen'ed (it requires indeed an
examination of the instrument, and perhaps some
previous knowledge of the subject, to perceive and
understand it; but being once, as we have said,
observed and understood), the inferencc, we think,
is inevitable, that the watch must have had a
maker: that there must have existed, at some time,
and at some place or other, an artificer or artificers
who formed it for the purpose which we find it ac
tually to answeJ;; who comprehended its construc
tion, and designed its usc.

I. Nor would it, I apprehend, weaken the con·

A
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elusion, that we had never seen a watch made;
that we had never known an artist capable of
making one; that we were altogether incapable
of executing such a piece of workmanship our
scll""es, or of understanding in what manner it was
performed; all this being no more than what is
true of some exquisite remains of ancient art, of
some lost arts, and, to the generality of mankind,
of the more curious productions of modern manu
facture. Does one man in a million know how
oval &ames are turned· ? Ignorance of this kind

a It is certainly a thing not easIly expressed in words.
The nave of a circular ...heel moves on • single pil'cK ;

bu.t there are here two pivots, and grooTes in the wheel
to coue.pood with them. These two grooTes crou each
other, and play 1IpJD the pivota in such • manna that
the cenae of motion Taries, and the rim of the wheel
JDOYea in an ellipsia. h is aactly OIl the same prin
ciple that we draw an O1'al~ by dririn! two nails
into a board, aDd throwing a band round them, and theD
numing the peocil round within the lJand. Tbae two
nails are in the poinU caDcd by matbanaricians the foci
oL tIae 0Y&1 ... eDipK; and~,a fund........«.)

pupato!' oE the C8nC is, that the som of any two linea
_hateYer, tIr.nna en- tile two foci to any point in the
CDrYe, is always tile -.e. T'bae pXnts are ealled foci,
...Ji~ .... •..... ftIracd m- the ..m.r:e of an o.-.l
minca is CIil'" c ,!ndal dIae -a ptoclaeea 1Iat.

_-oil
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e~alts our opinion of the unseen and· unknown
artist's skill, if he be uns.een and unknown, but
raises no doubt in our minds of the existence and
.agency of such an artist, at some former time, ani
~Ut some place or other. NQr can I perceive that
it v~s at all the inference, whether the question
ari.se concerning a human agent, or concerning an
,agent of a different species, or an agent posses&
ing, in some respects, a different nature.

II. Neither, secondly, WQuld it invalidate our
~onclusion, that the watch sometimes went wrong.
01'- that it seldom went exactly right. The pur
pOse of the machinery, the design, and the de
signer, might be evident, and, in the case su~

pc>sed, would be evident, in whatever way we
aceounted for the irregularity of the movement,
or whether we could account for it {)r not. It is
not necessary that a machine be perfect, in order
to show with what design it was made: still less
necessary, where the only question is, whether it
were made with any design at all.

ill. Nor, thirdly, would it bring any uncer·
tainty into the argument, if there were a few parts
9f the watch, concerning which we could not dis
cover, or had not yet discovered, in what manner
they conduced to the general effect; ?r even some
parts, concerning which we could not ascertain
whether they conduced to that effect in any man-
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ner whatever. For. as to the Drst braJich of the
case, if by the loss, or disorder, or decay of the
parts in question. the movement of the watch were
found in fact to be stopped, or disturbed, or re

tarded, no doubt would remain in our minds as to
the utility or intention of these parts, although
we should be unable to investigate. the manner
according to which, or the connexion by whichf
the ultimate effect depended upon their action or
assistllnce; ~nd the more complex is the ma.chine,
the more likely is this obscurity to arise. Then,
as .to the second thing supposed, namely, that
there were parts which might be spared without
prejudice to the movement of the watch, and that
we had proved this by experiment, these super.
~uons J>~s, evep. if we were completely assured
that they wete such, would not vacate the rea.!
soning which we had instituted concerning other
-parts. The indication of contrivance remained,
with res~ct to them, nearly as it was before.

IV. Nor, fourthly, would any man in his senses
think the existence of the watch, with its various
machinery, accounted for, by being told that it
was one out of possible combinations of material
forms; that whatever he had found in the place
where he found the watch,. must have contained
1I0me internal configuration or other; a~d that
this configuration might be the struc~urenow ex..-
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hibitcd, viz., of the works of a watch, as well as a
different structure.

V. Nor, fifthly, would it yield his inquiry more
satisfaction, to be answered, that there existed in
things a principle of order, which had disposed
the parts of the watch into their present form and
situation. He never knew a watch made by the
principle of order; nor can he even form to him
self an idea of what is meant by a principle of
order, distinct fi'om the intelligence of the watch~

maker.
VI. Sixthly, he would be surprised to hear that

the mechanism of the watch was no proof of con
trivance, only a motive to induce the mind to
think so:

VII. And not less surprised to be informed,
that the watch in his hand was nothing more than
the result of the laws of metcillic nature. It is a.
perversion of language to assign any law as the
efficient, operative cause of anything. A law pre
supposes an agent; for it is only the mode accord
ing to which an agent proceeds: it implies a
power; for it is the order according to which that
power acts. Without this agent, without this
power, which are both distinct from itself, the law
does nothing, is nothing. The expression, « the
law of metallic nature," may Bound strange and
harsh to a philosophic ear; but it seems quite as
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justifiable as some others which are more familiar
to him, such as "the law of vegetable nature,"
"the law of animal nature," or, indeed, as "the
law of nature" in general, when assigned as the
cause of phenomena, in exclusion of agency and
power, or whcnit is substituted into the place of
these·.

VIII. Neither, lastly, would our observer be
driven out ofhis conclusion, or from his confidence
in its truth, by being told that he knew nothing
at all about the matter. He knows enough for

• \Vhen philollOphers and naturalists observe a certain
luccession in the phenomena of the univeree, they con
sider the uniformity to exist through a law ofnature.
If they discover the order of events, or phenomena, they
lay they have discovered the law: for example, the law
of affinities, of gravitation, &c. It is a loose expression;
for to obey a law suppoEes an understanding and a will
to comply. The phrase also implies that we know the
nature of the governing power which is in operation,
and in the present case both conditions are wanting.

The "law" is the mode in which the power acts,
and the term should infer, not only an acquiescence in
the existence of the power, but of Him who has bestowed
the power and enforced the law.

The term" force" is generally used instead of power,
when the intensities are measurable in their mechanical

results.
D 3
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~ ugument: he knows the utility of the eM.;
'h~· knQws the subeerviency and adaptation of tile
,p1eans .to the end. These points being known,
·lUs ignorance of other points, his doubts eoncem
ing other points, affect not the certainty of his
reasoning. The consciousness of knowing little
need not beget a distrust of that which he does
know.
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CHAPTER II.

STATE 01' THB AROOMENT CONTINUED.

SUPPOSE, in the next place, that the person who
found the watch should, -after 80IIlC time, discover
that, in addition to all the properties which he
had hitherto observed in it, it possessed the un·
expected property of producing, in the course of
its movement, another watch like itself (the thing
is conceivable); that it contained within it a me.
chanism, a system of parts, a mould, for instance,
pr a complex adjustment of lathes, files, and other
tools, evidently and separately calculated for~
-purpose; let us inquire what effect ought such a
'diacoyery' to have upon his former conclusion.

I. The first effect would be to increase his ad·
miration of the eontrivance, and his conviction of
the consummate skill of the contriver. 'Vhether
.be regarded the o~ectof the contrivance, the dis
.tinct appalatus, the intricate, yet in many parb
.intelligible mechanism by which it was carried on)
he would perceive, in this new observation, nothing
but an additional reason for doing what he had
already done-for referring the construction of the
watch to design, and to supreme art. If that con·
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struction without this property, or which is the
same thing, before this property had been no
ticed, proved intention and art to have been
employed about it, still more strong would the
proof appear, when he came to the knowledge of
this further property, the crown and perfection of
all the rest.

II. He would reflect, that though the watch be
fore him were, in 80me 8en6e, the maker of the watch
which was fabricated in the course of its move
ments, yet it was in a very different sense from
that in which a carpenter, for instance, is the
maker of a chair-the author of its contrivance,
the cause of the relation of its parts to their usc.
With respect to these, thc first watch was no cause
at all to the second; in no such sense as this was
it the author of the constitution and order, either
of the parts which the new watch contained, or of
the parts by the aid and instrumentality of which
it was produced. We might possibly say, but
with great latitude of expression, that a stream of
water ground corn; but no latitude of expression
would. allow us to say, no stretch of conjecture
could lead us to think, that the stream of water
built the mill, though it were too ancient for us
to know who the builder was. What the stream
of water does in the affair is neither more nor less
than this; by the application of an unintelligent
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impulse to a mechanism previously arranged, ar~

ranged independently of it, and arranged by
intelligence, an effect is produced, viz., t~e com is.
ground. But the effect results from the arrange
ment. The force of the stream cannot be said to
be the cause or author of the effect, still less of
the arrangement. Understanding and plan in the
formation of the mill were not the less necessary
for any share which the water has in grinding the
corn; yet is this share the same as that which the
watch would have contributed to the production
of the new watch, upon the supposition assumed
in the last section. Therefore,

III. Though it be now no longer probable that
the indiviaual watch which our observer had fonnd
was made immediately by the hand of an artificer,
yet doth not this alteration in anywise affect the
inference, that an artificer had been originally
employed and concerned in the production. The
argument from design remains as it was. Marks
of design and contrivance are no more accounted
for now than they We-.Nl before. In the same
thing, we may ask for the cll,Jlse of different pro
perties. We may ask for the cause of the colour
of a body, of its hardness, of its heat; and these
causes may be all different. Weare now asking
for the cause of that subserviency to a use, that
relation to an end, which we have remarked in the

..
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.watch before Us. No lUUiwer is given to thiS
question, by telling us that a precedmg wateh
produced it. There cannot be design without Ii

designer; contrivance, without a contriver; order~

without choice; arrangement; without llonything
'capable of arranging; subserviency and l'elation
toa purpose, without that which could intend a
purpose; means suitable to an end, and executing
their office in accomplishing that end, without the
end ever having been contemplated, or the means
accommodated to it. Arrangement, disposition
bfparts, subserviency of means to an end, relation
of instruments to a use, imply the presence of
intelligence aDd mind. No one, thererore, can
tationally believe, that the insensible, inanimate
:watch, from which &e watch before w; issued.
was the proper cause of the mechanism we so
much admire in it ;-could be truly said to have
constructed the instrument, disposed its parts,
asaigned their office, determined their order,
action, and mutual dependency, combined then
several motions into one result, and that also a
result connected with the utilities of other beings.
All these properties, therefore, are as much un
accounted for as they were before.

IV. Nor is anything ga.ined by running the
difficulty farther baek, i. e., by supposing the watch
before us to have been produced from a.nothet
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.watch, that from a form., and so on illdefinite1y~

.Our gqing back ever 10 far, brings WI no nearer

.~ the least d~greeof flatisfaction upon the subject.
,Contrivance il'lstill uDaCcounted for. We still want
~ epntriver. A designing miJld is neither su~

plied by this supposition, nor dispeused with. If
~e difiiculty wel'e diminished the fa.rther we went
bilek, by going back indefinitely we might exhaust
it. And this is the only case to which this sort
of reasoning applies. Where there is a. tendency,
9l, as we increase the number of terms, a conti
nual approach towards a limit, there, by supposing
the number of terms to be wlJ,at is called infinite,
we may conceive the limit to be attained; but
where there is no such t~ency or approach,
nothing is effected by lengthening the series.
There is no difference all' to the point in question
(whatever there may be as to many points), be
~ween one series and another; between a series
w~h is finite, and a series which is infinite. A
~hain, composed of an infinite number of links,
can no more support itself than a chain composed
of a finite number of links. And of this we are
assured (though we never can have tried the ex
periment), because, by increasing the number of
links, from ten for instance to a hundred, from a
hundred to a thousand, &c., we make not the
!imallest approach. we observe not the smallest
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tendency, towards self-support. There is no dif
ference in this respect (yet there may be a great
difference in several respects) between a chain of
a greater or less length, between one chain and
another, between one that is finite and one that
is infinite. This very much rcsembles the case
before us. Thc machine which we are inspecting
demonstrates, by its construction, contrivance and
dcsign. Contrivance must have had a contriver;
design, a designer; whether the machine imme
diately proceedcd from another machine or not;
That circumstancc alters not the case. That
othcr machine may. in like ma.nner, have pro
cceded from a former machine: nor does that
alter the case; the ~trivance must have had a
contriver. That former one from one preceding
it: no alteration still; a contriver is still neces
sary. No tcndency is perceived, no approach
towards a diminution of this necessity. It is the
same with any and every succession of thcse ma
chines; a succcssion of ten, of a hundred, of a
thousand; with one scries, as with another; a
serics which is finite, as with a scries which is
infinitc. In whatevcr other rcspects they may
differ, in this they do not. In all, equally, con
trivance and design are unaccountcd for.

The qucstion is not simply, How came the first
watch into existcncc? which question, it may be
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pretended, is done away by supposing the series
of watches thus produced from one another to
have been infinite, and consequently to have had
no such first, for which it was necessary to provide
a cause. This, perhaps, would have been nearly
the state of the question, if nothing had been
before us but an unorganised, unmechanised sub
stance, without mark or indication of contrivance.
It might be difficult to show that such substance
could not have existed from eternity, either in
succession (if it were possible, which I think it is
Dot, for unorganised bodies to spring from one
another), or by individual perpetuity. But that
is not the question now. To suppose it to be so,
is to suppose that it made nQ,JJ.ifference whether he
had found a watch or a stone. As it is, the me
taphysics of that question have no place: for, in
the watch which we are examining, are seen con
trivance, design; an end, a purpose; means for
the end, adaptation to the purpose. And the
question which irresistibly presses upon our
thoughts, is, Whence this contrivance and de
sign? The thing required is the intending mind,
the adapted hand, the intelligence by which lhat
hand was directed. This question, this demand,
is not shaken ott by increasing anumbel' or suc
cession of substances, destitute of these proper
ties; nor the more, by increasing that number to
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infinity. If it be said, that, upon the suppositiOlJ
of one watch being produced from another in t1le
course of that other's movements, and by means
of the .mechanism within it, we have a cause for
the watch in my hand, viz., the watch from which
it proceeded,-I deny, that for the design, the
oontrivance, the suitableness of means to an end,
the adaptation of instruments to a use (all which
'we discover in the watch), we have any cause
whatever. It is in vain, therefore, to assign a
JlEJries of such causes, or to allege that a' series
·may be carried back to infinity; for I do not
.admit that we have yet any cause at all for the
,phenomena, still less any series of causes either
finite or infinite. Here is contrivance, but no
oontriver; proofs of design, but no designer.

V. Our observer would further also reflect, that
the maker of the watch before him was, in truth
'and reality, the maker of every watch produced
from it: there being no difference (except that
the latter manifests a more exquisite skill) between
the making of another watch with his own hands,
by the mediation of files, lathes, chisels, &c., and
the disposing, fixing, and inserting of these in
struments, or of others equivalent to them, in the
body of the watch already made in such a manner,
as to form a new watch in the course of the move

,ments which he had given to the old one. It is
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QIlly working .by. one set· of tools instead of

.another.
, The conclWlion which the fiTst e:mminatiop of
Ute watch, of its works, COllstructioJl, and move
ment, suggested, was, that it must have had, for
·the cause arid author of that construction, an
artificer who understood its mechanism and de
"signed its use. Thi~ conclusion is invincible. .A
second examination presents us with a ncw dis~

covery. The watch is found, in the course of its
.IDovement, to produce another watch, similar to
itself; and not only so, hut we perceive in ita
,system or organisation, separately calculated for
Jhat purpose. What effect would this discovery
have, or. ought it to have, upon our former in
ference? What, as hath already been said, but to
increase, beyond measure, our admiration of the
skill which had been employed in the formation
of such a machine? Or shall it, instead of this,
all at once turn us round to an opposite conclu
sion, viz., that no art or skill whatever has been
concerned in the business, although all other
evidences of art and skill remain as they were,
and this last and supreme piece of art be now
added to the rest? Can this be maintained
without absurdity? Yet this is atheism.5

• We must leave this logical and satisfactory argument
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untouched. In tbis chapter our author is laying the
foundation for a course of reasoning on the mechanism
displayed in the animal body. The argument in favour
of a creating and presiding Intelligence may be drawn
from the study of the laws of physical agency :-such as
the properties of ht:at, light, and sound j of gravitation,
and chemical combination; the structure of the globe,
the divisions of land and aea, the distribution of tempe
rature; nay, the mind may rise to the contemplation of
the sun and planets, their mutual dependence, and their
revolutions j but, as affording proofs obvious not only
to cultivated reason but to plain sense, almost to ig
norance, there is nothing to be compared with that for
which our author is preparing the reader in this chapter,
the mechanism of the animal body, and the adaptations
which affect the well-being of living creatures.
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CHAPTER III.

APPLICATION OF THE ARGUMENT.'

21

THIS is atheism: for every indication of contrh··
ance, every manifestation of design, which existed
in the watch, exists in the works of nature; with
the difference, on the side of nature, of being
greater and more, and that in a degree which
exceeds all computation. I mean that the con
trivances of nature surpass the contrivances of
art, in the complexity, subtilty, and curiosity of
the mechanism; and still more, if possible, do
they go beyond them in number and variety; yet,
in a multitude of cases, are not less evidently
mechanical, not less evidently contrivances, not
Jess evidently accommodated to their end, or
suited to their office, than are the most perfect
productions of human ingenuity.

, The arguments adduced in this chapter being drawn
from the laws aecording to which light is refracted by
the humours of the eye, the reader may be inclined to
peruse the few observations on the elements of this part
of physics in the Appendix, No. 16.
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I know no better method: of introducing so
large a subject, than that of.comparing a single
thing with a single thing: an eye, for example,
with a telescope. As far as the examination or
the instrument goes, there is precisely the same
proof that the eye was made for vision, as there is
that the telescope was made for assisting it.. They
are made upon the same principles; both being
adjusted to the laws by which the transmission
and refraction of rays of light are regulated. I
speak not of the origin of the laws tllemselves;
but such laws being fixed, the construction. in
both cases is adapted to them. For instance;
these laws require, in order to produce the same
effect, that the' rays of light, in passing from
water into the eye, should be refracted by a more.
c~nvex surface than when it passes out of air in~o'

the eye. Accordingly we find that the eye of·a
fish, in that part of it called the crystalline· leus,
is muchrou~der thaJ:l the eye' of terrestrial
~als. What plainer manifestation of design
can there be than this diff~nee?' What cou.ld. a.

) II ,Google
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mathematieal instrument maker have done more
to "show his knowledge of his prin"ciple, his appli~

cation of that knowledge, his 8uiting of his means
to his end; I ,viII not say to display the compass
or excellence of his skill and art, for in these all
eomparison is indecorous, but to testify counsel;
choice, consideration, purPose?7" .

, The" reader will find a comparison, more in detail~

between the eye and optical instruments, in the Ap
pendix, No. 17.

In illustration of the instance adduced here, ot the
adaptation of the fish's eye to the medium in which it
lifts, we may observe that the powers in the human
eye, for example, of drawing the pencil of rays to •

focus, and producing an accurate image upon the ex
panded optic nerve (called the retina, from its net-work
structure) in the bottom of the eye, depends princi
pally upon two circumstances,-the form of the cornea
and the convexity of the leIl6. That the cornea may
produce this effect, it is not only necessary that it should
be convex, (as in the left-hand figure on page 22,) but
that the rays should enter it from a rarer medium. As
this cannot be effected in the water, the lens or crystal
line humour, which is much denser than water, is brought
into operation. In the eye of an animal living in the
atmosphere, the lens is removed backwards, and re
aembles the" optician'iI double convex lens; but in the
ish it is ILlphere, and being brought in contact with the
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To some it may appear a difference sufficient
to destroy all similitude between the eye and the
telescope, that the one is a perceiving organ, the
other an unperceiving instrument. The faet is
that they are both instruments. And, as to the
mechanism, at least as to mechanism being em·
ployed, and even aIf to the kind of it, tIus circum
stance varies not the analogy at all: For observe
what tile constitution of the eye is. It is neces
sary, in order to produce distinct vision, that an
image or picture of the object be formed at the
bottom of the eye. Whence this necessity arises,
or how the picture is connected with the sensa
tion, or contributes to it, it may be difficult, nay,
we will confess, if you please, impossible for us to

transparent cornea, it not only has the power to concen
trate the rays of light coming through the water, but
by ita altered position it increases greatly the sphere of
vision. (See the right-hand figure, page 22.) To be
critically correct, we may add that it is not exactly the
cornea which is deficient in the fish, but the aqueous
humour behind it. An aqueous fluid being thus both
behind and before the cornea, and that membrane being
in a very slight degree thicker in the centre than in the
margin, this part of the organ which is so efficient in

the atmosphere is rendered useless in water. A man·
diving, for example, Bees imperfectly, being in some
thing worse than the condition of an old man who re
quires spectacles.
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search out. But the present question is not con
cerned in the inquiry. It may be true, that, iIi
tbis, and iR other instances, we trace mechanical
contrivance a certain way; and that then we
come to something which is not mechanical, or
which is inscrutable. But t~is affects not the
certainty' of our investigation~ as far as we have
gone. The difference between an animal and an
automatic statue consists in this,-that, in the
animal, we trace the mechanism to a certain point,
and then we are stopped; either the mechanism
being too subtile for our discernment, or some
thing else beside the known laws of mechanism
taking place; whereas; in the automaton, for the
comparatively few motions of which it is capable,
we trace the mechanism throughout. But, up to'
the limit, the reasoning is as clear and certain in
the one case as in the other. In the example
before us, it is a matter of certainty, because it is
a matter which experience and observation de
monstrate, that the formation of an image at the
bottom of the eye is necessary to perfect vision.
The image itself can be shown. Whatever affects
the distinctness of the image, affects the distinct
ness of the vision. The formation then of such'
an image being necessary (no matter how) to the'
sense of sight, and to the exercise of that sense,
the apparatus by which it is formed is constructed

c
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and put together, not only with infinitely more
art, but npon the self-same principles of art, as in
the telescope or the camera-obscnra. The per"
ception arising from the image may be laid out of
the question; for the production of the image,
these are instruments of the same kind. The end
is the same; the means are the same. The pur~

pose in both is alike; the contrivance fot accom
plishing that purpose is in both alike. The lenses
o~ the telescopes, and the humours of the eye,
bear a complete resemblance to. one another, in
their figure,- their position, and in their power
over the rays of light, viz. in bringing each pencil
toa point at the right distance from the lens;
namely, in the eye, at the exact place wllere the
membrane is spread to receive it. How is it pos
sible, under circumstances f)f such close affinity,
aud 'flder the operation of equal evidence, to
exclude contrivance from the one; yet to acknow
ledge the proof of contrivance having· been em~

ployed, as. the plainest and clearest of all propo
sitioxlr, in the other?

The resemblance between the two cases is still'
more accurate, and, obtains in more points than
we have yet represented, or than we are, on the'
first view of the subject, aware of. In dioptric'
telescopes there is an imperfection of this nature.
P4:lncils of light) in· passing through glass lenses,
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are separated into different colours, thereby ting
ing the object, especially the edges of it, as if it
were viewed through a prism. To correct this
inconvenience had been long a desideratum in
the art. At last it came into the mind of a saga
cious optician, to inquire how this matter was
managed in the eye: in which there was exactly
the same difficulty to contend with as in the
telescope. His observation taught him, that,
in the eye, the evil was cured by combining
lenses composed of different substances, i. e. of
substances which possessed different refracting
powers. Our artist borrowed thence his hint;
and produced a correction of the defect by imitat
ing, in glasses made from different materials, the
effects of the different humours through which
the rays of light pl!ssbefore they reach the
bottom of the eye. Could this be in tq,. eye
without purpose, which suggest~d to the optician
the only effectual means of attaining that purpose"?

8 This is an interesting part of the inquiry,.hich
will be found more fully explained in the Appendix.

It is IWt, accurately speaking, "glasses of different
refracting powers" which are required. Refraction is
the new direction which the ray takes in passing from
one tran!lparent body into another of different density.
Dispersion is the separation of the beam of light ~nto

differently coloured rays. A piece of glass may d\ffer.
<:2 _

•
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But farther; there are other points, not so
much perhaps of strict resemblance between the
two, as of superiority of the eye over the tele
scope; yet of a superiority which, being founded
in the laws that regulate both, may furnish topics
of fair and just comparison. Two things were
wanted to the eye, which were not wanted (at
least in the same degree) to the telescope; and
these were the adaptation of the organ, first, to
different degrees of light; and secondly, to the
vast diversity of distance at which objects are
viewed by the naked eye, viz. from a few inches
to as many miles. These difficulties present not
themselves to the maker of the telescope. He
wants all the light he' can get; and he never
directs his instrument to objects near at hand.
In the eye, both these casetl were to be provided
for; "id for the purpose of providing for them, a
subtile and appropriate mechanism is introduced.

[The next figure represents a eection of the anterior
part ~he human eye :-A, A, the iris; B, the object,
from which the rays strike off in all directions: a pencil
of these enters at the pupil; a portion is intercepted by
the iris A, A. The pencil which enters the eye, passing
through the lens, converges to form the image. But the

from another in its power of refracting, and also in its
property of dispersing. It is by duly ananging these dif
ferent properties that the achromatic telescope is formed.
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A

B

A

spaces C, C, are deprived of rays by the intervention of the
iris A, A. Yet this in no measure affects the size of the
image but only diminishes the intensity ofits illumination.
By the contraction of the iris, and consequent enlarge
ment of the pupil, a larger pencil of rays is admitted.
It is remarkable that the image formed on the retina
must always be inverted, and yet such is the power of
habit and experience, derived from touchiug objects,
that we see things as they-are in reality, and -not as
they are painted in our eyes-experience thus correcting
the errors of sense. It js in the same way that we see
single, though we have an image made in each eye.
But if we change the ordinary position of our-~e, the
habit is broken, and we see double.]

I. In order to exclude excess of, light, when it
is excessive, and to render objects visible""-nder
obscurer degrees of it, when no more can be had,
the hole or aperture in the eye, through which
the light enters, is so formed as to contract or
dilate itself for the purpose of admitting a greater
or less number of rays at the same time. The
chamber of the eye is a camera-obscura, which,
when the light is too small, can enlarge its open-·
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ing; when too strong, can again contract it; and
that "{jthout any other assistance than that of its
own exquisite machinery.. It is farther also, in
the human subject, to be observed, that this hole
in the eye, which we call the pupil, under all its
different dimensions, retains its exact circular
shape: This is a structure extremely artificial.
Let an artist only try to execute the same; lie
will find that his threads and strings must be
disposed with great consideration and contriv
ance, to make a circle which shall continually
change its diameter yet preserve its fonn. This
is done in the eye by an application of fibres,
i. e. of strings similar, in their position and action~

to what an artist would and must employ, ifhe
had the same piece of workmanship to perform.

[This figure represents the iris separated from the eye
and laid out flat. We perceive the straight fibres pass
ing towards the inner margin, and the circular fibres
running round the margin.]

.1

"" ,Coogle I
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II. The second difficulty which has been stated
was the suiting of the same organ to th~ep
tion of objects that lie near at hand, within a few
inches, we will suppose, of the eye, and of objects
which are placed at a considerable distance from
it, that, for example, of as many furlongs (1 speak
in both· cases of the distance at which distinct
Vision· can be exercised). Now this, according to
the principles of optics, that is, according to the
laws by which the transmission of light is regu
lated (and these laws are fixed), could not be
done -without the organ itself undergoing an alter
ation, and receiving an adjustment, that might
correspond with the exigency of the case, that is
to say, with the different inclination to one ano
ther under which the rays of light reached it.
Rays issuing from points placed at a small dis
tance from the eye, and which consequently must
enter the eye in a spreading or diverging order,
cannot, by the same optical instrument in the
same state, be brought to a point, i. e. be made to
form an image, in the same place with rays pro
ceeding from objects situated at a much greater
distance, and which rays arrive at the eye in direc
tions nearly (and physically speaking) parallel.
It requires a rounder lens to do it. The point of
concourse behind the lens must fall critically upon
the retina, or the vision is confused; yet, other
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•

things remaining the same, this point, by the im
mutable properties oflight, is carried farther back
when iiIe rays proceed from a near object than •
when they are sent from one that is remote.
A person who was using an optical instrument
would manage this matter by changing, as the
occasion required, his lens or his telescope, or by
adjusting the distance of his glasses with his hand
or his screw: but how is this to be managed in
the eye? What the alteration was, or in what
part of the eye it took place, or by what means it
was effected (for if the known laws which govern
the refraction of light be maintained, some altera
tion in the state of the organ there must be), had
long formed a subject of inquiry and conjecture.
The change, though sufficient for the purpose, is
so minute as to elude ordinary observation. Some
very late discoveries, deduced from a laborious and
most accurate inspection of the structure and ope
raton of the organ, seem at length to have ascer
tained the mechanical alteration which the parts
of the eye undergo. It is found, that by the
action of certain muscles, called the straight mus
cles, and which action is the most advantageous
that could be imagined for the purpose, it is found
I say, that whenever the eye is directed to a near
object, three changes are produced in it at the
same time, all severally contributing to the adjust-
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ment required. The cornea, or outermost coat of
• the eye, is rendered more round and prOIqinent;

the crystalline lens underneath is pushed forward;
and the axis of vision, as the depth of the eye is
called, is elongated. These changes in the eye
vary its power over the rays of light in such a
manner and degree as to produce exactly the
effect which is wanted, viz. the formation of an
image upon the retina, whether the rays come to
the eye in a state of divergency, which is the case
when the object is near to the eye, or come paral
lel to one another, which is the case when the
object is placed at a distance. Can anything be
more decisive of contrivance than this is? The
most secret laws of optics must have been known
to the author of a structure endowed with such a
capacity of cha~ge. It is as though an optician,
when he had a nearer object to view, should rec
tify his instrument by putting in another glaslil'4't
the same time drawing out also his tube to a dif
ferent length~.

• This is a subject over which there is still great ob
Bcurity, and on which adverse experiments and opinions
are recorded. However difficult it may be to account
for the mode of adjustment, yet the property is not de
nied. and therefore the argument in the text remains.

c3
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Observe a new-born child first lifting up its eye
lids. What does the opening of the curtain dis-_
cover? The 8.!1terior part of two pellucid globes,
which, when they come to be ~ned, are found

That there is something in the sensibility of the nerve,
and in the power of attention, there seems no doubt.
Birdll of prey, it hal! been noticed, possesll a power of
villion of which we can hardly form a conception.
Where it ill the object to snare the falcon, a pigeon ill
tied, in an exposed situation, with a cord 110 attached that
a person concealed can flutter the bird, or make it extend
ita wings; and although no bird of prey be visible in
the whole sky, presently the hawk will be seen descend

ing to pounce upon the pigeon. The endowment of the
bird's eye must be different from ours, else the bird of
prey could not see the most minute object when hover
ing at a great height; nor, in sweeping down upon his
quarry, could he strike it with precision. Nothing of the
nllture of mere mechanical provision can account for the
possession of this superior power. One instance of the
power of adjustment which the eye has under the influ
ence of the will, seems to be this. Let a person who
cannot read distinctly, or at all, without spectacles, at
a given distance, look at a word through a very IImall
aperture, and he will see what he before could not with
out spectacles. This can hardly be explained by the
removal of the lateral light, or by inflexion.
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t6 be constructed upon strict optical principles;
-the self-same principles upon which we ourselves

cOnstruct optical instruments. We find them
perfect for the purpose of forming ~ image by
refraction; composed of parts executing different
offices: one part having fulfilled its office upon
the pencil of light, delivering it over to the action
of another part; that to a third, and so onward:
the progressive action depending for its success
upon the nicest and minutest adjustment of the
parts concerned: yet these parts so in fact ad
justed as to produce) not by a simple action or
effect, but by a combination of actions and effects,
the result which is, ultimately wanted. And for
asmuch as this organ would have to operate under
different circumstances, with strong degrees of
light and with weak degrees) upon near objccts
and upon remote ones, and these differences de
manded, according to the laws by which the traDIJ
Inission of light is regulated, a corresponding
diversity of structure,-that the aperture) for ex
ample) through which the light passes should be
larger or less-the lenses rounder or flatter-or
that their distance from the tablet upon which the
picture is delineated should be shortened or
lengthened-this, I say) being the case and the
difficulty to which the eye was to be adapted) we
find its several parts capable of being occasionally
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changed, and a most artificial apparatus provided
to produce that change. This is far beyond the
common regulator of a watch, which requires the
touch of a foreign hand to set it; but it is not alto
gether unlike Harrison's contrivance for making a
watch regulare itself, by inserting within it a ma
chinery which, by the artful use of the different ex-.
pansion of metals, preserves the equability of the
motion under all the various temperatures of heat
and cold in which the instrument may happen to
be placed. The ingenuity of this last contrivance
has been justly praised. Shall, therefore, ~ struc
ture which differs from it chiefly by surpassing it"
be acconnted no contrivance at all? or, if it be a
contrivance, that it is without a contriver?

But this, though much, is not the whole: by
different species of animals the faculty we are de
scribing is possessed in degrees suited to the dif
ferent range of vision which their mode of lif~

and of procuring their food requires~ Birds, for
instance, in general, procure their food by means
of their beak; and, the distance between the eye
and the point of the beak being small, it becomes
necessary that they should have the power of
seeing very near objects distinctly. 'On the other
hand, from being often elevated much above the
ground, living in the air, and moving through it
with great velocity, they requiJ:e for their safety>

..
".
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as well as for assisting them in descrying their
prey, a power of seeing at a great distance; a,

power of which, in birds of rapine, surprising ex
amples are given. The fact accordingly is, that
two peculiarities are found in the eyes of birds,
both tending to facilitate the change upon which
the adjustment of the eye to different distances
depends. The one is a bony, yet, in most species,
a flexible rim or hoop, surrounding the broadest
part of the eye, which, confining the action of the
muscles to that part, increases the effect of their.
lateral pressure upon the orb, by which pressuro
its axis is elongated for the pnrpose of looking at
very near objects. The other is an additional
muscle, called the marsupium, to draw, on occa
sion, the crystalline lens back, and to fit the same
eye for the viewing of very distant objects. By
these means, the eyes of birds can pass from one
extreme to another of their scale of adjustment,
with more ease and readiness than the eyes of
other animals.

The eyes of fishes also, compared with those o(
lerrestrial animals, exhibit certain distinctions of
structure, adapted to their state and ,element.
We have already observed upon the figure of the
crystalline compensating by its roundness the
density of the medium through which their light
passes. To which we have to add, that the eyes

..
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of fish, in their natural and- indolent state, appear \
to be adjusted to near oijects, in this respect dif
fering from the human eye, as well as those of
quadrupeds and J>irds. The ordinary shape of
the fish's eye being in a much higher degree con
vex than that of land animals, a corresponding
difference attends its muscular conformation, viz.,
that it is throughout calcula~d for jlattffiing the
eye.

The iris also in the eyes of fish does not admit
ofcontraction. This is a great difference, of which
the probable reason is, that the diminished light
in water is never too strong for the retina...

In the eel, which has to WOf''k~its head through
sand and gravel, the roughest and harshest sub
stances, there is placed before the eye, and at
some distance from it, a transparent, horny, con
vex case or covering, which, without obstructing
the sight, defends the organ. To such an animal
could anything be more wanted or more useful ?

Thus, in comparing the eyes of different kinds
of animals, we see in their resemblances and dis-

..
) II ,Google

.....
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Unctions one general plan laid down, and that
plan varied. with the varying exigencies to which
it is to be applied'O

•

10 In viewing the structure of the eye as adjusted to
the condition of fishes, we may remark the peculiar
thickness of the sclerotic coat in the whale. Although
he breathes the atmosphere, and lies out on the surface
of the water; to escape his enemies he will plunge some
hundred fathoms deep. The pressure therefore must be
very great upon his surface, and on the surface of the eye.
If a cork be knocked into the mouth of a bottle, so that
it resists all further pressure that we can make upon it,
and if this bottle be carried, bl being attached to the
BOunding-lead, to a great depth m the sea, the pressure
of the water will force in the cork, and fill the bottle j

for the cork is pressed with a force equal to the weight
of the column of water above it, of which it is the base.
It is pressed in all directions equally, so that a common
sized cork is reduced to the size of that of a phial bottle.

" A creature living at the depth of 100 feet would
sustain a pressure, including that of the atmosphere, of
about 60 pounds on the square inch; while one at 4000
feet, a depth by no means considerable, would be ex
posed to a pressure of about 1830 pounds upon the
square inch"'-De La Beche, Theor. Geol. p. 243.

We can therefore comprehend how it shall happen,
that on the foundering of a ship at sea, though its tim
bers part, not a spar floats to the surface; everything is
swallowed up; for, if the hull has Bunk to a great depth,
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There is one property, howeyer, common, I lJe..
lieve, to all eyes, at least to all which have been
examined*, namely, that the optic nerve enters

all that is porous is penetrated with water, or compressed,
and consequently remains where it sunk. So it hap~

pened, and the fact goes directly to our purpose, that
when, by the entangling of the line of the harpoon, the
boat was carried down with the whale, and, being rec~

vered, it required two boats to keep it at the surface.
Scoresby.

We may easily conceive, therefore, the pressure which
the eye of the whale sustll.ins when it dives, and why it is
formed with the provisions which we are about to describe.
When we make a seotion of the whole eye, cutting
through the cornea, the sclerotic coat, which is dense all
tanned leather, increases in thickness towards the back
part, and is full five times the thickness behind, that it
is at the anterior part. The anterior part of the eye 
sustains the pressure from without, and requires no addi
tional support; but were the back part to yield, the
globe would be then distended in thatdirection, and the
whole interior of the eye consequently suffer derang~

ment. We perceive, therefore, the necessity of the coats
being thus so remarkably strengthened behind. The
natural enemies of the whale are the sword-fish and the
shark; and it is stated with some show of reason, that
.this huge creature, being without means of defence of

• The eye of the seal or sea-calf, I understand, is an exception.
Hem. Acad. Paris, 1710, p. 123.-Pai~y.
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the bottom of the eye, not in the centre or middle,
but a little on one side: not in the point where
the axis of the eye meets the retina, but between
that point and the nose. The difference which
this makes is, that no part of an object is unper
ceived by both eyes at the same time.

In considering vision as achieved by the means
of an image formed at the bottom of the eye, we
~n never reflect without wonder upon the small
Dess yet correctness of the picture, the subtilty of
the touch, the fineness of the lines. A landscape of
five or six square leagues is brought into a space
of half an inch diameter; yet the multitude of
objects which it contains are all preserved, are
all discriminated in their magnitudes, positions,
figures, colours. The prospect from Hampstead
hill is compressed into the compass of a sixpence,
yet circumstantially represented. A stage-coach,
travelling at an ordinary speed for half an hour,
passes, in the eye, only over one-twelfth of an inch,
yet is this change of place in the image distinctly
perceived throughout its whole progress; for it ill

any kind, carries his enemies that have fixed upon him
to a depth of water, and consequently to aprellsure.
which subdues them, as their bodies are not constituteel
for such depths. It is under this in~tinct, that when the
whale receives the harpoon, he dives to the bottom.
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only by means of that perception that the motion
of the coach itself is made sensible to the eye. If
anything can abate our admiration of the small
ness of the visual tablet compared with the extent
of vision, it is a reflection which the view of nature
leads us every hour to make, viz., that, in the
hands of the Creator, great and little are nothing.

Sturmius held, that the examination of the eye
was a cure for atheism. Besides that conformiiy
to optical principles which its internal consti·
tution displays, and which alone amounts to a
manifestation of intelligence having been exerted
in the structure; besides this, which forms, no
doubt, the leading character of the organ, there
is to be seen, in everything belonging to it and
about it, an extraordinary degree of care, an
anxiety for its preservation, due, if we may so
speak, to its value and its tenderness. It is
lodged in a strong, deep, 'bony socket, composed
by the junction of seven different bones., hol
lowed out at their edges. In some few species,
as that of the coatimondit, the orbit is not bony
throughout; but whenever this is the case, the
upper, which is the deficient part, is supplied by
a cartilaginous ligament; a substitution which
shows the same care. Within this BOcket it is
embedded in fat, of all animal substances the best

• Heister, sect. 89. t Mem. R. Ac. Paris, p. 117.-Pa/~.
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adapted both to its repose and motion. It is
sheltered by the eyebrows-an arch ofhair, which,
like a thatched penthouse, prevents the sweat
and moisture of the forehead from running down
into it.

Bnt it is still better protected by its lid. Of
the superficial parts of the animal frame, I know
none which, in its office and structure, is more
diserving of attention than the eyelid. It defends
the eye; it wipes it; it closes it in sleep. Are
there, in any work of art whatever, purposes more
evident than those which this organ fulfils 7 or an
apparatus for executing those purposes more in
telligible, more appropriate, or more mechanical 7
If it be overlooked by the observer of nature, it
can only be because it is obvious and familiar.
This is a tendency to be guarded against. We
pass by the plainest instances, whilst we are ex
ploring those which are rare and L"UriOUS; by
which conduct of the understanding, we some
times neglect the strongest observations, being
taken up with others which, though more recon
dite and scientific, are, as solid arguments, entitled
to much less consideration.

In order to keep the eye moist and clean (which
qualities are necessary to its brightness and its
use), a wash is constantly supplied by a secre
tion for the purpose; and the superfluous brine is
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conveyed to the nose through a perforation in the
bone as large as a goose-quill. When once the
fluid has entered the nose, it spreads itself upon
the inside of the nostril, and is evaporated by the

" current of warm air which, in the conrse of respi
ration, is continually passing over it. Can any
pipe or outlet, for carrying off the waste liquor
from a dye-house or a distillery, be more mecha
nical than this is? It is easily perceived that tile
eye must want moisture: but could the want of
the eye generate the gland which produces the
tear, or bore the hole by which it is discharged
a hole through a bone?

It is observable that this provision is not found
in fish-the element in which they live supplying
a constant lotion to the eyell

•

It were, however, injustice to dismiss the eye as
a piece of mechanism, without noticing that most

•
11 We have entered into a much fuller explanation of

the apparatus for the preservation of the eye, in the Ap
pendix, there being a great deal that is curious in it
hitherto unnoticed. It will be there found that, although
the eye of the fish has no eyelid, yet it has the rapid
motion of the eye"ball, which~ under water, must serve
to free it from any impurity. Some curious instances are,
at the same time, afforded, of a still more artificial mode,
in the lobster and crab, of removing whatever obstructs
the sight.

•

.1
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exquisite of all contrivances, the nictitating mem-'
lJ.rane, which is found in the eyes of birds, and of
many quadrupeds. Its use is to sweep the eye,
which it does in an instant; to spread over it the
lachrymal humour; to defend it also from sudden ..jj

injuries; yet not totally, when drawn upon the
pupil, to shut out the light. The commodious
ness with which it lies folded up in the upper
cQPler of the eye, ready for use and action, and
the quickness with which it executes its purpose,
are properties known and obvious to everyob
server; but what is equally admirable, though
not quite so obvious, is the combination of two
kinds of substance, muscular and elastic, and of
two different kinds of action, by which the motion
of this membrane is performed. It is not, as iV
ordinary cases, by the action of two antagonist
muscles, one pulling forward, and the other back
ward, that a reciprocal·change is effected; but it
is thus: the membrane itself is an elastic sub
stance, capable of being drawn out by force like
a piece of elastic gum, and by its own elasticity
returning, when the force is removed, to its former
position. Such being its nature, in order to fit it
up for its office, it is connected by a tendon or
thread with a muscle in the back part of the eye:
this tendon or thread, though strong, is so finc as
not to obstruct the sight, cvcn whcn it passes
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•

..

..

across it; and the muscle itself, being placed in
the back part of the eye, derives from its situation
the advantage, not only of being secure, but of
being out of the way; which it would hardly have
been in any position that could be assigned to it-in the anterior part of the orb, where its function
lies. When the muscle behind the eye contracts,
the membrane, by means of the communicating
thread, is instantly drawn over the fore-part of it.
When the muscular contraction (which is a posi
tive and, most probably, a voluntary effort) ceases
to be exerted, the elasticity alone of the membrane
brings it back again to its position*. Does not
this, if anything can do it, bespeak an artist, mas
ter of his work, acquainted with his materials?
"Of a thousand other things," say the French
Academicians, "we perceive not the con~ivance,
because we understand them only by their effects,
of which we know not the causes: but we here
treat of a machine, all the parts whereof are
visible, and which need only be looked upon to
discover the reasons of its motion and actiont."

In the configuration ofthe muscle which, though
placed behind the eye, draws the nictitating mem-

.. Phil. Trans. 1796.
t Memoirs for a Natural History of Animals, by the Royal

Academy of Sciences at Paris, done into Engliah by order of the
Royal Society, 1701, p. 249.-Pal"Y
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brane over the eye, there is, what the authors just
now quoted deservedly call a marvellous mechan
ism. I suppose this structure to be found in
other animals; but, in the memoirs from which
this account is taken, it is anatomically demon- _
strated only in the cassowary. The muscle is
passed thraugh a loop formed by another muscle;
and is there inflected as if it were round a pulley.
This is a peculiarity, and observe the advantage
of it. A single muscle with a straight tendon,
which is the common muscular form, would have
been sufficient, if it had had power to draw far
enough. But the contraction necessary to draw
the membrane over the whole eye, required a
longer muscle than could lie straight at the bottom
of the eye. Therefore, in order to have a greater
length i.a less compass, the cord of the main
muscle makes an angle. This so far answers the
end; but, still farther, it makes an angle, not
round a fixed pivot, but round a loop formed by
another muscle, which second muscle, whenever it
contracts, of course twitches the first muscle at
the point of inflection, and thereby assists the
action designed by both'l.

" There is one effect, however, of this apparatus,
which our author has omitted to notice-that is, the
rapidity of motion in the membrana nictitans, prodUced

':
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•

One question may possibly have dwelt in the
reader's mind during the perusal of these ob
servations, namely, Why should not the Deity
have given to the animal the faculty of vision at
once? Why this circuitous perception; the mi
nistry of so many means; an element provided
for the purpose; reflected from opaque sub
stances, refracted through transparent ones; and
both according to precise laws; then, a complex
organ, an intricate and artificial apparatus, in
order, by the operation of this clement, and in

by the oblique direction and junction of the tendons of
these muscles. This will be illustrated hereafter.

The membrana nictitans is peculiar to birds: the
term is not applicable to the corresponding .ucture in
quadrupedll, the object being there obtained by a very
different - mechanism. The !taw is a thin cartilage,
which, l<ying between the eye-ball and the inner part of
the orb~t, flies rapidly out, and sweeps the surface of the
eye in:a manner much more perfect than can be per
formed by the outer eyelids. Everyone who has ridden
a horse in a dusty road, must have been struck with the
superior provision in the horse's eye: he never suffers
from the dust, because, this cartilage, being bedewed by
the llecretion of a peculiar gland, not tears, but a matter
more glutinous, sweeps across the eye, and collects and
removes every particle of dust.

•
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conformity with the restrictions of these laws, to
produce an image upon a membrane communi
cating with the brain 7 Wherefore all this 7 Why
make the difficulty in order to surmount it ? If
to perceive objects by some other mode than that
of touch, or objects which layout of the reach of
that sense, were the thing proposed, could not a
simple volition of the Creator have communicated
the capacity 7 Why resort to contr~vance, where
power is omnipotent? Contrivance~ by its very
definition and nature, is the refuge' of imperfec
tion. To have recourse to expedients implies
difficulty, impediment, restraint, defect of power.
This question belongs to the other senses, as well
as to sight; to the general fuilctionsof animal
life, as n~trition, secretion, respiration,; to the
economy of vegetables; and indeed to l\1most all
the operations of nature. The question~. there
fore, is of very wide extent; and amongst, other
answers which may be given to it, besides reasons
of which probably we are ignorant, one answer is
this: It is only by the display of contrivance that
the existence, the agency, the wisdom of the
Deity, could be testified to his rational creatures.
This is the scale by which we ascend to aU the
lOtowledge of our Creator which we possess, so
far as it depends upon tlIe phenomena, or the
works of nature. Take away this, and you take

D
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away from us every subject of observation, and
ground of reasoning; .I mean, as our rational
faculties are formed at present. Whatever is
done, God could have done without the interven
tion of instruments or means; but it is in the
construction of instruments, in the choice and
adaptation of means, that a creative intelligence
is seen. It is this which constitutes the order
and beauty of the universe. God, therefore, has
been pleased to prescribe limits to his own power,
and to work his ends within those limits. 11 The
general laws of matter have perhaps prescribed the
nature of these limits; its inertia, its reaction; the
laws which govern the communication of motion,
the refraction and reflection of light, the constitu
tion of fluids non-elastic and elastic, the transmis
sion of sound through the latter; the laws of
magnetism, of electricity; and probably others,
yet undiscovered. These are general laws; and
when a particular purpose is to be effected, it is
not by making a new law, nor by the suspension of
the old ones, nor by making them wind, and bend,
and yield to the occasion (for nature with great
steadiness adheres to and supports them); but it
is, as we have seen in the eye, by the interposition

18 This subject is touched upon in the introductory
observations to the Appendix.
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of an apparatus, corresponding with these laws,
and suited to the exigency which results from
them, that the purpose is at length attained. As
we have said, therefore, God prescribes limits to
his power, that he may let in the exercise and
thereby exhibit demonstrations of his wisdom.
For then, i. e., such laws and limitations being
laid down, it is as though one Being should have
fixed certain rules, and, if we may so speak,
provided certain materials, and afterwal·ds have
committed to another Being, out of these mate
rials, and in subordination to these rules, the
task of drawing forth a creation: a supposition
which evidently leaves room, and induces indeed
a necessity for contri"\'ance. Nay, there may be
many such agents, and many ranks of these. We
do not advance this as a doctrine either of philo
sophy or of religion; but we say that the subject
may safely be represented under this view; be
cause the Deity, acting himself by general laws,
will have the same consequences upon our reason
ing, as ifhe had prescribed these laws to another.
It has been said, that the ~roblem of creation
was, « attraction and matter being given, to make
a world out of them;" and, as above explained,
this statement perhaps does not convey a false
idea.

n2
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We have made choice of the eye as an instance
upon which to rest the argument of this chapter.
Some single example was to be proposed; and
the eye offered itself under the advantage of ad
mitting of a strict comparison with optical instru
.ments. The ear, it is probable, is no less artifi
cially and mechanically adapted to its office than
the eye. But we know less about it: we do not
80 well understand the action, the use, or the
mutual dependency of its internal parts.I, Its

,. The reader will find a dissertation on the ear in the
Appendix. Other authofll, a8 well as Dr. Paley, have
said that we do not understand the uses or mutual
dependency of the internal parts of the ear: an ob
servation either not very intelligible, or which shows
them to have studied it superficially.

) II ,Google
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general form, however, both extemal and inter-'
nal, is sufficient to show that it is an instrument

Explanation of the Plan of the Ear.-A, the tube of
the ear, having little glands to secrete the wax, and hairs
standing across it to exclude insects, without impeding
the vibrations of the atmosphere; B, the membrane of
the tympanum drawn into the form of a funnel by the
attachment of the malleus; C, the chain of four bones
lying in the irregular cavity of the tympanum, and com
municating the vibrations of the membrane B to the
fluid in the lahyrinth; D, Eustachian tube, which
forms a communication between the throat and the
tympanum, so as to preserve an equilibrium of the air
in the cavity of the tympanum and the atmosphere;
E, F, the labyrinth, consisting of a central cavity, the
vestibule; the three semicircular canals, E, and the
coclllea, F.

Beginning from the left hand we have the malleus,
or hammer, the first of the chain of bones; we see the
long handle or process which is attached to the mem
brane of the tympanum, and which moves with the
vibrations of that membrane; the other end is enlarged,·
and has a groove upon it which is articulated with the
next bone. The second bone is the incus, or anvil, to .
the grooved surface of which the malleus is attached.'
A long process extends from this bone, which has upon
it the os orbiculare; and to this third bone there is
attached a fourth, the stapes, which is in shape like a
stirrup iron. The base of this bone is of an oval shape,
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adapted to the reception of BOUnd; that is to say,
already knowing that sound consists in pulses of
the air, we perceive, in the structure of the ear, a
suitableness to receive impressions from this spe
cies of action, and to propagate these impressions
to the brain. For of what does this structure
consist? An external car (the concha), calcu
lated, like an car trumpet, to catch and collect
the pulses of which we have spoken; in large
quadrupeds, turning to the sound, and possessing
a configuration, as well as motion, evidently fitted
for the office: of a tube which leads into the
head, lying at the root of this outward ear, the
folds a.nd sinuses thereof tending and conducting
the air towards it: of a thin membrane, like the
pelt of a drum, stretched across this passage
upon a bony rim: of a chain of movable and in
finitely curious bones, forming a communication,
and the only communication that can be observed,
between the membrane last mentioned ang the

and rests upon a membrane which closes the hole leading
into the labyrinth. This hole is called foramen ovale.
The plan of the cochlea shows that one of its spiral
passages, beginning in the vestibule, winds round the
pillar till it meets in a point with another tube. If the
eye follow this second spiral tube, it will be found to
lead, not into the vestibule, but into the irregular cavity
of the tympanum.
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interior channels and recesses of the skull: of
cavities, similar in shape and form to wind instru
ments of music, being spiral or portions of circles:
of the eusta£hian tube, like the hole in a drum, to
let the air pass freely into and out of the barrel
of the ear, as the covering membrane vibrates, or
as the temperafure may be altered: the whole
labyrinth hewn out of a rock; that is, wrought
into the substance of the hardest bone of the
body. This assemblage of connected parts con
stitutes together an apparatus plainly enough
relative to the trans~ission of sound, or of the
impulses received from sound, and only to be la
mented in not being better understood.

The communication within, formed by the small
bones of the ear, is, to look upon, more like what
we are accustomed to call machinery, than any
thing I am acquainted with in animal bodies. It
seems evidently designed to continue towards the
sensorium the tremulous motions which are ex
cited in the membrane of the tympanum, or what
is better known by the name of the" drum of the
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ear." The compages of bones consists of four,

[This figure represents the bones which form
the chain.]

which are so disposed, and so hinge upon one
another, as that if the membrane, the drum of the
ear, vibrate, all the four are put' in motion toge
ther; and, by the result oftheir action, work the
base of that which is the last in the series, upon
an aperture which it closes, and upon which it
plays, and which aperture opens into the tortuous
canals that lead to the brain. This last bone of
the four is called the stapes. The office of the
drum of the ear is to spread out an extended
surface, capable of receiving the impressions of
sound, and of being put by them into a state of
vibration. The office of the stapes is to repeat
these vibrations. It is a repeating frigate, sta
tioned more within the line. From which account
of its action may be understood how the sensa
tion of sound will be excited by any thin~which
communicates a vibratory motion to the stapes,
though not, as in all ordinary cases, through the
intervention of the membrana tympani. This is
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done .by solid bodies applied to the bones of the
skull; as by a metal bar holden at one end between
the teeth, and touching at the other end a tremu
lous body. It likewise appears to be done, in a
considerable degree, by the air itself, even when.
this. membrane, the drum of the ear, is greatly
damaged. Either in the natural or preternatural
state of the organ, the use of the chain of bones
is to propagate the impulse in a direction towards
the brain, and to propagate it with the advantage
of a lever; which advantage consists in increasing
the force and strength of the vibration, and at
the same time diminishing the space through
which it oscillates; both of which changes may
augment or facilitate the still deeper action of the
auditory nerves. IS

The benefit of the eustachian tube to the or
gan may be made out upon pneumatic principles.

IS It will be shown in the Appendix, that the fine

apparatus consisting of these bones, with their four
minute muscles attached to them, is not necessary to
the sensation coming through the bones of the head, aa
here described by our author: it is provided for the
more delicate vibrations of the elastic atmosphere, and
is not found except in animals that breathe the air. It
will be also found, that whilst these bones move with
the slightest impulse of sound, they regulate the impres

sion, and protect the nerve.
D3
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Behind the drum of the ear is a second cavity,
or barrel, called the tympanum. The eustachian
tube is a slender pipe, but sufficient for the
passage of air, leading from this cavity into the
back part of the mouth. Now, it would not have
done to have had a vacuum in this cavity; for, in
thAt case, the pressure of the atmosphere from
without would have burst the membrane which
covered it. Nor would it have done to have filled
the cavity with lymph, or any other secretion;
which would necessarily have obstructed, both the
vibration of the membrane, and the play of the
small bones. Nor, lastly, would it have done to
have occupied the space with confined air, because
the expansion of that air by heat, or its contrac
tion by cold, would have distended or relaxed the
covering membrane, in a degree inconsistent with
the purpose which it was assigned to execute.
The only remaining expedient, and that for which
the eustachian tube serves, is to open to this
cavity a communication with the external air. In
one word, it exactly answers the purpose of the
hole in a drum.

The membrana tympani itself, likewise, de
serves all the examination which can be made of
it. It is not found in the ears of fish; which fur
nishes an additional proof of what indeed is indi
cated by every thing about it, that it is appro~
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priated to the action of air, or of an elastic
medium. It bears an obvious resemblance to the
pelt or head of a drum, from which it takes its
name. It resembles also a drum-head in this

[This figure represents the membrane of the tym
panum of a larger size than natural. It is represented
as tucked in by the handle of the malleus. The de
scription of Sir Everard Home, referred to in the text,
ill aitogether fanciful. There is no proof that these fibres'
are muscular: they are drawn tight by the small muscle
attached to the malleus called tensor tympani; and it
would appear that these cords are necessary to produce
that variety of motion in the membrane suited to all the
variety of sounds which are conveyed through it to
the seat of the sense. Sir Everard played to the ele
phant on the pian~forte. That the animal took some
notice of the extraordinary sound cannot surprise us;
but the inferences drawn by Sir Everard were equally
ingenious and groundless. He supposed that the musi
cal ear was owing to the membrane of the tympanum.]

Coogle
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principal property, that its use depends. upon its.
tension. Tension is the state essential to it. Now
we know that, in a drum, the pelt is carried over
a hoop, and braced as occasion requires, by the
means of strings attached to its circumference.
In the membrane of the ear, the same purpose is
provided for, more simply, but not less mechani
cally nor less successfully, by a different expedient,
viz. by the end of a bone (the handle of the mal
leus) pressing upon its cflntre. It is only in very
large animals that the texture of this membrane
can be discerned. In the Philosophical Transac
tions for the year 1800 (vol. i.), Mr. Everard
Home has given some curious observations upon
the ear, and the drum of the ear of an elephant.
He discovered in it what he calls a radiated
muscle-that is, straight muscular fibres passing
along the membrane from the circumference to
the centre-from the bony rim which surrounds it
towards the handle of the malleus, to which the
central part is attached. This muscle he sup
poses to be designed to bring the membrane into
unison with different sounds; but then he also
discovered, that this muscle itself cannot act,
unless the membrane be drawn to a stretch, and
kept in a due state of tightness, by what may be
called a foreign force-viz. the action of the mWl
des of the malleus. Supposing his explanation of
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the use of the parts to be just, our author is well
founded in the reflection which he makes upon
it-" that this mode of adapting the ear to diffe
rent sounds, is one of the most beautiful applica
tionsof muscles in the body; the mechanism is 80

simple, and ike 'Variety of effects so great."
In another volume of the Transactions above re

ferred to, and of the same year, two most curious
cases are related, of persons who retained the
sense of hearing, not in a perfect but in a very
considerable degree, notwithstanding the almost
total loss of the membrane we have been de
scribing. In one of these cases, the use here
assigned to that membrane, of modifying the im
pressions of sound by change of tension, was
attempted to be supplied by straining the muscles
of the outward ear. "The external ear," we are
told, "had acquired a distinct motion upward and
backward, which was observable whenever the
patient listened to any thing which he did not
distinctly hear; when he was addressed in a
whisper, the ear was seen immediately to move;
when the tone of voice was louder, it then re
mained altogether motionless."

It appears probable, from both these cases,
that a collateral if not principal use of the mem
brane is to cover and protect the barrel of the
ear which lies behind it. Both the patients suf-
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Cered from cold: one," a great increase of deaf
ness from catching cold;" the other, "very consi
derable pain from exposure to a stream of cold
air." Bad effects therefore followed from this
cavity being left open to the external air; yet,
had the Author of Nature shut it up by any
other cover than what was capable, by its texture,
of receiving vibrations from sound, and, by its
connexion with the interior parts, of transmitting
those vibrations to the brain, the use of the organ,
80 far as we can judge, must have been entirely
obstructed.

•
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CHAPTER IV.

ON THE SUCCESSION OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS.

THE generation of the animal no more accounts
for the contrivance of the eye or ear, than, upon
the supposition stated in a preceding chapter, the
production of a watch by the motion and mecha
nism of a former watch, would account for the
skill and attention evidenced in the watch so pro
duced-than it would account for the disposition
of the wheels, the catching of their teeth, the re
lation of the several parts of the works to one
another, and to their common end; for the suita
bleness of their forms and places to their offices,
for their connexion, their operation, and the useful
result of that operation. I do insist most stre
nuously upon the correctness of this comparison;
that it holds as to every mode of specific propa
gation; and that whatever was true of the watch,
under the hypothesis above mentioned, is true of
plants and animals.

I. To begin with the fructification of plants.
Can it be doubted but that the seed contains a
particular organization? Whether a latent plan
tule with the means of temporary nutrition, or
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whatever else it be, it encloses an organization
suited to the gennination of a new plant. Has
the plant which produced the seed any thing
more to do with that organization, than the watch
would have had to do with the structure of the
watch which was produced in the course of its
mechanical movement? I mean-Has it any
thing at all to do with the contrivance? The
maker and contriver of one watch, when he in
serted within it a mechanism suited to the pro:
duction of another watch, was, in truth, the maker
and contriver of' that other watch. All the. pro-.
perties of the new watch were to be referred to
his agency: the design manifested in it, to his in
tention: the art, to him as the artist: the collo
cation of each part, to his placing: the action,
effect, and use, to his counsel, intelligence, and
workmanship. In producing it by the interven
tion of a fonner watch, he was only working by
one set of tools instead of another. So it is with
the plant, and, the seed pr?duced by it. Can any
distinction be assigned between the two cases;
between the producing watch, and the producing
plant; both passive unconscious substances; both,
by the organization which was given to them, pro
ducing their like, without understanding or de
sign; both, that is, instruments?

II. From plants we may proceed to oviparous
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animals: from seeds to eggs. Now I say, that
the bird has the same concern in the formation of
the egg which she lays, as the plant has in that
of the seed which it drops; and no other" nor
greater. The internal constitution of the egg is
as much a secret to the hen as if the hen were
inanimate. Her will cannot alter it, or change a
single feather of the chick. She can neither
foresee nor determine of '£.hich sex her brood shall
be, or how many of either; yet the thing pro
duced shall be, from the first, very different in its
make according to the sex which it bears. So
far, therefore, from adapting the means, she is not
beforehand apprised of the effect. If there be
concealed within that smooth shell a proVision
and a preparation for the production and nourish
ment of a new animal, they are not of her pro
viding or preparing; if there be contrivance, it is
none of hers. Although, therefore, there be the
difference of life and perceptivity between the
animal and plant, it is a difference which enters
not into the account ;-it is a foreign circum
stance; it is a diffcrence of properties not em
ployed. The animal function and the vegetable
function are alike destitute of any design which
can operate upon the form of the thing produced.
The plant has no design in producing the seed
no comprehension of the nature or use of what it
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produces: the bird, with respect to its egg, is not
above the plant with respect to its seed. Neither
the one nor the other bears that sort of relation
to what proceeds from them which a joiner does
to the chair which he makes. Now a cause which
bears this relation to the effect, is what we want,
in order to account for the suitableness of means
to an end-the fitness and fitting of one thing to
another; and this cause the parent plant or ani
mal does not supply.

It is further observable concerning the propa
gation of plants and animals, that the apparatus
employed exhibits no resemblance to the thing
produced; in this respect, holding an analogy
with instruments and tools of art. The filaments,
antherm, and stigmata of flowers, bear no more
resemblance to the young plant, or even to the
seed which is formed by their intervention, than
a chisel or a plane does to a table or chair. What
then are the filaments, antherm, and stigmata of
plants but instruments strictly so called?

IlL We may advance from animals which bring
forth eggs to animals which bring forth their
young alive; and of this latter class, from the
lowest to the highest; from irrational to rational
life, from brutes to the human SPeCies; without
perceiving', as we proceed, any alteration whatever
in the terms of the comparison. The rational
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animal does not produce its offspring with more
certainty or success than the irrational animal:
a man than a quadruped, a quadruped than a
bird; nor (for we may follow the gradation through
its whole scale) a bird than a plant; nor a plant
than a watch, a piece of dead mechanism, would
do, upon the sUPJ>Osition which has already so
often been repeated. Rationality, thereforQ, has
nothing to do in the business. If an account
must be given of the contrivance which we ob
serve; if it be demanded, whence arose either the
contrivance by which the young animal is pro
duced, or the contrivance manifested in the young
animal itself, it is not from the reason of the
parent that any such account can be drawn. He
is the cause of his offspring, in the same sense as
that in which a gardener is the cause of the tulip
which grows upon his parterre, and in no other.
We admire the flower; we examine the plant; we
perceive the conduciveness of many of its parts to
their end and office: we observe a provision for
its nourishment, growth, protection, and fecun
dity; but we never think of the gardener in all
this. We attribute nothing of this to his agency;
yet it may still be true, that without the gardener
we should not have had the tulip. Just so it is
with the succession of animals, even of the highest
order. For the contrivance discovered in the
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structure of the thing produced, we want a con
triver. The parent is not that contriver: his
consciousness decides that question. He is in
total ignorance why that which is produced took
its present form rather than any other. It is for
him only to be astonished by the effect. We can
no more look therefore to the intelligence of the
parent animal for what we are in search of-a
cause of relation, and of subserviency of parts to
their use, which relation and subserviency we see
in the procreated body-than we can refer the
internal conformation of an acorn to the intelli
gence of the oak from which it dropped, or the
structure of the watch to the intelligence of the.
watch which produced it: there being no cliffe-.
renee, as far as argument is concerned, between
an intelligence which is not exerted, and an intel
ligence which does not exist.18

18 When we have, in some measure, comprehended
the system of an animal body, how the different organs
are related to each other, and how the whole exists
through a mutual influence of its parts, the wonder is
renewed how another creature should grow out of that,
which, as far as we have seen, has no tendency to mul
tiply itself. Authors who treat of reproduction, even to

the very last, affirm, that with the germ of life in all
organized structure!l are conjoined the seeds of decay
and of death: they tell us that the poweIl! of life are
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finite, and that the time must come when they shall be
expended. Now there are no seeds of decay; and
although, according to the law 'of animal existence, the
individual perishes, it is incorreet to say that it is the
result ofthe exhaustion of the powers of vitality, or the
deterioration of the material which enters into its com
position. We gain nothing by adapting the language of
one science to explain another: it is of no advantage,
in treating' of life and death, to adopt a chemical no
menclature. The term of life in every creature; from
the elephant to the ephemeral By, has its limit; but it
is wrong to say that it is by the defect of the material,
or of the energy of life: it is a better philosophy to
admit that it is in accordance with the system which
the Deity has ordained.

Life, in the sense in which it is used here, is con
tinued ill the germ that rises from the parent; since out
of the old body, that is described as a deteriorated and
useless material, a new creation is produced, it suffices
to show that there is' no necessary decay 'from the mate
rial itself. A leaf or twig of an old tree will strike root
into the ground, and vegetate and exhibit youthful
vigour. So will the fresh-water polypus furnish a por
tion which, being cut off, will grow with a perfect re
semblance to the original stock. In the reproduction
of the higher and the more complex organized bodies
there is much that is obscure; 'but in the simpler, and,
as it is termed, the lower examples-vegetables, :Zoo
phytes, and infUIOry animals~we have abundant proofil
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that the result does not proceed from the exhausted or
deteriorated nature of the material.

Amongst the infusoria, the animals called Monads,
of which there is a great variety, exhibit very curious
phenomena. They are of a globular form, and this
globe is seen first to contract and then divide, each
becoming a distinct animal. And something like this
may be done artificially bJ the division of the fresh
water polypus, or hydra; and what is deficient in the
divided portion is supplied by a new growth, be it head
or tail. The thing, however, is not so remarkable, if
we consider that those lower animals have abundant
resemblance to vegetables; and that in cutting off por
tions the experimenter is cutting off buds. These buds
or tubercles, if left to undergo their natural changes, ac
quire independent motion, produce tentacula, or feelers,
to procure food, and, thus prepared to be independent,
fall off from the parent stock.

The microscope exhibits another instance in the
Volvox. It is' a transparent globule, within which
smaller globules may be seen; and when matured the
parent bursts, diaclases the offspring, and dies.

In all these examples, we see that there is no reason
to speak of exhausted or deteriorated matter, or debility
in the powers of life.

So in the higher and the more complex animals we
find one set of organs decaying and another rising into
existence. Contemplating the one, we would say that
the powers were decaying; contemplating the other, that
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they were fresh and vigorous. We must come to the
conclusion, then, that the growth of parts, or the period
of their development, the decay of the animal, or of
the parts of the animal, "is by an ordinance which is
very inaccurately expressed by the terms exhaustion of
life, or imperfection of the material. Imperfection, in
truth, is a relative term, and means failure or insuffi
ciency towards the accomplishment of certain purposes.
If the object in view were the duration of animal bodies
for a great length of time, we might be justified in say
ing that the materials they are made of are imperfect;
but this is clearly not the design with which they are
fonned.
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CHAPTER V.

APPLICATION OF THE ARGUMENT CONTINUED.

EVERY observation which was made in our first
chapter concerning the watch, may be repeated
with strict propriety concerning the eye; concern
ing animals; concerning plants; concerning, in
deed, all the organized parts of the works of
nature. As,

I. When we arc inquiring simply after the
existence of an intelligent Creator, imperfection,
inaccuracy, liability to disorder, occasional irregu
larities, may subsist in a considerable degree,
without inducing any doubt into the question:
just as a watch may frequently go wrong, seldom
perhaps exactly right, may be faulty in some
parts, defective in some, without the smallest
ground of suspicion from thence arising that it
was not a watch, not made, or not made for the
purpose ascribed to it. When faults are pointed
out, and when a question is started concerning
the skill of the artist, or dexterity with which the
work is executed, then, indeed, in order to defend
these qualities from accusation, we must be able,
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either to expose some intractableness and imper
fection in the materials, or point out some i,nvill
cible difficulty in the execution, into which imper;
fection and difficulty the matter or complaint may
be resolved; or, if we cannot do this, we must
adduce such specimens of consummate art and
contrivance proceeding from the same hand as
may convince' the inquirer of the existence, in the
case before him, of impediments like those which
we have mentioned, although, what from the na
ture of the case is very likely to happen, they be
unknown and unperceived by him. This we must
do in order to vindicate the artist's skill, or at
least the perfection of it; as we must also judge
of his intention, and of the provisions employed
in fulfilling that intention, not from an instance
in which they fail, but from the great plurality of
instances in which 'they succeed. But, after all,
these are different questions from the question of
the artist's existence; or, which is the same, whe
ther the thing before us be a work of art or not;
and the questions ought always to be kept sepa
rate in the mind. So likewise it is in the works
of nature. Irregularities and imperfections are
of little or no weight in the consideration, when
that consideration relates simply to the existence
of a Creator. When the argument respects his
attributes; they arc of weight; but are then to be

E
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taken in conjunction (the attention is not to rest
upon them, but they are to be taken in conjunc
tion) with the unexceptionable evidences which
we possess of ~kilL power, and benevolence, dis
played in otheu instances; which evidenCes may,
in strength, number, and variety, be such, and
lIlRy so overpower apparent blemishes, as to in
duce U8, upon the most reasonable ground, to
believe that these last ought to be referred to
Ilome cause, though we be ignorant of it, other
than defect of knowledge or of benevolence in the
author.

II. There may be also parls of plants- and ani
mals, as there were supposed. to be of the watch,
of which, in some instances the operation, in
others, the use, is unknown. These fonn different
eases; for the operation may be unknown, yeti

the use be certain. Thus it is with, the lungs of
animals. It does not, I think, appear, that W6

are acquainted with the action of the air upon tho
blood, or in what manner that action is communi
cated by the hmgs; yet we find that a very short
lIultpension of their office destroye- the life of tJUt

;mimal I7
• In this case, therefore, we may be said

u. Undaubtedly the expC>1lUl'e' of the blood to the atmo
sphere, in the-circul&ti.on through the lungs,and the throw
i,ng off of cal'bon. are essential to life. But the pain aJU!
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to. know the use, nay, we experience the-neoessity,
of. the organ, though we be ignorant of its operao
ilion. Nearly the same thing may be observed of
what is called the lymphatic system. We suffer
grievous inconveniences from its disorder, without
being informed: of the office w;}rich it sustains iii'
the economy of our bodies. There may possiblf
alSo be some fuw examplee of the second claSH, in
which not only the operation is unknown, but in
w.hich experiments may seem to prove that thO'
part is not necessary; or may leave a doubt how:
fhr it is even useful to the plant or animal in which·
it is· found. This is said to· be the case with the-'
spleen, whioh has been extracted from dogg with..
out any sensible injury to their vital functions.
Instances of the fomror kind, namely, in which we'

eatl.uot e:q>lain the- operation, may be numerous ;.
ful't they-will be 80 in proportion to our ignorance..
They will be'more or fewer to different persons, and:
in different stages of science. Every improvement'
of knowledge diminishes their' number. There
is hardly, perhaps, a year passes that does not,
in- the workit- of natUl"e, bring- some operation, or'

alarm excited when there is danger orsuffocation are not'
I!IO much &-direct consequence or the interruption of tlie
function-. aa au inBtanee oitlie nmnuer in whicli the sen
.b~iabeatowed togmml tlie important Ili:tiolltl o£'Ufe.'

E2
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some mode of operation, to light, which was before
undiscovered-probably unsuspected. Instances
of the second kind, namely, where the part ap
pears to be totally useless, I believe to be ex
tremely rare; compared with the number of those
of which the use is evident, they are beneath any
assignable proportion, and perhaps have been
never submitted to a trial and examination suffi
ciently accurate, long enough continued, or often
enough repeated. No accounts which I have seen
are satisfactory. The mutilated animal may live
and grow fat (as was the case of the dog deprived
of its spleen), yet may be defective in some other
of its functions, which, whether they can aU, or in
what degree of vigour and perfection, be per
formed, or how long preserved without the extir
pated organ, does not seem to be ascertained: by
experiment. But to this case, even were it fuUy
made out, may be applied the consideration which
we suggested concerning the watch, viz., that
these superfluous parts do not negative the rea
soning which we instituted concerning those parts
which are useful, and of which we know the use;
the indication ofcontrivance, with respect to them,
remains as it was before".

18 In the higher animals there is a great complication
of organs. Yet, in the lower animals, the_functions of-
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III. One atheistic way of replying to our ob·
servations upon the works of nature, and to the
proofs of a Deity which we think that we per
ceive in them, is to tell us, that all which we sce
must necessarily have had some form, and that it
might as wcll be its present form as any other.
Let us now apply this answer to the eye, as we
did before to the watch. Something or other
must have occupied that placc in the animal's

digestion, re@piration, assimilation, secretion, and growth
proceed by means of an apparatus comparatively simple.
We must not be surprised, then, that certain parts may
be removed from the higher animals without destroying
life. But this does not imply that those parts are use·
less, since they are structures superadded for the finer
adjustment of the different functions one to the other,
belonging to a higher condition of the economy.

With regard to parts which are thus called usele@ll,
we must remember that the varieties of created ani
mals belong to one type. As we have just said, the
essential functions are the same in all; and there is
much of the structure common to all: when an ani
mal of a particular class has its organization adjusted to
a certain condition of existence, we may see the rudi.
ments of parts which, not being in action, are imperfect,
and we must look to the individuals of another spe
ciell or variety to discover them in .their full deve

lopment.
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head; must have filled up, we will liay, that
llooket: we will BaY, alMo, that it must hav.e been
oftbat sort of tnibstance which weeaU animal
substance, .as 1lesh, !bone, membrane, or cartilage.
&c. But that it should ba~e -been an eye, know·
ing as we dowbat .an .eye com:prehends,~viz.

that it should ha.ve consisted, first, ofa -series of
transparentlenses (very different, by·the~by, even
in their substance, .from the opaque materials of
which the rest of the body is, in general at least,
IlOmposed; and with which the whole of its SUl'

!ac~, this single portion of it excepted, is co
¥ered): secOlldly, of a black cloth or canvass (the
only membrane oftb.e bodywhich is blaek)spl'ead
out behind these lenses, so as to receive .the
image formed by pencils of light trantmlitted
through them; and placed at the precise geOJII&.

trical distance, at which, and at which alone, a
distinct image could be formed, namely, at the
concourse of the refracted rays: thirdly, of a
iarge nerve communicating between this mem
brane and the brain; without wQ.ich, the action
pf light upon the membrane, however modified
.by the organ, would be lost to the purposes of
sensation :-that this fortunate conformation of,
parts .should have been the lot, :not of one indi-
Yidual out of many thousand individuals, like the
great prize in a lottery, or like some singularit.y
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in ·nature~but the happy chance ofa whole -spe
mes.: nor of one species out of many -thnUBand
species, with which weare .acquainted, out of by
'far the greatest number of all that exist.; and
that under vameties, not casual or capricious, but
bearing .marks of being suited to their respectiv.e
exigenoos.:-that all this should have taken place,
merely because something must have occupied
these points on every animal's forehead ;-or,
that all .thiB should be thought to be accounted
for by the short answer, <c that whatever was
there must have had some form or other," is too
~bsurd ·to be made more so by any augmentation.
We are not contented with this answer; we find
'110 satisfaction in it, by way of accounting for ap
~m:ances _of organization far short of those of.the
eye, such aB we obser:ve in fossil shells, petrified
bones, or other substances which bear the vestiges
of animal or vegetable tecrements, but which,
either in respect to utility, or of the situation in
which they are discovered, may seem accidental
enough. I t is no way of accounting even for
these things, to say, that the stone, for instance,
which is shown to us (supposing the question to
he concerning a petrification), must have contained
some internal conformation or other. Nor does
it mend the answer to add, with :respect to the
singularity of the conformation, that after the

--------
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event, it is no longer to be computed what the
chances were against it. 'l'his is always to be
computed when the question is, whether a useful
or imitative conformation be the produco of
chance or not: I desire no greater certainty in
reasoning than that by which chance is excluded
from the present disposition of the natural world.
Universal experience is against it. What does
chance ever do for us? In the human body, for
instance, chance, i. e. the operation of causes
without design, may produce a wen, a wart, a
mole, a pimple, but never an eye. Amongst
inanimate substances, a clod, a pebble, a liquid
drop might be; but never was a watch, a tele
scope, an organised body of any kind, answering
a valuable purpose by a complicated mechanism,
the effect of chance'·. In no assignable instance

,. There is great inaccuracy, and indeed a very unphi
losophical and superficial view of the subject in these
observations upon "chance." Chance is merely an
abridged form of expressing our ignorance of the cause or
preceding event to which any given event may be traced j

and nothing can be more inaccurate, or indeed more
productive of serious errors in this very branch of science,
than to speak of chance as a substantive thing or power.
To take the most obvious instance: we 'say, in common
parlance, that the dice being shaken together, it is a
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hath such a thing existed without intention some
where.

matter of chance what face8 they will tum up; but, if we
could accurately ob8erve their po8ition in the box before
the 8haking, the direction of the force applied, its
quantity, the number of turn8 of the box, and the
curve in which the motion was made, the manner of
8topping the motion and the line in which the dice
were thrown out, the face8 turned up would be a mat
ter of certain prediction, after a 8ufficient number of
experiment8 had been made to correct the theory. It
i8 only because we take no heed of all the8e thing8 that
we are ignorant what will be the event; and the dark
ne88 in which we are respecting the circum8tance8 which
regulate it, i8 called by the name of chance. Nor is it
correct to ny, that thi8 or anything else i8 done without
de8ign. All we can mean by the expre88ion is, that
our design 8toP8 8hort at a certain point, and leaves the
laws of nature to guide the re8t of the operation. But
8uch a position i8 manifestly quite inapplicable to the
operation8 of nature.

Equally inaccurate i8 it, if not more 80, to speak of a
wen or a pimple, &c., as the result of any caUBe in the
least degree different from that which produced the eye.
Thetle are po88ibly alway8, certainly 8Ometime8, di8eases ;
but they are the result of contrivance as clearly a8 the
eye itself. The function8 of the animal 8y8tem, though
acting in an unusual manner, yet acting according to
rule, produce thOle phenomena. Indeed one of them, a

E3
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. IV. There is .another ·answer which has the
same effect as the resolving of things into charure;
which answer would persuaaeus to believe, 'that
the eye, the animal io which it belongs, every
other animal, every plant, indeed every orgariized
body which we see, are only so many uut of the
possible varieties and combinations of being
which the lapse of infinite ages has brought into
existence; that the present world is the relic of
that variety; millions of other bndily forms and
other species having perished, being, by the ·de
fect of their constitution, incapable of preserva
tion, or·of continuaneeby generation. .Nowthere
is no foundation whatever fur this eonjeetme in
any thing ·whichwe observe in the-works of-na
ture; no such experiments are going on at pre
sent; no such energy operates as that which is
here supposed, and which should be constantly
pushing into existence new varieties of beings.

pimple, is, in part at least, the result of the provision
made for restoring the interrupted continuity of the skin,
by a slight suppuration from which the granulation, f1t

production of new animal fibre, takes place. The like
remark applies to the cases of a clad, pebble., or liquid
drop, also put in this passage. We have already ad
Terted to the two first in afonner note ; the formation
of a drop is in truth one of the phenomena of gravita
tion, and a very remarkable one.
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Nor are .there any appearances to support an
opinion, that every possible combination of vege
table or animal structure has formerly been tried.
Multitudes of conformations, botl~ of vegetables
and animals, may be conceived capable of exist
ence and succession, which yet do not exist. Per
haps almost as many forms of plants might have
been found in the fields as figures of plants can
be delineated upon paper. A countless variety
of animals might have existed which do not exist.
Upon the supposition here Btat~d, we should Iiee
unicorns and mermaids, sylphs and centaurs, the
fancies of painters, and the fables of poots, realised
by examples. Or, ifit be alleged that these may
transgress the bounds of possible life and propa
gation, we might at least have nations of human
beings without nails upon their fingers, with more
or fewer fingers and toos than ten, some with one
eye, others with one ear, with one nostril, or with
out the sense of smelling at all. All these, and
a thousand other imaginable varieties, might live
and propagate. We may modity anyone species
many different ways, all consistent with life,
~nd with the actions necessary to preservation,
altho~h affording different degrees of convc
niency and enjoyment to the animal. And if we
carry these modifications through the different
species which are known :to subsist, their number
would be incalculable. .No reason can be given
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why, if tbese deperdits ever existed, they have
now disappearcd. Yet, if all possible cxistences
have been tried, they must have formed part of
thc cataloguelO

•

• No doubt men in different ages have asserted the
possibility of all we see being made 1)y chance; but we
are not uncharitable when we say that no man ever
believed it. I t is easily shown, that, of all the varieties
of fabulous animals which have been bred in the fertile
imagination of the poet, not one could have lived. They
want that relation and balance of the different organs,
that provision running through the whole texture of the
frame of the animal, which we see in the natural pro
d;lctions. The sphinx has wings, but no constitution
of body to give these strength. The griffin, with its
hooked bill, has' no feathers to prin, and no substitute
for teeth. The centaur has the body of the horse, but
no mouth to gather appropriate food.

We may conclude, then, that these products of the
imagination are altogether abortive, and only tend to
prove how exact the relation must be of all the parts,
and especially of the vital organs of an animal, in order
that it may live.

As to the second position, that the animals which
exist are the happy results of chance when thousands
have perished by imperfection, the supposition is con
tradicted by the perfect and harmonious chain of beings
forming the animal kingdom, in which there is no link
interrupted, no interval implying the loss of any species.
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But, moreover, the division of organised sub.
stances into animals and vegetables, and the dis
tribution and sub-distribution of each into genera
and species, which distribution is not an arbitrary
act of the mind, but founded in the order which
prevails in external nature, appear to me to con
tradict the supposition of the present world being
the remains of an indefinite variety of existences;
of a variety which rejects all plan. The hypo
thesis teaches, that every possible variety of being
hath, at one time or other, found its way into
existence (by what cause or in what manner is
not said), and that those which wel'C badly formed
perished; but how or why those which survived
should be cast, as wc see that plants and animals
are cast, into regular classes, the hypothesis does
not explain; or rather the hypothesis is inconsis
tent with this phenomenon.

The hypothesis, indeed, is hardly deserving of
the consideration which we have given to it.
Wliat should we think of a man who, because we
had never ourselves seen watches, telescopes,
stocking-mills, steam-engines, &c., made, knew
not how they were made, nor could prove by tes
timony when they were made, or by whom, would
have us believe that these machines, instead of
deriving their curious structures from thc thought
and design of their inventors and contrivers, in
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truth deiive them from no .mher 'Origin ihan libis :
viz., that a mass of metals and other ,materials
having run, when IDelted, into all possible figm'6ll,

and combined themselves in all possible forms,
IIIld tlhapes, and proportions, these things which
we see are what were left from the accident, ;as
best worth preserving, and, as such, al'e become
the remaining stock of a magazine, which, at one
time or other, has by this means contained every
mechanism, 'useful and useless, convenient and
inconvenient, into which such like materials could
be thrown? I cannot distingUish the hypothesis,
as applied to the works of nature, from this solu
tion, which no one would accept as '&Fplied to a
collection of machines.

V. To the marks of contrivance discoverable in
animal bodies, and to the argument deduced from
them in proof of design and of a designing ,Crea.
tor, this turn is sometimes attempted to be given,
namely, that the parts were not intended fOT the
use, but that the use arose out of the parts. This
distinction is intelligible. A cabinet-maker rubtl
his mahogany with fish- skin; yet it would be too
much to ,assert that the skin of the dog-fish was
made rough and granulated on purpose for the
polishing of wood, and the use of cabinet-makers,
Therefore the distinction is intelligible, :But I
think that there is very little place for it in ,the
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WOJlks ~Of nature. When roundly .and generally
.ffinned ,of them, as it .hath sometimes heen, it
.amoUIltti to such another Btretch of assertion as it
MOuld be ,to :say, <that all the :implements of the
.eabiuet·Ill18,ker's workshop, as ·.wellas his fish
sin, were substances accidentally configurated,
(Which he had picked up andconverted.to his 1Ule;
that his adzes, saws, planes, and gimlets, were not
Insde, as we suppOBe, to chew, cut, Bmooth, Bhape
out, or bore wood with.; :but that, :these things
:being made, !IlO m.liUer with what design, or whe·
thor .with .any, the cabinet-maker perceived that
iliey ware :applica.ble to his pm:pOBe,~ turned
'them .to account.

:But,again. So far as this solution is attempted
to be applied .to those ,parts ofanimals the action
of which does not depend upon the .will of the
animal, it is n-aught with still more evident ab
B.lUdity. Is it possible to believe that the eye
was formed without a.ny regard to vision; that
it was the animal itself which found out that,
though formed with no such intention, it would
serve to see with; and that the use of the eye as
an organ of sight resulted from .this discovery,
and the animal's application of it? The same
question .lllay be asked of the ear; the same of
all the senscs. None of the senses fundamentally
depend upon the election of .the animal; CODS.a-
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quently neither upon his sagacity nor his expe
rience. It is the impression'which objects make
upon them that constitutes their use. Under that
impression he is passive.. He may bring objects
to the sense, or within its re~h; he may select
these objects; but over the impression itself he
has no power, or very little; and that properly is
the sense.

Secondly; there are many parts of animal bo
dies which seem to depend upon the will of the
animal in a greater degree than the senses do,
and yet with respect to which this solution is
equally unsatisfactor)T. If we apply the solution
to the human body, for instance, it forms itself
into questions upon which no reasonable mind
can doubt; such as, whether the teeth were made
expressly for the mastication of food, the feet for
walking, the hands for holding? or whether, these
things being as they are, being in fact in the ani
mal's possession, his own ingenuity taught him
that they were convertible to these purposes,
though no such purposes were contemplated in
their formation?

All that there is ofthe appearance ofreason in
this way of considering the subject is, that, in some
cases, the organization seems to determine the
habits of the animal, and its choice to a particular
mode of life; which, in a certain sense,. may be
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called" the use arising out of the partll." Now,
to all the instances in which there is any place for
this suggestion, it may be replied, that the organ
ization determines the animal to habits beneficial
and salutary to itself; and that this effect would
not be seen so regularly to follow, if the several
organizations did not bear 'a concerted and con
trived relation to the substance by which the ani-

11 We deceive ourselves in this matter: the dexterity
which use gives, makes us apt to believe that the faculty
is gained through the accidental possession of the instru
ment. But the difficulty is removed, if we make due
comparison between man and other animals. In the
former, it is intended that the faculty should be gradually
developed; and the slowness with which perfection is
attained leaves us in some doubt of the relation between
the effort and the instrument used. But in the latter,
all obscurity is removed: their propensities and instincts,
and the use of their instruments are so perfect from the
beginning, as to admit of no improvement. The fly
catcher requires no experience to adjust his eye, no
second effort of his bill to correct the first. Whether it
be the horn, or the tooth, or the sting, the disposition is
given with it, and the mode of its action is prescribed.
The spider weaves his web without improvement, or
room for improvement. This subject is treated at some
length in the" Bridgewater Treatise on the Hand," where
the question is discussed, whether or not the possession
of the hand is the source of man's superiority.
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mal waS surrounded. They would, otherwise, -Be
capacities without objectB; powers without em
ployment. The web~foot detennines., you -say, the
duck to swim; but what would that avail if thme
were ·no water to swim in? The strong hooked
bill .and sharp talons of one species of bird deter
mine it to prey upon animals; the soft straight
bill and weak claws of another species determine
it to pick up seeds: but neither determjnatjon

could take effect in providing for the 8.1Ilstenance
of the bird~, if.animal bodies and vegetable seeds
did not lie within their reach. The peculiar con
formation of the bill and tongue and claws of the
woodpecker determines that bird tQsearch for his
food amongst the insects lodged behind the bark
or in the wood of decayed trees; but what would
this profit him if there were no trecs,no decayed
trees, no insects 'lodged under their bark, or in
their trunk? The proboscis with which the bee
is furnished determines him to seek for honey:
but what would that signify if flowers supplied
none? Faculties thrown down upon animals at
random, and without reference to the objects
amidst which they are placed, would. not produce
to them the services and benefits which we see:
and if there be thatreferen<;e,then there is in
tention.

Lastly; the solution fails entirely when applied
to plants. The. parts of plants answer theu. uses
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.·without anyconeuncDCle nom the will-or:choicedf
the plant.

VI. Others have chosen ttoiefer·e.v.erythingto
a principle of -order in nature. A principle ,of
Drder is the word: but what is meant ,by-a prin,.
ciple of order, as different .fromaniJitelligent
.Creator, has not been explained either by,defini
tion or example; Bnd, .without fluch.eJllplanation,
it should seem to be a .mere ·substitution of wor-dB
for ~eo.sons, namCil for eawres. .order itself ill
.only the adaptation of means .to an end :aprin-
ciple of order, therefore, 'Can :only sigJiify the mind

od intention which so adapts .them. .OJ·, were it
reapable of being explained an any .other sense, is
.there .any .experience,any analogy, to sustain it ?
Was a .watch ever produced by a principle of

.order.? and why might not a watchlJe 80 produced
-as well as .an eye?
- Furthermo:re, aiprinciple oforder,;actingblindly
and -without choice, is negatived hy the observa"
.Uonthat .order is not universal.; which it would
,ben it .issued from a constant ad .necessary·pM"
.ciple : nor indiscriminate, which it wuuld be if it

.issued from an 'unintelligent principle. Where
'ortleris wanted, there we -find it: where order is
mot wanted, i.ce. where, if it'.pwevailed, it would he
'U8eless, there we do notnnd it. 1n the stllUcturC
.of the· eye (for we adhere to our example) J in the
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figure and position of its several parts, the most
exact order is maintained. In the forms of rocks
and mountains, in the lines which bound the
coasts of continents and islands, in the shape of
bays and promontories, no order whatever is per
ceived, because it would have been superfluous.
No useful purpose would have arisen from mould
ing rocks and mountains into regular solids,
bounding the channel of the ocean by geometrical
curves; or from the map of the world resembling
a table of diagrams in Euclid's Elements or
Simpson's Conic Sections.

VII. Lastly; the confidence which we place in
our observations upon the works of nature, in the
marks which we discover of contrivance, choicel

and design, and in our reasoning upon the
proofs afforded us, ought not to be shaken, as it
is sometimes attempted to be done, by bringing
forward to our view our own ignorance, or rather
the general imperfection of our knowledge of
nature. Nor, in many cases, ought this conside.
ration to affect us, even when it respects some
parts of the subject immediately under our notice.
True fortitude of understanding consists in not
suffering what we know to be disturbed by what
we do not know. Ifwe perceive a useful end, and
means adapted to that end, we perceive enough
for our conclusion. If these things be clear, no
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matter what is obscure. The argument is finished.
For instance: if the utility of vision to the animal
which enjoys it, and the adaptation of the eye to
this office, be evident and certain (and I can
mention nothing which is more so), ought it to
prejudice the inference which we draw from these
premises, that we cannot explain the use of the
spleen? Nay, more: if there be parts of the eye,
viz. the cornea, the crystalline, the retina, in their
substance, figure, and position, manifestly suited
to the formation of an image by the refraction of
rays of light, at least as manifestly as the glasses
and tubes of a dioptric telescope are suited to
that purpose, it concerns not the proof which
these afford of design, and of a designer, that
there may perhaps be other parts, certain muscles,
for instance, or nerves in the same eye, of the
agency or effect of which we can give no account,
any more than we should be inclined to doubt, or
ought to doubt, about the construction of a tele
scope, viz. for what purpose it was constructed, or
whether it were constructed at all, because there
belonged to it certain screws and pins, the use or
action of which we did not comprehend. I take
it to be a general way of infusing doubts and
scruples into the mind, to recur to its own igno
rance, its own imbecility: to tell us that upon
these subjects we know little; that little imper-
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teetly; or rather, that we know nothing properly
about the matter. These suggestion& so fall: in
with our consciousness as sometimes' to, produce
a general: distrust of our fiwulties and our' con
alusiODS. But this' is an unfuuuded jealousy.
The uncortainty of one' thing does not necessarily
afFect the cel'tainty of another thing. Our igno
tance of many points need not suspend our- as,.'

aurance of a. few... Before we yiem, in any'parti
cular instance, 10 the' scepticism which this son or
insinuation would induce; we ought accurately to'
ascertain whether our ignorance or doubt concern'
those precise, points upon which our conclusion'
:oests. Other pointS Me nothing. Our ignorance
of other points" may be of no consequence to'

these,- though they be points, ill" various rcspeet,,;
of' great importance. A just reatlOner' removes'
'wm his consideration, not only what he- knOWB;'

but what he does not know, touching matters not;
strictly connected with his argument, i; e;. not'
furming the very steps of his deduction:- 'beyondl

these, his knowledge- and his ignorance are· afiRe
m~~. .

J
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CHAPTRR VI.

THE ARGUMENT CUMULATIVE.

95

WERE there no example in the world of con
trivance eEept that of the eye, it would be alone
sufficient to support the conclusion which we draw
from it, as to the necessity of an intelligent
Creator. It could never be got rid of; because'
it could not be accounted for by lLny other sup
position, which did not contradict all the prin
eiples we possess of knowledge; the principles
according to which things do, as often as they
ean be brought to the test of experience, turn· out
to be true or fulse. Its coats and humours, eon-

[The figure ilr introduced to remind the reader or th~
fine adjustment of the eye j. & IIUbject explained in the
Appendix :-A, B, is the object, and'the lines represent..
the light reflected from it into the eye. On the surfaca
~f the cornea, which is the transparent. part of the ey~

) II ,Google
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the rays are in a certain degree refracted. Passing
through the coat called cornea, they enter the aqueous
humour. In their transmission through it, they pass into
the pupil. They enter the lens or crystalline humour, and
by the greater power of refraction in this humour, the
rays are drawn to' a point and impinge on the bottom of
the eye at A, B. It will be further seen that the rays
coming from B are refracted to a, those from A to b,
and that the image is therefore represented inverted.]

structed as the lenses of a. telescope are con
structed, for the refraction of rays of light to a
point, which forms the proper action of the organ;
the provision in its muscular tendons for turning
its pupil to the object, similar to that which is
given to the telescope by screws, and upon which
power of direction in the eye the exercise of its
office as an optical' instrument depends; the
further provision for its defence, for its constant
lubricity and moisture, which we see in its socket
and its lids, in its glands for the secretion ofthe
matter of tears, its outlet or communication with
the nose for carrying off the liquid after the eye
is washed with it; these provisions compose alto
gether an apparatus, a system of parts, a prepa
ration of means, so manifest in their design, 80

exquisite in their contrivance, so successful in
their issue, so precious, and so infinitely beneficial
in their use, as, in my opinion, to bear down all
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doubt that can be raised upon the. subject 'I,

And what I wish, under the title of the present
chapter, to observe, is, that if other parts of
nature were inaccessible to our inquiries, or even
ifother parts of nature presented. nothing to our
examination but disorder and" confusion, the Ya
lidity of this example would remain the same. If
there were but one watch in the world, it would
not be less certain that it had a maker. Ifwe
had never in our 1jves seen any but one single
kind of hydraulic machine, yet, ifof that one kind
we understood the mechanism and use, we should
be as perfectly assured that it proceeded from the
hand and thought and skill of a workman, as if
we visited a museum of the arts, and saw col
lected there twenty different kinds of machines
for drawing water, or a thousand different kinds
for other purposes. Of this point each machine
is a proof indJlpendently of all the rest. So it is
with the evidences of a Divine agency. The
proof is not a conclusion which lies at the end of
a chain of reasoning, of which chain each instance
of contrivance is only a link, and of which, if one
link fail, the whole falls; but it is an argument

11 Again we have reference to the structure of the
eye; which shows the necessity of throwing our ob
letVations on this organ into the Appendix.

F
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•

separately supplied by every separate example.
An error in stating an example affects only that
example. The argument· is cumulative, in the
fullest sense of that term. The eye proves it
without the ear; the ear without the eye. The
proof in each example is complete; for when the
design of the part, and the conduciveness of its
structure to that design is shown, the mind may
set itself at' rest; no future consideration can
detract any thing from the force of the example.
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CHAPTER VII.

99

OF THE MECHANICAL AND IMMECHANICAL PARTS AND

FUNCTIONS OF ANiMALS AND VEGETABLES.

IT is not that every part of an animal or vegetable
has not proceeded from a contriving mind; or
that every part is not constructed with a view to
its proper end and purpose, according to the law&
belonging to, and governing the substance or the
action made use of in that part; or that each
part is not so constructed as to effectuate its pur
pose whilst it operates according to these laws; •
but it is because these laws tliemselves are not in
all cases equally understood-or, what amounts
to nearly the same tbing, are not equally exem
plified in more simple processes, and more simple
machines, that we lay down the distinction, here
proposed, between the mechanical parts of ani
mals and vegetables."

II The observation here is most sensible. When we
apeak of an organ as peculiarly suited to exbibit design,
we mean merely that we comprebend llOlDetbing of the
object of the particular structure. But there i. DO part of
an animal. ifwe fully comprehended what WBIl necessary
to the performance of itll functions, that wonld not nile

v2

-~
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,......,..

rtoP,;A.i!!!!"!!-s::..=........iiiiiiiiiiil.B••

[The reader will not be easily convinced that the mass
of flesh, with which he is familiar, is easily and almoet
spontaneoUllly divided into distinet mUllClea.. This figure
represents a muscle. C is the belly of the muscle i A

and B the tendons: A being the tendinous origin, as it is
termed, attached to a fixed point of bone; B the tendi
nous i1!lertion, being attaehed to a part movable by the
eomraction of the mUBCle. The belly, C, consists of
fi.lne~ wlUch are pouened. of the power o. «ontuction
m:. irritability, and t1m>ugh the operation of which the
vanoul mQtWu of the body are performed. We !!ball

• preaently have to remark on the directioll of these

fibres.] •

01lI admiration. Were we to take a ponion of the akin.
and contemplate its exquisitelCn.libility, lIE) iiBely appro
priated-could we penetrate, as it were, into the poret',
and duly estimate the power whi~h regulates the secre
tions and absorption-could we fully underatand the
relations of this organ, either with the economy of the
body within, or the constitution of the &tmoiphere with
out-we ahould hue no occaaion to draw our argument,
for the twentieth time, hom the Itru.ctuwe of the eye or
the ear. Were we to take one cell of the millionI of that.
substance which, intervening between the rowe M)lj,d

tezturea of the frame, gj,vea eia~y to the wDole, and

J,
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For imJtanee: tlte principle of musCular ....
tian, viz., upon oat cause the swelling of the
belly of the muscle, and oonsequent contTactioB
of itt; tendonB, either by an act of the will, or by
invol11'Btary irritation, depends, is wholly unknown
to us. The IlUbstance employed, whether it be
fluid, gaseous, elastic, electrical, or none of theBe.
or nothing reeembling these, is also unknown te
us: of OOIlrse, the laws belongillg to that BUb.

stance, and which regulate its action, are nnkno".
to us. We see nothing similar to this contrac
tion in any machine which we can make, or any
proce8S which we can execute. So far (it is con.
fessed) we are in ignorance, but no farther. This
power and principle, from wh~tever cause it pra. ..
ceeds, being assumed, the collocation of the fib~
to receive the principle, the disposition of the
muscles for the use and application of the power,
is mechanical; and is as intelligible as the ad
justment of the wires and strings by which a
puppet is moved. We see, therefore, as far ..
respects the subject beibre us, what is not me
chanical in the animal frame, and what is. The

permits circulation and muscular action, and all the
'VarioUtl movemente of the body, we ahould haye in that
one cell as much reason for wonder at the perfection of
the contrivance, as in any joint of the limb.
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nervous influence (for we are often obliged to
give names to things which we know little about)
-I say the nervous "influence, by which the belly
or middle of the muscle is swelled, is not mecha
nical. The utility of the effect we perceive-the
means, or the preparation of means, by which it is
produced, we do not. But obscurity as to the
origin of muscular motion brings no doubtfulness
into our observations, upon the sequel of the pro
cess: which observations relate-Ist, to the con
stitution of the muscle, in consequence of which
constitution, the swelling of the belly or middle
part is necessarily and mechanically followed by a
contraction of the tendons; 2dly, to the number
and variety of the muscles. and the corresponding
number and variety of useful powers which they
supply to the animal, which is astonishingly
great; 3dly, to the judicious (if we may be per
mitted to use that term in speaking of the
Author, or of the works, of Nature), to the wise
and well-contrived disposition of each muscle for
its specific purpose; for moving the joint this
way, and that way, and the other way; for pulling
and drawing the part to which it is attached in a
determinate and particular direction: which is a
mechanical operation exemplified in 11 multitude
of instances. To mention only one: The tendon
of the trochlear muscle of the eye, to the end

I
I
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that it may draw in the line required, is passed
through a cartilaginous ring, at which it is re
verted, exactly in the same .anner as a rope in a
ship is carried over a block, or round a stay, in
order to make it pull in the direction which is
wanted. All this, as we have said, is mechanical,
and is as accessible to inspection, as capable of
being ascertained, as the mechanism of the auto
maton in the Stranu. Supposing the automaton
to be put in motion by a magnet (which is pro
bable), it will supply us with a comparison very
apt for our present purpose: Of the magnetic
effluvium we know perhaps as little as we do of
the nervous fluid. But, magnetic attraction being
assumed (it signifies nothing from what cause it
proceeds), we can trace, or there can be pointed
out to us, with perf~ct clearness and certainty,
the mechanism, Yiz., the steel bars, the wheels, the
joints, the wires, by which the motion so much
admired is communicated to the fingers of the
image; and to make any obscurity, or difficulty,
or controversy in the uoctrine of magnetism, an
objection to our knowledge or our certainty,
concerning the contrivance, or the marks of con
trivance, displayed in the automaton, would be
exactly the same thing as it is to make our igno
rance (which we acknowledge) of the cause of
nervous agency, or even of the substance ann
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stn1et.ure of the nerves themselves, a gIOwnil ~
question or suspicion as to the l'easomng wbiclI.
we institute coneeming the m6C~Dical part of
our frame. That an animal is a machine is a
proposition neither correctly true nor wholly fa'b-.
The distinction which we have been~
will serve to show how far the comparison, wlrida
this expression implies, holds; and wherein it
fails. And whether the distinction be thought of
importance or not, it is certainly of importance to

remember, that there is neither truth nor justice
in endeavouring to bring a cloud over our under
standings, or a distrust into our reasonings upou
this subject, by suggesting that we know nothing
~f voluntary motion, of initability, of the principle
·of life, of sensation, of animal heat, upon all which
the a.nimal functions depend; for, our ignorance
of these parts of the animal frame concerns not at
all our knowledge of the mechanical parts of the
same frame. I contend, therefore, that there is

•mechanism in animals; that this mechanism is as
properly such, as it is in machines made by art;
that this mechanism is intelligible and certain;
-that it is not the less so, beca.use it often begius
'or terminates with something which is not mecha
nical; that whenever it is intelligible and certain
it demonstrates intention and contrivance, as well
in the works of nature, as in those of art; and
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that it is the best demonstration which either caJl

afford.
But whilst I contend for these propositions, I

do not exclude myself from asserting, tha.t there
may be, and that there are, other cases in which,
although we cannot exhibit mechanism, or prove
indeed that mechanism is employed, we want not
sufficient evidence to conduct us to the same con
clusion.

There is what may be called the chemical part
of our frame; of which, by reaBOn of the imperfec
tion of our chemistry, we can attain to no distinct
knowledge; I mean, not to a knowledge, either in
degree or kind, similar to that which we possess
of the mechanical part of our frame. It does not,
therefore, afford the same species of argument as
that which mechanism affords; and yet it may
afford an argument in a high degree satisfactory.
The gastric juice, or the liquor which digests the
food in the stomachs of animals, is of this class.
Of all the menstrua it is the most active, tte most
universal. In the human stomach, for instance,
consider what a variety of strange substances, and
how widely different from one another, it in a few
hours reduces to a uniform pulp, milk, or muci
lage. It seizes upon everything; it dissolves the
texture of almost everything that comes in its way.
The flesh of perhaps all animals; the seeds and

F3

•
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fruits of the greatest number of plants; the roots,
and stalks, and leaves of iDany, hard and tough
as they are, yield to its powerful peyvasion. The
change wrought by it is different from any che
mical solution which we can produce, or with
which we are acquainted, in this respect as well as
many others, that, in our chemistry, particular
menstrua act only upon particular substances.
Consider, moreover, that this fluid, stronger in its
operation than a caustic alkali or mineral acid,
than red precipitate, or aqua-fortis itself, is never
theless as mild, and bland, and inoffensive to the
touch or taste as saliva or gum-water, which it
much resembles. Consider, I say, these several
properties of the digestive organ, and of the juice
with which it is supplied, or rather with which it
is made to supply itself, and you will confess it to
be entitled to a name which it has sometimes
received, that of " the chemical wonder of animal
nature."

Stili we are ignorant of the composition of this
fluid, and of the mode of its action; by which is
meant, that we are not capable, as we are in the
mechanical part of our frame, of collating it with
the operations of art. And this I call the imper
fection of our chemistry; for, should the time ever
arrive, which is not, perhaps, to be despaired of,
when we can compound ingredieuts so as to form

•
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a solvent which will act in the manner in which
the gasttic juice acts, we may be able to ascertain
the chemical principfes upon which its efficacy
depends, as :'ell as from what part, and by what
concoction, in the human body these principles are
generated and derived.

In the mean time, ought that, which is in truth
the defect of our chemistry, to hinder us from
acquiescing in the inference which a production
of nature, by its place, its properties, its action, its
surprising efficacy, its invaluable use, authorizes
us to draw in respect of a creative design""?

Another most subtle and curious function of
animal bodies is secretion. This function is semi-

"" After this enumeration of the things dissolved by
the gastric juice, the most extraordinary fact remains to
be stated, that the delicate s~rface of the stomach itself,

softer and finer than the surface of the eye, remains
untouched by this humour, which our author, :omewhat
quaintly, describes as more powerful to dissolve than
aqua-fortis. John Hunter showed us that it was the
property of life that protected the coats of the stomach.
This fact is a most singular proof of the power bestowed
through life on the membranes and vessels; and i~ is as
important 8.8 it is curious: for as the s~mach in the
dead body no longer resists tq.is meDstruum,lt ID~Y become
dissolved, if the person has died with the tiuid alread7

•

•
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chemical and semi-mechanical; exceedingly im
portant and diversified in its effects, but obscure
in its process and in its apparatus. The impor-
!ance of the secretory organs is tut too well
attested by the diseases which an excessive, a de
ficient, or a vitiated secretion is almost sure of
producing. A single secretion being wrong is
enough to make life miserable, or sometimes to
destroy it. Nor is the variety less than the im
portance. From one and the same blood (I speak
of·the human body) about twenty different fluidll
are separated; in their sensible properties, in
taste, smell, colour, and consistency, the most
unlike one another that is possible; thick, thin..
salt, bitter, sweet: and if from our own we pass to
other species of animals, we find amongst their
secretions not only the most various but the most
opposite properties; the most nutritious aliment,
the deadliest poison; the sweetest perfumes, the
most fretid odours. Of these the greater part, as
the gastric juice, the saliva, the bile, the slippery
mucilage which lubricates the joints, the tears

secreted into the stomach. And so it has happened that
persons have been supposed to be poisoned, and rela

tions have been falsely accused, from the stomach being
found eroded as if some acrid poison had been taken
before death.

I,
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which moisten the eye, the wax which defends the
ear, are, after they are secreted, made use of in
the animal economy: are evidently subservient,
and are actu~lly contributing to the utilities of
the animal itsel£ Other fluids seem to be sepa
rated only to be rejected. That this also is neces
sary (though why it was originally necessary we
cannot tell) is shown by the consequence of the
separation being long suspended, which conSe
quence is disease and death. Akin to secretion,
if not the same thing, is assimilation, by which one
and the same blood is converted into bone, mus
cular flesh, nerves, membranes, tendons; things
as different as the wood and iron, canvass and
cordage, of which a ship with its furniture is com
posed. We have no operation of art wherewith
exactly to compare all this, for no other reason,
perhaps, than that all operations of art are ex
ceeded by it. No chemical election, no chemical
analysis or resolution of a substance into its con
stituent parts, no mechanical sifting or division
that we are acquainted with, in perfection or va
riety come up to animal secretion. Nevertheless,
the apparatus and process are obscure, not to say
absolutely concealed from our inquiries. In a few
and only a few instances, we can discern a little
of the constitution of a gland. In the kidneys
of large animals, we can trace the emulgent
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artery di\iding itself into an infinite number of
branches; their extremities every where commu
nicating with little round bodies, in the substance
of which bodies the secret of the machinery
seems to reside, for there the change is made.
We can discern pipes laid from these round
bodies towards the pelvis, which is a basin within
the solid of the kidney. We can discern these
pipes joining and collecting together into larger
pipes; and, when so collected, ending in innu
merable papillre, through which the secreted fluid
is continually oozing into its receptacle. This is
all we know of the mechanism of a gland, even in
the case in which it seems most capable of being
investigated. Yet to pronounce that we know
nothing of animal secretion, or nothing satisfac
torily, and with that concise remark to dismiss
the article from our argument, would be to dis
pose of the subject yery hastily and very irra
tionally. For the purpose which we want, that
of evincing intention, we know a great deaL
And what we know is this. 'Ve see the blood
calTied by a pipe, conduit, or duct, to the gland.
'Ve sec an organised apparatus, be its construc
tion or action what it will, which we call that

gland. We see the blood, or part of the blood,
after it has passed through and undergone the
action of the gland, coming from it by an emul-
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gent vein or artery, i. e., by another pipe or con
duit. And we sec also at the same time a new
and specific fluid issuing from the same gland by
its excretory duct, i. e., by a third pipe or conduit;
which new fluid is in some cases discharged out
of the body, in more cases retained within it, and
there executing some important and intelligent
office. Now supposing, or admitting, that we
know nothing of the proper internal constitution
of a gland, or of the mode of its acting upon the
blood, then our situation is precisely like that
of an unmechanical looker-on, who stands by a
stocking-lbom, a corn-mill, a carding-machine, or
a thrashing-machine, at work, the fabric and
mechanism of which, as well as all that passes
within, is hidden from his sight by the outside
case; or, if seen, would be too complicated for
his uninformed, uninstructed understanding to
comprehend. And what is that situation? This
spectator, ignorant as he is, sees at one end a
material enter the machine, as unground grain'
the mill, raw cotton the carding-machine, sheaves
of unthrashed corn the thrashing-machine; and,
when he casts his eye to the other end of the
apparatus, he sees the material issuing from it in
a new state; and, what is more, in a state mani
festly adapted to future uses; the grain in meal
fit for the making of bread, the wool in rovings
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ready for spinning into threads, the sheaf in com
dressed for the mill. Is it necessary that this
man, in order to be convinced that design, that
intention, that contrivance has· been employed
about the machine, should be allowed to pull it
to pieces; should be enabled to examine the
parts separately; explore their action upon one
another, or their operation, whether simultaneous
or successive, upon the material which is pre
sented to them? He may long to do this to gratify
his curiosity; he may desire to do it io improve
his theoretic knowledge; or he may have a more
substantial reason for requesting it, if Ae happen,
instead of a common visitor, to be a millwright
by profession, or a person sometimes called in to
repair such-like machines when out oforder; but
for the purpose of ascertaining the existence of
counsel and design in the formation of the ma
chine, he wants no such intromission or privi~.

What he sees is sufficient. The effect upon the
material, the change produced in it, the utility of
that change for future applications, abundantly
testify, be the- concealed part of the machine or
of its construction what it will, the hand and
agency of a contriver.

If any confirmation were wanting to the evi
dence which the animal secretions afford of de
Bign, it may be derived, as has been already
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hinted, from their variety, and from their appro
priation 10 their place and use. They all come

&om the same blood; they are all drawn off by
glands; yet the produce is vt!!rj different, and the
diiferenee exactly adapted to the work which is if)

be done, or the end to be answered. No account
can be given of this, without resorting to appoiwt
ment. Why, for instance, is the saliva, which iI
diffused over the seat of taste, insipid, whilst 80

many others of the secretions, the urine, the
tears, and the sweat, are salt? Why does the
gland within the ear separate a viscid substance,
which defends that passage; .the gland in the
upper angle of the eye a thin brine, which washes
the ball? Why is the synovia of the joints muci
laginous; the bile bitter, stimulating, and soapy?
Why does the juice which flows into the stomach
contain powers which make that bowel the great
laboratory, as it is by its sitnation the recipient,
of the materials of future nntrition? These are
all fair questions; and no answer can be given
to them but what calls in intelligence and in
tention.

My object in the present chapter has been to
teach three things: first, that it is a mistake to
suppose that, in reasoning from the appearances
of nature, the iInperfection of our knowledge ~ro

portionably affects the certainty of our conclusIOn;

•
R
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for in many cascs it does not affect it at all:
secondly, that the different parts of the animal
frame may be classed and distributed according
to the dcgree of exactness with which we compare
them with works of art: thirdly, that the mecha

nical parts of our frame, or those in which this
romparison is mos~ complete, although constitut
ing, probably, the coarsest portions of nature's
workmanship, are the most proper to be alleged
as proofs and specimens of design.

•
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CHAPTER V:III.
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/
I

OF MECH.o\l'ICAL ARRAl'GE~iEJ\T II' TilE HUMAN

FRAME.

[This figure represents the lower surface or base of
the skull. Tbe hole is the foramen magnum through
which the spinal marrow descends into the spine; and
on each side of the hole are the drticulating processes,
called the condyles.]

WE proceed, therefore, to propose certain exam
ples taken out of this class; making choice of
such as, amongst those which have come to our

( :ooglc
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knowledge, appear to be the most striking and
the best understood; but obliged, perhaps, to
postpone both these recommendations to a third:
that of the example being ca.pable of explanation
without plates, or figures, or technical language.

OF THE BONES.

1.-1 challenge any __ to produce in the
joints and pivots of the __ complicated or the
'most flexible ......- dlat wu ~r contrived, a
construction ~oreartiiciaJ.,ar ~re evidently ar
tificial, than that wlIidt is seeR. in tDe vertebrre of
the human 'TJIldr. T., t'hUJ.gtl were to be done:
the head Was to 'Jawoe dle power of bending for
ward and backweN., all in the act (If nodding,
stooping, looking upward or downward; and, at
the same time, of turning itself l'01iIIld upon the
body to a certain extent-the -quadrant, we will
say, or rather, perhaps, a lmsdred-and-twenty
degrees of a circle. For these two purposes, two
distinct contrivances are employed: firat, the
head rests immediately upon the uppermost pwt
of the vertebrtle, and is united to it by a lting~

joint; upon which joint the head plays 'freely for
ward and backward, as far either way as is ne
cessary, or as the ligaments allow; which was the
first thing required. But then the rotatory DII8

tion is unprovided for: therefore, IeOOncily, to

I
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[TIus .. JlCpceleDtl tlae up,amost vertebra, or
atlas; and the.-myIe., motiouecl iD the. former figure,
sink into the artieuIati:Dg au.rfacea of t!liif vertebra, per
mitting the nodlti:Dg- motiona. a Dl1 b are the articu
lating surfaces; c-. a surface which receives the tooth
of the vertebra below; d the ciIde through which the
spinal marrow PIl8lelL]

make the head capable of this, a further mecha
nism is introduced: not between the head and
the uppermost bone of the neck, where the hinge
is, but between that bone and the bone next
underneath it. It is a mechanism resembling a
tenon and mortise. This second, or uppermost
bone but one, has what anatomists call a process,
viz., a. projeetion, somewhat similar, in size and
shape, to a tooth; which tooth, entering a COtte

spondinghole or socket in the bone above it, forms
a pivot or ..axle, upon which that upper bone,
together 4IWith the head which it supports, turns
freely in a circle; and as far in the circle as the
attached Rluacles permit the head to turn. Thus
arE? both motions perfect without interfering with
each other. When we nod the head, we uset.he

) II ,Google
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hinge-joint, which lies between the head and the
first bone of the neck. When we turn the head
round, we use the tenon and mortise, which runs
between the first bone of the neck and the second."

[Here the tooth-like llrocess of the second vertebra,
which is .caned deniata, is passed through the ring of
the first, and is held there by a transverse ligament, like
a spindle in the bush.' No doubt the object ofthis com
plexity is to permit the free motion of the head, without
too great a laxity at anyone joining, and thereby to pro
tect the most vital organ of the body, the medulla ob
longata, or spinal marrow, which passes from the head
into the tube of the 8pine.]

We see the same contrivance and the same prin
ciple employed in the frame or mountin\of a tele-

.. The meaning of our author is obvious here; but
the ten!>n and mortise are terms used for the firm joining
of beams, 88 in the carpentry of a roof; not for rotatory
motion.

) II ,Google
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scope. It is occasionally requisite that the object~

end of the instrument be moved up and down, as
well as horizontally, or equatorially. For the
vertical motion, there is a hinge, upon which the
telescope plays; for the horizontal or equatorial
motion, an axis upon which the telescope and the
hinge turn round together. And this is exactly
the mechanism which is applied to the motion of
the head; nor will anyone here doubt of the ex~

istence of ~ounsel and design, except it l:!e by that
debility of mind, which can trust to its own rea
sonings in nothing.

We may add, that it was, on another account,
also expedient that the motion of the head back
ward and forward should be performed upon the
upper surface of the first vert~bra; for, if the first
vertebra itself had bent forw~d, it would have
brought the spinal marrow, at the very beginning
of its course, upon the point of the tooth.

II. Another Inechanical contrivance, not unlike
the last in its object, but different and original in
its means, is seen in what anatomists call the
fore-arm-that is, in the arm between the elbow
and the ~ist. Here, for the perfect use of the
limb, two lllotions are wanted: a motion at the
elbow, backward and forward, which is called a
reciprocal lllotion; and a rotatory motion, by
which the palIn of the hand, as occasion requires,

J
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may 'be turned upward. How is this managed?
The fore·ann, it is well known, consists of two
bones, lying alongside each other, but touching
only towa.rda the ends. One,. and only one, of
these bones is joined to the cubi4 or upper part
of the ar~ at the elOOw; the other alone to the

[Since it has been our author's
pleasure to take this instance, the
figure will illustrate his description.
A is the lower part of the arm-bone,
or humerus; B is the ulna and C
the radius, the two bones of the fore
arm. It will be understood how these
benes, being tied together by liga
ments, binge and move upon the hu
merus A; c being the procell of tile
ulna, on whieh we rest when. leaning
on the elbow. By applying our h~Dd

to the arm, we at once feel the free
dom with which the bone moves in
bending and extending the arm.
When we turn the key in a lock, or
make the guards in fencing by the
motion of the wrist, the ulna B is
stationary, and the radius C turns
round upon the head of the bone at d
and e, carrying the hand with it. The
ftlIt is abundantly well explained in .

the text.]

) II ,Google
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hand at the wrist. The first, by means, at th~

elbow, of a hinge-joint (which allows only of mo
tion in the same plane), swings backward and for
ward, carrying along with it the other bone, and
the whole fore-arm. In the mean time, as often
as there is occasion to turn the palm upward,
that other bone to which the hand is attached
rolls upon the first, by the help of a groove or
hollow near each end of one bone, to which is
fitted a corresponding prominence in the other.
If both bones had been joined to the cubit, or
upper arm, at the elbow, or both to the hand at
the wrist, the thing could not have been done.
The first was to be at liberty at one end, and the
second at the other; by which means the tw6
actions may be performed together. The great
bone which carries the fore-arm m~y be swinging
upon its hinge at the elbow, at the very time that
the lesser bone, which calTies the hand, may be
turning round it in the grooves. The manage·
ment, also, of these grooves, or rather of the
tuberCles and grooves, is very observable. The
two bones are called the radius and the ulna.
Above, i. e" towards the elbow, a tubercle of the
radius plays into a socket of the ulna; whilst
below, i. e., towards the wrist, the radius finds the
socket, and the ulna the tubcI'cle. A single bone
in the fore-arm, with a ball~and-soCket joint at the

G
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elbow. which admits of IDDtion in all directions,
might, in some degree, have answered the pur- .
pole of both moving the arm and turning the·
hand. But how much better it is accomplished
by the present mechanism any person may con
vince himself who puts the ease and quickness
with which -he can shake his hand at the wrist cir
cularly (moving likewise, ifhe pleases, his arm at
the elbow at the same time)" in competition with
the comparatively slow and laborious motion with
which his arm can be made to turn round at the
shoulder by the aid of a ball and socket joint.

III. The spine, or back-bone, is a chain of joints
of very wonderful construction. Various, difficult,
and almost inconsistent offices were to be executed
by the same instrument. It was to be firm, yet
flexible (now. I know no chain made by art which
is both these; for by firmness I mean, not only
strength but stability) ; firm. to support the erect
poaition of the body; flexible, to allow of the
bending of the trunk in all degrees of curvature.
It was further also (which is another and quite a
distinct purpose from the rest) to become a pipe
or- conduit for the safe conveyance from the brain
of the most important fluid of the animal frame,
that, .namely, upon which all voluntary motion
depends. the spinal marrow; a substance not only
of the first necessity to action, if not to life, but
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of a nature so delicate and tender, so susceptible
and so impatient of injury, as that any unusual

. pressure upon it, or any considerable obstruction.
of its coune, is followed by paralysis or death.

[This repmleDta a eeetion of three of the lower "me
1me. The subject being by no mean- exhausted in the
tat, the reader will find it taken up in the Appeodis.]

Now the spine was not only to furnish the main
tnmk ror the passage or the medullary 8ubstanee
from the brain., but to give out. in the coone or
its progress, small pipes therefrom, which, being
afterwards iDde60itely subdirided. might. under
the name of Jlen'es, distribute tm. esquisite sup
ply to every part of the body- The same spiDe
WlU aho to sene lIDOtberwe not Ie.- W'lUded than

02
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the preceding, viz., to afford a fulcrum, stay, or
basis (or, more properly speaking, a series of
these) for the insertion of the muscles which are
spread over the trunk of the body; in which trunk
there are not, as in the limbs, cylindrical bones
to which they can be fastened: and likewise, which
is a similar usc, to furnish a support for the ends
of the ribs to rest upon.

Bespeak of a workman a piece of mechanism
which shall comprise all these purposes, and let
him set about to contrive it; let him try his skill
upon it; let him feel the difficulty of accomplish
ing the task, before he be told how the same thing
is effected in the animal frame. Nothing will
enable him -to judge so well of the wisdom which
has been employed; nothing will dispose him to
think of it so truly. First, for the firmness, yet
flexibility, of the spine; it is composed of a great
number of bones (in the human subject, of twenty.
four) joined to one another, and compacted by
broad bases. The breadth of the bases upon
which the parts severally rest, and the closeness
of the junction, give to the chain its firmness and
stability; the number of parts, and consequent
frequency of joints, its flexibility. Which flexibi
lity, we may also observe, varies in different parts
of the chain; is least in the back, where strength
more than flexure is wanted; greater in the loins,
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which it was necessary should be more supple than
the back; and greatest of all in the neck, for the
free motion of the head. Then, secondly, in order
to afford a passage for the descent of the medul
lary substance, each of these bones is bored
through in the middle, in such a manner as that,
when put together, the hole in one bone falls into
a line and corresponds with the holes in the two
bones contiguous to it. By which means the per
forated pieces, when joined, form an entire, close,
uninterrupted channet at least while the spine is
upright and at rest. But as a settled posture is
inconsistent with its use, a great difficulty still
remained, which was to prevent the vertebrre
shifting upon one another, so as to break the line
of the canal as often as the body moves or twists,
or the joints gaping externally whenever the body
is bent forward and the spine thereupon made to
take the form of a bow. These dangers, which
are mechanical, are mechanically provided against.
The vertebrre, by means of their processes and
projections, and of the articulations which some
of these form with one another at their extremi
ties, are so locked in and confined as to maintain,
in what are called the bodies or broad surfaces of
the bones, the relative position neaTly unaltered,
and to throw the change and the pressure pro.
duced by flexion almost entirely upon the inter-
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vening cartilageS, the springiness and yielding
nature of whose substance admits of all the mo
tion which is necessary to be performed upon
them, without any chasm being produced by a
separation of the parts. I say, of all the motion
which is necessary; for, although we bend our
backs to every degree almost of inclination, the
motion of each vertebra is very small: such is the
advantage we receive from the chain being com
posed of so many links, the spine of so many
bones. Had it consisted of three or four bones
only, in bending the body the spinal marrow must
have been bruised at every angle. The· reader
need not be told that these intervening cartilages
21"e gristles, and he may see them in perfection in
a loin of veal. Their form also favours the same
intention. They are thicker before than behind;
so that, when we stoop forward, the compressible
substance of the cartilage, yielding in its thicker
and anterior part to the force which squeezes it,
1>rings the surface of the adjoining vertebrre
'Dearer to the being parallel with one another
than they were before, instead of increasing the
inclination of their planes, which must have occa
sioned a fissure or opening between them.
Thirdly, for the medullary canal giving out in
its course, and in a convenient order, a supply of
nerves to different parts of the body, notches are
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made in the upper and lower edge of every ver·
tebra, two on each edge, equidistant on each side
from the middle line of the back. When the
vertebrre are put together, these notches, exactly
fitting, form small holes, through which the
nerves at each articulation issue out in pairs, in
order to send their branches to every part of the
body, and with an equal bounty to both sides of
the body. The fourth purpose assigned to the
same instrument is the insertion of the bases of the
muscles, and the support of the ends of the ribs;
and for this fourth purpose, especially the former
part of it, a figure, specifically suited to the de·
sigu, and unnecessary for the other purposes, is
given to the constituent bones. Whilst they are
plain, and round, and smooth towards the front;
where any roughness or projection might have
wounded the adjacent viscera, they run out, be
hind, and on each side, into long processes, to
which processes the muscles necessary to the mo
tions of the trunk are fixed, and fixed with such
art, that, whilst the vertebrre supply a basis for
the muscles, the muscles help to keep these bones
in their position, or by their tendons to tie them
together.

That most importa.nt, however, and general
property, viz., the strength of the compages,and
the security against luxation, was to be still more
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specially consulted; for, where. 80 many joints
were concerned, and where, in cvery one, derange
ment would have been fatal, it became a subject
of studious precaution. For this purpose the
vertebrre are articulated, that is, the moveable
joints between them are formed by means of those
projections of their substance which we have men
tioned under the name of processes, and these so
lock in with and overwrap one another as to secure
~e body of the vertebra not only from accident
ally slipping, but even from being pushed out of
its place by any violence short of that which would
break the bone. I have often remarked and ad.
mired this structure in the chine of a hare. In
this, as in many instances, a plain observer of the
animal economy may spare himself the disgust of
being present at human dissections, and yet learn
enough for his information and satisfaction, by
even examining the bones of the animals which
come upon his table. Let him take, for example,
into his hands a piecc of the clean-picked bone of
a hare's back, consisting, we will suppose, of three
vel'tebrre. He will find the middle bone of the
three ISO implicated, by means of its projections
or processes, with the bone on each side of it, that
no pressure which he can use will force it out of
its place betwecn them. It will give way neither
forward nor backward, nor on either side. In
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whichever du:ection he pushes, he- perceives, in
the form, or junction, or overlapping of the bones,
~n impediment opposed to his attempt, a check and
guard against dislocation. In one part of the spine
he will find a still further fortifying expedient,
in the mode according to which the vertebrre are
annexed to the spine. Each rib rests upon twO"
vertebrre. That is the thing to be remarked, and
anyone may remark it in carving a neck of mut
ton. The manner of it is this: the end of the rib
is divided by a middle ridge into two surfaces,
which surfaces are joined to the bodies of two con
tiguous vertebrre, the ridge applying itself to the
intervening cartilage. Now this is the very contri
vance which is employed in the famous iron bridge
at my door at Bishop-Wearmouth, and for the same
purpose of stability, viz., the cheeks of the bars
which pass between the arches· ride across the
joints by which the pieces composing each arch
are united. Each cross-bar rests upon two of
these pieces at their place ofjunction, and by that
pml~tion resists, at least in one direction, any ten
dency in either piece to slip out of its place.
Thus perfectly, by one means or the other, is the
danger of slipping laterally, or of being drawn
aside out of the line of the back, provided against;
and, to withstand the bones being pulled asunder
longitudinally, or in the direction of that line, a

G 3
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.trong membrane runs from one end of the cham
to the other, sufficient to resist any force which is
ever likely to act in the direction of the back or
parallel to it, and consequently to secure the whole
combination in their places. The general result
is, that not only the motions of the human body
necessary for the ordinary offices of life are per
formed with safety, but that it is an accident
hardly ever heard of that even the gesticulations
of a harlequin distort his spine.

Upon the whole, and as a guide to those who
may be inclined to carry the consideration of this
subject farther, there are three views under which
the spine ought to be regarded, and in all which
it cannot fail to excite our admiration. These
views relate to its articulations, its ligaments, and
its perforation; and to the corresponding advan
tages which the body derives from it, for action,
for strength, and for that which is essential to
every part, a secure communication with the
brain.

The structure of the spine is not· in general
different in different animals.- In the serpent

.. There is a notion entertained by the ingenious and
lomewhat fanciful physiologists of France, that the ex
tremities of the body, the parts furthest removed from
the centre, are most subject to change in their conforma-
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tribe, however, it is considerably varied; but
with a strict reference to the conveniency of the

tion, whilst the central parts of the system are the most
unvarying. Entertaining such a view, we lose much of
the interest that is attached to the subject; and the
inference which it is important to draw is forgotten,
the accommodation not of parts only, but of the whole
framework of the animal body, to the peculiar condition

or necessities of the creature. The teeth vary because
the food is different; the feet vary, because the mode of
progression is different; the claws vary in connexion
with the teeth, and the mode of procuring food, by
digging, or scraping, or by holding and tearing. So docs
the eye, and so docs the ear. But with these adaptations
of parts, we muet not lose sight of the fact which is the
most important to our conclusions-that the whole is
accommodated, as well as the individual organs.

The spine in all ve~tebrated animals holds its office in
perpetuity; it contains and protects the spinal marrow;
and so far as its office is permanent, there will be an uni·
formity in its appearance in all creatures. But even in
man it varies in its structure, in the different portions or
divisions of it, as these portions are required to admit of
more or lells freedom of motion. In the hare, 8S men
tioned in the text, the spine is beautifully accommodated
to the motion in running. In the cat-kind, as the leopard
or tiger, it has a lateral mobility, quite .different from,itB
structure in the ho~se or the stag. In the boar, the ver
tebrre are unusually firm, aud the processes enormously
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animal. For, whereas in quadrupeds the number
of vertebrre is from thirty to forty, in the serpent
it is nearly one hundred and fifty: whereas in
men and quadrupeds the surfaces of the boncs
arc flat, and thcse flat surfaces laid one against
the other, and bound tight by sinews; in the
serpent, the bones play one within another, like a
ball and socket,* so that they have a free motion
upon one another in evcry direction: that is to
say, in men and quadl"upeds, firmness is more
consulted; in serpents, pliancy. Yet even pliancy
is not obtained at the expense of safety. The
back-bone of a serpent, for coherence and flexi
bility, is one of the most curious pieces of animal
mechanism with which we are acquainted. The
chain of a watch (I mean the chain which passes
between the spring-barrel and the fusec), which
aims at the same properties, is but a bungling
piecc of workmanship in comparison with that of
which wc speak.

extended, to give strength to the union with the head,
and to direct the action of the muscles upon the head,
so that he may tear up strong roots and possess his de
renee in his powerful tusks. In short, as far as the
spine is required to accommodate itself to the motions
of the trunk, it is varied with as fine an adjustment as
the furthest bone of the toe or finger.

* Der. PhYR. Theol p.396.
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IV. The reciprocal enlargement and contrac
1;ion of the chest to allow for the play of the lungs,
depends upon a simple yet beautiful mechanical
contrivance, referable to the structure of the
bones which enclose it. The ribs are articulated
to the back-bone, or rather to its side projections,
obliquely.. that is, in their natural position they
bend or slope from the place of articulation
downwards. But the basis upon which they rest
at this end being fixed, the consequence of the
obliquity, or the inclination downwards, is, that
when they come to move, whatever pulls the ribs
upwards, necessarily, at the same time, draws
them out; and that, whilst the ribs are brought
to a right angle with the spine behind, the ster
num, or part of the chest to which they are
attached in front, is thrust forward. The simple
action, therefore, of the elevating muscles does
the business; whereas, if the ribs had been arti
culated with the bodies of the vertebrre at right
angles, the cavity of the thorax could never have
been further enlarged by a change of their posi
tion. If each rib had been a rigid bone, articu
culated at both ends to fixed bases, the whole
ehest had been immoveable. Keill has observed
that the breast-bone, in an easy inspiration, is
thrust out one-tenth of an inch; and he calculates
that this, added to what is gained to the space
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within the chest by the ftattening or descent of
the diaphragm, leaves room for forty-two cubic
inches of air to enter at every drawing-in of the
breath. When there is a necessity for a deeper
and more laborious inspiration, the enlargement
of the capacity of the chest may be so increased
by effort, as that the lungs may be distended
with seventy or a hundred such cubic inches.*
The thorax, says Schelhammer, forms a kind of
bellows, such as never have been, nor probably
will be, made by any artificer.lI1

V. The patella, or knee-pan, is a curious little
bone: in its form and office unlike any other
bone in the body. It is circular; the size of a
crown -piece; pretty thick; a little convex on
both sides, and covered with a smooth cartilage.
It lies upon the front of the knee: and the
powerful tendons, by which the leg is brought
forward, pass through it (or rather it makes a
part of their continuation), from their origin in
the thigh to their insertion in the tibia. It pro-

~ In the dissertation in the ApPendix on the Thorax,
it will be observed that we have additional proofs of the
accommodation of the bones of the trunk, 88 well as of
the bones of the extremities, to the varying habits and
condition of the animal.

• ABat. p. 229.
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tecta both' the tendon and the joint from any
injury which either might suffer, by the rubbing
of one against the other, or by the pressure of

[Three views of the knee-joints.]

unequal surfaces. It also gives to the tendons a
very considerable mehanical advantage, by alter
ing the line of their direction, and by advancing
it farther out from the centre of motion; and
this upon the principles of the resolution of
force, upon which principles all machinery is
founded. These are its uses. But what is most
observable in it is, that it appears to be supple
mental, as it were, to the frame: added, as it
should almost seem, afterward; not quite neces
sary, but very convenient. It is separate from
the other bones: that is, it is not connected with
any other bones by the common mOde of union.
It is soft, or hardly formed. in infancy; and
produced by an ossification, of the inception, or

) II ,Google
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progress of which no account can be given from
the structure or exercise of the pro·t.

VI. The Iih'Julder-blade is, in some material
respects, a very singular bone : appearing to be
made so expressly for its own purpose, and so
independently of every other reason. In such
quadrupeds as have no collar-bones, which are by
far the greater number, the shoulder-blade has
no bony communication with the trunk, either by
a joint, or process, or in any other way. It does
not grow to, or out of, any other bone of the
trunk. It does not apply to any other bone of
the trunk-(I know not whether this be true of
any second bone in the body, except perhaps the
os hyo'ides): in strictness, it forms no part of the
skeleton. It is bedded in the flesh, attached only
to the muscles. It is no other than a foundation
bone for the arm, laid in, separate as it were, and
distinct, from the general ossification. The lower
limbs connect themselves at the hip with bones
which form part of the skeleton; but this con
nexion, in the upper limbs, being wanting; a
basis, whereupon the arm might be articulated,
was to be supplied by a detached ossification for
the purpose.1II

III The Iboulder-blade undergoell many changea, al
we view it in. comparative anatomy. That bone whicb
we feel running acrOll1 the upper part of the cheat and
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OF THE JOINTS.

I. The above are a few examples of bones
made remarkable by their configuration; but to

lower part of the neck, the collar-bone, is properly a
process of the shoulder-blade. (See the figure in the
Appendix, No.7, c, c.) Its purpose is to hold the
'shoulders apart, and to give strength to the arms, by
throwing lIpon the arm the action of the muscles of the
chest. Accordingly, we find it in climbing animals, in
those which require to swing themselves by the upper
extremities, as the monkeys; but in animals that have
a solid hoof, which implies that the anterior extremity is
for the particular purpose of running or bounding upon
the ground, not only is there no occasion for that variety
in the motions of the extremity, which is produced by the
introduction of this bone into the skeleton of the arm,
but it would be injurious-it would deprive the animal
of that elasticity with which it alights upon the ground.
Where there is no clavicle-in the horse and deer, for
example, the shoulder-blade, or scapula, is attached to
the trunk by muscles alone. Hence when the animal
makes a leap, it comes down upon the fore-legs with an
elastic rebound, the trunk hanging upon the muscles,
the muscles supported by the scapula, and the scapula
sustained upon the bones of the extremity. There is no
BOlid substance to receive the shock. Were the collar
bone introduced here, it would be snapped across by the
percussion, as happens to a man when he is thrown
upon his shoulder.
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almost all the bones belong jointB; and in these,
still more clearly than in the form or shape of
the bones themselves, are scen both contrivance
and contriving wisdom. Every joint is a cu
riosity, and is also strictly mechanical. There is
the hinge-joint and the mortice-and-tenon joint;
each as manifestly such, and as accurately de
fined, as any which can be produced out of a
cabinet-maker's shop; and one or the other
prevails, as either is adapted to the motion which
is wanted-e. g., a mortice and tenon, or ball and
socket joint, is not required at the knee, the lcg
standing in need only of a motion backward and
forward in the same plane, for which a hinge
joint is sufficient; a mortice and tenon, or ball
and socket joint, is wanted at the hip, that not
only the progressive step may be provided for,
but the interval between the limbs may be en
larged or contracted at pleasure. Now observe
what would have been the inconveniency-i. e.,
both the superfluity and the defect of articu
lation, if the case had been inverted: if the ball
and socket joint had been at the knee, and the
hinge-joint at the hip. The ~ghs must have
been kept constantly together, and the legs had
been loose and straddling. There would haTe
been no use, that we know of, in being able to
turn the calves of the legs before; and there
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would have been great confinement by restrain
ing the motion of the thighs to one plane. The
disadvantage would not have been less, if the
joints at the hip and the knee had been both of
the same sort; both balls and sockets, or both
hinges: yet why, independently of utility, and of
a Creator who consulted that utility, should the
same bone (the thigh-bone) be rounded at one
end, and channelled at the other?

The hinge-jaint is not formed by a bolt passing
through the two parts of the hinge, and thus
keeping them in their places, but by a difFe
rent expedient. A strong. tough, parchment-like
membrane, rising from the receiving bones, and
inserted all round the received bones a little
below their heads, encloses the joint on every
side. This membrane ties, confines, and holds
the ends of the bones together, keeping the
con·esponding parts of the joints-i. e., the rela
tive convexities and concavities-in close applica
tion to each other.

For the ball and socket joint, beside the mem
brane already described, there is in some important
joints, as an additional security. a short, strong,
yet flexible ligament, inserted by one end into
the head of the ball, by the other into the bottom
of the cup, which ligament keeps the two parts of
the joint so finnly in their place, that none of the
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motions which the limb naturally performs, none
of the jerks and twists to which it is ordinarily
liable, nothing less indeed than the -utmost and
the most unnatural violence, can pull them asun~

der. It is hardly imaginable, how great a force
is necessary, even to stretch, still more to break,
this ligament: yet so flexible is it, IlS to oppose
no impediment to the suppleness of the joint.
By its situation also it is inaccessible to injury
from sharp edges. As it cannot be ruptured
(such is its strength), so it cannot be cut, except
by an accident which would sever the limb. If I
had bcen permitted to frame a proof of con
trivance, such as might satisfy the most dis
trustful inquircr, I know not whether I could
hllve chosen an example of mechanism more un
equivocal, or more free from objection, than tills
ligament. Nothing can be more mechanical;
nothing, however subservient to the safety, less
capable of being generated by the action of the
joint. I would particularly solicit the reader's
attention to this provision, as it is found in the
head of the thigh-bane: to its strength, its struc
ture, and its usc. It is an instance upon which I
lay my hand. One single faet, weighed by a
mind in earnest, leaves oftentimes the deepest
impression. For the purpose of addressing dif
ferent understandings and different apprehen-
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sions-for the purpose of sentiment-for the
purpose of exciting admiration of the Creator's
works, we diversify our views, we multiply our
examples: hut for the purpose of strict argu
ment, one clear instance is sufficient; and not
only sufficient, but capable perhaps of generating
a firmer assurance than what can arise from a
divided attention.to

The ginglymus, or hinge-joint, does not, it is
manifest, admit of a ligament of the same kind
with that of the ball and socket joint; but it is
always fortified by the species of ligament of
which it does admit. The strong, firm, investing
membrane, above described, accompanies it in
every part; and in particular joints, this mem
brane, which is properly a ligament, is considera
bly stronger on the sides than either before or
behind, in order that the convexities may play
true in their concavities, and not be subject to
gnp sideways, which is the chief danger; for the
muscular tendons generally restrain the parts

. •• This ligament is absent in the orang-outang; and
in the lower extremity of this animal, there are other
points of resemblance to the structure of the arm; and
certainly the use of the hinder extremity corrcsponds
with this structure, since he grasps and swings equally
well with either-extremity.
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from going farther than they ought to go in the
plane of their motion. In the knee, which is a
joint of this form, and of great importance, there
are superadded to the common provisions for the
stability of the joint, two strong ligaments, which
cross each other-and cross each other in such a
manner, as to secure the joint from being dis
placed in any assignable direction. "I think,"
says Cheselden, "that the knee cannot be com
pletely dislocated without breaking the eros., liga
ments." * 'Ve can hardly help comparing this
with the binding up of a fracture, where the fillet
is almost wholly strapped across, fOl' the sake of
giving firmness and strength to the bandage.

Another no less important joint, and that also
of the ginglymus sort, is the ankle; yet though
important (in order, perhaps, to preserve the
symmetry and lightness of the limb), small, and,
on that account, more liable to injury. Now this
joint is strengthened-i. e., is defended from dis
location, by two remarkable processes or pro
longations of the bones of the leg, which processes
form the protuberances that we call the inner
and outer ankle. I t is part of each bone going
down lower than the other part, and thereby
overlapping the joint: so that if the joint be in
danger of slipping outward, it is curbed by the

• Ches. Anat. ed. 7~ p. 45.
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inner projection-i. e., that of the tibia; if in
ward, by the outer projection-i. e., that of the
fibula. Between both, it is locked in its posi
tion. I know no account that can be given of
this structure, except its utility.1O Why should
the tibia terminate, at its lower extremity, with a
double end, and the fibula the same-but to bu
ricade the joint on both sides by a continuation
of part of the thickest of the bone over it ? The
joint at the slwulder, compared with the joint at
the hip, though both ball and socket joints, dis
covers a difference in their form and proportions,

80 It is surprising, that among so many instances our
author should omit to notice the perfection in the ankle
joint. When we stand resting upon the foot, the joint
is firm, and yields neither to the inside nor the outside;
but when we move the foot forward and point the toe in
making the step, such is the happy form of the bones
that the foot is in this position thrown quite loose. The
object here certainly is, that in walking on the irregular
ground, we may have a freedom in directing the foot so
all to plant it securely. But before the weight of the
body is brought perpendicularly over the foot, there is
no danger to the joint, because there ie no strain upon
it. Jult in proportion u the advancing body begins to
bear upon it do the bones take that position, in which
they are u firm u in the knee-joint itIIelf, admitting only
the motion of a hinse.
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. ...

well suited to the different offices which the limbs
have to execute. The cup or 'socket at the shoul~

der is much shallower and flatter than it is at the
hip, and is also in part formed of cartilage set
round the rim of the cup. The socket, into which
the head of the thigh-bone is inserted, is deeper,
and made of more solid materials. This agrees
with the duties assigned to each part. The
arm is an instrument of motion, principally, if
not solely. Accordingly, the shallowness of the
socket at the shoulder, and the yieldingness of
the cartilaginous substance with which its edge is
set round, and which in fact composes a consider
able part of its concavity, are excellently adapted
for the allowance of a free motion and a wide
range, both which the arm wants. Whereas, the
lower limb, forming a part of the column of the
body-having to support the body, as well as to
be the means of its locomotion-,-firmness was to

be consulted as well as action. With a capacity
for motion, in all directions indeed, as at the
shoulder, but not in any direction to the same
extent as in the arm, was to be united stability.
or resistance to dislocation. Hence the deeper
excavation of the Bocket, and the presente of A

less proportion of cartilage upon the .edge.
The suppleness and pliability of the joints we

every moment experience; and the firmness of
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animal articulation, the property we have hitherto
been considering, may be judged of from this
single observation, that, at any given moment of
time, there are millions of animal joints in com
plete repair and use, for one that is dislocated;
and this, notwithstanding the contortions and
wrenches to which the limbs of animals are con
tinually subject.

II. The joints, or rather the ends of the bones
which form them, display also, in their configura

·tion, another use. The nerves, blood· vessels,
and tendons, which are necessary to the life, or
for the motion, of the limbs, must, it is evident,
in their way from the trunk of the body to the
place of their destination, travel over the mov
able joints; and it is no less evident that, in
this part of their course, they will have, from
sudden motions, and from abrupt changes of cur
vature, to encounter the danger of compression,
attrition, or laceration. To guard fibres so ten
der against consequences so injurious, their path

.is .in those parts protected with peculiar care;
and that by a provision in the figure of the bones
themselves. The nerves which supply the fo-re
arm, especially the inferior cubital nerves, are at
the elbow conducted, by a kind of covered way,
between the condyls, or rather under the inner
cxtuberances of the bone which composes the

H
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upper part of the arm.· At the knee, the ex
tremityof the thigh-bone is divided by a sinus,
or cliff, into two heads or protuberances; ~nd

these heads on the back-part stand out beyond
the cylinder of the bone. Through the hollow
which lies between the hind-parts of these· two
heads-that is to say, under the ham, between
the ham-strings, and within the concave recess of
the bone formed by the extuberances on each
side-in a word, along a defile, between rocks,
pass the great vessels and nerves which go to the
leg.t Who led these vessels by a road so de
fended and secured 1 In the joint at the shoulder,

in the edge of the cup which receives the head of
the bone, is a rwtch, which is joined or covered
at the top with a ligament. Through this hole,
thus guarded, the blood-vessels steal to their
destination in the arm, instead of mounting over
the edge of the concavity.:j:

III. In all joints, the end of the bones, which
work against each other, are tipped with griBtle.
In the ball and socket joint, the cup is lined and
the ball capped with it. The smooth surface, the
elastic and unfriable nature of cartilage, render it
of all substances the most proper for the place
and purpose. I should, therefore, have pointed

'* Ches. Auut. p. 255, etl. 7.
+ Thitl. p. 35. :t Ibid. p. 30.

J

f
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this out amongst ~he foremost of the provisions
which have been made in the joints for the faci
litating of their action, had it not been alleged,
that cartilage in truth is only nascent or imper
fect bone; and that the bone in these places is
kept soft and imperfect, in consequence of a more
complete and rigid ossification being prevented
from taking place by the continual motion and
rubbing of the surfaces: which being so, what we
represent as a designed advantage is an lm
avoidable effect. I am far from being convinced
that this is a true account of the fact; or that, if
it were ~o, it answers the argument.·' To me

., As the Archdeacon had been a pupil of Dr.William

Hunter's, which we gather from the tenor of many of his
observations, it is surprising that he has not spoken with
more decision upon this point. The cartilage, which ill
the substitute for the bone in infancy, is very different
from that which tips the ends of the articulating extre
mities of the bones. In a valuable paper of Dr. Hunter's,
it is shown that this articulating cartilage consists of
fibres, placed together like the hairs of a brush, but
more compactly, and perpendicularly to the ends of the
bones; and that on this arrangement chiefly depends
the elasticity of the material. Its u!!!e is best proved",by
what takes place when it is deficieni: for then the arti
culation creaks like an old hinge, and the patient suffers

aches.
H 2
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the surmounting of the bones with gristle looks
more like a plating with a different metal, than
like the same metal kept in a different state by
the action to which it is exposed. At all events,
we have a great particular benefit, though arising
from a general constitution; but this last, not
being quite what my argument requires, lest I
should seem by applying the instance to over
rate its value, I have thought it fair to state the
question which attends it.

IV. In some joints, very particularly in the
"knees, there are loose cartilages or gristles be
tween the bones, and within the joint, ~o that the
~nds of the bones, instead of working upon one
another, work upon the intermediate cartilages.
Cheselden has observed*, that the contrivance of
a loose ring is practised by mechanics where the
friction of the joints of any of their machines is
great, as between the parts of crook-hinges of
large gates, or under the head of the male screw
oflarge vices. The cartilages of which we speak
have very much of the form of these rings. The
comparison, moreover, shows the reason why we
find them in the knees rather than in other joints.
It is an expedient, we have seen, which a mechanic
rt!Sorts to only when some strong and heavy work

• Che3. Anal p. 13, ed. 7.
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is to be done. So here the thigh-bone has to
achieve its motion at the knee, with the whole
weight of the body pressing upon it, and often, as
in rising from our scat, with the whole weight of
the body to lift. It should seem also, from Che
selden's account, that the slipping and sliding of
the loose cartilages, though it be probably a small
and obscure..change, humoured the motion at the
end of the thigh-bone, under"the particular confi
guration which was necessary to be given to it for
the commodious action of the tendons (and
which configuration requires what he calls a vari
able socket, that is, a concavity, the lines of which
assume a ilitrerent curvature in different inclina
tions of the bones").

82 This is not explained with our author's usual clear
ness. The lower head of the thigh-bone, which rests
upon the shin-bone or tibia, is not the segment of a
regular circle. When we stand with the knees straight,
the thigh-bone rests with a broad surface, and the con
vexity is principally on the back part. Such an irregula
rity would make a very imperfect and jarring hinge-joint
on any configuration that could be given to the correspond
ing surface of the tibia. Therefore these cartilages inter
vene; and, being possessed of considerable elasticity.
aud so connected with the bone as to shift their place a
little, they accommodate themselves, whether the flatter
end or the more convex part of the articulating surface
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v. We have now done with the configuration:
but there is also in the joints, and that common
to them all, another .exquisite provision manifestly
adapted to their use, and concerning which there
can, I think, be no dispute, namely, the regular
supply of a mucilage, more emollient and slippery
than oil itself, which is constantly softening and
lubricating the parts that rub upon each other,
and thereby diminishing the effect of attrition in
the highest possible degree. For the continual
secretion of this important liniment, and for the
feeding of the cavities of the joint with it, glands
are fixed near each joint, the excretory ducts of
which glands, dripping with their balsamic con
tents, hang loose like fringes within the cavity of
the joints. A late improvement in what are called
friction wheels, which consist of a mechanism so
ordered as to be regularly dropping oil into a box
which encloses the axis, the nave, and certain
balls upon which the nave revolves, may be said,
in some sort, to represent the contrivance in the
animal joint, with this superiority, however, on

of the bone be presented to them; and there is thi•.
advantage, that, in standing, when the weight on the joint
ia greatest, the thigh-bone bas a more extensive, and con
sequently a more secure basis, at the same time that the
motion of the joint as a hinge is perfect.
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the part of the joint, viz., that here the oil is not
only dropped, but made.

In considering the joints, there is nothing, per
haps, which ought to move our gratitude more
than the reflection, how well they Wffl'l'. A limb
shall swing upon its hinge, or play in its socket,
many hundred times in an hour, for sixty years
together, without diminution of its agility, which
is a long. time for anything to last-for anything
80 much worked and exercised as the joints are.
This durability I should attribute in part to the
provision which is made for the preventing ofwear
and tear, first, by the polish of the cartilaginous
surfaces; secondly, by the healing lubrication of
the mucilage, and, in part, to that astonishing
property of animal constitutions, assimilation, by
which, in every portion of the body, let it consist
of what it will, substance is restored, and waste
repaired88

•

lIB This subject is touched upon in the Appendix, in
treating of the spine. We may here take a practical
illustration. We have said that exercise is necessary to

the perfection of a joint. Suppose the knee-joint to be
inflamed: it is of course kept in perfect rest, because
motion produces pain. This absolute rest, joined with
inflammation, alters all the textures; the bone becomes
light and spongy; the cartilage is absorbed; the liga-
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Movable joints, I think, compose the curiosity
of bones; but their union, even where no motion
is intended or wanted, carries marks ofmechanism
and of mechanical wisdom. . The teeth, especially
the front teeth, arc one bone fixed in another,
like a peg driven into a board. The sutures of
the skull are like the edges of two saws clapped
together in such a manner as that the teeth of
one enter the intervals of the other. We have

ments which ought to hold the bones together become
loose and relaxed; and what the surgeon calls consecu
tive dislocation may take place-that is, the bones will
actually shift their place, from the defect of those attach
ments which ought to keep them together. Now, let us
suppose the inflammation to have subsided: by due at
tention all may be restored; and by no other mode than
moving the joint-the only precaution necessary being,
that it shall be moved with a care and gentleness corre
sponding to its weakened condition. By this simple
means the ligaments will acquire firmness, the cartilages
smoothness, and the sY7UJvz"a, or lubricating mucilage, will
be again poured out: from all which we see, that in the
living animal textures, wear and tear do not take place
upon continued motion; but, on the contrary, that exer
cise is made the stimulus to improvement. All other
proofs of design, as adjustment, relation, compensation,:
prospective contrivance, are weak in comparison with
this.
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sometimes one· bone lapping over another, and
planed down at the edges; sometimes also the
thin lamella of one bone received into a narrow
furrow of another. In all which varieties we
seem to discover the same design, viz., firmness of
juncture without clumsiness in the scam.

a3
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CHAPTER IX.

OF THE MUSCLES.

MUSCLES, with their tendons, are the instruments
by which animal motion is performed. It will be
our business to point out instances in which, and
properties with respect to which, the disposition
of these muscles is as strictly mechanical as that
of the wires and strings of a puppet.

I. We may observe, what I believe is univer
sal, an exact relation between the joint and the
muscles which move it. Whatever motion the
joint, by its mechanical construction, is capable of
performing, that motion the annexed muscles, by
their position, are capable of producing. For
example, if there be, as at the knee and elbow, a
hinge-joint, capable of motion only in the same
plane, the leaders, as they are called, i. e., the
muscular tendons, are placed in directions parallel
to the bone, so as, by the contraction or relaxa
tion of the muscles to which they belong, to pro
duce that motion and no other. If these joints
were capable of a freer motion, there are no
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muscles to produce it. Whereas, at the shoulder
and the hip, where the ball and socket joint al
lows by its construction of a rotatory or sweeping
motion, tendons are placed in such a position, and.
pull in such a direction, as to produce the motion
of which the joint admits. For instance, the sar
torius or tailor's muscle, rising from the spine.
running diagonally across the thigh, and taking .
hold of the inside of the main bone of the leg a
little below the knee, enables us, by its contrac
tion, to throw one leg and thigh over the other,
giving effect, at the same time, to the ball and
socket joint at the hip, and the hinge-joint at the
knee. There is, as we have seen, a specific me
chanism in the bones for the rotatory motions of
the head and hands: there is, also, in the oblique
direction of the muscles belonging to them, a
specific provision for the putting of this mechan
ism of the bones into action. And mark the con
sent of uses: the oblique mu~cleswould have been
inefficient without that particular articulation;
that particular articulation would have been lost
without the oblique muscles. It may be proper,
however, to observe, with respect to the head, al
though I think it does not vary the case, that its
oblique motions and inclinations are often mo
tions in a diagonal produced by the joint action
of muscles lying in straight directions. But
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whether the pull be single or combined, the
articulation is always suc.h as to be capable of
obeying the action of the muscles. The oblique
muscles attached to the head are likewise so dis
posed as to be capable of steadying the globe as
well as of moving it. The head of a new-born
infant is often obliged to be filleted up. After
death the head drops and rolls in every direction.
So that it is by the equilibre of the muscles, by
the aid of a considerable and equipollent muscu
lar force in constant exertion, that the head main
tains its erect posture. The muscles here supply
what would otherwise be a great defect in the
articulation; for the joint in the neck, although
admirably adapted to the motion of the head, is
insufficient for its support. It is not only by the
means of a most curious structure of the bones
that a man turns his head, but by virtue of an
adjusted muscular power that he even holds it up.

As another example of what we are illustrating,
viz., conformity of use between the bones and the
muscles, it has been observed of the different ver
tebl're, that their processes are exactly propor
tioned to the quantity of motion which the other
bones allow of, and which the respective muscles
are capable of producing.

II. A muscle acts only by contraction. Its
force is exerted in no other way. When the ex-



ertion ceases, it relaxes itself, that is, it return.
by relaxation to its former state, but "UTit.hout
energy"\ This is the" nature of the lXlusculari,
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.. Excellently well as this is put, there is something
mOre admirable still in the condition of the InulScular
system. With respect to the support of the head, as
mentioned in the preceding page, and the instance etn_
braces, of Course, the erect position of the body as well Q:;;s

the equable poising of the head, the most extraordinal"y
part of the phenomenon is this, that we are sensible of'
the slightest inclination of the body or of any member,.
although it would be difficult to say to what order of'
acknowledged sensations this belongs. Not only do ~e
feel every degree of inclination from the perpeDdicula~
in the poising of the body, but we act upon it with th.e
most minute correspondence of the muscles. The 111l1tl_

cles are antagonists certainly, but there is a fine cOt:n.....

bination and adjustment in their action, which is ~Ot
illustrated by the two sawyers dividing a log of 'V00q
The Inuscle having finished what we call its acti0l:l. 0;
contraction, is not in the condition of a loose rope, b'lt on.
the contrary there is always a perfect balance of actiun.
preserved between the extent of relaxation of the one cl

n
- -1i:!.8of Inusc1es, and the contraction of the other; and th

. b ere
~s a tone in both by which the lim~ ml1~ e ~U.l!.ta.in.ed
:In any posture that is willed. Thls subject l8 t~ea.t d
• d 1 . e:lU the Philosophical Transactions, an a so In the ~_

.. ea
tise on the Hand, under the head of the" "M.\l.Bc"Ular
SeUl$e."
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fibre; and being 80, it is evident that the recipro
eal energetic motion of the limbs, by which we
mean motion with force in opposite directions, can
only be produ~by the instrumentality of oppo
site or antagonist muscles--of flexors and exten
sors answering to each other. For instance, the
biceps and brachialis internus muscles placed in
the front part of the upper arm, by their contrac
tion, bend the elbow, and with such degree of
force as the case requires or the strength admits
of. The relaxation of these muscles after the effort
would merely let the fore-arm drop down. For
the back stroke, therefore, and that the arm may
not only bend at the elbow, but also extend and
straighten itself with force, other muscles, the
longus and brevis brachialis externtU, and the
anconreus, placed on the hinder part of the arms,
by their contractile twitch, fetch back the fore
arm into a straight line with the cubit, with no
less force than that with which it was bent out of
it. The same thing obtains in all the limbs, and
in every movable part of the body. A finger is
not bent and straightened without the contraction

of two muscles taking place. It is evident, there
fore, that the animal functions require that parti
cular disposition of the muscles which we describe
by the name of antagonist muscles. And they
are accordingly so disposed. Every muscle is
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provided with an adversary. They act like two
sawyers in a pit, by an opposite pull; and no
thing, surely, can more strongly indicate de
sign and attention to an end than their being
thus stationed, than this collocation. The na
ture of the muscular fibre being what it is, the
purposes of the animal could be answered by
no other. And not only the capacity for mo
tion, but the aspect and symmetry of the body
is preserved by the muscles being marshalled
according to this order-e.g., the mouth is holden
in the middle of the face, 1\ond its angles kept in
a state of exact correspondency, by two musCles
drawing against and balancing each other. In
a hemiplegia, when the muscle on one side is
weakened, the muscle on the other side draws the
mouth awry.

III. Another property of the muscles, _which
could only be the result of care, is, their being
almost univefsally so disposed as not to obstruct
or interfere with one another's action. I know
but one instance in which this impediment is per
ceived. We cannot easily swallow whilst we gape.
This, I understand, is owing to the muscles em
ployed in the act of deglutition being so impli
cated with the muscles of the lower jaw, that whilst
these last are contracted, the former cannot act
with freedom. The obstruction is, in this instance,
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attended with little inconvenience; but it shows
what the effect is where it does exist; and what
loss of faculty there would be if it were more fre
quent. Now, when we reflect upon the number
of muscles, not fewer than four hundred and forty
six, in the human body, known and named·, how
contiguous they lie to each other, in layers, as it
were, over one another, crossing one another,
sometimes embedded in one another, sometimes
perforating one another-an arrangement which
leaves to each its liberty, and its full play, must
necessarily require meQitation and counsel.

IV. The following is oftentimes the case with
the muscles. Their action is wanted where their
situation would be inconvenient. In which case
the body of the muscle is placed in some commo
dious position at a distance, and made to commu
nicate with the point of action by slender strings
or wires. If the muscles which move the fingers
had been placed in the palm or bar.}t of the hand,
they would have swelled that part to an awkward
and clumsy thickness. The beauty, the propor
tions of the part, would have been destroyed.
They are therefore disposed in the arm, and even
up to the elbow, and act by long tendons strapped
down at the wrist, and passing under the liga-

* KeJl's Anatomy, p. 295, ed.3.
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ments to the fingers, and to the joints of' the fin
gers which they are severally to move. In like
manner, the muscles which move the toes and
many of' the joints of' the foot, how gracefully are
they disposed in the calf of the leg, instead of
forming an unwieldy tumefaction in the foot
itself! The observation may be repeated of the
muscle which draws the nictitating membrane
over the eye. Its office is in the front of the eye;
but its body is lodged in the back part of the
globe, where it lies safe, and where it encumbers
nothing.

V. The great mechanical variety in the figure
of the muscles may be thus stated. It appears
to be a fixed law that the contraction of a muscle
shall be towards its centre. Therefore the sub
ject for mechanism on each occasion is, so to
modify the figure and adjust the position of the
muscle as to produce the motion required agree
ably with this law. This can only be done by
giving to different muscles a diversity of configu
ration suited to their several offices, and to their
situation with respect to the work which they
have to perform. On which account we find them
under a multiplicity of forms and attitudes; some
times with double, sometimes with treble tendons,
sometimes with none: sometimes one tendon to
several muscles, at other times one m'- .de to
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several tendons. The shape of the organ is sus
ceptible of an incalculable variety, whilst the ori
ginal property of the muscle, the law and line of
its contraction, remains the same, and is simple.
Herein the muscular system may be said to bear
a perfect resemblance to our works of art. An
artist does not alter the native quality of his
materials, or their laws of action. He takes these
as he finds them. His skill and ingenuity are
employed in turning them, such as they are, to
his account, by giving to the parts of his machine
a form and relation in which these unalterable
properties may operate to the production of the
effects intended85

•

16 In the figure of a muscle, given in page 100, it
may be observed that the tendons are on different sides
of the muscle.

A

B

If we were to plan their arrangement it would be
thU!l: A is the tendinous origin, and B the tendinous
insertion; and the muscular fibres run obliquely be
tween them. This obliquity of the fibres is almost uni
versal in the muscles of the limb, and the effect is very
important. It needs no reference to mechanics to under-
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VI. The ejaculations can never too often be
repeated-How many things must go right for us

stand, that if we pull obliquely upon a weight we sacri
fice a great deal of power. For what advantage, then,
is power resigned in the mWlCle ? " If you wish to draw

a thing towards any place with the least force, you must
pull directly in the line between the thing and the place;
but if you wish to draw' it all quickly as possible, and
do not regard the 101111 of force, you must pull it ob
liquely, by drawing it in two directions at once. Tie
a string to a stone A, and draw it straight towards you
at C with one hand; then make a loop on another string,
and running the first through it, draw one string in each
hand at B B, not towards you, in the line A C, but side
ways, till both strings are stretched in a straight line:
you will see how much swifter the stone moves than it
did before when pulled straightforward. Now this is
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to be an hour at ease! how many more for us to
be vigorous and active! Yet vigour and activity
are, in a vast plurality of instances, preserved in
human bodies, notwithstanding that they depend
upon so great a number of instruments of motion,
and notwithstanding that the defect or disorder
sometimes of a very small instrument, of a single
pair, for instance, out o( the four hundred and
forty-six muscles which arc employed, may be
attended with grievous inconveniency. There is
piety and good sense in the following observa
tion taken out of the 'Religious Philosopher:'
"With much compassion," says this writer, "as well
as astonishment at the goodness of our loving
Creator, have I considered the sad state of a certain
gentleman, who, as to the rest, was in pretty good
health, but only wanted the use of these two little

proved by mathematical reasoning to be the necessary
consequence of forces applied obliquely; there is a loss
of power, but a great increase of velocity. The velocity
is the thing required to be gained·."

By the liberal employment of muscular power, quick
ness and variety of motion are obtained, and with the
advantages which are so well described in the succeeding
part of this chapter

• Preliminary Treati~ll on the Objects, Advantages, a~d Plea
sures of Science. (Library of Useful Knowledge.)
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muscles that serve to lift up the eyelids, and so
had almost lost the use of his sight, being forced,
as long as this defect lasted, to shove up his eye
lids every moment with his own hands!" In
general we may remark in how small a degree
those who enjoy the perfect use of their organs
know the comprehensiveness of the blessing, the
variety of their obligation. They perceive a re
sult, but they think little of the multitude of con
currences and rectitudes which go to form it.

Besides these observations, which belong to the
muscular organ as such, we may notice some ad
vantages of structure which are more conspicuous
in muscles ofa certain dass or description than in
others. Thus:

I. The variety, quickness, and precision of
which muscular motion is capable are seen, I
think, in no part so remarkably as in the tongue.
It is wOl·th any man's while to watch the agility
of his tongue, the wonderful promptitude with
which it executes changes of position, and the
perfect exactness. Each syllable of articulated
sound requires for its utterance a specific action
of the tongue, and of the parts adjacent to it.
The disposition and configuration of the mouth
appertaining to every letter and word, is not only
peculiar, but, if nicely and accurately attended to,
perceptible to the sight; insomuch, that curious
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persons have availed themselves of this circum
stance to teach the deaf to speak, and to under
stand what is said by others. In the same person,
and after his habit of speaking is formed, one,
and only one, position of the parts will produce a
given articulate BOund correctly. How instanta
neously are these positions assumed and dis
missed! how numero~ are the permutations, how
various, yet how infallible! Arbitrary and antic
variety is not the thing we admire; but variety
obeying a rule, conducing to an effect, and com
mensurate with exigencies infinitely diversified.
I believe also that the anatomy of the tongue
corresponds with these observations upon its
activity. The muscles of the tongue are 80 nu
merous, and 80 implicated with one another, that
they cannot be traced by the nicest dissection;
nevertheless (which is a great perfection of the
organ) neither the number, nor the complexity,
nor what might seem to be the entanglement of
its fibres, in anywise impede its motion, or ren
der the determination or success of its efforts
uncertain.

I here entreat the reader's permission to step
a little out of my way, to consider the part8 of the
muuth in some of their other properties. It has
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been said, and that by an eminent physiologist,
that, whenever nature attempts to work two or
more purposes by one instrument, she does both
or all imperfectly. Is this true of the tongue re
garded as an instrument of speech and of taste,
or regarded as an instrument of speech, of taste,
and of deglutition? So much otherwise, that
many persons, that is to say, nine hundred and
ninety-nine persons out of a thousand, by the
instrumentality of this one organ, talk, and taste,
and swallow very well. In fact, the constant
warmth and moisture of the tongue, the thinness
of the skin, the papillre upon its surface, qualify
this organ for its office of tasting, as much as its
inextricable multiplicity of fibres do for the rapid
movements which are nec.essary to speech. Ani
mals which feed upon grass have their tongues
covered with a perforated skin, so as to admit the
diSsolved food to the papillre underneath, which,
in the meantime, remain defended from the rpugh
action of the unbruised spiculre.

There are brought together within the cavity
of the mouth more distinct uses, and parts exe
cuting more distinct offices, than I think can be
found lying so ncar to one another, or within the
same compass, in any other portion of the body;
viz., teeth of different shape, first for cutting,
.secondly for grinding; muscles, most artificially
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disposed for carrying on the compound motion of
the lower jaw, half lateral and half vertical, by
which the mill is worked: fountains of saliva,
springing up in different parts of the cavity for
the moistening of the food, whilst the mastication
is going on: glands, to feed the fountains; a
muscular constriction of a very peculiar kind in
the back part of the cavity, for the guiding of the
prepared aliment into its passage towards the
stomach, and in many cases for carrying it along
that passage; for, although we may imagine this
to be done simply by the weight of the food
itself, it in tmth is not so, even in the upright
posture of the hum~n neck; and most evidently
is not the case with quadrupeds-with a h01'se,
fOl' instance, in which, when pasturing, the food is
thrust upward by muscular strength instead of
descending of its own accord.

In the mean time, and within the same cavity,
is going on another business, altogether different
from what is here described-that of respiration
and speech. In addition, therefore, to all that
has been mentioned, we have a passage opened
from this cavity to the lungs, for the admission of
air exclusively of every other substance: we have
muscles, some in the larynx, and without number
in the tongue, for the purpose of modulating that
air in its passage, with a variety, a compass, and
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precision, of which no other musical instrument is
capable. And lastly, which, in my opinion, crowns
the whole as a piece of machinery, we have a spe
cific contrivance for dividing the pneumatic part
from the mechanical, and for preventing one set
of actions interfering with the other. Where
various functions are united, the difficulty is to
guard against the inconveniences of a too great
complexity. In no apparatus put together by
art and for the purposes of art, do I know such
multifarious uses so aptly combined, as in the
natural organization of the human mouth; or
where the structure, compared with the uses, is
so simple. The mouth, with all these intentions
to serve, is a single cavity; is one machine; with
its parts neither crowded nor confused, and each
unembarrassed by the rest: each at least at
liberty in a degree sufficient for the end to be
attained. If we cannot eat and sing at the same
moment, we can eat one moment and sing the
next: the respiration proceeding freely all tho
while.

There is one case, however, of this double
office, and that of the earliest necessity, which the
mouth alone could not perform; and that is, car
rying on together the two actions of sucking and
breathing. Another route therefore is opened
for the air-namely, through the nose-which

I
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lets the breath pass backward and forward, whilst
the lips, in the act of sucking, are necessarily shut
close upon the body from which the nutriment is
drawn. This is a cin:umstance which always ap
peared to me worthy of notice. The nose would
have been. necessary, although it had not been
the organ of smelling. The making it the seat
of a sense was superadding a new use to a part
already wanted; was taking a wise advantage of·
an antecedent and a constitutional necessity."

.. When our author describes the variety of functions
performed by the mouth and tongue, he is in admiration
at the simplicity of the instrument. But tbisis only an .
appareBt simplicity: the complexity of structure is con· 
cealed. Indeed, it has been this very consideration
which led to the new investigations into the nervous
system. Without entering far into this subject, we take

the tongue in illustration. It is a fine organ of touch:
it is the seat of the sense of taste: it is necessary to
deglutition: its modulations are infinite in speech; but
the reason of a body so simple in its outward form being.
capable of performing offices apparently so discordant,
is visible only to the "anatomist, who traces the nerves
into this organ. Then he discovers, besides the nerve
proceeding from the papiUm of the tongue to the sensa.
rium, that there are nerves of volition governing the'
muscletl-of the tongue. In addition to these, there is &

nerve which regulates the action of swallowing, aDd
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But to return to that which is the proper sub
ject of the present section-the celerity and pre
cision of muscular motion. These qualities may
be particularly observed in the execution of many
species of instrumental music, in which the changes
produced by the hand of the musician are exceed
ingly rapid; are exactly measured, even when
most minute; and display, on the part of the
muscles, an obedience of action alike wonderful
for its quickness and its correctness.

Or let a person only observe his own hand
whilst he is writing; the number of muscleS
which are brought to bear upon the pen; how
the joint and adjusted operation of several ten-

which combines the motions of the gullet with those of
the tongue; and in the same manner another lJ.erve,
tending to the organ of voice in the larynx, branches off
to the tongue, and associates it with the organ of th~

voice, so as to produce articulate language: these nervouE!
cords are the true organization by which one member,
simple in its exterior form, has a complexity in its in~

ternal relations. And thus it is, that in many instance~

organs which are apparently simple, and through which
we perform many offices so easily that we think not at
all of what is necessary to their execution, have yet in
ternally, and to the eye of the anatomist, a thousand
minute circumstances or relations on which the perfec
tion of their action depends.

12
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dons is concerned in every stroke, yet that five
hundred such strokes are drawn in a minute.
Not a letter can be turned without more than
one, or two, or three tendinous contractions, defi~

nite, both as to the 'choice of the tendon, and as
to the space through which the contraction moves;
yet how currently does the work proceed! and
when we look at it, how faithful have the muscles
been to their duty-how true to the order which
endeavour or habit hath inculcated! For let it
be remembered, that, whilst a man's hand-writing
is the same, an exactitude of order is preserved,
whether he write well or ill. These two instances
of music and writing show not only the quick
ness and precision of muscular action, but the
docility.

II. Regarding the particular configuration of
muscles, sphincter or circular muscles appear to
be admirable pieces of mechanism. It is the
muscular power most happily applied; the same
q~lality of the muscular substance, but under a
new modification.. The circular disposition of
the fibres is strictly mechanical; but, though the
most mechanical, is not the only thing in sphinc
ters which deseI·ves our notice. The regulated
degree of contractile force with which they are
endowed, sufficient for retention, yet vincible when
requisite, together with their ordinary state of
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actual contraction, by means of which their de
pendence upon the will is not constant but occa
sional, gives to them a constitution of which the
conveniency is inestimable. This their semi~

voluntary character is exactly such as suits with
the wants and functions of the animal.

III. We may also, upon the subject of muscles,
observe, that many of our most important actions
are achieved by the combined help of different
muscles. Frequently, a diagonal motion is pro
duced by the contraction of tendons pulling in
the direction of the sides of the parallelogram.
This is the case, as hath been already noticed,
with some of the oblique nutations of the head.
Sometimes the number of co-operating muscles is
very great. Dr. Nieuentyt, in the Leipsic Trans
actions, reckons up a hundred muscles that are
employed every time we breathe; yet we take in,
or let out, our breath, without reflecting what a
work is thereby performed; what an apparatus is
laid in of instruments for the service, and how
many such contribute their .asllistance to the
effect. Breathing with ease is a blessing of every
moment; yet of all others it is that which we
possess with the least consciousness. A man in
an asthma is the only man who knows how to
estimate it.
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IV. Mr. Home has observed,* that the most
important and the most delicate actions are per
formed in the body by the smallest muscles; and
he mentions, as his examples, the muscles which
have been discovered in the iris of the eye, and
the drum of the ear. ~e tenuity of these mus
cles is astonishing: they are microscopic hairs;
must be magnified to be visible; yet are they
real effective muscles: and not only such, but
the grandest and most precious of our faculties,
sight and hearing, depend upon their health and
action.

,
[The figure here represents the action of the biceps

muscle which lies on the arm, and is inserted upon the
radius of the fore-arm in sustaining a weight in the
hand.]

V. The muscles act in the limbs with what is
called a mechanical disadvantage. The muscle
at the shoulder, by which the arm is raised, is
fixed nearly in the same manner as the load is

• Phil. Trans. part i. 1800, p. 8.
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fixed upon a steelyard, within a few decimals, we
will say, of an inch from the centre upon which
t.he steelyard turns. In this situation, we find
that a very heavy draught is no mOl'e than suffi
~ient to countervail the force of a small lead
plummet, placed upon the long arm of the steel
yard, at the distance of perhaps fifteen or twenty
inches from the centre and on the other side of
it.. And this is the disadvantage which is meant;
and an absolute disadvantage, no doubt, it would
be, if the object were to spare the force of mus
cular contraction. But observe how conducive is
this constitution to animal conveniency. Mecha
nism has always in view one or other of these two
purposes--either to move a great weight slowly,
and through a small space, or to move a. light
weight rapidly, through a considerable sweep.
For the former of these purposes, a different spe,.
cies of lever, and a different collocation of the
muscles, might be better than the present;. but
for the second, the present structure is the true
one. Now so it happens, that the second, and
not the first, is that which the occasions of animal
life principally call for. In what concerns the
human body, it is of mueh more consequence to
any man to be able to carry his hand to his head
~th due expedition, than it would be to have the
power of raising from the ground a heavier load
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(of two or three more hundred weight, we will
suppose) than he can lift at present.

This last is a faculty, which, on some extraor
dinary occasions,. he may desire to possess; but
the other is what he wants and uses every hour
or minute. In like manner, a husbandman or a
gardener will do more execution, by being able to
carry his scythe, his rake, or his flail, with a sum
cient despatch through a sufficient space, than if,
with greater strength, his motions were propor
tionably more confined and slow. It is the same
with a mechanic in the use of his tools. It is the
same also with other animals in the use of their
limbs. In general, the vivacity of their motions
would be ill exchanged for greater force under a
clumsier structure.

We have offered our observations upon the
structure of muscles in general; we have also
noticed certain species of muscles; but there are
also sinyle muscles which bear marks of mecha
nical contrivance appropriate as well as parti

.cular. Out of many instances of this kind we
select the following :-

1. Of muscular actions, even of those which
are well understood, some of the most curious
are incapable of popular explanation; at least,

.without the aid of plates and figures. This is in
a great measure the case with a very familiar,
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but, at the same time, a very complicated motion,
that of the lower jaw; and with the muscular
structure by which it is produced. One of the
muscles concerned may, however, be described in
such a manner as to be, I think, sufficiently com
prehended for our present purpose. The pro
blem is to pull the lower jawdown. The obvious
method should seem to be, to place a straight
muscle-viz., to fix a string from the chin to the
breast, the contraction of which would open the
mouth, and produce the motion required at once.
But it is evident that the form and liberty of the
neck forbid a muscle being laid in such a posi
tion; and that, consistently with the preservation
of this "form, the motion which we want must be
effectuated by some muscular mechanism dis
posed farther back in the jaw. The mechanism
adopted is as· follows :-A certain muscle, called
the digastric, rises on the side of the face, consi
derably abO'Ve the insertion of the lower jaw, and
comes down, being converted in its progress into
a round tendon. N ow it is manifest that the
tendon, whilst it pursues a direction descending
towards the jaw, must, by its contraction, pull the
jaw up instead of down. What then was to be
done? This, we find, is done: The descending
tendon, when it is got low enough, is passed
through a loop, or ring, or pulley, in the os

13
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hyo'ides, and then made to ascend; and having
thus changed its line of direction, is inserted. into
the inner part of the chin: by which device, viz.,
the turn at the loop, the action of the muscle
(which in all muscles is contraetidn) that before
would have pulled the jaw up, now as necessarily
draws it down. {( The mouth," says Heister, "is
opened by means of this trochlea in a most won
derful and elegant manner."

II. What contrivance can be more mechanical
than the following, viz., a slit in one tendon to let
another tendon pass through it 1 This structure
is found in the tendons which move the toes and
fingers. The long tendon, as it is called, in the
foot, which bends the first joint of the toe, puses
thrrmgh the short tendon which bends the second
joint, which course allows to the sinew more
liberty, and a more commodious action than it
would otherwise have been capable of exerting.·
There is nothing, I believe, in a silk or cotton
mill, in the belts, or suaps, or ropes, by which
motion is communicated from one part of the ma
chine to another, that is more artificial, or more
evidently so, than this perforatiox. '

III. The next circumstance which I shall men
tion under this head of muscular arrangement is

• Ches. Anat. p. 119.
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80 d~isive a mark of intention, that it always ap
peared to me to supersede, in some measure, the
necessity of seeking for any other observation
upon the subject; and that circumstance is, the
tendons which pass from the leg to the foot, being
bound oown by a ligament to the ankle. The
foot is placed at a considerable angle with the leg.
It is manifest, therefore, that flexible strings,
passing along the interior of the angle, if left to
themselves, would, when stretched, start from it.
The obvious preventive is to tie them down. And
this is done in fact. Across the instep, or rather
just above it, the anatomist finds a strong liga
ment, under which the tendons pass to the foot.
The effect of the ligament as a bandage can be
made evident to the senses; for if it be cut, the
tendQns start up. The simplicity, yet the clear
ness of this contrivance, its exact resemblance to
established resources of art, place it amongst the
most indubitable manifestations of design with
which we are acquainted.

There is also a further use to be made of the
present example, and that is, as it precisely &on
tl'adicts the opinion that the parts of animals may
have been all formed by what is called appetency,
i. e., endeavour perpetuated and imperceptibly
working its effect through an incalculable series of
generations. We have here no endeavour, but
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the reverse of it-a constant renitency and reluc
tance.. The endeavour is all the other way. The
pressure of the ligament constrains the tendons;
the tendons re-act upon the pressure of the liga
ment. It is impossible that the ligament should
ever have been gcnerated by the exercisc of the
tendon, or in the coursc of that exercise, foras
much as the force of the tendon perpendicularly
resists the fibre which confincs it, and is con
stantly endeavouring, not to form, but to rupture
and displace, the threads of which the ligament is
composed.

Keill has reckoned up in the human body four
hundred and forty-six muscles, dissectihle and
describable; and hath assigned a usc to every
onc of the number. This cannot be all imagi
nation.

Bishop Wilkins hath observed from Galen, that
there are at least tcn several qualifications to be
attended to in each particular muscle--viz., its
proper figure; its just magnitude; its fulcrum;
its point of action, supposing the figure to be
fixed; its collocation with respect to its two ends,
the upper and the lower; the place; the position
of the whole musclc; the introduction into it of
nerves, arteries, veins. How arc things including
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so many adjustments to be made; or, when made,
how are they to be put together, without intel- .
ligence?
. I have sometimes wondered why we are not
struck with mechanism in animal bodies as readily
and as strongly as we are struck with it, at first
sight, in a watch or a mill. One reason of the
difference may be, that animal bodies are, in a
great measure, made up of soft flabby substances,
such as muscles and membranes; whereas we
have been accustomed to trace mechanism in
sharp lines, in the configuration of hard mate
rials, in the moulding, chiseling, and filing into
shapes of such articles as metals or wood. There
is something therefore of habit in the case; but
it is sufficiently evident that there can be no
proper reason for any distinction of the sort.
Mechanism may be displayed in the one kind of
substance as well as in the other.

Although the few instances we have selected,
even as they stand in our description, are nothing
short, perhaps, of logical proofs of design, yet
it must not be forgotten, that, in every part of
anatomy, description is a poor substitute for in
spection. It is well said by an able anatomist.,
and said in reference to the very part of the sub-

• Steno, in Blu. Anat. Animal. p. 2, eo 4.
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ject which we have been treating of:-" Imper
fecta hrec musculorum descriptio non minUs
arida est legentibus quam inspectantibus fuerit
jucunda eorundem prreparatio. Elegantissima
enim mechani~s artificia, creberrime in illia obvia,;
verbis nonnisi obscure exprimuntur: carnium au...
tem ductu, tendinum colore, insertionum propor
tione, et trochlee.rium distributione, oculis expo.
&ita, omnem superant admirationem."
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CHAPTER X.

OF THE VESSELS OF ANIMAL BODIES.

183

[The figure represents the heart and great blood-ves
leIs, and may convey Borne idea of the circulation of the
blood. We understand A to be the gr.eat vein returning
the blood from the body j B the right SinUII or auricle.

) til ,Google
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From this cavity of the heart, the blood is carried into
C, the ventricle j and from this ventricle the pulmonary
artery goes off. This great artery of the lungs is for the
conveyance of the blood which is returned from the body
into the lungs. Now the great vein A, the auricle B,
the ventricle C, and the pulmonary artery D D, belong
to the right side of the heart j or, to take a more impor
tant distinction, they convey dark-coloured blood, which
is unfit for the uses of the system. But when this blood
reaches the lungs, and is exposed to the atmosphere we
breathe, it throws off the carbon, becomes bright in
colour, and is called arterial blood. It returns to the
heart, not to the cavities which we have enumerated, but
by the veins of the lungs to the other side of the heart,
the left-that is, to another auricle and another ven
tricle. From this left ventricle there ascenda the aorta,
the great artery of the body, E E. This great veslel
conveys the blood to every part that has life. From all
the parts of the body the blood is gathered again by the
extremities of the veins, and so returns to the point of
the auricle from which we began to trace it. This short
preface may make the observations of the author easily
intelligible.]

THE circulation of the blood through the bodies of
men and quadl'upeds, and the apparatus by which
it is carried on, compose a system, and testify a.
contrivance, perhaps the b.cst understood of any
part of the animal £I·ame. The lymphatic systcm,
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or the nervous system, may be more subtle and
intricate-nay, it is possible that in their structure
they may be even more artificial than the sangui
ferous-but we do not know so much about them.

The utility of the circulation of the blood I
assume as an acknowledged point. One grand
purpose is plainly answered by it-the distributing
to every part, every extremity, every nook and
corner of the body, the nourishment which is re
ceived into it by one aperture. What enters at
the mouth finds its way to the fingers' ends. A
more difficult mechanical problem could hardly, I
think, be proposed, than to discover a method of
constantly repairing the waste, and of supplying
an accession of substance to every part of a com
plicated machine at the same time 81•

This system presents itself under two views:
first, the disposition of the blood-vessels, i. e., the
laying of the pipes; and, secondly, the construc
tion of the engine at the centre, viz., the heart, for
driving the blood through them.

I. The disposition of the blood-vessels, as far
as regards the supply of the body, is like that of
the water-pipes in a city, viz., large and main
trunks branching off by smalleI' pipes (and these

87 We must refer our reader to the dissertation in the
Appendix, on the circulation of the blood and its uses.
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again by still narrower tubes) in every direetion,
and towards every part in which the fluid which
they convey can be wanted. So far the water
.pipes which serve a town may represent the ves
sels which carry the blood from the heart. But
there is another thing necessary to the blood,
·which is not wanted for the water; and that is,
the carrying of it back again to its source. For
.this office, a reversed system of vessels is prepared,
which, uniting at their extremities with the ex
tremities of the first system, collects the divided
and subdivided streamlets, first, by capillary rami
fications into larger branches, secondly, by.these
branches into trunks; and thus retur~s the blood
(almost exactly inverting the order in which it
went out) to the fountain whence its motion pro
.ceeded. All which is evident lDechanism.

The body, therefore, contains two systems of
.blood-vElssels, arteries and veins. Between the
constitution of the systems there are also two dif
ferences, suited to the functions which the systems
·have to execute. The blood, in going out, pass
ing always from wider into narrower tubes; and,
in coming back, from narrower into wider, it is
evident that the impulse and pressure upon the
sides of the blood-vessel will be much greater in
oue case than the other. Accordingly, the arte
ries which carry out the blood are formed of much
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tougher and stronger coats than the veins which
bring it back. That is one di1ference: the other
is still more. artificial, or, if I may so speak, indi
cates still more clearly the care and anxiety of the
artificer. Forasmuch as, in the arteries, by rea
son of the greater force with which the blood is
mged al<;>ng them, a wound or rupture would be
more dangerous than in the veins, these vessels
are defended from injury, not only by their tex
ture, but by their situation, and by every advantage
of situation which can be given to them. They
are buried in sinuses, or they creep along grooves
made for them in the bones; for inatancc, the
under edge of the ribs is sloped and furrowed
/Wlely for the passage of these vessels. Sometimes
they proceed in channels, protected by stout para
pets on each side, which last description is re
markable in the bones of the fingers, these being
hollowed out, on the under-side, like a scoop, and
with such a concavity, that the finger may be cut
across to the bone, without hurting the artery
which runs along it. At other times, the arteries
pass in canals wrought in the substance, and in
the very middle of the substance, of the bone.
This takes place in the lower jaw; and is found
where there would, otherwise, be danger of com
pression by sudden curvature. All this care ill
wonderful, yet not more than what the importance
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of the case required. To those who venture their
lives in a ship, it has been often said, that there
is only an inch-board between them. and death;
but in the body itself, especially in the arterial
system, there is, in many parts, only a membrane,
a skin, a thread. For which reason, this system
lies deep under the integuments; whereas the
veins, in which the mischief that ensues from in
juring the coats is much less, lie in general above
the arteries; come nearer to the surface; are
more exposed.

It may be further observed concerning the two
systems taken together, that though the arterial,
with its trunk and branches and s~all twigs, may
be imagined to issue or proceed-in other words,
to grow from the heart, like a plant from its
root, or the fibres of a leaf from its foot-stalk
(which however, were it so, would be only to
resolve one mechanism into another); yet the
venal, the returning system, can never be formed
in this manner. The arteries might go on shoot
ing out from their extremities-i. e., lengthening
and subdividing indefinitely; but an inverted
system, continually uniting its streams, instead
of dividing, and thus carrying back what the
other system carried out, could not be referred to
the same process.

II. The next thing to be considered is the
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engine which works this machinery-viz., the
heart. For our purpose it is unnecessary to
ascertain the principle upon which the heart acts;
Whether it be irritation excited by the contact,of
the blood, by the influx of the nervous fluid, or
whatever else be the cause of its motion, it is
something which is capable of producing, in a
living muscular fibre, reciprocal contraction and
relaxation. This is the power we have to work
with; and the inquiry is, how this power is ap
plied in the instance before us. There is pro
vided, in the central part of the body, a hollow
muscle, invested with spiral fibres, running in
both directions, the layers intersecting one an~

other; in some animals, however, appearing to be
semicircular rather than spiral. By the contrac
tion of these fibres, the sides of the muscular
cavities are necessarily squeezed together, so as
to force out from them any fluid which they may
at that time contain: by the relaxation of the
same fibres, the cavities are in their turn dilated,
and, of course, prepared to admit every fluid
which may be poured into them. Into these
cavities are inserted the great trunks, both of the
arteries which carry out the blood, and of the
veins which bring it back. This is a general
account of the apparatus; and the simplest idea
of its action is, that by each contraction a portion
of blood is forced by a syringe into the arteries;
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and, at each dilatation, an equal portion is re
ceived from the veins. This produces, at each
pulse, a motion, and change in the mass of blood,
to the amount of what the cavity contains, which
in a full-grown human heart I understand is about
an onnce, or two table-spoons full. How quickly
these changes succeed one another, and by this
succession how sufficient they are to support a
stream or circulation throughout the system, may
be understood by the following computation,
abridged from Keill's Anatomy, p. 117, ed. 3.:
«Each ventricle will at least contain one ounce of
blood. The heart contracts four thousand times
in one hour: from which it follows, that there
pass through the heart, every hour, four thousand
ounces, or three hundred and fifty pounds of
blood. Now the whole mass of blood is said to
be about twenty-five pounds: 80 that a quantity
of blood, equal to the whole mass of blood, passes
through the heart fourteen times in one hour,
which is about once in every four minutes."

Consider what an affair this is, when we come
to very large animals. The aorta of a whale is
larger in the bore than the main pipe of the
water-works at London Bridge; and the water
roaring in its passage through that pipe is ill
ferior, in impetus and velocity, to the blood gush
ing from the whale's heart. Hear Dr. Hunter's
account of the dissection of a whale: «The aOrta
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measured a foot diameter. Ten or fifteen gallons
of blood are thrown out of the heart at a stroke
with an immense velocity, through a tube of a
foot diameter. The whole idea fills the mind
with wonder."*

The account which we have here stated, of the
injection of blood into the arteries by the contrac
tion, and of the corresponding reception of it
trom the veins by the dilatation, of the cavities of
the heart, and of the circulation being thereby
maintained through the blood-vessels of the body,
is true, but imperfect. The heart performs this
office, but it is in conjunction with another of
equal curiosity and importance. It was necessary
that the blood should be successively brought
into contact, or contiguity, or proximity with the
air. I do not know that the chemical reason,
upon which this necessity is founded, has been
yet sufficiently explored. It seems to be made
appear, that the atmosphere which we breathe is
a mixture of two kinds of air: one pure and vital,
the other, for the purposes oflife, effete, foul, and
noxious; 88 that when we have drawn in our breath

18 The atmosphere contains, in every 100 parts, of
oxygen 21 parts; nitrogen or azote, 79 parts j carbonic

acid'gas, a fractional part.

... Dr. Hunter's Account of the Diueetion of a Whale.-(Phil.
Trans.) .
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the blood in the lungs imbibes from the air thus
brought into contiguity with it a portion of its
pure ingredient, and at the same time gives out
the effete or corrupt air which it contained, and
which is carried away, along with the halitus,
every time we expire. At least, by comparing
the air which is breathed from the lungs with the
air which enters the lungs, it is found to have lost
some of its pure part, and to have brought away
with it an addition of its impure part. Whether
these experiments satisfy the question as to the
need which the blood stands in of being visited
by continual accesses of air, is not for us to in
quire into, nor material to our argument: it is
sufficient to know, that, in the constitution of
most animals, such a necessity exists, and that
the air, by some means or other, must be intro
duced into a near commtmication with the blood.1lI

III The most simple view, and the best supported, is
this-that the dark venous blood which is retw:ning
from the circulation through the body is loaded with
carbon. When it is carried to the right side of the
heart, and from that into the lungs, the branches of the
pulmonary artery are distributed in great minuteness on
cells infinite in number. These cells communicate with
the extreme branches of the windpipe; and as the at
mosphere is received into these cells, the circulating
blood comes to be exposed to its influence; for neither
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The lungs of animals are constructed for this
purpose. They consist of blood-vessels and air
vessels, lying close to each other; and whenever
there is a branch of the trachea or windpipe,
there is a branch accompanying it of the vein and
artery, and the air-vessel is always in the middle
between the blood-vessels.* The internal sur
face of these vessels, upon which the application
of the air to the blood depends, would, if col
lected and expanded, be, in a man, equal to a
superficies of fifteen feet square. N ow, in order
to give the blood in its COUl'se the benefit of this
organization (and this is the part of the subject
with which we are chiefly concerned), the follow
ing operation takes place. As soon as the blood
is received by the heart from the veins of the
body, and before that is sent out again into its
arteries, it is carried, by the force of the contrac-

the coats of the minute vessels which contain the blood,
nor the fine membrane of the cells which contain the
air, prevents the influence of the atmosphere upon the
blood. The carbon of the blood meeting the oxygen in
the atmosphere, forms carbonic acid gas; and the air
expelled in expiration, thus loaded, carries away, of
course, a portion of moisture by exhalation. (See the
dissertation entitled-On the Circulation. Appendix.)

• Kelli'. Anatomy, p. 121.
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[The figure represents the two sides of the heart ae
panted: that to the left of the figure, but on the right
.ide of the body, containing the venoUII blood. which
must pass through the lungs to serve the purposes of
the economy; and that on the left l:lide, containing arte
rial blood, which is sent out into the body. Man, and
all animals of warm blood, have the whole mass of blood
passing through the lungs, and a double heart, 'as here
represented. each consisting of a vein, an auricle, a vea
tricle, and an artery. The arrows point out the course
of the circulation.]

) til ,Google
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tiOn of the heart, and by means of a separate and
suppletnentary artery, to the lungs, and made to
enter the vessels ()f the lungs; from whioh,·after
it has undergone the action, ~hatever it be, of
that viscus, it is brought back by a large vein
once more to the heart, in order, when thus con
cocted and prepared, to. be thence distributed
anew into the system.. This assigns to the heart
a dOUble office. The pulmonary circulation is a
system within a system; and one action of the
heart is the origin of both.

For this complicated function four cavities
b.ecome necessary, and four are accordingly pro
".ded: two called ventricles, which send QUt the
blood, viz., one into the lungs, in the first in
stance; the other il}to the mass, after it has
returned &om the lungs; two others also, called
auric1es3 which receive the blood from the veins,
viz., ODe3 as it comes immediately from the body;
the other3 as the same blood comes a second time
after its circulation through the lungs. So that.
there are two receiving cavities, and two forcing
cavities. The structure of the heart has reference
to the lungs; for without the lungs, one of each
would have been sufficient. The translation ot"
the blood. in ~he heart itself is after this manner.
The receiving cavities respectively communicate

K2
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with the forcing cavities, and, by their contrac
tion, unload the received blood into them. The
forcing cavities, when it is their turn to contract,
compel the same blood into the mouths of the
arteries.

The account here given will not convey to a
reader ignorant of anatomy any thing like an
accurate notion of the form, action, or use of the
parts (nor can any short and popular account do
this); but it is abundantly sufficient to testify
contrivance; and although imperfect, being true
as far as it goes, may be relied upon for the only
purpose for which we offer it-the purpose of this
conclusion.

"The wisdom of the Creator," saith Ham
burgher, "is in nothing seen more gloriously
than in the heart." And how well doth it exe
cute its office! An anatomist, who understood
the structure of the heart, might say beforehand
that it would play; but he would expect, I think,
from the complexity of its mechanism, and the
delicacy of many of its parts, that it should always
be liable to derangement, or that it would soon
work itself out. Yet shall this wonderful machin~
go, night and day, for eighty years together, at
the rate of a hundred thousand strokes every
twenty-four hours, having, at every stroke, a great
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resis.tance to overcome; and shall continue this
action for this length of time, without disorder
and without weariness!

[This figure will assist the explanation of the following
pages. It presents a section of the ventricle and the
artery. Suppose that the blood enters in the direction
of the arrow, it passes between two valves, of very parti
cular construction. They are of a triangular shape, and
held out by little cords, which are called the corda!

tendinea!. These cords are attached to muscles, which,
f~m their appearance, are called columnm carnea! ; and
these fibres are continuous with the fibrous substance
of the heart itself. Now when the ventricle is distended
with blood, the valves are qrawn by their tendons in such
a manner as almost to close the orifice; and certainly so
to dispose them, that the instant the blood takes a direc-

) til ,Google
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&ion backward into the vein by the eontractioB of the
nntric1e, they fan together, and like a flood-gate atop
the current in that direction. Were there no C(Jf'~

tendinet1! or columna! carnet1!, these valves would be
floated back into the auricle, and lose their office. But
the most admirable pert of the contrivance is, that the
columnre carnetrreeeiving the same impulse to contract
all the walls of the heart itself, act at the same instant
with it; and by contracting in proportion all the walls
approach each other, they hold the margins of the valves
like the leeches of a aail when bagged by the wind.
The blood being prevented passing backward is urged
into the great artery Itill in the direction of the arrow.
And now it will be observed that tbe artery must be
dilated when the heart contracts. And the artery itself
being ooth elastic and muscular, reacting upon this im
puJae, it will contl'act while the '\"entric1e is dilating. The
blood would fan back from the great artery into the
ventricle, were it not again prevented by the mechanical
Ulwvention of valves. a repraenta the semilunar Talve
of the aorta at the root of U\at great artery; and it ia a

aurprising thing to see how offices so nearly alike are
performed by a mechanism entirely different. This
valve consilltll of three little bags, which are driven up
by the force of the blood in the natural conne of the
circulation j but when, by the activn of the aorta, the
blood makes a JOOtion backwarda, it fills these three
little bags, and they fall together, and prevent the blood
flowing back into the heart.]
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But further: from the account which has been
given of the mechanism of the heart. it is evident
that it must require the interposition of valves;
that the success indeed of its action must depend
upon these; for when anyone of its cavities con
tracts, the necessary tendency of the force will be
to drive the enclosed blood, not only into the
mouth of the artery where it ought to go, but
also back again into the mouth of the vein from
which it flowed. In like manner, when by the
~elaxationof the fibres the same cavity is dilated.
the blood would not only run into it from the
vein. which was the course intended, but back
from the artery, through which it ought to be
moving forward. The way of preventing a reHult
of the Huid, in both these cases, is to fix valves.
which, like flood-gates. may open a way to the
stream in one direction. and shut up the passage
against it in another. The heart, constituted as
it is. can no more work without valves than a
pump can. When the piston descends in a pump,
if it were not for the stoppage by the valve be
neath. the motion would only thrust down the
water which it had before draw:n up. A similar
eonsequence would frustrate the action of the
heart. Valves, therefore. properly disposed. i.e.,
properly with respect to the course of the blood
which it is necessary to promote, are essential to
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tbe contrivance. And valvea '0 disposed are
accordingly provided. A valve is placed in the
communication between each auricle and its ven
tricle, lest, when the ventricle contracts, part of
the blood should get back again into the auricle,
instead of the whole entering. as it ought to do;
the mout;h of the artery. A valve is also fixed at
the mouth of each of the great arteries which- take:
the blood from the heart; leaving the passage
free, so long as the blood holds its proper course
forward; closing it, whenever the blood, in con-
sequence of the relaxation of the ventricle, would
attempt to flow back. There is some variety in
the construction of these valves, though all the
valves of the body act nearly upon the same prin
ciple, and arc destined to the same usc. In gene
ral they consist of a thin membrane, lying close
to the side of the vessel, and consequently allow
ing an open passage while the stream runs one
way, but thrust out from the side by the fluid
getting behind it, and opposing the passage of
the blood, when it would flow the other way.
Where more than one membrane is employed,
the different membranes only compose one valve.
Their joint action fulfils the office of a valve: for
instance; over the entrance of the right auricle
of the heart into the right ventricle, three of these
skins or membrancs are fixed, of a triangular
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ngure, the bases of the triangles fastened to the
flesh; the sides and summitsloose ; but, though
loose, connected by threads of a determinate
length, with certain small fleshy prominences
adjoining. The effect of this construction is,
that,· when the ventricle contracts, the blood
endeavouring to escape in all directions, and
amongst other directions pressing upwards, gets
between these membranes and the sides of the
passage; and thereby forces them up into such a
position, as that together they constitute, when
raised, a hollow cone (the strings before spoken
of hindering them from proceeding or separating
farther); which cone, entirely occupying the pas
sage, pl'events the return of the blood into the
auricle. A shorter account of the matter may be
this: so long as the blood proceeds in its propel'

. course, the· membranes which compose the valve
aTe pressed close to the side of the vessel, and
occasion no impediment to the circulation: when
the blood would regurgitate, they are raised from
the side of the vessel, and, meeting in the middle
of its cavity, shut up the channel. Can anyone
doubt of contrivance here; or is it possible to
shut our eyes aicunst the proof of it1'"

.. We cannot resist following up these observation.
with some minute notices of the appropriate structure.

K3
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This valve, also, is not more curious in its strue
taTe, t~ it is important in its office. Upon the

A &ail distended with the wind would be tom up, were not
the margins secured: 8CCOI'dingly. the canvass is folded
over a strong cord, which is called the bolt-rope. So
the margins of thele semi-lunar valves are as finely
finished as any sheet from the dock-yard. There is a
ligament which runs along the margin, and strengthens
it to sustain the impulse of the back-stroke of the artery.
And were those CordlB tendinelB, which we haTe de
scribed as like the leeches of a sail, attached to the
corner of the mitral valve without further security, they
would be torn off on the first pulsation. But as the
leeches are secured to the bolt-ropes of the sail, so are
the cordlB tendinee continued into firm ligamentou
eords which strengthen the valves.

Our author says well, that the vabe is thrown down
on the side of the artery when the blood is in its course.
But were this really the case, the refiuent blood would
not easily catch the edge of the valve to throw it up.
Now this difficulty is met very curiously, and in two dif
ferent modes. The cordlB tendinece prevent the mar
gins of the mitral valve within the ventricle from flap
ping close against the side of the cavity j and as to the
semi-lunar valves, at the root of !he great artery. they
are prevented falling against the walls in another mode:
the section of the artery at its root is not a regular circle j

but it is formed into three little bags or sinuses, and as
each of the three valves has a little sinus behind it, its
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play of the valve, even npon the proportional
length of the strings or fibres which check the

margin Qever reaches the wall of the artery. The con
sequence of which is, that in the instant that the column
of blood takes a retrograde direction, the margins of the
valve are caught, and they are thrown up to close the
pessage. Nothing can be more admirably mechanical.

Since our author haa so properly insisted upon the
mechanism of the heart 8lI the very strength of his argu
ment. we shall mention one circumstance more as show
ing what ma)" be called the perfection of the workmanship.
It has been explained that the valves of the great artery
consist of three semici~cular membranes. Now if we
consider the effect of these three semicircles meeting,
there must be a triangular space in their centre, an im
perfection in the point of their union as it were. To
remedy this defect, on the centre of the margin of each
valve, there is a little body like a small excrescence or
tIongue: and when these three bodies meet, they exactly
fill up the triangular space which is left in the centre or

) til ,Google
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ascent of the membranes, depends, as it should
seem, nothing less than the life itself of the
animal. We may here likewise repeat, what we
before observed concerning some of the ligaments
of the body, that t~ey could not be formed by any
action of the parts themselves. There are cases
in which, although good uses appear to arise from
the shape or configuration of a part, yet that
shape or configuration itself may seem to be pro
duced by the action of the part, or by the action
or pressure of adjoining parts. Thus the bend
and the internal smooth concavity of the ribs may
be attributed to the equal pressure of the soft
bowels ~ the particular shape of some bones and
joints, to the traction of the annexed muscles, or
to the position of contiguous muscles. But valves
could not be so formed. Action and pressure are
all against them. The blood, in its proper course,
has no tendency to produce such things; and in
its improper or reflected current has a tendency
to prevent their production. Whilst we see,
therefore, the usc and necessity of this machinery,
we can look to no other account of its origin or
formation than the intending mind of a Creator.

the three semicircles. It is as if an ingeniouil workman
had contrived a thing the most apposite to remedy a
defect.
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Nor can we without admiration reflect, tbat such
thin membranes, such weak and tender instru
ments, as these valves are, should be able to hold
out for seventy or eighty years.

Here also we cannot consider but with grati
tude, how happy it is that our vital motions are
involuntary. We should have enough to do, if
we had to keep our hearts beating and our
stomachs at work. Did these things depend, we
lVill not say upon our effort, but upon our bidding,
our care, or our attention, they would leave us
leisure for nothing else. We must have been
continually upon the watch, and continually in
fear; nor would this constitution have allowed of
sleep.

It might perhaps be expected, that an organ
so precious, of such central and primary import
ance as the heart is, should be defended by a
case. The fact is, that a membranous purse or
bag, made of strong, tough materials, is provided
for it; holding the heart within its cavity; sitting
loosely and easily about it; guarding its sub
stance, without confining its motion; and con
taining likewise a spoonful or two of water, just
sufficient to keep the sm'face of the heart in a.
state of suppleness and moisture. How should
such a loose covering be generated by the action
of the heart? Does not the enclosing of it in a
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lack, answering no other purpose but that endo
sure, show the care that bas been taken of its pre
aervation?

One use of the circulation of the blood probably
(amongst other l,lBe8) is. to distribute nourish
ment to the different parts of the body. How
minute and multiplied the ramifications of the
blood-vessels for that purpose are; and how
thickly spread over at least the superficies of the
body, is proved by the single observation, that
we cannot prick the point of a pin intp the flesh
without drawing blood, i.e., without :finding a
blood-vessel. Nor intemally is their diffusion
less universal. Blood-vessels run along the sur
face of membranes, pervade the substance of
muscles, penetrate the bones. Even into every
tooth we trace, through a small hole in the root,
an artery to feed the bone, as well as a vein to
bring back the spare blood from it; both which,
with the addition of an accompanying nerve,
form a thread only a little thicker than a horse
hair.

Wherefore, when the nourishment taken in at
the mouth has once reached and mixed itself
with 'the blood, every part of the body is in the
way of being supplied with it. And this intro
duces another grand topic, namely, the manner
in which the aliment gets into the blood; which
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is a subject diatinct from the preceding, and
brings us to the consideration of another entire
system of vessel..

III. For thia necessary part of the animal
eoouomy an apparatus is provided in a great
measure capable of being what anatomists call
demonstrated, that is, shown in the dead body;
and a line or course of conveyance, whieh we can
pursue by our eummations.

First, the food descends by & wide passage into
the intestines, mtdergoing two great preparations
on itll way: one in the mouth by mastication and
moisture-(ean it be doubted with wha.t design·
the teeth were placed in the road to the stomaclJ.,
or that there was choice in fixing them in thia
sitnation ?)-the other by digestion in the soo.
mach itself. Of this last surprising dissolution
I say nothing; because it is chemistry, and I am
endeavouring to display mechanism. The figure
and position of the stomach (I speak all along
with a reference to the human organ) are calcu
lated for detaining the food long enough for the
action of its digestive juice. It has the shape
of the pouch of a bagpipe; lies across the body;
and the pylorus, or passage by which the food
leaves it, is somewhat higher in the body than the
eardia or orifice by which it enters; 80 that it is
by the contraction of the muscular coat of ~
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stomach that the contents, after having under
gone the application ofthe gastric menstruum, a.re
gradually pressed out. In dogs and cats, this
action of the coats of the stomach has been dis
played to the eye. It is a slow and gentle undu
lation, propagated from one orifice of the sto·
mach to the other. For the same reason that I
omitted, for the present, offering any observation
upon the digestive fluid, I shall say nothing con
cerning the _bile or the pancreatic juice, further
than to observe upon the mechanism, viz., that
from the glands in which these secretions are ela
borated pipes are laid into the first of the intea~

tines, through which pipes the product of each
gland flows into that bowel, and is there mixed
with the aliment as soon almost as it passes the
stomach; adding also as a remark, how grievously
this same bile offends the stomach itself, yet che
rishes the vessel that lies next to it.

Secondly. We have now the aliment in the in
testines converted into pulp; and though lately
consisting of ten different viands, reduced to
nearly a uniform substance, and to a state fitted
for yielding its essence, which is Called chyle, but
which is milk, or more nearly resembling milk
than any other liquor with which it can be com
pared. For the straining off this fluid from the
digested aliment in the course of its long progreslI
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through the body, myriads of capillary tubes, i. e.,
pipes as small as hairs, open their orifices into the
cavity of every part of the intestines. These
tubes, which are so fine and slender as not to be
visible unless when distended with chyle, soon
unite into larger branches. The pipes formed by
this union terminate in glands, from which other
pipes, of a still larger diameter, arising, carry the
chyle from all parts into a common reservoir or
receptacle. This.receptacle is a bag of size enough
to hold about two table-spoons full; and from this
vessel a duct or main pipe proceeds, climbing up
the back part of the chest, and aftCl'wards creep
ing along the gullet till it reach the neck. Here
it meets the river; here it discharges itself into a
large vein, which soon conveys the chyle, now
flowing along with the old blood, to the heart.
This whole route can be exhibited to the eye; no
thing is left to be supplied by imagination or con
jecture. Now, besides the subserviency of this
structure, collectively considered, to a manifest
and necessary purpose, we may remark two or
three separate particulars in it, which show, not
only the contrivance, but the perfection of it. We
may remark, first, the length of the intestines,
which, in the human subject, is six times that of
t.he body. Simply for a passage, these volumi
nous bowels, this prolixity of gut, seems in no-
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wise necessary; but in order to allow time and
spACe for the successive extraction of the chyle
from the digestive aliment, namely, that the chyle
which escapes the lacteals of one part of the guts
may be taken up by those of some other part, the
length of the canal is of evident usc and con
duciveness. Secondly, we must also remark their
peristaltic motion, which is made up of contrac
tions following one another like waves upon the
surface of a fluid, and not unlike what we observe
in the body of an earthworm crawling along the
ground, and which is effected by the joint action
of longitudinal and of spiral, or rather perhaps
of a great number of separate semicircular fibres.
This curious action pushes forward the grosser
part of the aliment, at the same time that the
more subtile parts, wllleh we call chyle, are, by a
series of gentle compressions, squeezed into the
narrow orifices of the lacteal vems. Thirdly, it
was necessary that these tubes, which we denomi
nate lacteals, or their mouths at least, should be
made as narrow as possible, in orde'r to deny ad
mission into the blood to any particle which is of
size enough to make a lodgment afterwards in the
small arteries, and thereby to obstruct the circu
lation; and it was also necessary that this ex
treme tenuity should be compensated by multi
tude; for a large quantity of chyle (in ordinary
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conatitutions not less, it has been computed, than
two or three quarts in a day) is, by some means 01'

other, to be passed through them. Accordingly,
we find the number of the lacteals exceeding all
powers of computation, and their pipes 80 fine and
slender as not to be visible, unless filled, to the
naked eye, and their orifices, which open into the
intestines, so small as not to be discernible even
by the best microscope. Fourthly, the main pipe,
which carries the chyle from the reservoir to the
blood, viz., the thoracic duct, being fixed in an
almost upright position, and wanting that advan
tage of propulsion which the arteries possess, is
furnished with a succession of valves to check the
aseending :fluid, when once it has passed them,
from falling back. These valves look upwards,
so as to leave the ascent free, but to prevent the
return of the chyle, if, for want of sufficient force
to push it on, its weight should at any time cause
it to descend. Fifthly, the chyle enters the blood
in an odd place, but perhaps the most commo
dious place possible, viz., at a large vein in the
neck, so situated with respect to the circulation as
speedily to bring the mixture to the heart. And
this seems to be a circumstance of great moment;
for had the chyle entered the blood at an artery,
or at a distant vein, the :fluid composed of the old
and the new materials must have performed a consi-
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derable part of the circulation before it received
that churning in the lungs which is probably ne
cessary for the intimate and perfect union of the
old blood with the recent chyle. Who could have
dreamt of a communication between the cavity of
the intestines and the left great vein of the neck 1
Who could have suspected that this communica-.
tion should be the medium through which all nou
rishment is derived to the body, or this the place
where, by a side inlet, the important junction is
formed between the blood and the material which
feeds it?

We postponed the consideration of digestion,
lest it should interrupt us in tracing the course· of
the food to the blood; but in treating of the ali-.
mentary system, so principal a part of the process
cannot be omitted.

Of the gastric juice, the immediate agent by
which that change which food undergoes in our.
stomachs is effected, we shall take our account
from the numerous, careful, and varied experi
ments of the Abb~ Spallanzani.

1. It is not a simple diluent, but a real solvent.
A quarter of an ounce of beef had scarcely touched
the stomach of a crow, when the solution began.

2. It has not the nature of saliva; it has not
the nature of bile; but is distinct from both. By
experiments out of the body, it appears that nei-
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ther of these secretions acts upon alimentary' sub
stances in the same manner as the gastric juice
acts.

3. Digestion is not putrefactinn; for the digest~

ing fluid resists putrefaction most pertinaciously;
nay, not only checks its farther progress, but re
stores putrid substances.

4. It is not a fermentative process; for the solu
tion begins at the surface, and proceeds towards
the centre, contrary to the order in which fer
mentation acts and spreads.

5. It is not the digestinn of heat; for the cold
maw of a cod or sturgeon will dissolve the shells
of crabs or lobsters, harder than the sides of the
stomach which contains them.

In a word, animal digestion carries about it
the marks of being a power and a process com
pletely sui generis, distinct from every other, at
least fl.·om every chemical process with which we
arc acquainted. And the most wonderful thing
about it is its appropriation-its subserviency to
the particular economy of each animal. The gas
tric juice of an owl, falcon, or kite will not touch
grain; no, not even to finish the macerated and
half-digested pulse which is left in the crops of
the sparrows that the bird devours. In poultry,
the trituration of the gizzard, and the gastric
juice, conspire in the work of digestion. The
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gastric juiee will not dissolve the grain whilst it is
whole. Entire grains of barley, enclosed in tubea
or spherules, are not affected by it. But if the
same grain be by any means broken or ground,
the gastric juice immediately lays hold of it.
Here then is wanted, and here we find, a combi
nation of mechanism and chemistry". For the
prepal'atory grinding the gizzard lends its mill;
and as all mill-work should be strong. its struc
ture is so beyond that of any other muscle belong
ing to the animal. The internal coat also, or
lining of the gizzard, is, for the same purpose,
hard and cartilaginous. But, forasmuch as this
is not the sort of animal 8ubstance suited far the
reception of glands, or for secretion, the gastric
juice, in this family, is not supplied. as in mem
branous stomachs, by the stomach itself, but by
the gullet, in which the feeding-glands are placed.
and from which it trickles down into the stoma.ea.

In sheep, the gastric fluid has .no effect in di
gesting plants, unle88 tMy have beeR previotuly
maaticated. It only produces a slight maceration.
nearly such as common water would produce, in &

41 One of the many modes by which seeds are carried

to a distance, and Sir Joseph Banks gave us reason to

belieTe that it served all a preparation for lOwing, as
leeds so carried germinated .00DeI'.
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degree of heat somewhat exceeding. the medium
temperature of the atmosphere. But, provided
that the plant has been reduced to pieces by
chewing, the gastric juice then proceeds with it,
first, by s.oftening its substance; next, by destroy
ing its natural consistency; and, lastly, by dis
solving it so completely as not even to spare the
toughest and most stringy parts, such as the
nerves of the leaves.

So far our accurate and indefatigable Abbe.
Dr. Stevens, of Edinburgh, in 1777, found, by
experiments tried with perforated balls, that the
gastric juice of the sheep and the ox speedily dis
.solved vegetables, but made no impression upon
beef, mutton, and other animal bodies. Mr.
Hunter discovered a property of this fluid, of a
most curious kind-viz., that in the stomachs of
animals which feed upon flesh, irresistibly as this
.fluid acts upon animal substances, it is only upoJl
the dead substance that it operates at all The
living fibre suffers no injury from lying in contact
with it. Worms and insects are found alive in
the stomachs of such animals. The coats of the
human stomach, in a healthy state, are insensible
to its presence; yet in cases of sudden death
(wherein the gastric juice, not having been weak
ened by disease, retains its activity), it has been
known to eat a hole 'through the bowel which
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contains it·. How nice is this discrimination of
action, yet how necessary!

But to return to our hydraulics.
IV. The gall-bladder is a very remarkable con

trivance. It is the reservoir of a canal. It does
not form the channel itself-i. e., the direct com
munication between the liver and the intestine,
wl!ich is by another passage-viz., the ductus
hepaticus, continued under the name of the ductus
communis; but it lies adjacent to this channel,
joining it by a duct of its own, the ductus cysticus :
by which structure it is enabled, as occasion may
require, to add its contents to and increase the
flow of bile into the duodenum. And the posi
tion of the gall-bladder is such as to apply this
structure to the best advantage. In its natural
situation, it touches the exterior surface of the
stomach, and consequently is compressed by the
distention of that vessel: the effect of which com
pression is to force out from the bag, and send
into the duodenum, an extraordinary quantity of
bile, to meet the extraordinary demand wllich the
repletion of the stomach by food is about to
occasiont. Cheselden describes~ the gall-bladder
as seated against the duodenum, and thereby
liable to have its fluid pressed out by the passage

• Phil. Trans. vol.lxii. p. 447. t Keil\'s Anat. p. 64.
: Anat. 1" 164.
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of the aliment through that cavity, which likewise
will have the effect of causing it to be received
into the intestine at a right time and in a due
proportion.

There may be other purposes answered by this
contrivance, and it is probable that there are.
The contents of the gall-bladder are not exactly
of the same kind as what paSses from the liver
through the direct passage*. It is possible that
the gall may be changed, and for some purposes
meliorated, by keeping d

•

The entrance of the gall-duct into the duode
num furnishes another observation. Whenever
either smaller tubes are inserted into larger tubes,
or tubes into vessels and cavities, such receiving
tubes, vessels, or cavities, being subject to muscu
lar constriction, we always find a contrivance to
prevent regurgitation. In Bome cases valves are
used; in other cases, amongst which is that now
before us, a different expedient is resorted to,
which may be -thus described: the gall-duct en
ters the duodenum obliquely; after it has pierced

-U On this passage some remarks on the absence of
the gall-bladder in certain animals might be required;
but the reader may turn to the note in the Appendix
on the stomach of the horse.

• Keill (from lIlalpighiUll), p. 63.

L
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the first coat, It runs near two fingers' breadth
between the coats before it opens into the caVity of

. the intestine*. The same·contrivance is used in
another part, where there is exactly the s~
occasion for it, viz., in the insertion of the ureters
in the bladder. These enter the bladder near its
neck, running obliquely for the space of an inch
between it.s coatst. It is, in both cases, suffi
ciently evident that this structure has a necessary
mechanical tendency to resist regurgitation; for
whatever force acts in such a direCtion as to urge
the ihlid back into the orifices of the tubes, must,
at the same time, stretch the coats of the vessels;
and thereby compress that part of the tube which
is included between them.

V. Amongst the 'V~,elsof the human body, the
pipe which conveys the saliva from the place where
it is made to the place where it is wanted deserves
10 be reckoned amongst the most intelligible pieces
of mechanism with which we aYe acquainted. The
saliva. we all know, is used in the mouth; bat
much of it is produced on the. outside of the.cheek
.by_.the parotid glaDd, which lies. between the.8al'
-and the angle of the lower jaw. In order to carry
the secr.eted· juice to ita. de8tinaUo~, there is laid
from. the gland on the outside & pipe about the

• Keill's Aat. p. 62•. t eae.. ~nat. p. 260•

I
(
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thickness. of a wheat straw, and about three fin~

gers' breadth in length, which, after riding over
the masseter ~uscle,bores for itself a hole through
the very middle of the cheek, enters by that hole,
which is a complete perforation of the buccinator
muscle, into the mouth, and there discharges its
flllidveryc~ious~. .

VI. Another exquisite structure, differing, in
deed, from tbe four preceding instances in that it
does not relate to the conveyance of fluids, but
still belonging, like these, to the dass of pipes or
conduits of the body, is seen in the laryn:J;. We
-all know that there go down the throat two pipes,
one leading to the stomach, the other to the lungs
-the one being the passage for the food~ the
other for the breath and voice: we know alllO,
that both these passages open into the bottom of
the mouth-the gullet, necessarily, for the con
veyance offood, and the wind-pipe, for speech and
the modulation of sound, not much less so: ther~

fore the difficulty was, the passages being so con~

tiguons, to prevent the food, especially the liquids,
whiCh we swallow into the stomach from entering
the wiIMi-pipe,· i. e., the road to the lungs-the
~onsequence·ofwhich error, when it does happeD>
is pen:eivcd: by the cOnvulsive throes th~t aye iD~

8tantly produced. This business, which is very
Dice, jarm~d in this manne.. The. gullet(~

L2
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passage for food) opens into the mouth like the
cone or upper part of a funnel, the capacity of
which forms indeed the bottom of the mouth.
Into the side of this funnel, at the part which lies
the lowest, enters the wind-pipe by a chink or
slit, with a lid or flap, like a little tongue, accu
rately fitted to the orifice. The solids or liquids
which we swallow pass over this lid or flap as they
descend by the funnel into the gullet. Both the
weight of the food and the action of the muscles
concerned in swallowing contribute to keep the
lid close dmvn upon the aperture whilst anything
is passing; whereas, by means of its natural carti
laginous spring, it raises itself a little as soon as
the food is passed, thereby allowing a free inlet
and outlet for the respiration of air by the lungs.
Such is its structure; and we may here remark
the almost complete success of the expedient, viz.,
how seldom it fails of its purpose compared with
the number of instances in whichit fulfils it. Re
flect how frequently we swallow, how constantly
we breathe. In a city-feast, for example, what
deglutition, what anhelation! yet does this little
cartilage, the epiglottis, so effectually interpose
its office, so securely guard the entrance of the
wind-pipe, that whilst morsel after morsel, draught
after draught, are coursing one another over it,
an accident of a crumb or a drop slipping into
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this passage (which, nevertheless, must be opened
for the breath every second of time), excites in the
whole company, not only alarm by its danger, but
surprise by its novelty. Not two guests are
choked in a century.

There is no room for pretending that the action
of the parts may have gradually formed the epi
glottis: I do not mean in the same individual,
but in a succession of generations. Not only the
action of the parts has no such tendency, but the
animal could not live, nor consequently the parts
act, either without it or with it in a half-formed
state. The species was not to wait for the gra
dual formation or expansion of a part which was
from the first necessary to the life of the indi
vidual.

Not only is the larynx curious, but the whole
wind-pipe possesses a structure adapted to its
peculiar office. It is made up (as anyone may
perceive by putting his fingers to his throat) of
stout cartilaginous ringlets, placed at small and
equal distances from one another. Now this is
not the case with any other of the numerous con
duits of the body. The use of these cartilages is
to keep the passage for the air constantly open,
which they do mechanically. A pipe with soft
membranous coats, liable to collapse and close
when empty, would not have answered here;
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although this be the general VlUlCU1ar stmeture.
and a structure which serves very well for those
tubes which are kept in a state of perpetual dis
tention by the fWd they enclose, or which aff'ord
a passage to solid and protrodiDg .ubstances.

Nevertheless (which is another particularity
weH worthy of notice), these rings are not com
plete-that is, are not cartilaginous and stifF all
round; but their hinder part, which is contiguoWl
to the gullet, is membranous and soft, easily
yielding to the distentions of that Ol'gan oeeao.
8ioned by the descent of solid food. The same
rings arc also bevelled off at the upper and lower
edges, the better to close upon one another when
-the trachea is compreslled or shortened.

The constitution of the trachea may suggest
likewise another retlection. The membrane which
lines its inside is perhaps the most sensible, irri
table membrane ofthe body. It rejects the touch
of a crumb of bread, or a drop of water, with a
spasm which convulses the whole frame; yet, left
to itself and its proper office, the intromission of
-air alone, nothing can be so quiet. It does not
:even make itself felt; a man does not know that
he has a trachea. This capacity of perceiving with
such acuteness, this impatience of offence, yet per
feet rest and ease when let alone, -are properties,
one would have thought, not likely to reside in
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the' same" su~t. It is" to tlle junction, however.
of these almost ineonsistent qualities, in this. as
well as in some other delicate parts of the body.
that we owe our safety aad our comfort-our
sa.fety to their sensibility, our comfort· to tbeir
repose-.

U Our author tollchea here upon the sensibilities
which govem"the motions of the chest-a lubject which
migM be enla.rged upon to fill a volume. But conlider·
ing the objeet of this work, we ought not to omit the
llCcuion of observing the union of a property of life with
the molt complex mechanical structure imaginable
We have seen, ill former notes, that for the grand and

vital purpole of decarbonizing the blood, the atmolphcria
air mUlt be drawn deep into the lungs; and the pro
blem is, to permit the vital air to pass, and yet prevent
foreign matter from finding access. On this subject
t1J.ere is a note in the Appendix. But the more remark
able circumstance in connexion with the statement in
tbe text ii, that the whole of this apparatus for respira
tion is tann from the goTel'll1Ulce of the will, and placed
1IDder a power more constantly 't'igilant and more abllOo
mtely penmpbry. The Bellsibility about the glottis
holdB in control an hundred. muac:les; and whilst it
ncitee the action, d.irecta the force of the stream of
expired air with extraordinary exactnen to the very
point wltere the irritating matter lodgea, be it in the
passages of the throat, or in the cavities of the nOlle.
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The larynx, or rather the whole wind-pipe taken
together (for the larynx is only the upper part of
the wind-pipe), besides its other uses, is also a.
musical instrument-that is to say, it is mechanism
expressly adapted to the modulation of sound;
for it has been found upon trial, that, by relaxing
or tightening the tendinous bands at the extre
mity of the wind-pipe, and blowing in at the other
end, all the cries and notes might be produced of
which the living animal was capable. It can be
sounded just as a pipe or flute is sounded.

Birds, says Bonnet, havc, at the lower end of
the windpipe, a conformation like the reed of a
hautboy, for the modulation of their notes.. A
tuneful bird is a ventriloquist. The seat of the
song is in the breast.

The use of the lungs in the systcm has been
said to be obscure; one use, however, is plain,
though, in some sensc, external to the system,

There are many instances of the same kind in the ec0

nomy of the frame, where actions are excited by sensi
bilities seated in certain spots, some of them attended
with suffering, by which our voluntary efforts are brought
in aid, and otheIl! where there is neither sensation nor
volition, and yet the muscles are controlled and regu
lated, and the offices performed, with undeviating preci..
sion.
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and that is, the formation, in conjunction with
the larynx, of voice and speech. They are, to
animal utterance, what the bellows are to the.
organ."

For the sake of method, we have considered
animal bodies under three divisions: their
bones, their muscles, and their vessels; and we
have stated our observations upon these parts
separately. But this is to diminish the strength
of the argument. The wisdom of the Creator is
seen, not in their separate but their collective
action; in their mutual subserviency and de
pendence; in their contributing together to one
effect and one use. It has been said, that a man
cannot lift his hand to his head without finding
enough to convince him of the existence of a God.
And it is well said; for he has only to reflect,
familiar as this action is, and simple as it seems
to be, how many things are requisite for the per
forming of it; how many things which we under
stand, to say nothing of many more, probably,
which we do not: viz., first, a long, hard, strong

" The subject admits of a much more extensive ap
plication of physical science; and one division of it will
be found treated in the Appendix.

L3
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eylinder, in order to give to the arm its irmneu
and tension; but which, being rigid, and, in its
wbstanoe, inilexible, can only tum upon joints ;
secondly, therefore, joints for this purpose; one
at the shoulder to raise the arm, another at the
elbow to bend it; these joints continually fed
with a soft mucilage to make the parts slip easily
upon one another, and holden together by strong
braces, to keep them in their position: then,
thirdly, strings and wires-i. e., muscles and ten
dons-artificially inserted, for the purpose of
drawing the bones in the directions in which the
joints allow them to move. Hitherto we seem to
'understand the mechanism pretty well; and, un
derstanding this, we possess enough for our con"
elusion: Nevertheless, we have hitherto only a
',machine standing still-a dead organization--an
apparatus. To put the system in a state of ac.
tivity, to set it at work, a further provision ill
necessary-viz., a communication with the brain
'by means of nerves. We know the existence of
-this communication, because we can see the com
municating threads, and can trace them to the
,brain: its necessity we also know, because if the
.thr.ead be cut, if the communica.tioube in~

cepted, the muscle becomes paralytic;' but beyond
ihis we know little, the organization being too
minute and subtile for our inspection..
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To what has been enumerated, as officiating in
the single act of a man's raising his hand to his
head, must be added likewise all that is necessary
and all that contributes, to 'the growth, nourish
II!:ent, and sustentation of the limb, the repair of
i~ was'te, tli.~ preservati~n of its heaith: such' as
the cii-culatioa of the'blOOd through every pad
of it; ita lymphaticS,' exhalents, absorbents; its
e.xeretioll8 and integUments~ All these share in
the l'e&Illt-join in the effect; and how all these,
?r any of. thein, come together without a design..
lng, disposing. intelligence, it is impOssible to
,conceive.
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CHAPTER XI.
,

OF THE ANIMAL STRUCTURE REGARDED AS A MASS.

CoNTEMPLATING an animal body in its collective
capacity, we cannot forget to notice what anum.
ber of instruments ll.re brought together, and
often within how small a compass. It is a cluster
{)f contrivances. In a canary-bird, for instance.
and in the single ounce of matter which composes
his body (but which seems to be all employed).
we have instruments for eating, for digesting, for
nourishment, for breathing, for generation, for
running, for Hying, for seeing, for hearing, for
smelling: each appropriate-each entirely dif
ferent from all the rest.

The human or indeed the animal frame, consi
dered as a mass or assemblage, exhibits in its
composition three properties, which have long
struck my mind as indubitable evidences not only
of design, but of a great deal of attention and
accuracy in prosecuting the design.

I. The first is, the exact correspondency of the
two sides of the same animal: the right hand
answering to the left, leg to leg, eye to eye, one
side of the countenance to the other; and with a
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precision, to imitate which in any tolerable de
gree forms one of the difficulties of statuary, and
requires, on the part of the artist, a constant at
tention to this property of his work, distinct from
every other.

It is the most difficult thing that can be to get
a wig made even; yet how seldom is the face
awry! And what care is taken that it should not
be so, the anatomy of its bones demonstrates.
The upper part of the face is composed ofthirteen
bones, six on each side, answering each to each,
and the thirteenth, without a fellow, in the middle.
The lower part of the face is in like manner com
posed of six bones, three on each side, respectively
corresponding, and the lower jaw in the centre.
In building an arch, could more be done in order
to make the curve true-i. e., the parts equi~

distant from the middle, alike in figure and posi
tion?

The exact resemblance of the eyes, considering
how compounded this organ is in its structure,
how various and how delicate are the shades of
colour with which its iris is tinged; how differ
ently, as to effect upon appearance, the eye may
be mounted in its socket, and how differently in
different heads eyes actually are set-is a pro
perty of animal bodies much to be admired. Of
ten thousand eyes, I do not know that it would
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be poSsible to match one,· except with its OWil

fellow; or to distribute them. into suitable paira
-by any other selection than that which obtains.
- This regularity of the lLDimal .uuctureis ren~

dered more remarkable by the three following
eot1siderations :...:. .

1. The limbs, .eparately. taken, .haTe not tbiI
correlation of parts, but the oontraryof it. - A
-knife drawn dawn the chine cuts the human body
into two parts, externally equal aDd alike; you
eannot draw a straight line which will diTide a
hand, a foot, the leg, the thigh, the cheek, the
-eye, the ear, into two pazts equal and alike;

Those parts whieh are plaeed upon the middle or
-partition line of the body, or which traTerSe that
line--as the nose, the tongue, and the lips-may
-be so divided, or, more properly speaking, ar.e
-double organs; but other parts cannot. This
shows that the correspondency which we have

-been describing dOes not ariSe by any necessity
in the nature of the subject; for, if necessary, it
would be universal; whm-eas it is observed. only
in the Ilystem or assemblage. It is not true of
the separate parts: that is to say) it is- found
where it conduces to beauty or' utility; it is not
found where it would subsist at the expeue· of

beth. The two wings of a .bird always corre
~nd: the: two sides. of a feather frequently WI
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not. In centipedes, inillepedes, and the whole
tribe of inseets, no two legs on the same side are
alike; yet there Us the most exact parity between
the legs opposite to one another.

2. The next circuIDJJtance to be remarked is,
.that, whilst the cavities of the body 8l'e soconfi
gurated, as e:deT1Uilly to exhibit the most exact
correspondency of the opposite sides, the content;s
.of these cavities have n~ such oorrespondency. A
line drawn down the middle of the breast divid~

the thorax into .two sides exactly siI,nilar ; yet
.these two sides enclose very different cantenta.
;The heart lies on the left side; a lobe of ilie
lungs on the right; balancing each otber neither
·in size nor shape. The same thing holds of the
.abdomen. The liver lies on the right side, with
out any similar viscus opposed to it on the left.
The spleen .indeed is situated over-against the
liver; but agreeing with the liver neither in bulk
IlOr form. There is no equipollency between

•these. The stomach is a vessel, both irregular
•in its shape, and oblique in its position. The
·foldings and doublings of the inw-tines do not
·present a parity of sides. Yet that symmetry
which depends upon the correlation of the si<b

cis externally preserved throughout the whole
trunk.; and is the more remarkable in the lo~
rpris.of it. &8 the in~ents are soft; ~d the
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shape, consequently, is not, as the thorax is by its
ribs, reduced by natural stays. It is evident,
therefore, that the external proportion does not
arise from any equality in the shape or pressure
of the internal contents. What is it, indeed,
but a correction of inequalities ?-an adjustment,
by mutual compensation, of anomalous forms into
a regular congeries ?-the effect, in a word, of art
ful, and, if we might be permitted sci to speak, of
studied collocation?

3. Similar also to this is the third observation:
that an internal inequality in the feeding vessels
is so managed as to produce no inequality of parts
which were intended to correspond. The right
arm answers accurately to the left, both in size
and shape; but the arterial branches which sup
ply the two arms do not go off from their trunk,
in a pair, in the same manner, at the same place,
or at the same angle. Under :which want of simi
litude, it is very difficult to conceive how the same
quantity of blood should be pushed through each
artery; yet the result is right; the two limbs
which are nourished by them perceive no dif
ference of supply-no effects of·excess or defi
ciency.

Concerning the difference of manner in which
the subclavian and carotid arteries, upon the dif
ferent sides of the body, separate themselves from
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·~

the aorta, Cheselden seems to have thought, that
the advantage which the left gain by going off at
an angle much more acute than the right, is made
up to the right by their going' off together in one
branch*. It is very possible that this may be the
compensating contrivance; and if it be so, how
cUlious-how hydrostatical !

II. Another perfection of the animal mass is
the package. I know nothing which is so sur
prising. Examine the contents of the trunk of
any large animal. Take notice hO\v soft, how
tender, how intricate they are; how constantly in
action, 'how necessary to life! Reflect upon the
danger of any injury to their substance, any de
rangement of their position; any obstruction to
their office. Observe the heart pumping at the
centre, at the rate of eighty strokes in a minute;
one set of pipes carrying the stream away from it,
another set bringin'g, in its course, the fluid back
to it again; the lungs performing their elaborate
office, viz., distending and contracting their many
thousand vesicles by a reciprocation which can
not cease for a minute; the stomach exercising
its powerful chemistry; the bowels silently pro
pelling the changed aliment; collecting from it,
as it proceeds, and transmitting to the blood an
incessant supply of prepared and assimilated nou-

• Ches. Anat. p. 184. ed. 7..
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rishment ; fhat blood pursuing its COU1'lle; the
liver, the kidneys. the pancreas, the parotid, with
many other known and distinguishable glaads.
drawing off from it, all the while, their proper
lJeCl'etions. These several operations, together
with others more subtile but less capable ofbeing
investigated, are going on within us at ODe and
the same time. Think of this; and then observe
how the body itself, the case which holds this m.a~

dtinery, is rolled, and jolted, and tossed about;
the mechanism remaining unhurt, and with very
little molestation even of its nicest motions.
Observe a rope-dancer. a tumbler, or a monkey;
the sudden inversions and contortions which the
internal parts sustain by the postures into wlrleh
their bodies are thrown; or rather obserre the
shocks which these parts, even in ordinary sub
jects, sometimes receive from falls and bruises, or
by abrupt jerks and twists, Without sensible or
with 8OOn-reeovered damage. Observe this, and
then reflect how firmly every part mustbe seeured,
how carefully surrounded, how well tied down and
packed together.

This property of animal bodies has ~r, I
think, been considered under a distinct head, or
so fully as it deserves. I may be allowed the~

fore, in order to verify my observation concerning
it, to set forth a .hort anatomical detail, though
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it oblige me to tUlle more technical language than
I .hould wish to introduce into a work of~
kind.

L The heart (such care is taken of the centre
of life) is placed between two soft lobes of the
lungs; is tied to the mediastinum and to the
pericardium; which pericardium is not only itself
an exceedingly strong membrane, but~
firmly to the duplicature of the mediastinum, and;
by ita point, to the middle tendon of the dia~

phragm. The heart is also BKStained in its place
by the great blood-vessels which issue from it *.

2. The lU1l!J' are tied to the sternum by the
mediastinUlll before; to the vertebrae. by the
pleura behind. It seems indeed to be the very
l18e of the mediaatinum (which is a membrane
that goes straight through the middle of the
tllorax, from the breast to the back) to keep the
contents of the thorax in their places; in par
ticular to hinder one lobe of the lungs from in
commoding another, or the parts of the lungs
frOm pressing upon each other when we lie on
one sidet.

3. The liver is fastened in the body by two
ligaments: the first, which is large and strong,
comes from the covering of the diaphragm, and
peuetratea the substance of the liver; the second.

* Xeill'. Auat. p. 101, ed. 3.. t lb. p. 119, ed. 3.
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is the umbilical vein, which, after birth, degene
rates into a ligament. The first, which is the
principal, fixes the liver in its situation whilst the
body holds an erect posture; the second prevents
it from pressing upon the diaphragm when we lie
down; and both together sling or suspend the
liver when we lie upon our backs, so that it may
not compress or obstruct the ascending vena
cava *, to which belongs the important office of
returning the blood from the body to the heart.

4. The bladder is tied to the navel by the ura
chus, transformed into a ligament: thus, what
was a passage for urine to the fretus, becomes,
after birth, a support or stay to the bladder.
The peritonreum also keeps the viscera from con.
founding themselves with, or pressing irregularly
upon, the bladder; for the kidneys and bladder
are contained in a distinct dl1plicature of that
membrane, being thereby partitioned off from the
other contents of the abdomen.

5. The kidneys are lodged in a bed offat.
6. The pancreas, or sweetbread, is strongly tied

to the peritonreum, which is the great wrapping
sheet, that encloses all the bowels contained in
the lower belly t.

7. The spleen also is confined to its place by an
adhesion to the peritonreum and diaphragm, and

• CheB. Anat. p. 1~2. t Keill'lI Anat. p. 57.
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by a connex' .
sibl' Ion With the omentum *. It is pos-

e, In my "
merel OpInIOn, that the spleen may be
cancy

y
a 8luffing, a soft cushion to fill up a va-

or holl h' - '.
leave th ow, w lCh, unless occupIed, would
POsing t~ p~ckage loose and unsteady: for, sup
it must bat It answers no other purpose than this,
through .t e. vascular, and admit of a circulation
of a livin

1
,~n order to be kept alive, or be a part

8. Theg ody.... '. .

tucked u omentum, epiploon, or cawl, is an apron
part. T!:.' Or dOUbling upon itself, at its lowest
the stollIac~ l~pper edge is tied to the bottom of
observed ' 0 the splcen, as hath already been

, and t
reflected ed 0 part of the duodenum. The
COlUes up b 1~ also, after .forming the doubling,
colon and ~:. l?d the front flap, and is tied to the

~o .l.U1ng viscera t. .

~ Our auth
lVhlch lies i Or has not failed to fall into the snare
h n the '

aVe here a path of the adventurous theorist. We

truth has a ;ew theory of the spleen. The spleen in
the digestin oUble office: it is ever found attached to
ably consid g part of the intestinal canal; and is reason-
t' ered
JOn to the to afford occasional increase of circula-

th stoxn, .
. at quality 'Wh. ach, and to supply blood to the hver of

t10Q ot" hil l.ch appears necessary to a copious secre-e •

..

.. cQ.es A_
• ~at. p. 167• t Ibid•

-
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9. The septa of the brain probably prevent one
part or the organ from pressing with too great
a weight upon another part. The processes of

the dura mater diride the cavity of the skull, like
1'10 many inner partition walls, and thereby confiDe
each hemisphere and lobe of the brain to the
ehamber which is assigned to it, without ita being
liable to rest upon or intennix with the Deigh.
bouring parts. The great art and caution of
packing is to prevent one thing hurting another.
This, in the head, the chest, and the abdomen, of
an animal body, is, amongst other methods, pro
vided for by membranous partitions and wrap·
pings, which keep the parts separate.

The above may serve as a short account of the
manner in which the principal viscera are sus
tained in their places. But of the provisions for
this purPOse, by far, in my opinion, the most
curious, and where also such a provision was most
wanted, is in the guts. It is pretty evident, that
a long narrow tube (in man, about five times the
length of the body) laid from side to side in folds

upon one another, winding in oblique and cir
eu.itous directions, compotBCd also of a soft. and
yielding substance, must, without some extraor·
dinary precaution for its safety, be contiJmally
displaced by the various, sudden, and abrupt
motions of the body which· c:ontaiu it. I should
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cXpeet that, if not bruised or wounded by every
fall, or leap, or twist, it would be entangled, or be
involved with itself; or, at the least, slipped and
shaken out of the order in which it is disposed,
and which order is necessary to be preserved for
the carrying on of the important functions which
it has to execute in the animal economy. Let us
see, therefore, how a danger so serious, and yet so
natural to the length, narrowness, and tubular
form of the part, is provided against. The expe- .
ment is admirable; and it is this. The intestinal
canal, throughout its whole process, is knit to the
edge of a broad rat membrane called the mesen
tery. It forms the margin of this mesentery,
being stitched and fastened to it like the edging
of a ruHle: being fonr times as long as the me
sentery itself, it is what a sempstress would call
., puckered or gathered on" to it. This is the
nature of the connenon of the gut with the me-
1lClltery ; and being thus joined to~ or rather made
a part ot the mesentery, it is folded and wrapped
lip together with it. Now the mesentery, having
a consid~ble dimension in breadth, being in its
·aubstance withal both thick and snety, is capable
'of a close and safe folding, in comparison of what
the intestinal tube would admit ot if .it had re
mained lOose. The mesente1'y likewise .not only
keeps the intes~canal in its proper place and
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position under all the turns and windings of its
course, but sustains the numberless small vessels,
the arteries, the veins, the lympheducts, and, above
all, the lacteals, which lead from or to almost
every point of its coats and cavity. This mem
brane, which appears to be the great support and
security of the alimentary apparatus, is itself
strongly tied to the first three vertebrre of the
loins *.

III. A third general property of animal forms
is beauty. I do not mean relative beauty, or that
of .one individual above another of the same
species, or of one species compared with another
species; but I mean, generally, the provision
which is made in the body of almost every animal
to adapt its appearance to the perception of the
animals with which it converses.' In our own
species, for example, only consider what the parts
and materials are of which the fairest, body is
composed; and no further observation ~ll be
necessary to show how well these things are
wrapped up, so as to form a mass which shall be
capable of symmetry in its proportion, and of
beauty in its aspect; how the bones are covered, the
bowels concealed, the roughnesses of the muscle
smoothed and softened; and how over the whole
is drawn an integument, which converts the dis-

.. Keill's Anat. p. 45.
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gusting materials of a dissecting-room into an"
object of attraction to the sight, OJ.' one upon
which it rests at least with case and satisfaction.
Much of this effect is to be attributed to the in
tervention of the cellular or adipose membrane,
which lies immediately under the skin; is a kind
of lining to it; is moist, soft, slippery, and com
pressible; everywhere filling up the interstices of
the muscles, and forming thereby their roundness
and flowing line, as well as the evenness and
polish of the whole surface.

All which seems to be a strong indication' of
design, and of a design studiously directed to this.
purpose. And it being once allowed that such a
pw"}>ose existed with respect to any of the pro-'
ductions of nature, we may refer, with a consider
able degree of probability, other particulars to
the same intention; such as the tints of flowers,
the plumage of birds, the furs of beasts, the
bright scales of fishes, the painted wings of but
terflies and beetles, the rich colours and spotted
lustre of many tribes of insects.

There are parts also of animals ornamental,
and the properties by which they are so not sub
servient, that we }i:now of, to any other purpose.
The irides of most animals arc very beautiful,
without conducing at all, by their beauty, to the
perfection of vision; and nature could in no part

M
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have employed her pencil to so much advantage,
because no part presents itself so conspicuously
to the observer, or communicates so great an
effect to the whole aspect.

In plants, especially in the flowers of plants,
the principle of beauty holds lL still more consi
derable place in their composition; is still more
confessed than in animals. Why, for one instance
out of a thousand, does the corolla of the tulip,
when advanced to its size and maturity, change
its colour? The purposes, so fa.r as we can see,
of vegetable nutrition might have been carned
on as well by its continuing green. Or, if this
could not be, consistently with the progress of
vegetable life, why break into such a variety of
colours? This is no proper effect of age, or of
declension in the ascent of the sap; for that, like
the autumnal tints, would have produced one
colour on one leaf, with marks of fading and
withering. It seems a lame account to call it, as
it has been called, a disease of the plant. Is it
not more probable that this property, which is
independent, as it should seem, of the wants and
utilities of the plant, was calculated for beauty,
intended for display?

A ground, I know, of objection has been taken
against the whole topic of argument, namely,
that, there is no such thing l1S beauty at all; in
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other words, that whatever is useful and familiar
comes of course to be thought beautiful; and that
things appear to be so, only by their alliance with
these qualities. Our. idea of beauty is capable
of being in so great a degree modified by habit,
by fashion, by the experience of advantage or
plealNre, and by associations arising olit of that
experience, that a. questioD has been made, whe
ther it be not altogether generated by these
causes, or would have any proper existence with·
out them. It seems, however, a carrying of the
conclusion too far, to deny the existence of the
principle, viz., a native capacity of perceiving
beauty, on accOUAt of an iniluence, or of varieties
proceeding from that influence, to which it is
IlUbject, Ileeing that principles the most acknow
ledged are liable to be affected in the same man
ner. I should rather argue thus :-The question
respects objects of sight. Now every other sense

hath its distinction of agreeable and disagreeable.
Some tastes offend the palate, others gratify it.
In brutes and insects, this distinction is stronger
and more regular than in man. Every horse, ox,
.beep, swine,. when at liberty to choose, and when
in a. natural liItate, that is, when not vitiated by
habita :lbreed upon it,. eats and rejectlf the same
plant.. Many insect. whieh feed upon particular
plants, will rather die than change thm appm~

)(2
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priate leaf. All this looks like a detennination
in the sense itself to particular tastes. In like
manner, smells affect the nose with sensations
pleasurable or disgusting. Some sounds, Of

compositions of sound, delight the ear: others
torture it. Habit can do much in all these cases
(and it is well for us that it can; for it is this
power which reconciles us to many necessities) :
but has the distinction, in the mean time, of
agreeable and disagreeable, no foundation in the
sense itself? What is true of the other senses is
most probably true of the eye (the analogy is
irresistible), viz., that there belongs to it an ori
ginal constitution, fitted to receive pleasure from
flome impressions, and pain from others.

I do not however know, that the argument
which alleges beauty as a final cause rests upon
this concession. We possess a sense of beauty,
however we come by it. It in fact exists. Things
are not indifferent to this sense; all objects do
not suit it; many, which we see, are agreeable to
it: many others disagreeable. It is certainly not
the effect of habit upon the particular object, be
cause the most agreeable objects are often the
most rare; many which are very common, con
tinue to be offensive. If they be made support.
able by habit, it is all which habit can do; they
.never become agreeable.· If this sense, therefore!
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be acquired, it is a result; the produce of nume
rous and complicated actions of external objects
.upon the senses, and of the mind upon its sensa
tions. With this result, there must be a certain
congruity to enable any particular object to please;
and that cOligruity, we contend, is consulted in
the aspect which is given to animal and vegetable
bodies.

IV. The skin and covering of animals is that
upon which their appearance chiefly depends; and
it is that part which, perhaps, in all animals, is
most decorated, and most free from impurities. But
were beauty, or agreeableness of aspect, entirely
out of the question, there is another purpose
answered by this integument, and by the colloca.
tion of the parts of the body beneath it, which is
-of still greater importance; and that purpose is
concealment. Were it possible to view through
,the skin the mechanism of our bodies, the sight
would frighten us out of our wits. " Durst we
make a single movement," asks a lively French
writer, <t or stir a step from the place we wtJre in,
if we saw our blood circulating, the tendons pull
.ing, the lungs blowing, the humoUrs filtrating,
and all the incomprehensible Q,8semblage of fibres,
tubcs, pumps, valves, currents, pivots, which sus·
tain an existence at once so frail and so pre..
.sumptuous ?"
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. V. Of animal bodies, considered as masses,
there is another property, more curious than it is
generally thought to be; which ia the faculty of
nandiny: and it is more remarkable in two
legged animals than in quadrupeds, and, most of
all, as being the tallest, and resting upon the
smallest base, in man.. There ill more, I think, in
the matter than we are aware of. The statue of a
man, placed loosely upon a pedestal, would not
be secure of sta.nding half an hour. You are
obliged to fix its feet to the block by bolts and
solder; or the first shake, ilie first gust of wind,
is sure to throw it down. Yet this statue shall
express all the mechanical proportions of a living
model. It is not therefore the mere Jigure, or
merely placing the centre of graTity within the
base. that is sufficient. Either the law of gran·
tation is suspended in favour of living substances.
or something more is done fOr them, in order to
enable them to. uphold theil posture. There is
no reason whatever to doubt, but that their parts
descend by gravitation in the §lame manner 8B

those of dead. matter. The gift therewre appea:ra
to -me to .consist in a faculty of perpetually shifting
the centre of gravif.!r, by a set of obscure, indeed,
but of quick-balancing actions, so as to keep the
line of direction, which is a line drawn from that
centre to the ground, within its prescribed limits.
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Of these actions it may be observed, first, that
they in part constitute what we call strength.
The dead body drops down. The mere adjust.
ment therefore of weight and pressure, which may
be the same the moment after death as themo
ment before, does not support the column. In
cases also of extreme weakness, the patient cannot
stand upright. Secondly, that these actions are
only in a small degree voluntary. A man is sel
dom conscious of his voluntary powers in keeping
himself upon his legs. A child learning to walk
is the greatest posture-master in the world: but
art, if it may be so called, sinks into habit; and
he is soon able to poise himself in a great variety
of attitudes, without being sensible either of cau·
tion or effort. But still there must be an aptitude
of parts, upon which habit can thus attach; a pre·
vious capacity ofmotions which the animal is thus
taught W exercise: and the facility with which
this exercise is acquired forms one object of our
admiration. What parts are principally employed.
or in what manner each contributes to its office.
is, as hath already been confessed, difficult to ex·
plain. Perhaps the obscure motion of the bones
of the feet may have their share in this effect.
They are put in action by every slip or vacillation
of the body. and seem to assist in restoring its
balance. Certain it is, that this circumstance in

_---..I11III
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the structure of the foot, viz., its being composed
.of many small bones, applied to and articulating
With one another .by diversely-shaPed surfaces,
instead of being made of one piece, like the last
-of a shoe, is very remarkable.

I suppose also that it would be difficult to stand
iinnly upon stilts or wooden legs, though their
base exactly imitated the figure and dimensions
t>f the sole of the foot. The alternation of the
joints, the knee-joint bending backward, the hip
joint forward; the flexibility, in every direction,
of the spine, especially in the loins and neck,
appear to be of great moment in preserving the
equilibrium of the body. With respect to this
last circumstance, it is observable, that the ver
tebrre are so confined by ligaments as to allow no
more slipping upon their bases, than what is just
sufficient to break the shock which any violent
motion may occasion to the body. A certain
degree also of tension of the sinews appears to be
essential to an erect posture; for it is by the loss
of this that the dead or paralytic body drops

) til ,Google
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down. The whole is a wonderful result of com
'bined powers, and of very complicated operations.
;Indeed, that standing is not so simple a business
.as we imagine it to be, is evident from the strange
.gesticulations of a drunken man, who has lost the.
government of the centre of gravity". .

" All this is admirably well put by om' author. Yet
'when he says "the gift consists in the faculty of perpe
tually shifting the centre of gravity, by a set of obscure,
indeed, but of quick balancing actions," he states a fact.
but omits the most. surprising circumstance of all. No
doubt such efforts are made; but what directs them?
·If a man should balance a staff, resting it on the point.
of the finger, he shifts the finger continually, in doing
which he is directed by the eye-he sees the staff in-
elining. How does a man judge of the inclination or
his body in the very first degree of deviation from the"
perpendicular? He does not see himself, nor is he
.directed by the objects around him, since a blind man
will stand as securely as one who sees. The fact is, that
he has a knowledge of muscular action-a sensibility
to the finest adjustment of the muscles, by which he di
rects their efforts. This sense is of all the most marvel
lous: a sensibility to an internal motion, more minute
and curious than are the sensibilities to external im
pression; and which, as may be easily proved, minis,.
ters to a variety of properties in the living body, and
especially to the organs of sense themselves.

113
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. ' We have said that tBia property is the mOlt
worthy of observation in the human body; but ..
bUd, resting upon its perch, or hopping upon Ii

~ay, affords no mean specimen of the same
faculty. A ehicken runs off as soon as it is
hatched from the egg; yet a chicken, considered
geometrically, and with relation to its centre of
gravity, its line of direction, and its equilibrium,
is a very irregular solid. Is this gift, therefore,
or instruction? May it not be said to be with
'great attention that nature hath balanced the
'body upon its pivots?

I observe also in the same bird a piece of use
ful mechanism of this kind. In the trussing of a
fowl, upon bending the legs and thighs up to
wards the body, the cook finds that the claws
close of their own accord. Now let it be remem
bered, that this is the position of the limbs in
wbkh the bird rests upon its perch. And in this
position it sleeps in safety; for the elaws do their
office in keeping hold of tlie support-not by any
exertion of voluntary power, which sleep might
suspend, but by the traction of the tendons in
consequence 'of the attitude which the legs and
thighs take by the bird sitting down, and to which
the mere weight of the body gives the force that
is necessary.
, VI. Re~ard.ing the human body as a mass;
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regarding the general conformations which ob
tain in it; regarding also particular parts in.
respect to those conformations; we shall be led
to observe what 1 call "interrupted analogies."
The following are cxaIDJlles of what I mean by
these terms; and I do not know how such critical
deviations can, by any possible hypothesis, be ac'F'"

counted for without design:-
1. AU the bones of the body are covered with

a periosteum, except the teeth, where it cease.;
and an enamel of ivory, which saws and files will
ha.rdly touch, comes into its place. No one can
doubt of the use and propriety of this difference;
of the "analogy" being thus "interrupted;" of
the rule, which belongs to the conformation of
the bones, stopping where it does stop; for, had
so exquisitely sensible a membrane as the perios
teum invested the teeth, as it invests every othel'
bone of the body, their action, necessary exposure,
and irritation, would have subjected the animal
to continual pain. General as it is, it was not
the_sort of integument which suited the teeth;
what they stood in need of was a strong, hard,
insensible, defensive coat; and exactly such a
covering is given to them, in the ivory enamel
which adheres to their surface/ol'

47 See the dissertation on the teeth. in the Appendix.
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2. The scarf-skin, which clothes all the rest of
"the body, givcs way, at the extremities of the
toes and fingers, to MUg. A man has only to
look at his hand, to observe with what nicety and
prccision that covering, which extends over cvery
other part, is here snperseded by a different su~
stance and a different texture. Now, if either
the rule had been necessary, or the deviation
from it accidental, this effect would not be seen.
When I speak of the rule being necessary, I
mean the formation of the skin upon the surface
being produced by a set of causes constituted
without design, and acting, as all ignorant causes
must act, by a general operation. Were this the
case, no account could be given of the operation
being suspended at the fingers' ends, or on the
back part of the fingers, and not on the fore part.
On the othcr hand: if the deviation were acci
dental, an error, an anomalism-were it any thing
else than settled by intention-we should meet
with nails upon other parts of the body: they
would be scattered over the surface, like warts or
pimples."

.., The human nail is calculated to support the cushion
of tIle extremity of the finger, and is important to us in
grasping or holding any thing; but more so still in sus
taining that cushion as the chief organ of touch. There
are other parts of the body which have exquisite sensi.
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3. All the great cavities of the body are en
closed by' membranes, except the .skuR Why

·should not the brain be content with the same
'covering as thatwhich serves for the other prin-
cipal organs' of the body? The heart, the lungs,
the liver, the stomach,' the bowels, have all soft

,integuments, and nothing else. The muscular
coats are all soft and membranous_ I can see a
reason for this distinction in the final cause, but

·in no other. The importance of the brain to life
(which experience proves to be immediate), and

-the extreme tenderness of its substance, make a
solid case more necessary for it, than for any
·other part; and such a case the hardness of the
skull supplies." When the smallest portion of

bility, yet they are not ·provided so as to give us that
information of the condition of matter which we have
through the finger, and in a lesser degree through the
whole iuner surface of the hand. We easily feel, for
example, the pulsation of the artery at the wrist, through
the combination of the sensibility of the nerve of touch
with the elastic cushion of the finger. The best proof
of the use of the elastic cushion is this :-Although the
tip of the tongue feels so exquisitely that the presence
of a hair of wool troubles ua, yet if we apply it to the
pulae we shall not be aensible of the beat.

• There ia a note upon the fonn of the akull in the
Appendix, which may intereat the reader.
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this natural casket is lost, how carefully, yet how
imperfectly, is it replaced by a plate of metal!
If an anatomist should say, that this bony pro
tection is not confined to the brain, but is ex
tended along the course of the spine, I answer,
that he adds strength to the argument. If he
remark, that the chest also is fortified by bones,
I reply, that I should have alleged this instance
myself, if the ribs had not appeared. subservient
to the purpose of motion 8B well as of defence.
What distinguishes the skull from every other
cavity is, that the bony covering completely sur
rounds its contents, and is calculated, not for
motion, but solely for defence. ThOBe hollows,
likewise, and inequalities which we observe in the
inside of the skull, and which exactly fit the folds
of the brain, answer the important design of
keeping the substance of the brain steady, and of
guarding it against concussions.
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CHAPTER XII.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.

W HENEVEB we find a general plan pursued, yet
.with such variations in it as are, in each ease,
required by the particular exigency of the subject
to which it is applied, we possess, in such a plan
and Buch adaptation, the strongest evidence that
can be afforded 'Of intelligence and design: an
eVidence which the most completely excludes every
other hypothesis. If the general plan proceeded
from any fixed necessity in the nature of things,
how could it accommodate itself to the various
wants and uses which it had to serve under dif
ferent circumstances, and on different occasions?
Arkwright's mill was invented for the spinning of
eotton. We see it employed for the spinning of
wool, flax, and hemp, with such modifications of
the original principle, such variety in the same
plan, as the texture of those different materials
rendered necessary. Of the machine's being put
together with design, if it were possible to doubt
'Whilst we saw it only under one mode, and in one
form; whe1l ve came to observe it iIi its different
applications, with such changes of. structure,. such
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additions and supplements, as the special and
particular use in each case demanded, we could
not refuse any longer our assent to the proposi
tion-I< that intelligence, properly and strictly so
called (including, under that name, foresight, con·
sideration, reference to utility), had been em
ployed, as well in the primitive plan, as in the
.several changes and aCcommodations which it is
made to undergo."

Vcry much of this reasoning is applicable to
what has been called Comparative Anatomy. In
their general economy, in the outlines of the plan,
in the construction as well as offices of their prin
cipal part., there exists between all large terres
trial animals a close resmnblance. In all, life is
sustained, and the body nourished, by nearly the
same apparatus. The heart, the lungs, the sto
mach, the liver, the kidneys, are much· alike in
all. The same fluid (for no distinction of blood
has been observed) circulates through their ves
sels, and nearly in the same order. The same
cause, therefbre, whatever that cause was, has
been concerned in the origin, has governed the
production, of these different animal forms.
. When we pass on to smaller animals, or to th~

·inhabitants of a different element, the resemblance
becomes more distant and more obscure; but still
,the plan accompanies us.
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And. what we can never enough commend, and
which it is our business at present to exemplify,
the plan is attended, through all its varieties and
deflections, by subservienccs to special occasions
and utilities.

I. The cllVering of diffel'ent animals (though
whether I am correct in classing this under their
-anatomy, I do not know) is the first thing which
'Presents itself to our observation; and is, in
truth, both for its variety and its suitableness to
their several natures, as much to be admired as
-any part of their structure. . We have bristles,
hair, wool, furs, feathers, quills, prickles, scales;
yet in this diversity both of material and form,
we cannot change one animal's coat for another,
without evidently changing it for the worse;
1aking care~ however, to remark, that these co
verings are, in many cases, armour as ·well as
clothing; intended for protection as well as
warmth.

The human animal is the only one which is
naked, and the only one which ·can clothe itself.
This is one of the properties which renders him
an animal of all climates, and of all seasons. He
can adapt the warmth or lightness of his covering
to the temperature of his habitation. Had he
been born with a fleece upon his back, although
he might have been comforted by its warmth in
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high latitudes, it would have oppressed him by
its weight and heat, as the species spread towarch
the equator.

What arl, however, does for mcn, nature baa,
in many instanccs, done for thosc animals which
are incapable of art. Their clothing, of its own
accord, changes with their necessities. This is
particularly the case with that large tribe of qua
drupeds which are covered with fur,. EvCfJ
dealer in bare-skins and rabbit-skins knows how
much the fur is thickened by the approach of
winter. It IIOOIDJ to be a part of the same con
stitution and the same design, that wool, in hot
countries, degenerates, as it is -called, but in truth
(most happily for the animal's ease) passes into
bair; whilst, on the contrary, that hair, in the
dogs of the polar regioD.8, is turned into wool, or
something very like it. To which may be re
ferred, what naturalists have remarked, that bears,
wolves, foxes, hares, which do not take the water,
have the fur much thicker on the back. than the
belly; whereas in the beaver it is the thickest
upon the belly; as are the feathers in water-fowl.
We know the final cause of all this, and we know
no other.

The cooering of birds cannot escape the m06t
vulgar observation: its lightness, its smoothness,
its warmth-the disposition of the feathers all
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inclined backward, the down about their stem, the
overlapping of their tips, their different configura
tion in different parts, not to mention the variety
of their colours, constitute a vestment for th~

body, so beautiful, and so appropriate to the life
which the animal is to lead, as that, I think, we
.hould have had no conception of any thing
-equally perfect, if we had never seen it, or caD.
now imagine any thing more so. Let us sup
pose (what is possible only in supposition) a per.
,son who had never seen a bird to be presented
with a plucked pheasant, and bid to set his wits
to work how' to contrive for it a covering which
shall unite the qualities of warmth, levity, and
least resistance to the aU, and the highest degree
,Qf each; giving it also as much of beauty and
ornament as he could aJrord. He is the perSOIl

to behold the work of the Deity, in this part of
,his -creation, with the sentiments which are due
to it.
, The commendation which the general aspect of
',ilie feathered world seldom fails of exciting will
he increased by further examination. It is one of'
those cases in which the philosopher has more to
admire than the common observer. Every feather
i8 a mechanical wonder. If we look at the quill,
we find properties not easily brought together,
'sirength and lightness. I know few things more

l
I
I
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Tcmarkable than the strength and lightness of the
-vcry pen with which I am writing. If we cast
"our eye to the upper part of the stem, we see a
matcrial, made for the purpose, used in no other
class of animals, and in no other part of birds,
tough, light, pliant, clastic. The pith also which
'feeds the feathers is, amongst animal substances,
wi generis-neither bone, flesh, membrane, nor
tendon·.

But the artificial part of a feather is the beard,
.or, as it is sometimes, I belicve, called, the vane.
By the beards are meant what are fastened on
each side of the stem, and what constitute the
breadth of the feather, what we usually strip off'
from one side or both whEm we make a pen. The
"separatc pieces, or laminre,' of which the beard is
composed, are called threads, sometimes filaments
-or rays. Now, the first thing which an attentive
observer Will remark is, how much stronger the
beard of the feather shows itself to be when
pressed in a direction perpendicular to its plane,
than when rubbed, either up or down, in the line
of the stem; and he will soon discover the struc
.ture which occasions this difference, viz., that the

.. The quill part of a f'eather i. composed of' circular and longi

tudinal fibre.. In making a pen, 3'ou mult scrape ofl'the coat of'
circular fibres, or the quill will Iplit in a rJgged, jagged manner,

:ntaking what boy. call CQ"" ttdh. "
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laminre whereof these beards are composed are
:flat, and placed with their flat sides towards each
other, by which means, whilst they easily bend for
the approaching of each other, as anyone may
perceive by drawing his finger ever so lightly up"
wards, they are much harder to bend out of theit
plane, which is the direction in which they have to
encounter the impulse and pressure of the air,
and in which their strength is wanted and put to
the trial.

This is one particularity in the structure of a.
feather: a. second is still more extraordinary.
Whoever examines a feather cannot help taking
notice, that the threads or laminre of which we
Itave been speaking, in their natural state, unite-.
that their union is something more than the mere
apposition of loose surfaces-that they are not,
parted asunder without some degree of force-.
that, nevertheless, there is no glutinous cohesion.
between them-that, therefore, by some mechani
cal means or other, they catch or clasp among
themselves, thereby giving to the beard or vana
its closeness and compactness of texture. Nor is.
this all: when two laminre which have been sepa
l'ateu by accident or force are brought together
again, they immediately reclasp; the connexion,
whatever it was, is perfectly recovered, and the
beard of the feather becomes as smooth_ and firm,
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as if nothing bad happened to it. DraW' your
finger down the feather, which is against the
grain, and you break, probably, the junction of
lOme of the contiguous thread.; draw your finger
up the feather, and you restore all things to their
former state. This is DO common contrivance;
and DOW for the mechanism by which it is effected.
The threads or laminre above mentioned are ird.er~

laced with one another; and the interlacing ia
performed by means of a vast number of fibres
or teeth, which the laminre shoot forth on eltCh side,
and which hook and grapple together. A friend
of mine counted fifty of these fibres in one-twen
tieth of an inch. These fibres are crooked, but
eurved after a. dift'erent manner; fOJ' those whiell
proceed from the thread on the side towards the
extremity of the feather are longer, more :flexible,
and bent downward; whereas those which pro
ceed from the side towards the beginniug 01' quill
end of the feather are ahorter, firmer, and tum
upwards. The process, then, which take. place is
as follows = whe1l two laminre are pressed toge
ther, 80 that these long fibres are forced far
enough over the ,hort one&:, their crooked parta
fall into the cavity made by the crooked parts of
the others, just as the latch that is fastened to •
door enters into the cavity of the catch fixed to
the door-po&t, and there hooking itself, fastens the
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door; for it is properly in this manner that one
thread of a feather is fastened to the other.

This admirable structure of' the feather, which
it is easy to see with the microscope, succeeds
perfectly for the usc to which nature has designed
it, which use was, not only that the laminre might
be united, but that, when one thread or lamina
has been separated from another by some ener·
nal violence, it might be reclasped with sufficient
facility and expedition·.

In the ostrich, this apparatus ·of crotchets and
fibres, of hooks and teeth, is wanting; and we see
the consequence of the want. The filaments
hang loose and separate from one another, form
ing only a kind of down, which constitution of
the feathers, however it may fit them for the
flowing honours of a lady's head-dress, may be
reckoned an imperfection in the bird, inasmuch
as wings composed of these feathers, although
they may greatly assist it in running, do not
serve for flight.

But, under the present division of our subject,
our business with feathers is as they are the
covering of the bird. And herein a singular cir·
cumatance occurs. In the small order of birda

" The above account is taken from Memoirs for a Natural His·
tory or Animals, by the Royal Academy of Paris, published in
1101,1'0 219.
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which winter with us, from a snipe downwardS.
let the external colour of the feathers be what it
will, their Creator has universally given them a
bed of black down next their bodies. Black.
we know, is the warmest colour; and the purpose
here is, to keep in the heat arising from the heart
and circulation of the blood. It is further like~

DO When we attempt to apply the lights of experi~

mental philosophy to this aubject, the inquiry is not a

little embarrassing. A loose woolly texture, or down,
as it implies the presence of air in its intersticea, ail'
being a bad conductor of heat, ill therefore a wan1l
covering: it prevents the expenditure of animal heat.
When we consider the colour of the coverings of birdll i

we must take new elements into our process of rea~

soning-we must reflect on the effects of the conduction
and radiation of heat. The conduction is the convey
ance of heat; and the radiation is the parting with it
into the atmosphere or into llJl8ce. We have already
explained why the interior covering of the arctic bird
should be loose: as to the colour, its effect must result
from radiation. It appears (to use the vulgar lan
guage) that the influence of cold both on quadrupeds
and birds is to increase their woolly or downy covering;
and, in many instances, to change the exterior colour to
white: in other e.nd more correct words, a provision is
made for changing their clothing so all to suit their
altered circumstances. Thia change of colour corre:-
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wise remarkable, that this is not found in larger
birds; for which there is also a reason. Small
birds are mu:ch more exposed to the cold than
large ones, forasmuch as they present, in propor~

tion to their bulk, a much larger surface to the
air. If a turkey were divided into a number of
wrens (supposing the shape of the turkey and the
wren to be similar), the surface of all the wrens
would exceed the surface of the turkey in the
proportion of the length, breadth (or of any ho
mologous line) of a turkey to that of a wren,·
which would be, perhaps, a proportion of ten to
one. It was necessary, therefore, that small birds
should be more warmly clad than large ones; and
this seems to be the expedient by which that exi-·
gency is provided for.

II. In comparing different animals, I know no
part of their structure which exhibits greater va
riety, or, in that variety, a nicer accommodation to

-their respective conveniency than that which is
seen in the different formations of their mouths.
Whether the purpose be the reception of aliment
merely, or the catching of prey, the picking up of

sponds with philosophical experiments-a white surface·
absorbing the least, and radiating the least, it should
therefore tend to confine the· vital heat within the ani

mal, and carry it off slowly to the atmosphere.
N
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seed., the cropping of herbage, the extraction of
juices, the rmction of liquids, the breaking and
grinding of food, the taste of that food, together
with the respiration of air, and, in conjunction
with it, the utterance of sound; these various
offices are assigned to this one part, and, in dif
ferent species, provided for as they are wanted by
its different constitution. In the human species,
forasmuch as there are hands to convey the food
to the mouth, the mouth is fiat, and by reason of
its fiatness, fitted only for reception; whereas the
projecting jaws, the wide rictus, the pointed teeth
of the dog and his affinities, enable them to apply
their mouths to .natch and seize the objects of
their pursuit. The full lips, the rough tongue,
the corrugated cartilaginous palate, .the broad
cutting teeth of the ox, the deer, the horse, and
the sheep qualify this tribe for browsing upon
their pasture; either gathering large mouthfuls
at once, where the grass is long, which is the case
with the ox in particular, or biting close where it
is short, which the horse and the sheep are able
to do in a degree that one could hardly expect.
The retired under-jaw of a swine works in the
ground, after the protruding snout, like a prong
or plough-share, has made its way to the roots
upon which it feedl. A conformation so happy
was not the gift of chance.
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In birda, this organ assumes a new character;
new both in substance and in form, but in both
wonderfully adapted to the wants and· uses of a
distinct mode of existence. We have no longer
the fleshy lips, the teeth of enamelled bone; but
we have, in the place of these two parts, and to
perform the office of both, a hard substance (of
the same nature with that which composes the
nails, claws, and hoofs of quadrupeds), cut out
into proper shapes, and mechanically suited to
the actions which are wanted. The sharp edge
and tempered point of the sparrow's bill picks
almost every kind of seed from its concealment in
the plant, and not only so, but hulls the grain.
breaks and shatters the coats of the seed, in order
to get at the kernel. The hooked beak of the.

N2
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hawk tribe separates the flesh from the bones of
the animals which it feeds upon, almost with the
cleanness and precision of a dissector's knife.
The butcher-bird transfixes its prey upon the
spike of a thorn whilst it picks its bones. In
some birds of this class we have the cross bill, i. e.,

both the upper and lower bill hooked, and their
tips crossing. The spoon bill enables the goose
to graze, to collect its food from the bottom of
pools, or to seek it amidst the soft or liquid sub
stances with which it is mixed. The long tapering
bill of the snipe and woodcock penetrates still
deeper into moist earth, which is the bed in which
the food of that species is lodged. This is ex
actly the instrument which the animal wanted.
It did not want strength in its bill, which was
inconsistent with the slender form of the animal's
neck, as well as unnecessary for the kind of ali
ment upon which it subsists; but it wanted length
to reach its object51.

5' With the instrument, as we have before hinted, we
should expect a particular instinctive action, and a cor
responding muscular power. As an animal with horns
has a powerful neck, so has the neck of the heron, which
is introduced here, an extraordinary muscular power,
without which, ~ndeed, the long and sharp bill would be
of little use. When the dog approaches the wounded
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But the species of bill which belongs to the

birds that live by suction deserves to. be described

heron, the bird throws itself upon its back, and, retract
ing its long neck, suddenly darts it out with a force
which strikes the bill deep into the dog. If you hold

your hat towards the bird, the bill will be struck quite
through it. In contending with the hawk, when the
latter is spitted, it is not by the rapid descent of the
hawk, but by the force with which the heron drives its
bill.

The strength of the bill of the parrot, and that of all
birds which break the stones of fmit, or nuts, or hard
seeds, is in another direction: the bill is hooked, yet is
differently formed from that of the carnivorous bird.
The intention is, in the first place, that the point
shall play vertically, which, with the strengthening of
successive layers near the point, enables it to break
hard materials; and secondly, that by this form the nut
or seed may be brought nearer the joining or articulation
of the jaw, which gives the same advantage that we
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in its relation to that office. They are what na
turalists eaIl serrated orden~bills; the inside
of them, towards the edge, being thickly set with
parallel or eoncentric rows of short, strong, sharp
pointed prickles. These, though they should be
called teeth, are not for the purpose of mastica
tion, like the teeth of quadrupeds; nor yet, as in
fish, for the seizing and retaining of their prey;
but for a quite dif'erent use. They form a mtre.
The duck by JDea1lS of them discusses the mud;

have when we put • nut nearer the joint of the nut
cracker, that is, nearer the fulcrum.

One disadvantase of this form and shortness of the
bill would be, that the mandibles could not open wide
enough to take in a large seed; but it is provided that the
upper mandible shall move upon the skull as well as the
lower one, a subject which has not escaped our author's
attention.

The form of the bill of the cross-bill, which he men
tions, looks like an imperfection, but is attended with
real advantages. It is not {or crushing, but rather for
splitting up a seed into halves, and tearing the cones of
the fir-tree.

One of the most curious provisions is in the bill of the
sea-crow. The mandibles are compressed into the form
of simple laminre. and the lower mandible projects be
yond the upper one; so that, as he skims along the water,
he dips his bill and lifts his food by the most appropriate
instrument.
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examining with great accuracy the puddle, the
brake, every mixture which ia likely to contain her
food. The operation ia thus tarried on:-The

liquid or semi-liquid substances in which the ani
mal has plunged her biA she draw&, by the action
of her lungs, through the narrow intersticea whieh
lie between tllese teeth, catching, as the stream
passes across her beak, whatever it may happen
to bring along with it that proves agreeable to
her choice, and easily dismissing all the rest.
Now, suppose the purpose to have beeu, out ofa
mass of confused and heterogeneous substanc~,

to separate for the use of the animal, or rather to 
enable the animal to separate for its own, thosc
few particles which suited its taste and digestion,
what more artificial or more commodious instru
ment of selection could have been given to it than

) til ,Google
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this natural filtre? It has been observed also (what
must enable the bird to choose and distinguish
with greater acuteness, as well, probably, as what
greatly increascs its luxury) that the bills of this
species are furnished with large nerves, that they
arc covercd with a skin, and that the ncrves run
down to the very extremity. In the curlew, wood
cock, and snipe, there are three pairs of nerves,
equal almost to the optic nerve in thickness, which
pass first along the roof of the mouth, and then
along the upper chap down to the point of the
bill, long as the bill is".

But to return to the train of our observations.
The similitude between the bills of birds and the
mouths of quadrupeds is exactly such as, for the
sake of the argument, might be wished for. It
is near enough to show the continuation of the
same plan: it is remote enough to exclude the
supposition of the difference being produced by
action or use. A more prominent contour, or a
wider gap, might be rcsolved into the effect of
continued efforts, on the part of the species, to
thrust out the mouth or open it to the stretch.
But by what course of action, or exercise, or en-

lIS These are branches of the fifth nerve of the head,
which alone, of all the nine nerves of the brain, bestows
eensibility on the organ of touch.
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deavour, shall we get rid of the lips, the gums, the
teeth, and acquire in'the place of them pincers of
hom? By what habit shall we so completely
change, not only the shape of the part, but the
8ubstance of which it is composed? The truth is,
if we had seen no other than the mouths of qua
drupeds, we should have thought no other could
have been formed: little could we have supposed
that all the purposes of a mouth furnished with
lips and armed with teeth could be answered by
an instrument which had none of these-could be
supplied, and that with many additional advan
tages,by the hardness, and sharpness, andfignre
of the bills of birds. Everything about the ani
mal mouth is mechanical. The teeth of fish have~

their points turned backward, like the teeth of a
wool or cotton card. The teeth of lobsters work
one against another, like the sides of a pair of
shears. In many ~nsects, the mouth is converted
into a pump or sucker, fitted at the end sometimes
with a wimble, sometimes with a forceps; by
which double provision, viz., of the tube and the
penetrating form of the point, the insect first
bores through the integuments of its prey, and
then extracts the juices. And what is most ex
traordinary of all, one sort of mouth, as the occa
sion requires, shall be changed into another sort.
The caterpillar could not live without teeth; in

N3
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88Vel'al Bpecies the butterfly formed fivm it coUf.
.ot use tftem. The old teetla, therefore, are C8IIt

of with t1Je e:mne 01 the grub; a new and totally
dilferent apparatus 8S8UJD.e& their place mthe f1
Amid these noveltiea of form, 'We BOmetimes ibrget
that it is all the while the animal'slJ&lJUt,\.; tDat,
whether it be lips, or teeth, or bill, or beak, «
shears, 01' pump, it is the same part diYenified.;
and it is also remarkable, tlaat, under all the va
rieties of configuration with wlrieh we are ac
quainted, aJl.d which are very great, the organs of
taste and smelling are situated near each. other.

III. To the mouth adjoo.. the gWlet: in this
part also, oomparatift aJl.atomy discovers a dil"er
nee of .tntcture adapted to the diifereDt neees
sities of the animal. In brutes, because the po8

ture of their neck condUOOllitt1e to the passage of
the aliment, the fibrea of the gullet which act in
this business run in two close spiral lines, cl"OMiBg
each othel": in DLCJI. these fibres nm only a little
obliquely from the uppes: ead of the reIIOphllgllB to
the stomach, into which, by a gentle- eontraction,
they easily transmit the descending morsels-that
is to say, iOr tlle more lab«ioUi deglutwOll of
animals whica thrust their food up iutead of
doum, and allO through a longer passage, a pr0

portionably more powerful appentus of JDwsdea
is provided-more powmful, .at merely by the
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strength of the fibres. which might be attrikted.
to the grt',ater exercise of their force, but in their
collocation, whiA:h is a detenuinate. circumstance,
and must have been original.

IV. lac gullet leads to the ooeltmes: here,
likewise, as before,. cOlllparm~ qwuuupeda witlJ.
man, under a general simiJitude we meet witll lip

proIWiate differencca. The "Qlvvll!2 coxniDenles, or,
as fhey aze by some called, too semi-lUD~valve»,
found in the human intestine,. are wanting in that
of l»-utes. These lU:e wrinkles or plates of the
iBDermost coat of the guts, tlw effect of which is
to retard the progress of the food througlJ. the
alimentu·y canaL It is easy to understand how
m\1Ch more necessary such a provision ma.y be to
the body of an animal of an erect posture,. and iD.
which, conaequently, the weight of the food ill
added to the action of the intestine, than in that
of a quadruped, in which the course of the food,
from ita entranee to its exit. is nearly horizontal;
but it is impossible to assign any cauae,e:x:cept the
iBal cause, for this distinction actually taking
plaee. So far as depends upon the action of the
~t, this structure was more to be expected in a
quadruped than in a man. In truth, it must in
both have been formed, not by action. but in di
rect opposition to action and to pressure; but the
opposition which would arise from pressure is
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greater in the upright trunk than in any other.
That theory, therefore, is pointedly contradicted
by the example before us. The structure is found
where its generation, according to the method by
which the theorist would have it generated,
is the most difficult; but, observe, it is found
where its effect is most useful.

The different length of the intestines in carni
vorous and herbivorous animals has been noticed
on a former occasion. The shortest, I believe, is
that of some birds of prey, in which the intestinal
canal is little more than a straight passage from
the mouth to the vent. The longest is in the
deer-kind. The intestines of a Canadian stag, four
feet high, measured ninety-six feet*. The intes
tine of a sheep, unravelled, measured thirty times
the length of the body. The intestine of a wild
cat is only three times the length of the body.
Universally, where the substance upon which the
animal feeds is of slow concoction, or yields its
chyle with more difficulty, there the passage is
circuitous and dilatory, that time and space may
be allowed for the change and the absorption
which are necessary. Where the food is soon
dissolved, or already half assimilated, an unneces
sary or perhaps hurtful detention is avoided, by
giving to it a shorter and a readier route.

.. Mem. Acad. Paris, 1701, 1'.170.
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v. In comparing the bones of different animals,
we are struck, in the bones of birds, with a pro

priety which could only proceed from the wisdom
of an intelligent and designing Creator. In the
bones of an animal which is to fly, the two quali
ties required are strength and lightness. Where
in, therefore, do the bones of birds (I speak of
the cylindrical bones) differ in these respects from
the bones of quadrupeds? In three properties:
:6.rst, their cavitics are much larger in proportion
to the weight of the bone than in those of qua
drupeds; secondly, these cavities are empty;
thirdly, the shell is of a prmer texture than is the
substance of other bones. I t is easy to observe
these particulars even in picking the wing or leg
of a chicken. Now the weight being the same,
the diameter, it is cvident, will be greater in a
hollow bone than in a solid one, and with the
diameter, as every mathematician can prove, is
increased, cceteris paribus, the strength of the cy
linder or its resistance to breaking. In a word,
a bone of the same weight would not have been
80 strong in any other form; and to have made
it heavier would have incommoded the animal's
flight. Yet this form could not be acquired
by use, or the bone become hollow or tubular
by exercise. What appetency could excavate a
bone?
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VI. T1Ie lung. also of bird-.. as compared. with
the lungs ofqua.drupech, contain in them a pwri
Ilion distinguiahingly ea1eWated for thia aamepur
pole of levitation. namely. a COiomlBlication (not
found in other kinds of animals) between the _
VIlaela of the lungs and the cavities of the body;
10 that, by the intromission of am from one to tile
other (at the will, as it should Ieem, of the llDimal),
ita body can be occasionally puSd ou~ and ita
teD.deney to deacend in the air. or its speciie
gravity, made leas. The 'bodies ofbirds are Wown
up from their lungs (which no other auimal bodies
are). and thus rendered buoyaata .

VII. All birds are ooiparou. Tkis likewise
eanies on the work of geatation with as little in
crease as possible of the weight of the body. A
gravid uterus would have been a troubleraae har
den to a bird in its flight. The advantage in tlIIis
respect of an oviparovs proe:reation is, that whilst
the whole brood are haiched together, the eg~

are excluded singly, altd at CODSidaable intervals.
Ten, fifteen, or twenty young birds may be JlI'O'
duccd in one detch or covey, yet the par_ bird

.. We hue throwB some observations upon this sub
ject into the Appendix, UDder the title of" The RelatifJll
of the Bodies of Birds to the Atmosphere."
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have never been encumbered by the load of more
tlwt one full-grown egg at one timeN

•

VIII. A principal topic of comparison between
Ulimals is in their iMnImeatr of -.otic& These
come before us under three diviaion&-feet, wings,
adfins. I desire .yman to say which ofthe three
is best itted b its use; or whether the same
consummate art be not conspicuous in them all.
The constitutiotl. of the elements in whith the
motion is to be perfonned is very different. The
animal action must necessarily follow that consti
tatioll. The Creator, therefore, if we might 80

speak, had to prepare for different situations. for
dift"erent difficulties; yet the purpose is &c:C0IIl

plished not less successfully ill one case than in
the other. And as between wing. and the c0rre

sponding limbs of quadrupeds, it is accomplished
without deserting the general idea.. The idea is
modified, not deserted. Strip a wing of its fea
thers, and it bears DO obscure resemblance to the
fore..leg of a quadruped. The articulations at the
~lder and the cubitus are much alike; and.

.. It has been elsewhere obsened, that when preda
tory birds gorge themselves, they are sometimes unable
to rille on the wing-a IlUfficient demonstration that dle

burden of an oft'apring would have UDIIwtei them ~

light.
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what is a closer circumstance, in both cases the
upper part of the limb consists of a single bone,
the lower part of two.

But, fitted up with its furniture of feathers and
quills, it becomes a wonderful instrument, more
artificial than its first appearance indicates, though
that be very striking: at least, the use which the
bird makes of its wings in flying is more compli
cated and more curious than is generally known.
One thing is certain, that if the flapping of the
wings in flight were no more than the reciprocal
motion of the same surface in opposite directions,
either upwards and downwards, or estimated in
any oblique line, the bird would lose as much by
one motion as she gained by another. The sky
lark could never ascend by such an action as this;
for, though the stroke upon the air by the under
side of her wing would carry her up, the stroke
from the upper-side, when she raised her wing
again, would bring her down. In order, there
fore, to account for the advantage which the bird
derives from her wing, it is necessary to suppose
that the surface of the wing, measured upon the
same plane, is contracted, whilst the wing is drawn
up; and let out to its full expansion, when it de
scends upon the air for the purpose of moving
the body by the re-action of that element. Now,
the form and structure of the wing, its external
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convexity, the disposition, and particularly the
over-lapping, of its larger feathers, the action of
the muscles and joints of the pinions, are all
adapted to this alternate adjustment of its shape
and dimensions. Such a twist, for instance, or
semirotatory motion, .is given to the great fea.
thers of the wing, that they. strike the air with
their flat side, but rise from the stroke slantwise.
The turning of the oar in rowing, whilst the
rower advances his hand for a new stroke, is a
similar operation to that of the feather, and takes
its name from the resemblance. I believe that
this faculty is not found in the great feathers of
the tail. This is the place also for observing
that the pinions are so set uJlon thc body as to
bring down thc wings not vertically, but in a
direction obliquely tending towards thc tail;
which motion, by virtue of thc common resolution
of forces, does two things at the same time-sup
ports the body in the air, and carries it forward.
The steerage of a bird in its flight is effected
partly by the wings, but in a princiJlal degrce by
the tail. And herein we meet with a circum
stance not a little }·cmarkable. Birds with long
legs have short tails; and in their flight place

.their legs close to their bodies, at the same time
stretching them out backwards, as far as they can.
In this position the legs extend beyond the rump,

......
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and become the rudder; lIUpplying that steerage
which the tail could not.

From the wings of birds, the tra.naition is easy
to the flu of tiah.10 They are both, to their re
spective tribes, the instruments of their motion;
but, in the work which they have to do, there is a
eonsiderable difFerence, founded ill this eireum
atauce. Fish, unlike birds. baTe very nearly
the same speeifie gravity with the element in
which they move. In the cue of fish, therefore,
there is little or no weight to bear up; what is
wanted, is only an impulse snfticient to carry the
body through a resisting medium,. 01' to maintain
the posture, or to support or restore the balanee

ell This subject i. neceuarily tnated at leDsth in the
Bridgewater Treatiae of the Hand. We have had occ.
aion to atate, that in the highu division of animataJ
nature, the vertebrata, one plan or system of bonea can

be traced through every variety from man to fishes;
and this is more especially shown by the comparison of
the ann with the anterior extremity of quadrupeds and
the wing of birds, and even with the pectoral fin of the
fish. The number of the bones, and the fonn and the
application of the muscles to them vary, but yet they are
accommodated in a manner so perkct, that, on ez:a
mining any individual among the varietiell of the species,
we shoul~ My that nothing could be better lRlited to its
purpoee.
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of the body, which is always the most unsteady
where there is no weight to sink it. For these
offices, the fins are as large as necessary, though
much smaller than wings, their action mechanical,
their position, and the muscles by which they are
moved, in the highest degree convenient. The
following short account of some experiments upon
fish, made fur the purpose of ascertaining the use
of their fins, will be the best confirmation of what
we assert. In mOlt fish, besides the great fin, the
tail, we find two pairs of fins upon the sides, two
single fins upon the back, and one upon the belly,
or rather between the belly and the tail. The
balancing use of these organs is proved in this
manner. Of the large-headed fish, if you cut oft'
the pectoral fins-i. e., the pair which lies close
behind the gills-the head falls prone to the
bottom: if the right pectoral fin only be cut oft
the fish leans to that side; if the ventral fin on
the same side be cut away, then it loses its equi
librium entirely; if the dorsal and ventral fins be
ent off, the fish reels to the right and left. When
the fish dies, that is, when the fins cease to play,
the belly turns upwards. The use of the same
parts for moticm is seen in the following ob
servation upon them when put in action. The
pectoral, and more particularly the ventral fins,
serve to raise and depre.. the fish; when the fiah
desires to have a retrograde motion, a stroke for-
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ward with the pectoral fin effectually produces it;
if the fish desire to turn either way, a single blow
with the tail the opposite way sends it round at
once; if the tail strike both ways, the motion pro
duced by the double lash is progreBsi've, and en
ables the fish to dart forward with an astonishing
.velocity.* The result is, not only in some cases
the most rapid, but in all cases the most gentle,
pliant, easy, animal motion with which we are
acquainted. However, when the tail is cut off,
the fish lOBeS all motion, and gives itself up to
where the water impels it. The rest of the fins,
therefore, so far as respects motion, seem to be
merely subsidiary to this. In their mechanical
use, the anal fin may be reckoned the keel; the
ventral fins, out-riggers; the pectoral muscles,
the oars; and if there be any similitude between
these parts of a boat and a fish; observe, that it is
not the resemblance of imitation, but the likeness
which arises from applying similar mechanical
means to the same purpose.

We have seen that the tail in the fish is the
great instrument of motion. Now, in cetaceous
or warm-blooded fish, which are obliged to rise
every two or three minutes to the surface to take
breath, the tail, unlike what it is in other fish, is
horizontal; its stroke, consequently, perpendi
cular to the horizon, which is the right direction

• Goldsmith, Hilt. of An. Nat. vol. vi. p. 154.
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for sending the fish to the top, or carrying it down
to the bottom.a.

.. The poising and motion of fishes in the water has

interested some of our greatest philosophers, as Galileo
and Borelli. It is esti~ated that fishes m~ke their way
tb~ough a medium wbich resists nine hundred times
more than the atmosphere. But then, as it offen a
certain resistance to their progresll, it resists also the
motion of their tail and fins by which they have their

power of progression. The breadth of the tail of
fishes, compared with that of their fins, and its mus
cularity and power, declare what is affirmed to us upon
authority-that the tail is the great instrument of their
progression; and we can see that when the trout
darts away, the force of his motion laya down the fins
close upon bia body. But the fiDB direct him, lUI out
riggers, and the pectoral fina especially, by raising or
depressing the head, give direction to th~ whole body
under the force of the tail. The lateral fins, and parti
cularly the pectoral fina, alao sustain him in tbe right
position in the water: without the co-operation of th~e
with the tail, the fish would move like a boat sculled by
one oar at the tltem. As the digestion of fishes, lUI well
lUI that of other animals, is attended with the extrication
of air, and as the intestines are below the centre, the belly
would be turned up but for the action of these lateral fintl :
as we see takes place in a dead tub. The tail and fiDB
are the instrumenttl of motion; but the i.ncegant action
of the DlIades which JDQVe these is a j1Ut matter of ad

miration. If a 6.h JDQVe with hia bead down the stream,
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Begarding animals in their instruments of
motion, we have only followed the comparisoll

he must move more rapidly than the water, or the water
gets uDder the operculum of the gills, and chokes him.
He lies,therefore, continually witli his head to the stream.
We may see a trout lying for houra stationary, whilst tU
atream is running past. him; and they seem to remain
eo for daYI and nights. In ulman-fishing, the fly is
played upon the broken water, in the midst of the torren~

and there the fish Ihows hiIDllelf rising from a part of the
river where men could not preserve their footing. though
auisted by poles, or by locking their arms together.
When the lalmon leaps, he makes extraordinary exer
tions. Just under the cataract, and against the stream,
he will rush for some yards, and rise out of the spray
sa or eight feet; and amidst the noise of the water, they
may be heard striking against the rock with a sound like
the clapping of the hands. If they find a temporary lodg
ment on the shelving rock, they lie quivering and pre
paring for another somerset, until tbey reach the top of
the cataract. This exhibits not only the power of their
muscles, assisted by the elasticity of their bODes, but the
fOrce of instinct by which they are led to seek the shallow
streams for depositing their eggs.

The porpoise will swim round and round a ship which
is sailing at fourteen miles an hour: a thing almost aa
s:urprising as the fly circling round the horae's ear for a
whole stage.

To all this may be added, that the solid which mathe
maticianl have discovered, by refined application of the
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through the iirst great division of animals into
beasts, birds, and fish. If it were our intention
to pursue the consideration farther, I should take
in that generic distinction amongst birds, the web

loot of water-fowl. It is an instance which may be
pointed out to a child. The utility of the web to
water-fowl, the inutility to land-fowl, are so ob
vious, that it seems impossible to notice the dif
ference without acknowledging the design. I am
at a loss to know how those who deny the agency
of an intelligent Creator dispose of this example.

There is nothing in the action of swimming, as
carried on by abird upon the surface of the water,
that should generate a membrane between the
toes. AB to that membrane, it is an exercise of
constant resistance. The only supposition I can
think of is, that all birds have been originally

calcu1ua, aDd bave termed "the IOlid of leaat reaistance,"
becawe it is the amformation which is leu than any
otba' aft'ected by the reli.ltance of any medium, reBem
bJea • 6ah in it. form.
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water-fowl, and web-footed; that sparrows, hawks,
linnets, &c., which frequent the larid, have, in:
process of time, arid in the course of many genera
tions, had this part worn away by treading upori
hard ground. To such evaSive assumptions must
atheism always have recourse! And after all, it
confesses that the structure of the feet of birds, in
their original form, was critically adapted to their
original destination! The web-feet of amphibious
quadrupeds, seals, otters, &c., fall under the same
observation.

IX. The five senses are common to most large
animals; nor have we much difference to remark
in their constitution, or much, however, which is
referable to mechanism.

The superior sagacity of animals which hunt
their prey, and which, consequently, depend for
their livelihood upon their nose, is well known in
its use; but not at all known in the organization
which produces it.

The external ears of beasts of prey, of lions,
tigers, wolves, have their trumpet-part, or con
cavity, standing forwards, to seize the sounds
which are before them-viz., the sounds of the
animals which they pnrsue or watch. The ears of
animals of flight are turned backward, to give
notice of the approach of their enemy from behind,
whence he may steal upon them unseen. This is
a critical distinction, and is mechanical; but it
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may be suggested, and, I think, not without pro
bability, that it is the effect of continual habit.

The eyes ot animals which follow their prey by
night, as cats, owls, &c., possess a faculty not
given to those of other species, namely, of closing
the pupil enti·rely. The final cause of .whic~

seems to be this :-It was necessary for such
animals to be able to descry objects with very
small degrees of light. This capacity depended
upon the superior sensibility of the retina; that
is, upon its being effected by the most feeble im
pulses. But that tenderness of stnleture, which
rendered the membrane thus exquisitely sensible,
rendered it also liable to be offended by the access

o

) til ,Google
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or Itroager degrees of light. The contractile
range therefore·of the pupil is increased in these
animals, so as to enable them to close the aperture
entirely, which inchnln.*' JIGWel' of diminishing
it in every dcgree;. whereby at .u. timcs such
portions, and only such pGrti~ of light are
admittcd, as may be received withoui injury to
the sense.

[The figure represents the iris of a lion. H H, the
atraight OIl eODverging fibre. j C, the fibres which en
mcle the inner margin of the iris.]

There appean- to be also in the figure, and in
IOIIIe PllOperties of the pupil of the eye, an appro
priate welatioa to the wants of difFewnt animal.
o hOnJeli) oxetl, goats.. sheep, the pupil. of the eye
is elliptical;. tlae tranaverse axis. being horizontal j

by whidl structure, although the eye be placed
on t1le side·. the heed, the· aa1er.i.er eloagatiou of
tile pupil catebes tAe forward rays, or those which
come from objects immediately ic front .f the
aaimal'. face.

) til ,Google
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CHAPTER XIII.

PECULIAR ORGANISATIONS.

291

I BELUlVE that all the instances whieh I shall c0l
lect under this title might, consistently enough
with technieal language, have been placed under
the head of COfD,parafive A'1UJJIJmy. But there
appears to me an impropriety in the use which
that term hath obtained; it being, in some sort,
abWrd to call tha.t a case of comparative a.na.tomy,
in whieh there is nothing to « compare;" in whicll

a conformation is found in one animal, which hath
nothing properly answering to it in another. Of
this kind are the examJdes which I have to pr0

pose in the- present chapter; and the reader will
see that, though some of them. be the monges!,
perhaps, he will meet with under any division of
our subject, they must necessarily be of an UJlCOft

Meted lUld miscellaneous nature.. To dispoae
them, however~ into some sort of order, we will
aotice, first, particularities of strurlure whiell
belong to quadrupeds, birds, and fish, u such,. ar
to m.a.nyof the kinds included in these cla.nes of

Ulimala; and then, sueh parlieulmties .. are
emdiaed to one or two species.

02
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I. Along each side of the neck of large quadru
ped8 runs a stiff robust cartilage, which butchers
call the pax-wax. No person can carve the upper
end of a crop of beef without driving his knife
against it. It is a tough, strong. tendinous sub
stance, braced from the head to the middle of the
back : its office is to assist in supporting the
weight of the head. It is a mechanical provision,
of which this is the undisputed use; and it is
sufficient, and not more than sufficient, for the
purpose which it has to execute. The head of an
ox or a horse is a heavy weight, acting at the end
of a long lever (consequently with a great pur
chaSe), and in a direction nearly perpendicular to
the joints of the supporting neck. From such a
force, so advantageously applied, the bones of the
neck would be in constant danger of dislocation,
if they were not fortified by this strong tape. No
such organ is found in the human subject, be
callsc,from the erect position of the head (the
pressure of it acting nearly in the direction of the
spine), the junction of the vertebrre appears to be
sufficiently secure without it. This cautionary ex
pedient, therefore, is limited to quadrupeds: the
care of the Creator is SeeD where it is wanted 17.

IJ7 The author ill not quite correct here, inallmuch all
elastic ligamentll are liberally supplied in the human
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II. The oil with which bird~ preen their fea
thers, and the organ which supplies it, is a specific
provision for the winged creation. On each side
of the rump of birds is observed a small nipple,
yielding upon pressure a butter-like substance,
which the bird extracts by pinching the pap with
its bill. With this oil or ointment, thus procured,
the bird dresses his coat; and repeats the action
as often as its own sensations teach it that it is in
any part wanted, or as the excretion may be suf-

spine: a range of peculiar ligaments, the" ligamenta sub
}lava," run along the course of the spine, and are highly
elastic. The ligamentum nuchf£ is that ligament which
runs from the prominence of the spine between the shoul
ders to the back of the head; and the student who hangs
his head over his book enjoys the advantage of this elas
tic support: 80 that it is strictly a matter comparative j

we may trace it with increasing strength from the liga
ment that sUlltains a man'll head, to that which, like
the spring of a Ilteelyard, weighs against the immense
head of the elephant.

Theile elastic ligaments vary with the length and
motion of the neck. It would be tedious to describe
their varieties in the camel, cameleopard, ostrich, &c.
We may be satisfied with the fact, that the elastic liga
ment is a Iltructure extensively used in the animal tex
tures, generally comiug in aid of the muscles, or as a
substitute for them.
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ficient tor the expense. The gland, the pap, the
Daturn and quality of the cxcreted substance,
the manner of obtaining it from its lodgment in
the body, the application of it when obtained,
fonD, collectively, an evidence of intention which
it is not eaay to withstand. Nothing similar to
it is found in unfeathered animals. What blind
CMatws of nature should produce it in birds;
should not produce it in beasts?

III. The air-bladder also of a JWr. affords a
plain and direct instance, not only of contrivance,
but strictly of that species of contrivance which
wc denominate mechanical. It is a philosophical
apparatus in the body of an animal. The prin
ciple of the contrivance is clear: the application
of the principle is also clear. The use of the
organ to sustain, and, at will, also to elevate, the
body of the fish in the water, is proved by ob
serving, what has been tried, that, when the
bladder ilil burst, the fish grovels a.t the bottom;
and also, that flounderlil, soles, skates, which are
without thc air-bladder, scldom rise in the water,
and that with eiOrt. The 11l&1Uler in which the
purpose ill &«aiDed, and the suitableness of the
means to the end, are not difficult to be appre
hended. The rising and sinking of a fish in
water, so far as it is independent of the stroke
of the fins and tail, can only be regulated by the
specific gravity of the body. When the bladder,
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coataiDed ill the body of tAe fiah, is roDt1'actell.
wmch the ish proba.b1.y possesses a mU8CUlar
pewer of doiag, the bulk of the fish Dcontm:ac4ied
along with it; whereby, since the absolute weight
remains _the same, the specific gra\'ity, which is
the sinking force, is increased, and the fush de
sceBds: on the contrary, when, m censequenoe
of the relaxation of the muscles, the elasticity of
the enclosed and. now compressed air restores the
dimensiqns of the bladder, the tendency dOWll
wards becomes proportiona.bly less than it wu
befere,or is tumed into a contrary tendency.
These are known preperties of bodies immerscl1
in a fluid. The enamelled figures, or little gUts.
bubbles, in a jar of water, are made to rise and.
fall by the same artifice. A diving-machine
might be made to ascend &Dd descend, upe1l

the like principle; lWIlely, by iIltrodncing into
the inside ~ it an air-vessel, which, by its CGlIl

traction, woold diminish, and by its mstensioB
enlaTge, the bulk of the machine itself, and thus

, render it specifically heavier OT specifically lighter
than the water which surrounds it. Suppose this
to be done, a.nd the artist to solicit a patent for
his invention: the inspectors of the model, wllat
eyer they might think of the use or value of the
contrivance, could by no possibility entertain a
question in their minds, whether it were a COJl~

trivance or not. No reason has ever been as-
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Iigned.-no reason can be assigned, why the con
clusion is not as certain in the fish as it is in the
machine; why the argument is not as firm in one
case as the other.

It would be very worthy of inquiry, if it were
possible to discover, by what method an animal
which lives constantly in water is able to supply
a repository of air. The expedient, whatever it
be, forms part, and perhaps the most curious
part of the provision. Nothing simill\l" to the
air-bladder is found in land-animals; and a life
in the water has no natural tendency to produce
a bag of air. Nothing can be farther from an
acquired organisation than this is "".

II The sea varies in temperature and pressure at dif
ferent depths, and no doubt the texture of the fish, and
especially of its integument, must conform to this va
riety. The swimming-bladder is the means of adjust
ment by which the fish lives at its native depths without
waste of animal exertion: such is the power of expansion
of the air-bladder when relieved from £he pressure, that,
when a fish is brought up from the greatest depth, it in
verts and thrusts out the viscera from the mouth. We
do not see, however, that naturalists have adverted to

the place of this swimming-bladder. I t lies close to
the spine, and appears to counterbalance, in some mea
sure at least, the air in the intestines by being thus placed
above them. In the cetacea, as the whale, their buoy.
ancy proceeds from the quantity of oil under the skin,
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These examples mark the attention of the
Creator to the three great kingdoms of his ani
mal creation, and to their constitution as such.
The example which stands next in point of gene
rality, belonging to a large tribe of animals, or
rather to various species of that tribe, is the poi
sonous tooth of serpents.

I. The fang of a viper is a clear and curious
example of mechanical contrivance. It is a per
forated tooth, loose at the root: in its quiet state,
lying down flat upon the jaw, but furnished with
a muscle, which, with a jerk, and by the pluck, as
it were, of a string, suddenly erects it. Under
the tooth, close to its root, and communicating
with the perforation, lies a small bag containing
the venom. When the fang is raised, the closing
of the jaw presses its root against thebag under-

especially of their head, and which it has been observed
is bestowed in order to ensure their readily coming to
the surface to breathe when their natural powers are
weakened. For the same reason, that they may raise
their heads to the surface, their tails are horizontal. In
the jelly-fish, those soft animals which float in sheltered
estuaries (the physsophora), there is an air-vessel which
they can fill and empty, by which means they rise or
sink at pleasure. Others (the villela) raise a sail.
Some of this class propel themselves by taking in water,
and suddenly rejecting it.

03

•
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1MBth; aDd. the fOlee of this eompreaiOll eends
out the fluid with a oonaiderable impetus tlarougb
the tube in the middle of the tooth.· What IDON

unequivoeal or effectual apparatUs could be de
Tised for the double purpose of at once infJietia«

the wound and injecting the poison 7 Yet, thoaglt
lodged in the mouth, it is so COOfItituted, as, in ita
inotfen.ivc and quiellCent state, not to iaterfere
with the animal's ordinary office of receiving ita
food. It has been observed also, that noDe of
the humless serpents, the black make, the bliad
worm. &C:.. have these fangs, but teeth of an equal
size; not moveable as this is, but fixed into the
jaw.

lL In being the property of seven! different
species, the precediDg example is resembled by
that which I shall next mention, which iii the bag
0/ the opo38um. This is a mechanical contrivance,
most properly so caned. The simplicity of the
expedient renders the contrivance more obviOWl
than many others, and by no means less certain.
A false skin under the belly of the animal f'orms
a pouch, into which the young litter are received
at their birth; where they have an easy and con
stant access to the teats; in which they are trans
ported by the dam from place to place; where
they are at liberty to run in and out; and where
they find a refuge from surprise and danger. It
is their cradle, their asylum, and the machine for
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their conveyance. em the \'lse of this structme
be doubted of? Nor is it a mere doubling of the
akin; but is· a neworgUL, furnished With bones
u.d muscles 6f its 0Wll. Two bones are plaeed
before the os pubis, and joined. to that bone as
their base. These support ud give a fixtulre to
the muscles whichscrve to open the bag. To
these muscles there are antagonists, w:hicb. serve
D. the same manner to shut it; and this oiIice
they perform BOexactly, that, in the living aniaal"
the opening C&D. scarcely be discerned, except
when the sides are forcibly drawn asunder +. Is
there any action iu this part of the animal, any
proceSlil arising from that action, by which these
members could be formed? any account to be
given of the formation, except design?

III. As a particularity, yet appertaining to
more species than one, and also as strictly me
chanical, we may notice a circumstance in the
strocture of the claw, of certain birds. The mid
dle claw of the heron and cormorant is toothed
and notched like a saw. These birds are gt'cat

fishers, and these notches assist them in holding
their slippery prey. The usc is evident; but
the structure such, as cannot at all be accounted
for by the effort of the animal, or the exercise of
the part. Some other fishing birds have these
notches in their bill,; and for the same purpose.

• Goldtnnitb, Nat. Hi&t. vol. iv. p. 2.44.
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The gannet, or Soland goose, has the side of its
bill irregularly jagged, that it may hold its prey
the faster. Nor can the structure in this, more
than in the former case, arise' from the manner
of employing the part. The smooth surfaces, and
10ft flesh of fish, were less likely to notch the bills
of birds, than the hard bodies upon which many
other species feed.
. We now come to particularities strictly 80

called, as being limited to a single species of
animal. Of these, I shall take one from a qua
druped, and one from a bird.

I. The stomach of the camel is well known to
retain large quantities of water, and to retain it
unchanged for a considerable length of time.
This property qualifies it for living in the desert;
Let us see, therefore, what is the internal orga
nisation, upon which a faculty so rare and so
beneficial depends. A number of distinct sacs
or bags (in a dromedary thirty of these have been
counted) are observed to lie between the mem
branes of the second stomach, and to open into
the stomach ncar the top by small square aper
tures. Through these orifices, after the stomach
is full, the annexed bags are filled from it: and
the water so deposited is, in the first place, not
liable to pass into the intestines; in the second
place, is kept separate from the solid aliment; and,
in the third place, is out of the reach of the diges-
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tive action of the stomach, or of mixture with
the gastric juice. It appears probable, or rather
certain, that the animal, by the conformation of its
muscles, possesses the power of squeezing back
this water from the adjacent bags into the sto
mach, whenever thirst excites it to put this power
in action.

II. The tongue of the woodpecker is one of those
singularities, which nature presents us with, when
a singular purpose is to be answered. It is a par
ticular instrument for a particular use; and what,
except design, ever produces such? The wood
pecker lives chiefly upon insects lodged in the
bodies of decayed or decaying trees. For the
purpose of boring into the woon, it is furnished
with a bill straight, hard, angular, and sharp.
When, by means of this piercer, it has reached
the cells of the insects, then comes the office of
its tongue: which tongue is, first, of such a length
that the bird can dart it out three or four inches
from the bill,-in this respect differing greatly
from every other species of bird; in the second
place, it is tipped with a stiff, sharp, bony thorn;
and, in the third place (which appears to me the
most remarkable property of all), this tip is den
tated on both sides like the beard of an arrow or
the barb of a hook. The description of the part
declares its uses. The bird, having exposed the
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retreata of tlIe msects by the .Mistance of ita bill.
witlt a 1Il0ti0a iDcoDeeivably quick. launches CMlt

at them this long tongue; tI'lJ'ldjses them 1l:pOD

the bari>ed needle at the end of it; aDd thus
draws its prey within its moutA. If this be not
mechanism, what is? Should it be said, that, by
continual eadeavours to shoot out the tongue to
the stretch, the woodpecker species may bydegrees
uve lengthened the organ. itaelf: beyond tMt of
otber birds, what aooount caabe given of its Mnn,
of ita tip? how, in particular, did it get its barb,
it. dentation? These barba, in my opinion. where
eft.I' they ~ur, U'e decisive proofs of mechaDieal
contrivance Ie.

Ie What could have tempted BuftOn to express his
pity for thil bird &I abject and degraded, it is Dot easy to
conceive: nOl' why it should be deacribed u leadiBg an
inaipid life, because continually employed. in boring and
hammering the old stump of a tree. A late natllralist
describes the woodpecker as enjoying the sweet AOurs of
the morning, on the highest branch of the tallest tree,
fluttering and playing with his mate and companions.
No doubt his diligence, perseverance, and energy in
plying his beak is very extraordinary. But, besides the
wedge-like strength of the beak. and the power of the
neck to stn"ke with it, there is IlOmething remarkable in
its sensibility. That nerve, the fifth pair, on which we

llave shown that all the sensibility of the head depends,
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III. I shall add one more example, for the sake
ofits novelty. It is always an agreeable discovery,

transmits a large branch along the insiAle of the man
dibles: and, as this nerve approaches1he extremity, it
perforates the bone by innumerable Rlall canals, so as
to be given to the horny covering {)f the beak, which is
thus possessed of a sensibility to feel in the crevices of
the wood, and under the hark; AIDd the woodpecker is
enabled by this means to direct the tongue, which our
author correctly describes uIlllO'ring with extraordinary
celerity, and with a poirrt like • mrbed arrow.

We have repreilented the diBlection of the head of
this bird more accurately is its anatomy than is to be
found in bo.okB. We offer it becanse it exhibits a very
curious piece of mechanism, adjusted to the tongue, to
enable the animal to thrust it out far, and with unusual
rapidity. A.ill the barbed tongue; B, two slender elastic
ligamentous cartilages, of very peculiar structure and use.
On one extremity they are attacBed to the bone which
supports the upper mandible; from this we trace them
over the skull down upon the sides of the neck; and,
with a large sweep, turning nnder the lower mandible,
and so continued into the tongue, and not terminating
until they reach the horny point. C C C, a long muscle
which follows these ligamentous eartilages upon their con
cave side, arising from the bone fIIf the lower mandible,
and so sweeping round with the cartilages and over the
skull, to have another fixed point at the upper mandible:
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when, having remarked in an animal an extraor
dinary structure, we come at length to find out

these protrude the tongue. Two muscles are seen to

arise from the sides of the larynx, which are the
opponents of the last, and retract the tongue. Leav
ing the other parts of the anatomy, we beg the reader's
attention to the action of the muscle C C C, which
presents one of those curious instances observed in
comparative anatomy, of a mechanism adapted to a
particular purpose. The tongue is not only thrust
out far by this apparatus, but is shot with great
rapidity, in correspondence with its barbed point. This
effect is produced by the two extremities of the muscle
being fixed points, and the .fibres of the muscle itself
running on the concave side of the cartilaginous bow,
so as to form a smaller circle. We require no ma
thematical demonstration to prove that the tongue must
be thrust out to a greater distance than the measure
of contraction of the muscle. Let us tie the line of
the fishing-rod to its slender top, and pull upon it at
the butt: the motion of the top will be very extensive,
even when only an inch of the line is drawn through
the rings. This is a pretty accurate representation of
what takes place by the contraction of this protruding
muscle. We have noticed that the upper end of this
arch is fixed, the whole motion must therefore be given
to the loose extremity in the tongue; and we cannot
but observe that this peculiar arch and muscular ring
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.. uuexpected. Jl8e fOr it. 'The fonmring narn
tive fumiahe8 aD instanoe of tb¥ kad. The
babyroussa, or Indian hog, a species of wild
hoar, found in the East Indies, has two bent teeth,
more than half a yard long, growing npwards,
and (which is the singularity) from the upper
jaw. 'These instrnments are not wanted 'fOr
offence; that service being provided for by two
tusks issuing from the under jaw, and resembling
those of the common boar: nor does the animal
use them for defence. They might seem, there
fore, to be both a superfluity and an encumbra.nce.
But observe the event :-the animal sleeps stand-

ue adapted fur the rapid protrusion of the tQngBe; whk

ita retraction ia proo.uced by a comman muscle. that.is.,a
muacle l'UIlning in a straight course.

Another curious part of this apparatUll is, that a wrry
large gland. which pours out a glutinou8 matter, ia em
braced and CQmpre88ed by the action of the cirC\J.lu

IDU8Cle. This viscid secretion bedewisg the tongue
furnishes an additianal meantl for the bird to pick up
insects, such as ants, without the necessity of sticking
each with its arrow. Nothing can be more mechanic.al,

or more happily adapted to its purpose, than tlle wl101e

of this structure, and consequently nothing betterauited

to strengthen the argument in the test. Indeed it is not

inferior to the means employed forgiving rapidity of nw
lion to the membrana nictitans of the eye of the bird.
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ing; and, in order to support its head, hooks its
upper tusks upon the branches of trees eo.

10 This notion of the babyroussa sleeping on its feet
and hanging by its teeth the while, is a mere fancy.
It has arisen from the difficulty of accounting for the
teeth, which rise out from the mouth, and turn up before
the eyes. The better opinion is, that they guard the eyes
in l11llhing through the thick underwood.

) til ,Google
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CHAPTER XIV.

PROSPECTIVE CONTRIVANCES.

I C."N hardly imagine to myself a more distin
guishing mark, and, consequently, a more certain
proof of design, than preparation,-i. e., the pro
viding of things beforehand, which are not to be
used until a considerable time afterwards: for
this implies a contemplation of the future, which
belongs only to intelligence.

Of these prospective contrivances, the bodies of
animals furnish various examples.

I. The human teeth afford an instance, not
only of prospective contrivance, but of the com
pletion of the contrivance being designedly sus
pended. They are formed within the gums, and
there they stop; the fact being, that their farther
advance to maturity would not only be useless to
the new-born animal, but extremely in its way;
as it is evident that the act of sucking, by which
it is for some time to be nourished, will be per
formed with more ease both to the nurse and to
the infant, whilst the inside of the mouth and
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edges of the gums are smooth and soft, than if
set with hard-pointed bones. By the time they
are wanted the teeth are ready. They have
been lodged within the gums for some months
past, but detained, as it were, in their sockets, so
long as their farther protTusion would interfere
with the office to which the mouth is destined.
Nature, namely, that intelligence which was em
ployed in creation, looked beyond the first year
of the infant's life; yet, whilst she was providing
for functions which were after that term to become
necessary, was careful not to incommode those
which preceded them. What renders it more
probable that this is the effect of design, is, that
the teeth are imperfect, whilst all other parts of
the mouth are perfect. The lips are perfect, the
tongue is perfect; the cheeks, the jaws, the palate,
the pharynx, the larynx, are all perfect: the teeth
alone are not so. This is the fact with respect to
the human mouth: the fact also is, that the parts
above enumerated are called into nse from the
beginning; whereas the teeth would be only so
many obstacles and annoyances, if they were there.
When a contrary order is necessary, a contrary
order prevails. In the worm of the beetle, as
hatched from the egg, the teeth are the first
things which arrive at perfection. The insect
begins to gnaw as soon as it escapes from the
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ell, tMagh its other puts be enly graduaHy
athaBeiftg to tlleir matarity~.

'Wl.t has beeft observed 6f the teeth, mtrue
of the horu ofanimals; and tor the ssae reason.
The llom or II eat! or a lamb does llot bud, or at
least does ROt sprout to 8I1y considerable ~ft,
1IB'til the IlDimel be eapa'ble of browsiDg upon its
pasture; 'because neb a substance upon the fure..
hetd of the ymmg animal would Tery mueh in
IIOIB!IIOde the teat of the dam in the office of

pia~ nell:.
But in the- C86e of the leeth-o£ the hume
~ at leaet, the prospectiTe contrivance looks
ItiIl farther. A sllCCeS8ion or crops is proTided,
and· provided from the beginning; a BeeOl'ld tier
'being originally formed beneath the first, whieIl
do Dot come into use till several yeal'S afterwanlB.
And this double or suppletory provision meets a
difIelUty in the mecBanism of the mouth,~
would haTe appeared almost insurmountable-.
The expaDRon of the jaw (the conseqlrel'lce of the
proportionable growth of the animal, and of its
IIknll) necessarily separates the teeth of the first
set, however oompaetly disposed, to a distance from
oae another, whieh would be very inconvenient.

• See the note upon the teeth in the Appendix. The
aubjeet ia full Qf interest.

I
I

j
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111: due time,. thel'euue, i. e., when the ~w ha.a
attamed a great part of :its dimensions, a new set
of teeth springs up (loosening and pushiBg out
Ule old ODeS befol'e them), more exactly fitted t6»
1i1te spa4e wmeh they are to occupy, and rising
also in such. we ranks, as to aJlew fur any exten
eion of line which the subse'luent enlargemeat of
the head may occasiQa 81.

II. It is not YeJ1Y easy to COIlceive a more evi
&!eMly prospective contrivance than that which,
in aU viviparous animals, is found in the mille of
the female parent. At the moment the young
animal eaters the world the1re is its maintenaillce
ready for it. The particufurs to be relDAit.llked in
this eeollomy are neither few ME slight. We
have, first, the nntritiOus quality of the fluid.
unlike, in this respect, every other' excretion of
the body; and in which nature hitherto rema.m..

81 The second or permanent set of teeth does not push
out the deciduous or milk teeth. The process is not
mechanical. Whilst yet a tender membrane is around
the second tooth, those of the first set are suffering ab
sorption at their fangs. Another circumstance, which
shows the provision not to be mechanical, is the wasting
of the old alveolar process, and the growth of the new:
the new alveolar process or socket of the permanent tooth
is forming at the time that the portion of the jllw wDi.eh
k1d. the first tooth firm ia yielding by aheorption..
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unimitated, neither cookery nor chemistry having
been able to make milk out of grass: we have,
secondly, the organ for its reception and retention:
we have, thirdly, the excretory duct annexed to
that organ: and we have, lastly, the determination
of the milk to the breast at the particular junc
ture when it is about to be wanted. We have
all these properties in the subject before us; and
they are all indications of design. The last cir
cumstance is the strongest of any. If I had been
to guess beforehand, I should have conjectured,
that at the time when there was an extraordinary
demand for nourishment in one part of the sys
tem there would be the least likelihood of a re
dundancy to supply another part. The advanced
pregnancy of the female has no intelligible ten
dency to fill the b~easts with milk. The lacteal
system is a constant wonder; and it adds to other
causes of our admiration, that the number of the
teats or paps in each species is found to bear a
proportion to the number of the young. In the
sow, the bitch, the rabbit, the cat, the l'at, which
have numerous litters, the paps are numerous,
and are disposed along the whole length of the
belly: in the cow and mare, they are few. The
most simple account of this, is to refer it to a de
signing Creator III.

r.'.81 The only parallel to this ill the care with which
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But in the argument before us, we are entitled
to consider not only animal bodies when framed,
but the circumstance under which they are
framed:· and in this View of the sltbject, the con
stitution of many of their parts is most strictly
prospective.

nature secures the nourishment of the embryon plant,
ar the chick in the egg. The lobes of a bean or a pea,
and of most seeds, consist of a deposit of nutritious mat
ter, and when heat and moisture favour the development
of the living property, vessels wbich are scattered in these
lobel! or cotyledons commence absorption of the matter,
and carry it to the centr~ of the plant. It is remark·
able that these lobes, having thus, in the first instance,
supplied the young plant with nutritious matter, change
their office, and, rising above the surface, become the
first leaves. Thus we see how the nourishment is sup
plied, until the radicle is pU5hed down into the earth,
and the leaves receive the influence of the atmosphere.
So in the chick, the white or albumen of the egg goes to
its nourishment whilst it is in the shell: but the yolk
of the egg is embraced in the body of the chick when
excluded from the shell, and a duct leads from the mem
brane enclosing this mass of nutriment into the first
intestine. And thus ill the chick nourished, not only
whilst included in the shell, but also during its first

feeble existence, a period which corresponds with that
of lactation in mammalia.

p
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. In. The eye is of DO use, at the time wheft it
is fonned. It is an optical instrumeBt made in a
dungeon; constructed for the refndion of lisBt
to a focus, and pencet ror its purpose, befOl'e a
ray of light bas had access to it; geometrically
adapted to the properties and action of an ele
ment, with which it has no communica.tion. It is
about indeed to enter into that communication :
and this is precisely the thing which evidences
intention. It is providing for the future in the
closest sense which can be given to these terms.;
for it is providing for a future change; not for the
then subsisting condition of the animal; not for
any gradual progress or advance in that same
condition; but for a new state, the consequence
of a great and sudden alteration, which the animal
is to undergo at its birth. Is it to be believed
that the eye was formed, or, which is the same
thing, that the series of causes was fixed by which
the eye is formed, without a view to this change;
without a prospect of that condition, in which its
fabric, of no use at present, is about to be of the
greatest; without a. consideration of the qualities
of that element, hitherto entirely excluded, but
with which it was hereafter to hold so intimate a
relation? A young man makes a pair of spec
tacles for himself against he grows old; for which
spectacles he has no want or use, whatever at the
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time he makes them. Could this be done withollt
bowillg and considering the defect of visioo; to
whieh advanced age is aubject; ? Would not the
precise suitableness of the instrument to its pur
pose, of the remedy to the defect, of the convex
lens to the flattened eye, establish the certainty
of the conclusion, that the case, afterwards· to
arise, had been considered beforehand, speculated
upon, provided fer? all which are exclusively the
aets of a reasoning mind. The eye fonned in one
state, for use only in another state, and in a dif·
ferent state, affords a proof no less clear of desti
nation to a fntUl'e purpose; and a proof propor
tic:mably stronger, as the machinery is more com

plicated, and the adaptation nwre exact.
IV. What has been said of the eye, holds

equally true of the lungs. Compoaed of m
Teasels, where there is no air; ela.borately oon-

Iltructed for the alternate admission and expulsion
of an elastic thrid, where no such fluid exists; this
great organ, with the whole apparatus belongiBg
to it, lies collapsed in the fretal thorax; yet ~
order, and in readiness for action, the first mo
ment that the ocf:asion requires its service. TIm
is having a maehiae locked up in stolle for fntme
use; which incontestably proves, that the case
was ~ted to OCCUl' in which this use might be
experieDCeCl; but ~tationi. the FopeJ! act of

p2
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intelligence. Considering the state in which an .
animal exists before its birth, I should look for
nothing less in its body than a system of lungs.
It is like finding a pair of bellows in the bottom
of the sea; of no sort of use in the situation in
which they are found; formed for an action which
was impossible to be exerted; holding no relation
or fitness to the element which surrounds them,
but both to another element in another place.

As part and parcel of the same plan ought to
be mentioned, in speaking of the lungs, the pro
visionary contrivances of the foramen ovale and
ductus arteriosus. In the faltus pipes are laid
for the passage of the blood through the lungs;
but, until the lungs be inflated by the inspira
tion of air, that passage is impervious, or in a
great degree obstructed. What then is to be
done? What would an artist, what would a
master, do upon the occasion? He would en·
deavour, most probably, to provide a tempo-rary
passage, which might carry on the communication
required, until the other was open. Now this is
the thing which is actually done in the heart.
Instead of the circuitous route through the lungs
w!rich the blood afterwards takes before it get
from one auricle of the heart to the other, a por
tion of the blood passes immediately from the
right auricle to the left, through a hole placed
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in the partition which separates these cavities.
This hole anatomists call the foramen ovale.
There is likewise another cross cut, answering
the same purpose, by what is called the ductUB
arteriosus, lying between the pulmonary artery
and the aorta. But both expedients are so
strictly temporary, that after birth the one pas
sage is closed, and the tube which forms the
other shrivelled up into a ligament. If this be
not contrivance, what is?

But, forasmuch as the action of the air upon
the blood in the lungs appears to be necessary to
the perfect concoction of that fluid, i. e. to the life
and health of the animal (otherwise the shortest
route might still be the best), how comes it to
pass that the fUliWJ lives, and grows, and thrives
without it? The answer is, that the blood of the
Cretus is the mother's; that it has undergone that
action in her habit; that one pair of lungs serves
for both. When the animals are separated a new
necessity arises; and to meet this necessity as
soon as it occurs an organisation is prepared. It
is ready for its purpose; it only waits for the
atmosphere; it begins to play the moment the
air is admitted to it".

• Does not the whole condition of the embryon go to
this argument? At fint there is a mere jelly, or what
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.."eara u euch; a JiI:tIe farQer adftllced. and there
are boDe8, and _c1es, and JleTJa But theae lie
quite iDaetive for a 10Bg~; the nerve excites to 'DO

aetiGo; the JIlUIC1eB do not move; the joints ue not
uerciaed, they lU'e perfected &lowly. The period of full
,levelopment is not. arrived; they have not yet their

lItimulUi to ACtivity. The whole then iB in 8 Btate of
preparation. Clmduit pipes without their fluidB. glands

and ducts without their BecretionB, eenBibilitieB dormant,

and a mechaniBm quite inoperative; a whole animal
ByBtem beautifully contrived, but only in ... prospective
contrivance."

\
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CHAPTER XV.

RELATIOI\S.

319

WHEN se1'er.8l different parts contribute to one
effect, or, which is the same thing, when an effect
is produced by the joint action of different instru
ments; the £tness of such parts or instruments
to one another for the purpose of producing, by
their united .action, the effect, is what I call
,.elation; .and wherever this is observed in the
works of nature or of man it appears to me to
carry along with it decisive evidence of under
standing, intention, art. In examining, for in
8taJlOO, the several parts of a watclt, the spring,
tfte barrel, the ehain, the fusee, the balance, the
wheels of various sizes, forms, and positions, what
is it which would take an observer's attention as
most-plainly e~cing a construction, directed by
thought, deliberation, and contrivance? It is
the suitableness of these parts to one another;
first, in the auecession and order in which they
act; and, secondly, with a view to the effect
£Dally produced. Thus, referring the spring to
the wheels, our observer sees in it that which
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originates and upholds their motion; in the chain,
that which transmits the motion to the fusee; in
the fusee, that which communicates it to the
wheels; in the conical figure of the fusee, if he
refer to the spring, he sees that which corrects
the inequality of its force. Referring the wheels
to one another, he notices, first, their teeth, which
would have been without use or meaning if there
had been only one wheel, or if the wheels had had
no connexion between themselves, or common
,bearing upon some joint effect; secondly, the
correspondency of their position, so that the teeth
of one wheel catch into the teeth of another;
thirdly, the proportion observed in the number
of teeth in each wheel, which determines the rate
of going. Referring the balance to the rest of
the works, he saw, when he came to understand
its action, that which rendered their motions
equable. Lastly, in looking upon the index and
face of the watch, he saw the use and conclusion

.of the mechanism, viz. marking the succession of
minutes and hours; but all depending upon the

, motions within, all upon the system of interme
,diate actions between the spring and the pointer.
What thus struck his attention in the several
parts of the watch he might probably designate

, by one general name of <r relation;" and obserV
ing with respect to all cases whatever, in which
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the ongm and formation of a thing could· be
ascertained by evidence, that these relations were
found in things produced by art and design, and
iii no other things, he would rightly dcem of
them as characteristic of such productions. To
apply the rcasoning here described to the works
of nature;

The animal reconomy is full, is made up, of
these relations.

I. There are, first, what in one fonn or other
belong to all animals, the parts and powers which
successively act upon their food. Compare this
action with the process of a manufactory. In
men and quadrupeds the aliment is first broken
and bruised by mechanical instruments of masti
cation, viz. sharp spikes or hard knobs, pressing
against or rubbing upon one another i thus ground.
and comminuted it is carried by a pipe into the·

_stomach, where it waits to undergo a great chy- .
mical action, which we call digestion: when di
gested it is delivered through an orifice, which
opens and shuts, as there is occasion, into the
first intestine ; there, after being mixed with cer
tain proper ingredients, poured through a hole in
the side of the vessel, it is farther dissolved: in
this state the milk, chyle, or part which is wanted,
and which is suited for animal nourishment, is
strained off by the mouths of very small tubes

F3

...lIIII
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opening into the eanty of the intestines; thus
freed from ita grosser parts, the percolated fluid.
i. eanied by a 10llg, winding, but traceable colll'lle,
into the main stream of the old circulation; "hich
convey. it in its progress to every part of the
body. Now I say again, compare this with the
process of a manufactory, with the making of
cider, for example; with the bruising of the
apples in the mill, the squeezing of them when
so brui.ed in the press, the fermentation in the
vat, the bestowing of the liquor thus fermented in
the hogsheads, the drawing oft' into bottles, the
pouring out for use into the glass. Let anyone
show me any difference between these two cases
as to the point of contriva.DCe. That which is at
preseut under our consideration, the «relation"
of the parts successively employed, is not more
clear in the last case than in the first. The apt
ness of the jaws and teeth to prepare the food far

. the stomach is, at least, as manifest as that of the
cider-mill to crush the apples for the press. The
concoction of the food in the stomach is as neces
sary for its future use as the fermentation of the
stum in the vat is to the perfection of the liquor.
The disposal of the aliment afterwards, the action
and change which it undergoes, the route which
it is made to take, in order that, and until that.
it arrive at its clestination, is more complex indeed
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ami intricate, but, in the midst of complication.
and intricacy, as evident and certain as is the ~
paratus of cocks, pipes. tunnels, for transferring
the cider from ODe vessel to another; of barrelll
and bottles for preserving it till fit for use, or of
cups and glasses for bringing it when wanted to
the lip of the consumer. The character of the
machinery is in both cases this,-that one part
answers to another part, and every part to the
final result.

This parallel between the alimentary operation
and some of the processes of art might be carried
further into detail. Spallanzani has remarked.
a circumstantial resemblance between the sto~

machs of gallinaceous fowls and the structure of
corn-mills. Whilst the two sides of the gizzard
perform the office of the mill-stones, the craw or
crop supplies the place of the hopper.

When our fowls are abundantly supplied with
meat, they soon fill their craw; but it does not
immediately pass thence into the gizzard; it
always enters in very small quantities, in prop~r

tion to the progress of trituration, in like manner
as, in a mill, a receiver is fixed above the two
large stones which serve for grinding the corn,
which receiver, although the com be put into it
in buahels, allows the grain to dribble only in

• Disc. i. sec.liv.
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BlDall quantities into the central hole in the upper
mill-stonc.

But we have not done with the alimentary his
tory. There subsists a general relation between
the external organs of an animal by which it
procures its food and the internal powers by which
it digests it. Birds of prey, by their talons and
beaks, are qualified to seize and devour many
species both of other birds and of quadrupeds.
The constitution of the stomach agrees exactly
with the form ofthe members. °The gastric juice
of a bird of prey, of an owl, a falcon, or a kite,
acts upon the animal fibre alone; it will not aet
upon seeds or grasses at all. On the other hand;
the conformation of the mouth of the sheep or the
ox is suited for browsing upon herbage. Nothing
about these animals is fitted for the pursuit of
living prey. Accordingly it has been found by
c:x-periments, tried not many years ago, with per
forated balls, that the gastric juice of ruminating
animals, such as the sheep and the ox, speedily
dissolves vegetablcs, but makes no impre.ssion
upon animal bodies. This accordancy is still more
particular. The gastric juice, even of grani
vorous birds will not act upon the grain whilst .
whole and entire. In performing the experiment
of digesting with the gastric juice in vesscls, the
gain must be crushed and bruised before it be
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submitted to the menstruum, that is to say, must
undergo by art, without the body, the preparatory
action which the gizzard exerts upon it within the
body, or no digestion will take place. So strict,
in this case, is the relation between the offices
assigned to the digestive organ, between the me
chanical operation and the chemical process.

II. The relation of the kidneys to the bladder,
and of the ureters to both, i. e., of the sccreting
organ to the vessel receiving the secreted liquor,
and the pipe laid from one to the other for the
purpose of conveying it from one to the other, is
as manifest as it is amongst the different vessels
employed in a distillery, or in the communications
between them. The animal structure, in this
case, being simple, and the parts easily scparated,
it forms an instance of correlation which may be
presented by disscction to every eye, or which,
indeed, without dissection, is capable of being
apprehended by every understanding. TIlls cor
relation of instruments to one another fixes inten
tion somewhere. Especially when every other
solution is negatived by the confo~ation. If
the bladder had been merely an expansion of the
ureter, produced by retention of the fluid, there
ought to have been a bladder for each ureter.
One receptacle fed by two pipes issuing from
different sides of the body, yet from both con-
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..,wag tile .me tuid, ia DOt to he 1UlCOWlted. for
by any Neh MlppolIitiOll as thi&.

III. Delation ofparts to mae aaother accOlDl:pa
Dies us tlmmghou.t the whole animal economy.
CaD. any relation be more simple, yet more eon
'fiacing than this, that the eyes 8l'e so placed &I

to look in tae direetion in whioeh the legs move
and the hands WOI'k 7 It might hanl happened
very dif'erently if it had been left to chance.
There were at leut three quarters of the CODlJlUl

out of four to have erred in. Any consid.erable
alteration in the position of the eye or the
figure of the joints would hanl disturbed the line,
and destroyed the alliance between the sense and
the limbs.

IV. But relation, perhaps, is never 80 striking
as when it subsists, not between dUferent parts of
the same thing, but between different things.
The relation between a lock and a key is more
obvious than it is between different parts of the
IQCk. A bow was designed for an arrow, and an
arrow for a how; and the design is more evident
for their being separate implements.

Nor do the works of the Deity want this clearest
species of relation. The:teXes are manifestly made
for each other. They form the grand relation of
animated nature, universal, organic, meehanieJU,
subsisting, like the clearest relations of art, in



aerent indiriduals, "uneqwvBCal, jllexplicaWe

without design.
So much :so, that, were<e"fery other pnlOf of eon

triYance in nature dumoUil or obscure ,this alone
would be sutlicient. The example is complete.
Nothing is wanting to the argument. I see no
way whatever of getting over it.

V. The teats of animals which give suck, bear
a relation to the mouth of the suckling progeny,
particularly to the lips and tongue. Here a1.Iio,
as before, is a correspondeney of parts, which parts
subsist in different individuals.

These are general relations, or the. relations of
parts which are found either in aU animals or in
large classes and descriptions of animals. Parti
cular relations, or the relations which subsist be
tween the particular configuration of one OJ: more
parts ofcertain species of animals, and the palti
eular configuration of one or more other parts of
-the same animal (which is the sort of relatiol:.
that is, perhaps, most striking) are sueh as the
following:

I. In the swan, the web-foot, the IJPOOn-bill, the
long neck, the thick down, the graminivorous sto
mach, bear all a relation to one another, inasmuch
,as they all concur in one design, that ofsupplying
the OCCAilions of an aquatic fowl floating upon the
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surface of shallow pools of water, and seeking its
food at the bottom. Begin with anyone of these·
particularities of structure, and observe how the
rest follow it. The web-foot qualifies the bird
for swimming; the spoon-bill enables it to graze.
But how is an animal floating upon the surface or
pools of water to graze at the bottom, except by
the mediation of a long neck? A long neck
accordingly is given to it. Again, a warm
blooded animal which was to pass its life upon
water, required a defence against the coldness of
that element. Such a defence is furnished to the
swan in the muff in which its body is wrapped.
But all this outward apparatus would have been
in vain, if the intestinal system had not been
suited to the digestion of vegetable substances.
I say suited to the digestion' of vegetable sub
stances; for it is well known that there are two
intestinal systems found' in birds: one with a
membranous stomach and a gastric juice, capable
of dissolving animal substances alone-the other'
with a crop and gizzard calculated for the moist
ening, bruising, and afterwards digesting, of vege
table aliment.

Or set off with any other distinctive part in the .
body of the swan; for instance, with the long .
neck. The long neck, without the web·foot,
would have been an encumbrance to the bird; .
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yet there is no necessary connexion between a
long neck and a web-foot. In fact they do not
usually go together. How happens it, therefore,
that they meet only when a particular design de
mands the aid of both?

II. This mutual relation, arising from a sub
serviency to a common purpose, is very observable
also in the parts of a mole. The strong short
legs of that animal, the palmated feet, armed
with sharp nails, the pig-like nose, the teeth, the
velvet coat, the small external ear, the sagacious
smell, the sunk protected eye, all condu.ce to the
utilities or to the safety of its under-ground life.
It is a special purpose, specially consulted through
out. The form of the feet fixes the character of
the animal. They are so many shovels; they

"determine its action. to that of rooting in the
ground; and everything about its body agrees
with this destination. The cylindrical figure of
the mole, as. well as the compactness of its form,
arising from the terseness of its limbs, propor
tionably lessens its labour; because, according to
its bulk, it thereby requires the least possible
quantity of earth to be removed for its progress.
It has nearly the same structure of the face and

.jaws as a swine, and the same office for the"m.
The nose is sharp, slender, tendinous, strong.
with a pair of nerves going down to the end of it.
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The pluM ~vering whieh. Dr tae anootAnesa,
eloseness, and polish of tlte short piles that com,
pose it, rejecta the adhe.ion of almost every 5p&

oies of earth, defends the animal from cold aad
wet, and from the impediment which it would ex
perieBce by the mould sticking to ita body.
From soils of all kinds the little piOlleer oomee
forth bright and clean. Inhabiting dirt, it is of
all animals the neatest.

But what I have always mo8~ admired in the
mole is its ~e,. This animal oeeasi<mally visi~
the surface, and wanting, for its safety a.nd direc
tion, to be informed when it does so, or waen it
approaches it, a perception of light was necessary~

I do not b.ow that the cleanaesa of sight depends
at all upGn the size of the organ. What is gaiDed
by the largeness or promiBence of the globe of
the eye, is width in the field of vision. Such a

capacity would be of no use to an animal whieh
was to seek its food in the dark. The mole did
1lGt want to look about it; Dor would a large
Ildvanced eye haTe been easily defended from tl1e
annoyance to which the life of the animal must
t'OMtantly expose it. How indeed was the mole,
.werking its way under groUlld, to guard its eyes

at all? In order to meet thia diftieulty, the eyes
are made scarcely larger than the head of a

·oorking-pin; and these minute globules are sunk
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.c) deeply in the skull,·ud lie IJ() siaeltend witlBa
the ?ekret of its ~eriag, lIB that any eOlltmetioD.

of <What 1O&Y 1Je called· the, eye-bro<n,.1lClt ODly
d08eS up the apertures~h lead, to the eyes,
iNt prettellt& a<cusDion, as it 'lVeDe, to. any sharp or
pmtTudillg lIUb.taDce niobmignt lPum -agaiDat
them. Thill aperture, el'lell in its Gl'dina.ry state,
is like a pin-hole in a piece of velvet, .scarcely per
vious to loose particles of earth.

Observe, then, in this structure, that which we
call relation. There is no natural connexion
between a small sunk eye and a shovel palmated
foot. Palmated feet might have been joined
with goggle eyes; or small eyes might have been
joined with feet of any other form. What was it
therefore which brought them together in the
mole? That which brought together the barrel,
the chain, and the fusee in a watch-design; and
design in both cases inferred, from the relation
which the parts bear to one another in the prose
cution of a common purpose. As hath already
been observed, there are different ways of stating
the relation, according as we sat out from a dif
ferent part. In the instance before us, we may
either consider the shape of the feet, as qualifying
the animal for that mode of life and inhabitation
to which the structure of its eyes confines it; or
we may consider the structure of the eye as the
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only one which would have suited with the action
to which the feet are adapted. The relation is
manifest, whichever of the parts related we place
first in the order of our consideration. In a word.
the feet of the mole are made for digging: the
neck. nOBe. eyes. earB, and skin. are peculiarly
adapted to an underground life; and this is what
I call relation.
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CHAPTER XVI.

COMPENSATION.
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COMPENSATION is a species of relation. It is rela
tion when the defects of one part, or of one organ,
are supplied by the structure of another part, or
of another organ. Thus-

I. The short unbending neck of the elephant
is compensated by the length and flexibility ofhis
proboscis. He could not have reached the ground
without it; or, if it be supposed that he might
have fed upon the fruit, leaves, or branches of
trees, how was he to drink? Should it be asked,
why is the elephant's neck so short? it may be
answered, that the weight of a head so heavy could
not have been supported at the end of a longer
leaver. To a form, therefore, in some respects
necessary, but in some respects also inadequate to
the occasion of the animal, a supplement is added,
which exactly makes up the deficiency under which
he laboured.

If it be suggested that this proboscis may have
been produced, in a long course of generations, by
the constant endeavour of the elephant to thrust
out its nose (which is the general hypothesis by
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which it has lately been attempted to account for
the forms of animated nature), I would ask, How
was the animal to subsist in the mean time
during the procesa-taetil tlaia prolongation of
snout were completed? What was to become of
the individual whilst the species was perfecting?"

" Whilat we have before us the daily proof of the
capacities of animals for domestication, in considering
their structure (and their instiJlcts, we must look back
into. that long period before man's creation, when they
had not his protection and care. A thousand concurring
testimonies prove that there were periods when the
earth's surface was more suitable for brutes than it wu
for the abode of man; and when they were grouped
together, each species with its enemy, and eaeh with a
power of preservation, at once to prevent too great all

increase and tetal extermination. The young. hone,
which in hi. paddock baa neither known bad treatment
nor an enemy, will yet shiver and .tart away from a
brindled swine, or any animal that it! bristled or nmg'b._

Geological researches,lO happily combiBed with eom
parative anatomy, give us no- room to conjecture that
there has been 8J1ythillg like a progressive imprnve
ment in the species of animals. They have been created
with all the characters in which they are now propa
gated; and had it been otherwise, the species would have
become extinct, or they would have lost their place in
that balance of offence and defence by which it has
pleased the Creator to provide for their continuance.
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Our business at present is. simply to point CMt

the relation which this organ bears to the peculiar
figure of the animal to which it belongs. And
herein all things correspond. The necessity of
the elephant's proboseis anselJ from the shortness
of his neck: the shortness of the neck is renderecl
necessary by the weight of the head. Were we
to enter into an examination of the structure and
anatomy of the proboscis itself, we should see i.
it one of the most curious of all examples of ani
mal mechanism. The disposition of the ringleta
and fibres, for the purpose, first, of forming· a
long cartilaginous pipe; secondly, of contracting
and lengthening that pipe; thirdly, of turning it
ill every direction at the will of the animal; with
the superaddition at the end, of a fleshy produc
tion, of about the length and thickness of a finger,

One would imagine that an idea so wild, as that an
animal should produce the variety of organs or external
instruments which we see, by an effort-an energy pro
ceeding from itself, could never have been maintained in
an age like the present, when it is so fully proved that
there is no change upon the extremity of an animal, no
additional organ like this of the trunk of an elephant, no
variety in its paw or its hoof, but what is attended with
a corresponding alteration in the whole system of the
creature-of its bones, its teeth, itll Iltomach. as well as
in its appetites and desirel.
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and performing the office of a finger, so as to pick
up a straw from the ground. These properties
of the same organ, taken together, exhibit a spe
cimen, not only of design (which is attested by
the advantage), but of consummltte art, and, as I
may say, of elaborate preparation, in accomplish
ing that design.

II. The hook in the wing of a bat is strictly a
mechanical, and, also, a compensating contrivance.
At the angle of its wing there is a bent claw,
exactly in the form of a hook, by which the bat
attaches itself to the sides of rocks, caves, and
buildings, laying hold of crevices, joinings, chinks,
and roughnesses. It hooks itself by this claw;
remains suspended by this hold; takes its flight
from this position: which operations compensate
for the decrepitude of its legs and feet. Without
her hook, the bat would be t,he most helpless of
all animals. She can neither run upon her feet,
nor raise herself from the ground. These inabili
ties are made up to her by the contrivance in her
wing; and in placing a claw on that part, the
Creator has deviated from the analogy observed
in winged animals. A singular defect required a
singular substitute.

III. The crane-kind are to live and seek their
food amongst the waters; yet, having no web- foot,
are incapable of swimming. To make up for this
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deficiency, they are furnished with long legs fot
wading, or long bills for groping, or usually with
both. This is compensation. But I think the·
true reflection upon the present instance is, how
every part of nature is tenanted by appropriate
inhabitants. Not only is the surface of deep
waters peopled by numerous tribes of birds that
swim, but marshes and shallow pools are fur
nished with hardly less numerous tribes of birds
that wade.

IV. The common parrot has, in the structure
of its beak, both an inconveniency and a compen

sation for it. When I speak of an inconveniency
I have a view to a dilemma which frequently
occurs in the works of nature-viz., that the pe
culiarity of structure by which an organ is made
to answer one purpose necessarily unfits it for
some other purpose. This is the case before us.
The upper bill of the parrot is so much hooked,
and so much overlaps the lower, that if, as in
other birds, the lower chap alone had motion, the
bird could scarcely gape wide enough to receive
its food: yet this hook and overlapping of the
bill could not be spared, for it forms the very
instrument by which the bird climbs,- to say
nothing of the use which it makes of it in break
ing nuts and the hard substances upon which it
feeds. How, therefore, has nature provided for

Q
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the opening of this occluded mouth? Bymaking
tae upper chap IDC7Veable, as well as the lower. In
moet birds, the upper chap is oonnected, and
makes but one piece, with the slmll; but in the
parrot the upper caap is joined to the bone of the
head by a strong membrane placea on each side
of it, which lifts and depresses it at pleasure.·

V. The spider's web is a compent/ating contriv-

ance. The spider lives upon Hies, without wings
to pursue them,-a case, one would have thought,
of great difficulty, yet provided ,for, and provided
for by a resource which no stratagem, no effort of

• Goldsmith\! Nllt. Hist. 'Jol •. 'po 214. ,

) til ,Google
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the animal, could have produced, had not both its
external and internal structw-e been specifically
adapted to the operation"".

115 There are .few things better suited to remove the
disgust into which young people are betrayed on the
view of some natural objects, than thia of the spider.
They will find that the most despised creature may be
come a subject of admiration, and be selected by the
naturalist to exhibit the marvellous works of the creation..
The terms given to these inaects lead us to expect inter
esting particulars concerning them, since they have
been divided into vagrants, hunters, awimmers, and
water-spiders, sedentary, and mason-spiders; thUll
evincing a variety in their condition, activity, and
mode of life; and we cannot be surprised to find them
varying in the performance .of their vital functions (as,

for example, in their mode of breathing), as well as in
their extremities and instruments. Of these instruments
the most striking is the apparatus fOT spinning and weav
ing, by which they not only fabricate webs to entangle
their prey, but form cells for their residence and con
cealment; sometimes living in the ground, sometimes
under water, yet breathing the atmosphere. COlT&o
sponding with their very singular organization are their
instincts. Weare familiar with the watchfulness and
lVoracity ofsome spiders, when their prey is indicated by
the vibration of the cords of their net-work. Others have
the eye ll-Dd difqlosition of the lynx or tiger, and after

Q2
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VI. In many species of insccts the cye is fixed,
and consequently without thc power of turning

couching in concealment, leap upon their victims. Some
conceal themselves under a silken hood or tube, six eyes
only projecting. Some bore a hole in the earth, and
line it as finely as if it were done with the trowel and
mortar, and then hang it with delicate curtains. A very
extraordinary degree of contrivance is exhibited in the
trap-door spider. This door, from which it derives its
·name, has a frame and hinge on the mouth of the cell, and
is 110 provided that the claw of the spider can lay hold
of it, and whether she enters or goes out, says Mr. Kirby,
the door shuts of itself. But the water-spider has a do
micile more curious still: it is under water, with an
opening at the lower part for her exit and entrance; and
although th~ cell be under water, it contains air like a
diving-bell, s~ that the spider breathes the atmosphere.
The air is renewed in the cell in a manner not easily ex
plained. The spider comes to the surface; a bubble of
air is attracted to its body; with this air she descends, and
gets under her-cell, when the air is disengaged and rises
into the cell; and thus, though under waler, she lives in
the air. There must be some peculiar property of the
surface of this creature by which she can move in the
water surrounded with an atmosphere, and live under the
water breathing the air.

The chief instrument by which the spider performs
these wonders is the spinning apparatus. The matter
from which the threads are spun is a liquid contained in
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the pupil to the object. This great defect is, how
ever, perfectly compensated, and by a mechanism
which we should not suspect. The eye is a mul
tiplying-glass with a lens looking in every direc
tion and catching every object. By which means,
although t,he orb of the eye be stationary, the
field of vision is as ample as that of other animals,
and is commanded on every side. When this
lattice-work was first observed, the multiplicity
and minuteness of the surfaces must have added
to the surprise of the discovery. 'Adams tells us
that fourteen hundred of these reticulations have
been counted in the two eyes of a drone-bee.

In other cases the compensation is effected by

cells; the ducts from these cells open upon little pro
jecting teats, and the atmosphere has so immediate an

effect upon this liquid, that upon exposure to it, the se
cretion becomes a tough and strong thread. Twenty
four of these fine strands form together a thread of the
thickness of that of the silk-worm. We are assured that
there are three different sorts of material thus produced,
which are indeed required for the various purposes to
which they are applied-as, for example, to mix up with
the earth to form the cells,-to line these cells as with
fine cotton,-to make light and floating threads by which
they may be comeyed through the air, as well as those
meshes which are so geometrically and correctly formed
to entrap their prey.
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the number and position of the eyes themselves-.
The spider has eight eyes, mounted upon different
parts of the head; two in front, two in the top of
the head, two on each side. These eyes are with·
out motion, but, by their situation, suited to COM

prehend every view which the wants or safety of
the animal rendered it necessary for it to take.

VII. The Memoirs for the Natural History of
Animals, published by the French Academy,
A. D. 1687, furnish us with some cnrious particu
lars in the eye of a cameleon. Instead of two
eyelids, it is covered by an eyelid with a hole in
it. This singular structure appears to be com
pensatory, and to answer to some other singulari
ties in the shape of the animal. The neck of the
cameleon is inflexible. To make up for this, the
eye is so prominent as that more than half of
the ball stands out of the head, by means of which
~xtraordinary projection the pupil of the eye can
be carried by the muscles in every direction, and
is capable of being pointed towards every object.
But then, so unusual an exposure of the globe of
the eye requires for its lubricity and defence' a
more than ordinary protection of eyelid, as well as
a more than ordinary supply of moisture; yet the
motion of an eyelid, formed according to the com-

o mon construction, would be impeded, as it should.
seem, by the convexity of the organ. The aper-
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lure' in the· lid. meets this difficulty. It enables
the animal to keep the principal part of the sur
face of the eye under cover, &n.d to preserve it in
a due state of humidity without shutting out the
light, or without performing every moment a nio
titatitm which it is probable would be more labo

rious to this animal than to others.
VIII. In an:ether animal, and in another part

of the animal economy, the same Memoirs describe
a most remarkable substitution. The reader will
remember what we have already observed COD

cerning the intestinal canal-that its length, so
many times ex.ceeding that of the body, promotes
the extraction of the chyle from the aliment by
giving room for' the lacteal vessels to act upon, it
through a greater space. This long intestimt,
wherever it occurs, is in other animals diBposedin
the abdomen from side' to side in returning iOldt.
But in the animaL now under our notice the mat
ter is managed otherwise. The same intention is
mechanically effectuated, 'but by a mechanism of
a different kind. The animal of which I speak is
an amphibious Cluadruped, which our a.uth.ors call
the alopecias or sea.-fox. The intestine is straight
from one end to the other; but in this straight
and cGnsequently short intestine is a winding,
corkscrew, spiral passage, through whi£h the food;
not without several circumvolutions, and in faet
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by a long route, is conducted to its exit. Here
the shortness of the gut is compensated by the ob
liquity of the perforation.

IX. But the works of the Deity are known by
expedients. Where we should look for absolute
destitution-where we can reckon up nothing but
wants-some contrivance always comcs in to sup
ply the privation. A snail, without wings, feet,
or thread, climbs up the stalks of plants by the
lole aid of a viscid humour dischargec:J. from her
lkin. She adheres to the stems, leaves, and fruits
of plants by means of a sticking-plaster. A
mussel, which might seem by its helplessness to
lie at the mercy of cvery wave that went over it,
has the singular power of spinning strong tcn
dinous threads by which she moors her shell to
rocks and timbers. A cockle, on the contrary,
by means of its stiff tongue, works for itself a
shelter in the sand. The provisions of nature
extend to cases the most desperate. A lobster

has in its constitution a difficulty so great that
one could hardly conjecture beforehand how na
ture would dispose of it. In most animals the
skin grows with their growth. If, instead of a
soft skin, there be a shell, still it admits of a gra
dual enlargement. If the shell, as in the tortoise,
consist of several pieces, the accession of substance
is made at the sutures. Bivalve shells grow
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bigger by receiving an accretion at their edge;
it is' the same with spiral shells at their mouth.
The simplicity of their form admits of this. But
the lobster's shell being applied to the limbs of
the body, as well as to the body itself, allows not
of either of the modes of growth which are ob
served to take place in other shells. Its hard
ness resists expansion; and its complexity renders
it incapable of increasing its size by addition of
substance to its edge. How then was the growth
of the lobster to be provided for? Was room to
be made for it in the old shell, or was it to be
successively fitted ~th new ones? If a change
of shell became necessary, how was the lobster to
extricate himself"from his present confinement?
how was he to unease his buckler, 'or draw his
legs out'ofhis boots? The process which fisher
men have observed to take place is as follows.
At certain seasons the shell of the lobster grows
soft; the animal swells its body; the seams open,
and the claws burst at the joints. When the shell
has thus become loose upon the body, the animal
makes a second effort, and by a tremulous spas
modic motion casts it off. In this state the libe
rated but defenceless fish retires into holes in the
rock. The released body now suddenly pushes
its growth. In about eight-and-forty hours a
fresh concretion of humour upon the surface, i. e.,

Q 3
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8 llew sheD, is funned, adapted in. every part to
the increased dimensions of the animal. This
wonderful mutation is repeated "ery yeat".

If there be imputed defects with6ut compensa-
tion, I should suspect that they were defucts <mIy
in appearance. Thus, the 'body of the JkJtIt baa
often been reproached fOr the slowness of ita n0

tions, which has been attributed to 1m imperiiee-
tion in the formation of its limbs. But it ougllt
to be observed that it is this sloWfteBS which alo_
suspends the voracity f)f the animal:. He iI.stB
during his migration trom one tree to another:
and this fast may be necessary tor the Yelief of his
overcharged vessels, as well as to allow time k
the concoction of the- mass of coarse lI:IUi :luml
fOod which he has taken into his stomach. 'l'lw
tardiness of his p8£e seems to haTe reference io

the capacity of his orgalHl, and to his propensiiies
with respect to fOod-i. e., is mlculated to eoun
teract the effects of repletion.

Or there may be cases in which III defec* is
artificial, and compennted by the very ClUle

which produces it. Thus the sheep, in the- dODI8fJ

ticlrted state in which we see- it, is destitute fIf the
ordinary means of derenee or escape-is ineapalale

either of remtance or ftight. .:But this is not 10

.. See Appendix.
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with. the wild animal:. The- Jlaturalsheep is swiit
aDd active; an~ if it lose these qualities when it
comes under the- subjection. of man. the loss is
compensated: by his protection. Perhaps there is
no· species of fiJ.uadrupedwhatever which sufFeM so
little as this does from the depredation of animals
of prey.

For the sake of making our meaning better
understood, we have considered this busineg' of
eompensation under certain parti.cularitiea of eo.
Btitution· in which it &J>pea.rs to be most conspi
cuous. This '\I'iew of the subject necessarily limits
the instances to single· speeies of animals. But
there are compemtations, perhaps not lese certain,
which extend o~er lazge classes and: 110 large poll.

tions of living nature.
I. In quadrupeds, the deficiency of teeth. is

usually compensated by the fuculty of ruminat.iaa.
The sheep, deer; and ()'S; tribe an without ibre
teeth in the upper jawG7. These ruminate. The
horse and 38S are furnished with teeth in the
upper jaw, and do not ruminate. In the former
class, the grass and hay descend into the stomach
nearly in the state in which they are cropped from
the pasture or gathered from the bundle. In the
stomach they are softened by the gastric juice,

~ See the account of the teeth, in the Appendix.
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which in these animals is unusually copious: thus
aoftened and rendered tender, they are returned a
second time to the action of the mouth, where the
grinding teeth complete at their leisure the tri
turation which is necessary, but which was before
left imperfect: I say the trituration which is ne
cessary; for it appears from cxperiments that
the gastric fluid of sheep, for example, has no
effect in digesting plants unlcss they have been
previously masticated; that it only produces a
slight maceration, nearly as common water would
do in a like degree of heat; but that when once
vegetablcs are reduced to pieces by mastication,
the fluid then exerts upon them its specific ope
ration. Its first effect is to soften them, and to
destroy their natural consistency: it then goes on
to dissolve them, not sparing even the toughest
parts, such as the nerves of the leaves·.

I think it very probable that the gratification
also of the animal is renewed and prolonged by
this faculty. Sheep, deer, and oxen appear to be
in a state of enjoyment whilst they are chewing
the cud: it is then, perhaps, that they best relish
their foode1l

•

lIS Wherever a seed can lodge we find vegetables
growing; and wherever we find digestible matter there

• span. Dis. iii. sect. exl.
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n. In birds, the compe'TIsation is still more
striking. They have no teeth at all. What have

are anill}als to live upon it; and the kind of food deter
mines the organization of the creature, not resulting
from it, but provided for it. The class of ruminants
feed on the coarser herbage where the vegetable is in
abundance, but the actual nutritious matter is small in
quantity compared with the mass. There is therefore
an obvious necessity for a more complex apparatul!l to
extract the smaller proportion of matter capable of being
animalized: hence the maceration in the first stomach,
hence the regurgitation and rumination, and the recep
tion into the second and third stomach, in preparation
for the proper digestion in the last. When the mass is
digested, the nutritious part is still small in proportion
to the whole; and to permit that smaller portion of ali
ment to be absorbed and carried into the system, the
intestinal canal must be long and complex, offering re
sistance to the rapid descent of the food, and giving it
lodgment: and thus there is always a correspondence
between the complication of the stomach and the length
of the inte~tines, and between both and the nature of
the food. It is further very remarkable, that when ani
mals of the same species live in different climates, where
there is more or less abundance of vegetable food, there
is an adaptation of their digestive organs. Where it is
abundant, the configuration of the intestines which is
intended to delay its descent is less complex. Where
the food is more scarce, the intestine is longer, and the
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they dle1l to make· up for this Be'ftIe wanl?' I
.,.uof graniYorous aDd belbi,otOO8 birds.:- .-.
as common fowls, turkeys, ducks, geese, pigeomr,
&c.; for it is concerning these alone that tIle
question need be asked. All these are furnished
with 8r peculiar and most powerful muscle, called
the 91.zzard; the inner coat of which is fitted up
with rough plaits,. which, by a strong friction
agaiut one another, break and grind the hard ,
aliment .. effectuUy, aDd by the same Blecha-
IIical actioa, .. a ~mill weuld do. It has
hem pro_ by the most corree1l u.perimeJdll, \
that the gaetrie juice of these bird. will ROt 0pe-

rate upon the entir~ grain: not even whelt soft-
ened by water or macerated in the crop. There-
fore, without a grinding machine within its body,
without the trituration of the gizzard, a chicken
would have starved upon a heap of corn. Yet,
why should a bill and a gizzard go together?
why should a gizzard never be found where there
are teeth?

nlvular ob&truction greater. Thill hall been ob!leI'?lld
by Sir E. Home, in comparing the CllMOWary of Java
with the call!lOwary of New South Waletl, and the Ame
rican ostrich with the lIame bird: inhabiting the·de!lertB
of Africa. The same comparillOn Mil been made be
tween the Leicestershire IIheep and the mountain lIfteep
flf Sootland.
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Nor does tBe- gi-J:D.rd: beloDff to bim as such.

A. gizzard is not &und in birds of prey = th.eil'
hd ~uireB DDt to be ground dQ'W11: in a min.
The eompeD83tOlY contrivance geeS' no farther
than the necessity. Ill. both cW!ses Qf birds, hQW
ever, tie digestive orgaa within the body bean a
strict lJl'ld mechanical relation to- the otema1
iBetruments fer p1'ootlring food. The soft mem.
Haneus stomach acaompanies a. hooked notched
Halt; short IIlIIIICWar legs; strong,. sharp, crooked

Wovs- :-tI.lec carttilaginous stomach a.ttends that
een&r1.!I8.tii0l\ of hili ami toeS' which restnains the
bird' to tl\e picking" of seed's (IF the' croppiIg of
plarufs-.

et We have said that it is the object to support animal
life,. and to, give the enjoyment af existence; and that
wherever the means ara afforded of converting a mate
rial under the processes of digestion. and assimilation,
there animals win be found with an apparatuB of di
~tion adapted to the food. Nothing certainly can be
more curious than the vicarious action of the stomach
awl mouth. We He,. for example,. that where the bill
pmcludes xqastication in the mouth, it is performed in
the stomach; and then ulUsc1es aTe found in the sto
mach aa powerful as those of the jaws and teeth; and
• to the teeth,. or what is equivalent to them, we
may say that they are continually renewed. In fact,. no
mechanical structure of jaws and teeth could anawer the
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III. But to proceed with our compenmtiona. A
very numerous and comprehensive tnDe of terres
trial animals are entirely without feet-yet loco
motive, and in a very considerable degree swift in
their motion. How is the want of feet compen
sated 7 It is done by the disposition of the mWl
des and fibres of the trunk. In consequence of

purpows of nature here: no union of bone and enamel.
in the tooth could have withstood the attrition of the
gizzard; and one of the most beautiful and interesting
appliances of nature is the substitution, through the in
stinct of the animal, of small stones of hard texture,
generally consisting of silex, introduced within .the grasp
and action of this organ. It is a further proof that the
mastication, if we may use the term, is more perfect in
the gizzard than where there is the most complex struc
ture of teeth, and therefore that it is the means of
extracting the greater quantity of nutritious matter.
Accordingly, there are gizzards in most classes ofanimals.
They are not only found in birds, but in reptiles. The
sea-turtle has what is termed a muscular stomach.
Among fishes, the mullet and the gillaroo trout have mus
cular stomachs. The cuttle-fillh, the nautilus, and even
the earth-worm, have a crop and gizzard; and insects,
according as they live on a leaf or suck the blood, have
the same difference in the internal arrangement of the
structure for assimilation as that which distinguishes the
ox from the lion.
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the just collocation and by means of the joint
action of longitudinal and annular fibres-that is
to say, of strings and rings-the body and train
of reptiles are capable of being reciprocally short
·cned and lengthened, drawn up and stretched
out. The result of this action is a progressive
and in some cases a rapid movement of the whole
body, in any direction to which the will of the
animal determines it. The meanest creature is a
collection of wonders. The play of the rings in
an earth-worm, as it crawls, the undulatory motion
propagated along the body, the beards or prickles
with which the annuli are armed, and which the
animal can either shut up close to its body, or let
out to lay hold of the roughness of the surface
upon which it creeps, and the power arising from
all these of changing its place and position,
afford, when compared with the provisions for
motion in othm' animals, proofs of new and ap
propriate mechanism. Suppose that we had never
seen an animal move upon the. ground without
feet, and that the problem was: Muscular action,
i. e., reciprocal contraction and relaxation being
given, to describe how such an animal might be
constructed capable of voluntarily changing place:
Something, perhaps, like the organization of rep
tiles might have been hit upon by the ingenuity
of an artist; or might have been exhibited in an
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aub»maton, by tM combination of sprmg&.- spina
wires, and ringlets; bat to the solutio. of the
problem would not he denied, surely, the praise
of invention alld of suecessful tlwugbt:- least of
all could it ever be questioned whether inteJD.
gence had been employed about it or uot"~

,. Not unconnected with the subject of the last note
ill the progrel!sion at animals: and we han none
better suited for the object of this volume than the con;. .

lideration of the infinite variety of the instruments fIf
motion, from the blubber that floats like froth upon. the

water, to the eagle or the antelope. The genua medwa
of Linn&lUI embraces thoae animals like jelly which float
in the sea. Some of these, when. taken out of the water,
will weigh fifty ounces, and, on being dried, not more
than five or six grains. From this it would appear that
they must be of the specific gravity of water, and hence
their peculiar organization and mode of existence j

especially it accounts for their mode of progression, if
it can be called so: since they are in a great me.
I!ure passive, and float and are carried by the wind.
For this purpose there is a vesicle or bladder filled
with air, which in some rises above the water, and
the animal is dragged as we might imagine a balloon
would be after lighting on the water. The walls of this
sac are muecular, and the animal, by retaining or fOl'CiDg
out the air, can either take advantage of the wind,. 8114
is I!ometimes moved with great velocity, or sink wider
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tie surface, and move only with the- current. There is
t:fery rewron to- believe that the air, whieh is the prin':
eipal means of cbange of place, is secreted by the animal.

From some of these animals tentacula hang down into
the water for seizing their food, and perhaps for directing
their progress. They have a power of distending them,
orcrecting the~by forcing water into their texture, by the
contraction of vesicles near their base. Varieties of thel!e
animals boist a plate or crest out of the water, which haa
a still greater resemblance to a sail.

We have already noticed the fins of fishes, the wing of
the bird, ~nd the web-foot of tbe duck. "The meanest
creature is, indeed, a collection of wanden." In the
earth-worm or the caterpillar, the head, or the anterior
part of the body, is projected (and it is a difficult problem
to produce extension by contraction) till it touches the
ground, and slightly adheres to it, when the posterior part
of the body is drawn forwards. In many worms or cater
pillars there are holders discoverable upon minute inspec
tion, and their anatomy exhibits a perfect set of muscles
attached to those exterior rough points,-by which it is
made evident that each of them is a foot. But nothing
is more interesting than to see the change of the larva
to the winged insect, where these muscles and their ap
propriate nerves disappear: and new muscles, and new
nerves, and new energies direct the creature that crept
an inch in an hour to outstrip, as we have said,
the fleetest horse or to rise upon the wind; for those
who travel by the new rail-roads observe bees to fly
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round tbem, and therefore to move above aixty miles an
bour. The contraatB are the moat curioua between the
flight of the bat and the motion of the mole j the same
organization being calculated, with alight adaptation, for
the atmOBphere, and fur moving under the earth. We
might almoat give the inatanee of the perforation of aolid
calcareoua rock by the boring mollusca, which, by late

obaervationa, leeml to be accomplished by means of
the foot•
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CHAPTER XVII.

357

THE RELATION OF ANIMATED BODIES TO INANIMATE

NATURE.

WE have already considered relation, and under
different views; but it was the relation of parts
to parts, of the parts of an animal to other parts
of the same animal, or of another individual of the
same species. ,

But the bodies of animals hold, in their con
stitution and properties, a close and important
relation to natures altogether external to their
own: to inanimate substances, and to the specific
qualities of these; e. g., they hold a st·riet relation
to the ELl<~M:ENTS by whieh they are surrounded.

I. Can it be doubted, whether the wings ofbirds
bear a relation to air, and the fins offish to water?
They are instruments of motion severally suited
to the properties of the medium in which the
motion is to be performed; which properties are
different. Was not this difference contemplated
when the instruments were differently consti
tuted?

II. The structure of the animal ear depends
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for its use not simply upon being surrounded by
a fluid, but upon the specific nature of that fluid.
Every fluid would not serve: its particles must
repel one another; it must form an elastic me
dium: for it fs by the successive pulses of such a
medium that the undulations excited by the sur
rounding body are carried to the organ; that a
communication is formed between the object and
1lbe sell8e; which must be done, before the iJl·
temal machinery of the car, fiubtile as it is, CIUl

act at all.
III. The orgam of voice and lle6J>iration are,

no less than the ear, indebted, for the success of
their operation, to the peculiar qualities of the
hid in which the animal is immersed. They.
therefore, as well as the ear, are COJUltitutecl upon
the supposition of such a fluid. i. e., of a iluidwith
8\lCh particular properties, being always present.
Change the properties of the flui~, and the organ
cannot act; change the organ, and the properties
of the fluid would be lost. The structure, there
fore, of our organs, and the properties of our
atmosphere, arc made for one another. Nor does
it alter the relation, whether you allege the orgaa
to be made for the element (which seems the most
natural way of considering it), -or the element ..
prepared for the organ.

IV. But there is another :8.nid with lWhich we
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hav.e to do; \"\\'ith properties of its OWll; with laws
of acting, .and of being acted npon, totally dill'e
reat from those af air and water: and dlat lis
light. To thisncw, this singular element-to qua
lities perfectly peculiar, perfectly distinct and re
mote from the qualities many other substance with
which we areaoquainted---'an organ is adapted,
an illiJtrnment is correctly adjusted, not less pecu
liar amongst the parts of the body, not less sin
gular in its form and in the substance of which
it is composed, not less remote from the materials,
the model, and the analogy of any other part 0f
the animal frame, than the element to which it
relates is specific amidst thesubstanceB with
which we converse. If this does not prove ap
propriation, I desire to know what would prove it.

Y-et the element of light and the organ ofvision,
however related in their offic.e &lld use, have n.
eonnexioR whatever in their original. The action
of TaYs of light upon the surfaces of animals has
no tendency to breed eyes in their heads. The
sun might shine forever upon living bodies, with
out the smallest approach towards producing the
sense of sight. On the other hand also, the
animal eye does not generate or emit light.

V. Throughout the universe there is a won
derful proportioning of one thing· to another. The
size df animals, the human animal especially,
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when considered with respect to other animals, or
to the plants which grow around him, is such as
a regard to his conveniency would have pointed
out. A giant or a pigmy could not have milked
goats, reaped com, or mowed grass; we may add,
could not have rode a horse, trained a vine, shorn
a sheep, with the same bodily ease as we do, if at
all. A pigmy would have been lost amongst
rushes, or carried off by birds of prey 71.

It may be mentioned, likewise} that the model
and the materials of the human body being what
they are, a much greater bulk would have broken
down by its own weight. The persons of men
who much exceed. the ordinary stature betray this
tendency.

VI. Again (and which includes a vast variety
of particulars, and those of the greatest impor- t
tance), how close is the suitableness of the earth
and sea to their several inhabitants; and of these
inhabitants to the places of their appointed re-
sidence! .

Take the earth as it is; and consider the cor
respondency of the powers of its inhabitants with
the properties and condition of the soil which
they tread. Take the inhabitants as they are;

71 See the Appendix, on the bones of huge animals.
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and consider· the. substances which the earth
yields for their usc. They cal\ scratch its sur~

face, and its surface supplies all which they want.
This is the length of their faculties; and such is
the constitution of the globe, and their own, that
this is sufficient for all their occasions.

'Vhen we pass from the ~arth to the sea, from
land to water, we pass through a great change:
but an adequate change accompanies us of animal
forms and functions, of animal capacities and
wants; so that correspondency remains. The earth
in its nature is very different from the sea, and
the sea from the earth, but one accords with its
inhabitants as exactly as the ~ther.

VII. The last relation of this kind which I
shall mention is that of sleep to night,. and it
appears to me to be a relation which was ex
pressly intended. Two points are manifest, first,
that the animal frame requires sleep; secondly,
that night brings with it a silence and a cessation
of activity which allows of sleep being taken with
out interruption and without loss. Animal exist
ence is made up of action and slumber; nature
has provided a season for each. An animal which
stood not in need of rest would always live in
daylight. An animal which, though made for
action, and delighting in action, must have its
strength repaired by sleep, meets, by its consti~

R
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tution, the returns of day and night. In the
human species, for instance, were the bustle, the
labour, the motion of life upheld by the constant
presence of light, sleep could not be enjoyed
without being disturbed by noise, and without
expense of that time which the eagemess of
private interest would not contentedly resign. It
is happy, therefore, for this part of the creation,
I mean that it is conformable to the frame and
wants of their constitution, that nature, by the
ycry disposition of her elements, has commanded,
as it were, and imposed upon them, at moderate
intervals, & general intermission of their toils,
their occupations, an$! pursuits.

But it is not for man, either solely or princi
pally, that night is made. Inferior but less per
verted natures taste its solace, and expect its re
turn with greater exactness and advantage than
he docs. I have often observed, and never ob·
served but to admire, the satisfaction, no less
than the regularity, with which the greatest part
of the irrational world yield to this soft necessity,
this grateful vicissitude; how comfortably the
birds of the air, for example, address themselves
to the repose of the evening, with what alertness
they resume the activity of the day.

Nor does it disturb our argument to confess
that certain species of animals are in motion
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during the night and at rest in the day. With
respect even to them, it is still true that there is .
a change of condition in the animal, and an ex
ternal change corresponding with it. There is
still the relation, though inverted. The fact is
that the repose of other animals sets these at
liberty, and invites them to their food or their
sport.

If the relation of sleep to night, and, in some,
instances, its converse, be real, we cannot reflect
without amazement upon the extent to which it
carries us. Day and night are things close to
us; the change applies immediately to our sen
sations; of all the phenomena· of nature, it is the
most obvious and the most mmiliar to our ex
perience; 2ut, in its caU8e, it belongs to the
great motions which are passing in the heavens.
Whilst the earth glides round her axle she mi
nisters to the alternate necessities of the animals
dwelling upon her surface, at the same time that
she obeys the influence of those attractions which.
regulate the order of many thousand worlds. The
relation, therefore, of sleep to night is the rela
tion of the inhabitants of the earth to the rota
tion of their globe; probably it is more, it is a
relation to the system of which that globe is a:
part; and, still further, to the congregation of
systems of which theirs is only one. If this ac-

R2
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count be true, it connects the meanest individual
with the universe itself,-a chicken roosting upon
its perch with the spheres revolving in the firma
ment 7S•

7S Nothing is more true than that the strength of the
bones and the power of the muscles stand in intimate
relation with the weight of the body, that is also, in rela
tion with the attraction of the globe itself. It is no less
certain that many of the living properties of animals, the
condition of the nervous system, and the alteruation of
exertion and repose in the muscular system, are related to
the change of day and night, or to the revolving of our
planet upon its axis. In man we may see a slight devia
tion in his habits and occupations from this correspond
ence with the succession of light and darkness; yet he
enjoys a return of energy and elasticity of spirits, which
is followed by weariness and exhaustion; and health will
not long continue without yielding to the alternate condi
tion of activity and repose. In nothing do we see the
benevolence of the Creator more than in the continued
gratification consequent on this arrangement alone, and
more especially in the brutes. It is not a mere effect of
light and the freshness of the morning which produces
the almost universal animation and activity of that time of
day; for to many animals the light of day is the signal to
seek repose; and that it is not the mere necessity which
brings animals abroad at night, in order to feed se
cluded, or escape tlieir enemies, we know from this, that
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VIII. But if anyone object to our representa
tion, that the succession of day and night, or the

their organs are adapted to the obscurer light, and not their
organs only but their propensities; for they are as full of
activity and enjoyment as the things of day. The his
tory of pulmonary and other complaints indicates a cu
rious connexion between the functions of the body and
the revolution of time or alternations of day and night.

But the most remarkable accommodation of the· eco
nomy of animals, and of the property of life itselfin them,
regards the changes of the year rather than the diurnal
change. How much this prevails in the vegetable world

we have only to look around us fully to comprehend.
With the diminution of heat vegetation is nipped, the
ova of insects locked up, and the food of many animals
withdrawn. Some animals could not be protected by an
instinct of migration, being without the means of paa
nge: the bat could not flyaway with the swallow, nor
the hedgehog and dormouse travel with tIle deer. To
sustain the animal heat against the low temperature of
the Ilurrounding atmollphere requirell a vigorous circu
lation of the blood and a plentiful and uninterrupted
supply of food. Many animals must therefore have
died during the winter had not nature Ilupplied a means
of their continuance in life beyond the ingenuity of man
to c?nceive. The warmth of their clothing, and the
instincts to build themselves a warm habitation, which
we should almost say were the exercise of ingenuity, are
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rotation of the earth upon which it depends, is
not resolvable into central attraction, we will refer
him to that which certainly is,-to the change of
the seasons. Now the constitution of animals
susceptible of torpor bears a relation to winter si
milar to that which sleep bears to night. Against
not only the cold, but the want of food, which the
approach of winter induces, the Preserver of the
world bas provided in many animals by migration,
in many others by torpor. As one example out

insufficient. To sustain life they mUit hold it by a Dew

tenure. Accordingly the neceB6ity for food is removed j

the activity of the circulation is diminished remarkably; a

torpor seizes upon every living faculty, and they fall into
what leeUlB a long sleep. Yet it is not sleep, but a Dew
condition of existence. in which life is preserved without
the necessity for food, and when all the functionl of the
syltem are let down to a lower state ofactivity. Andjustly,
therefore, it hal been said that in these things we trace

the benevolence of the Creator, "who did not caat his
living creatures into the world to prosper or perish aa they
might find it suited to them or not, but fitted together
with the nicest skill the world and the constitution which

.he gave to ita inhabitants; 10 fashioning it, that light
and darkness, sun and air, moist and dry,lhould become
their ministers and benefactors, the unwearied and un

failing causes of their well-being."-Whewell's Bridge
""ater Treatise.
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of a thousand, the bat, if it did not sleep through
the winter, must have starved; as the moths and
flying insects upon which it feeds disappear. But
the transition from summer to winter carries us
into the very midst of physical astronomy, that is
to say, into the midst of those laws which govern
the solar system at least, and probably all the
heavenly bodies.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

INSTIXCTS.

THE order may not be very obvious by which I
place instinct, next to relations. But I consider
them as a species of relation. They contribute.
along ,vith the animal organization, -to a joint
effect, in which view they are related to that or
ganization. In Dlany cases they refer from one
animal to another animal; and, when this is the
case, become strictly relations in a second point of
view.

An INSTINCT is a propensity prior to experience
and independent of instruction. We contend
that it is by instinct that the sexes of animals seek
each other j that animals cherish their offspring;
that the young quadruped is directed to the teat
of its dam; that birds build their nests and brood
with so Dluch patience upon their eggs; that
insects which do not sit upon their eggs deposit
them in those particular situations in which the
young when hatched find their appropriate food;
that it is instinct which carries the salmon, and
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some other fish, out of the sea into rivers, for the
purpose of shedding their spawn in fresh water..

We may select out of this catalogue the incu
bation of eggs. I entertain no doubt but that a
couple of sparrows hatched in an oven, and kept
separate from the rest of their species, would
proceed as other sparrows do in every office which
related to the production and preservation of their
brood. Assuming this fact 79

, the thing is inexpli-

73 There can be very little doubt of this assumpti~n

being according to the fllct. Nevertheless, as the ex
periment has probably not been actually made, there is
no harm in mentioning one or two examples of the same
import, and which are ascertained by repeated observa
tion. When caterpillars bred upon a tree are shaken
off and fall for the first time upon the ground, they im
mediately regain the tree by crawling up as quick as
they can. Again-it is a very general law of insects,
that the grub feeds upon a food which the parent does
not eat, and yet the latter makes provision for the grub.
Thus the solitary wasp deposits its eggs, each in a hole,
aud then collects a certain number of green worms,
which she rolls up and deposits in the same hole, over
the egg. When the grub is hatched, it feeus upon these
worms until transformed into a young wasp. And here
two things are remarkable: first, the wasp itself never
feeds upon the worm, or indeed on any animal food;
and next, M. Reaumur found that she provides just

R5
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cable upoa auy otMr hypotheSs than that of ...
instinct impressed. upon the oonstitutioIl of the
••imal For, 'rst, what should induce the female
bird to prepare a neBt before ahe laya her eggs 1
It is in vai. to lluppose her to be possessed of the
faculty of reasoning; for no reasoaing will relW:h
tM cue. The fulness 01' distension 'Which she
might feel in a particular part of the body, from
the growth and IIOlidity of the egg withia. her,
could not possibly inform her that she was about
to produce something which, when produc~l, was
to be preserved and taken care of. Prior to
experience there was nothing to lead to thia infer
ence, or to this suspicion. The aulogy was all
against it; for, m every other instance, what

'issued from the body was cast out and rejected.
But, secondly, let us suppose the egg to be

produced into day; how should birds know that
.their eggs contain their young? There is no-

enough of the worms to tlustain the grub till it becomes a
fly, and changes its food. Our author dwells afterwards

upon the application to the argument of the fact that the
parent insect never sees its young. The architecture of

bees :affords perhaps the most striking illustration ; for

thoee which have been taken without ever having any

communication with the former race, build precisely in

the accustomed manner. See the next note.
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thing either in the aspect Or In the intemal com·
position of an egg which could lead even the most
daring imagination to conjecture that it was here·
after to tum out from under its shell a living
perfect bird. The form of the egg bears not the
rudiments of a resemblance to that of the bird.
Inspecting its contents, we find still less rea
son, if possible, to look for the result which actq
ally takes place. If we should go so far as, from
the appearance of order and distinction in the
disposition of the liquid substances which we no
ticed in the egg, to guess tha.t it might be de

.signed for the abode and nutriment of an animal
(which would be a very bold hypothesis), we
should expect a tadpole da.bbling in the slime,
much more than a dry, winged, feathered crea
ture, a compound of parts and properties impos
sible to be used in a state of confinement in the
egg, and bearing no con~eivable relation, either
in quality or material, to anything observed in it.
From the white of an egg, would anyone look for
the feather of a goldfinch? or expect from a simple
uniform mucilage the most complicated of all ma
chines, the most diversified of all collections of
substances? Nor would the process of incuba
tion, for some time at least, lead us to suspect the
event. Who that saw red streaks shooting in the
fine melllbrane which divides the white from t~e
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·yolk would supposc that thesc were about to be
come bones and limbs i' Who that espied two
discoloured points first making thcir appeal'anee in

·thc cicatrix, would have had the courage to predict
that thesc points werc to grow into the heart Q,nd

·bcad of n. bird? It is difficult to strip the mind of
its cxperience. It is difficult to resuscitate sur
prise when familiarity bas once laid the scntimcnt
asleep. But could wc forget all that wc know,
and which our sparrows never knew, about ovipa

·rous generation-could we divcst ourselves of
every information but what we derived ii'om rea
soning upon the appearances or quality disco
vered in the objccts prcsented to us-I am con
vinced that Harlequin coming out of an egg upon

·thc stage is not more astonishing to a child than
the hatching of a chicken both would be, and
ought to bc, to a philosopher H.

7' The manner in which the chicken breaks the egg is
one of the most wonderful operations of instinct, and is a

·process marked by the uniformity of instinct!. For as all
bees build alike with respect to the size of the cell and the
angles at which its planes are inclined, EO M. Reaumur

found that all chickens chip the shell in the same direc·

tion. from left to rightj and that the circle in which
they chip invariably cuts the egg at right angles to its
tranlverse axis, alll} not obliquely. The instrument which
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But admit the sparrow by some means to know
, that within that egg was concealed the principle
'. of a future bird: from what chemist was she to
learn that warmth was necessary to bring it to
maturity, or that the degree of warmth imparted
by the temperature of her own body was the de-

· gree required?
To suppose, therefore, that the female bird acts

· in this process from a sagacity and reason of her
· own, is to suppose her to arrive at conclusions
which there are no premises to justify. If our
sparrow, sitting upon her eggs, expect young
sparrows to come out of them, she forms, I will

·venture to say, a wild and extravagant expecta
tion, in opposition to present appearances and to
probability. She must have penetrated into the
order of nature farther than any faculties of ours
will carry ns; and it hath been well observed, that
this deep sagacity, if it be sagacity, subsists in

the chicken employs is a small protuberauce on its upper
mandible, called th~ bill-scale, which has no other use,
and accordingly drops off soon after the bird is hatched.

·If anyone should consider this as a different operation in
kind from those usually ascribed to instinct in animals
that are formed, a little reflection will probably show
him the impossibility of drawing any such line of dis
tinction. See the Dissertation on Instinct, Appendix.
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oonjunction with ~eat stupidity, even in relation
to the same subject. "A chemical operatioB;"
oy. Addison." could not be followed with greater
art or diligence than is seen in hatching a chicken;
yet is the process carried on without the leut
glimmering of thought or common sense. The
hen will mistake a piece of chalk for an egg-is
insensible 6f the increase or diminution of their
number-does not distinguish betweeu her own
-and those of another species-is frightened when
her supposititious breed of ducklings take the
water."

But it will be said, that what reason could not
do for the bird, observation, or instruction, or tra
dition might. Now if it be true that a couple of
sparrows, brought up from the first in a state of
separation from all other birds, would build their
nest, and brood upon their eggs. then there is an
end of this solution. What can be the traditionary
knowledge of a chicken hatched in an oven?

Of young birds taken in their nests, a few spe-
des breed when kept in cages; and they which do
so build their nests nearly in the same manner as
in the wild state, and sit upon their eggs. This
is sufficient to prove an instinct without having
recourse to experiments upon birds hatched by
artificial heat, and deprived from their birth of all
communication with their species; for we can
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hardly bring OU1"8elves to OOlieve that the parent
bird informed her unfiedged pupil of the history
.of her gestation, her timely preparation of a. nest,
her exclusion of the eggs, her long incubation, and
of the joyful eruption at last of her expected off
spring: all which the bird in the cage must have
learnt in her infancy if we resolve her conduct into
institutio1l,.

Unless we will rather suppose that she remem
hers her.owuescape from the egg-had attentively
ebserved the oonform&tion of the nest in which
she was nurtured-and had treasured up her re
marks for future imitation; which is not only
extremely improbable (for who that sees a brood
ofcallow birds in their nest can 1lelieve that they
are taking a plan of their habitation ?) but leaves
unaccounted foc one principal part of the diffi
culty, "the preparation of the nellt before the
laying of the egg." This she could not gain from
observation in her infancy.

It is remarkable also, that the hen sits upon
eggs which she has laid without any communica
tion with the male, and which are therefore ne
cessarily unfruitful. That secret she is not let
into. Yet if incubation had been a subject of
instruction or of tradition, it should seem that
this distinction would have formed part of the les
son: whereas the instinct of nature is calculated
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for a state of nature-tlte exception here alluded
to taking place chiefly, if not solely, amongst do
mesticated fowls, in which nature is forced out of
her course.

There is another case of oviparous economy,
which is still lcsslikely.to be the etrect of educa
tion titan it is even in birds, namely, that of moths
and bulterjliel, which deposit their eggs in the
precise substance-that of a cabbage, for example
-from which, not the butterfly herself, but the
caterpillar which is to issue from her egg, draws
its appropriate food. The butterfly cannot· taste
the cabbage: cabbage is no food for her; yet in
the cabbage, not by chance, but studiously and
('leeth-ely, she lays her eggs. There are, amongst
many other kinds, the willow-caterpillar and the
cabbage-caterpillar; but we never find upon a
willow the caterpillar which cats the cabbagc, nor
the conversc. This choice, as appears to me,
cannot in the butterfly proceed from instruction.
She had no tcachcr in her catel'Pillar state. She
never knew her parent. I do not see, thcrefore,
how knowledge acquired by experience, if it ever
were such, could be transmitted from one genera
tion to another. Therc is no opportunity either for
instruction or imitation. The parent race is gone
before the new brood is hatched. And if it be
original reasoning in the butterfly, it is profound
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reasoning indeed. She must remember her cater
pillar state, its tastes and habits, of which memory
she shows no signs whatever. She must conclude
from analogy (for here her recollection cannot
serve her), that the little found body which drops
from her abdomen will at a future period produce
a living creature, not like herself, but like the
caterpillar which she remembers herself once to
have been. Under the influence of these reflec
tions, she goes about to make provision for an
order of things which she concludes will some
time or other take place. And it is to be ob
served, that not a few out of many, but that all
butterflies argue thus; all draw this conclusion;
all act upon it.

But suppose the address, and the selection, and
the plan, which we perceive in the preparations
which many irrational animals make for their
.young, to be traced to some probable origin, still
there is left to be accounted for that which is the
.source and foundation of these phenomena, that
which sets the whole at work, the a'rO~'1l, the pa
rental affection, which I contend to be inexpli
cable lIpon any other hypothesis than that of
instinct.

For we shall hardly, I imagine, in brutes, refer
their conduct towards their offspring to a sense of
duty or of decency, a care of reputation, a com-

.........
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pliance with public manners, with public laws, or
with rules of life built upon a long experience of
their utility. And all attempts to account for the
parental affection from association, I think, fail.
With what is it associated? Most immec:Eately
with the throes of parturition, that is, with pain,
and terror, and disease. The more remote, but
not less strong association, that which dependa
upon analogy, is all against it. Everything elae
which proceeds from the body is cast away aDd

rejected. In birds is it the egg which the hetl
loves 1 or is it the expectation which she cherishea
of a future progeny that keeps her upon her nest1
What cause has she to expect delight from her
progeny? Can any rational answer be given to
the question, why, prior to experience, the brood
ing hen should look for pleasure from her chickens!
It does not, I think, appear that the cuckoo ever
knows her young; yet, in her way, she is as care
ful in making provision for them as any other
bird. She does not leave her egg in every hole.

The salmon suffers no surmountable obstacltl
to oppose her progress up the stream of fresh
riyers. And what does she do there? She sheds
a spawn, which she immediately quits in order to
return to the sea; and this issue or her body she
ne,-er afterwards recognizes in any shape what·
ever. Where shall we find a motive ror her efForlt5
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and her perseverauce ? Shall we -seek it in argu
mentation or in instinct? The violet crab of
Jamaica performs a fatiguing march of some
months' continuance from the mountams to the
sea-side. When she reaches the coast, she casts
her spawn into the .open sea, and sets out upon
her return home.

Moths and butterflies, as hath already been
observed, seek out for their eggs those precise
situations and ~ubsta.nces in which the offspring
caterpillar will find its appropriate food. That
dear caterpillar the parent butterfly must never
see. There are no ex·periments to prove that she
would retain any knowledge of it if she did. How
tihaU we account for her conduct 1 I do not mean
for her art and judgment in selecting and securing
a maintenance fur her young, but fur the impulse
upon which she acts. What should induce her
to exert any art, or judgment, or choice, about
the matter? Thetmdisclosed grub, the animal
which she is destined not to know, can hardly be
the object of a particular affection, if we deny the
influence of instinct. There is nothing therefore
left to her, but that of which her natlJ,re seems
incapable, an abstract anxiety for the general
preservation of the species-a kind of patriotism
-a solicitude lest the butterfly race should cease
from the creation.
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Lastly, the principle of association will not ex
plain the discontinuance of the affection when the
young animal is grown up. Association operating
in its usual way would rather produce a contrary
effect. The object would become more necessary
by habits ofsociety; whereas birds and beasts, after
a certain timc, banish their offspring, disown their
acqnaintance, sccm to have cven no knowledge of
the objects which 80 lately engrossed the attention
of their minds and occupied the industry and
labour of their bodies. This change, in different
animals, takes placc at different distances of time
from the birth; but the time always corresponds
with the ability of the young animal to maintain
itself, never anticipates it. In the sparrow tribe,
when it is perceived that the young brood can fly
and shift for themselves, then the parents forsake
them for ever; and, though they continue to live
together, pay them no morc attention than they
do to other birds in the same flock.. I believe
the same thing is truc of all gregarious qua
drupeds ~'.

• Goldsmith's Natuml History, vol. iv. 1'.2-1.4.

'~5 In the natural and instinctive feelings of man, as

contradistinguished from those which have been modified
by reason, something of the same kind may be observed.
The mutual relation of protection and dependence, pro-
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In this part of the case the variety of resources,
expedients, and materials which animals of the
same spccies are said to have recoursc to under
ditlcI'cnt circumstances, and when differently sup
plied, makes nothing against the doctrine of in
stincts. The thing which we want to account for
is the propensity. The propcnsity being there, it
is probable enough that it may put the animal
upon different actions according to different exi
gencies. And this adaptation of resources may
look like the effect of art and consideration rathcr
than of instinct; but still the propensity is in
stinctive. For instancc, supposc what is related
of thc woodpecker to be true, that in Europe shc
deposits her eggs in cavities which she scoops out
in thc trunks of soft or decayed trees, and in
which cavities the eggs lie concealed from the eye,
and in somc sort safe from the hand of man, but
that, in the forests of Guinea and the Brazils,
which man seldom frequents, the same bird hangs

duced by power and weakness, is of this description.
A helpless infant excites much stronger sympathy in the
mother than the child that can shift for itself; and
hence the partiality, accompanied by blindness to defects,
which most parents entertain towards children whose
natural deficiency, whether bodily or mental, throws
them on their care long after the season of infancy.
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her nest on the twigs of tall trees, thereby placing
them out of the reach of monkeys and IfTl/J,kes-i. e.,

that in each situation she prepares against the
danger which she has most occasion to apprehend.
Suppose. I say, this to be true, and to be alleged,
on the part of the bird that builds these nests, as
evidence of a reasoning and distinguishing pre
caution: still the question returns, whence the
propensity to build at all?

N or does parental affection aecompany genera
tion by any universal law of animal organization,
if Buch a thing were intelligible. Some animals
cherish their progeny with the most ardent fond
ness, and the most a.ssidtlOU8 attention; others
entirely neglect them; and this distinction always
meets the constitution of the young animal with
respect to its wants and capacities. In many, the
parental care extends to the young animal; in.
others, as in all oviparoWl fish. it is confined to
the egg, and even as to that, to the disposal of it
in its proper element. Also, as there is genera
tion without parental affection, so is there parental
instinct, or what exactly resembles it,. without
generation. In. the bee tribe, the grub is nur
tured neither by the father nor the mother, but
by the neutral bee. Probably the case is the
same with ants.

I am not ignorant of the theory which resolves
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instinct into sensation, which asserts that what
appears to have a view and relation to the future,
is the result only of the present disposition of the
animal's body, and of pleasure or pain experienced
at the time. Thus the incubation of eggs is ac
counted for by the pleasure which the bird is sup
posed to receive from the pressure of the smooth
convex surface of the shells against the abdomen,
or by the relief which the mild temperature of the
egg may afford to the heat of the lower part of
the body, which is observed at this time to be in·
creased beyond its usual state. This present
gratification is the only motive with the hen for
sitting upon her nest; the hatching of the chickens
is, with respect to her, an accidental consequence.
The affection of vhiparous animals for their young
is in like manner solved by the relief, and perhaps
the pleasure, which they perceive from giving
suck. The young animal's seeking, in so many
instances, the teat of its dam, is explained from its
sense of smell, which is attracted by the odour
of milk. The salmon's urging its way up the
stream of fresh-water rivers is attributed to some
gratification or ren'eshment which, in this particu
lar state of the fish's body, she receives from the
cha.nge of element. Now of this theory it may
be said,-

First, that of the cases which require solution,
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there are few to which it can be applied with
tolerable probability; that there are none to which
it can he applied without strong objections, fur
nished by the circumstances of the case. The
attention of the cow to its calf, and of the ewe to
its lamb, appear to be prior to their sucking. The
attraction of the calf or lamb to the teat of the
dam, is not explained by simply referring it to
the scnse of smell. What made the scent of milk
so agreeable to the lamb that it should follow it
up with its nose, or seek with its mouth the place
from which it proceeded? No observation, no
expcriencc, no argument could teach the new
dropped animal that the substance from which
the sceut issued was thc material of its food. It
had never tasted milk bcfore its birth. None
of thc animals which arc not designed for that
nourishment ever offcr to suck, 01' to seck out
any such food. What is the conclusion, but
that the sugescent parts of animals are fitted
for their use, and the knowledge of that use put
into them?

We assert, secondly, that, even as to the cases
in which the hypothesis has the fairest claim to
consideration, it does not at all lessen the force
of the argument for intention and design. The
doctrine of instinct is that of appetencies, 8uper

added to the constitution of an animal, for thc
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effectuating of a purpose beneficial to the species.
The above-stated solution would derive these
appetencies from organization; but then this
organization is not less specifically, not less
precisely, and, therefore, not less evidently
adapted to the same ends, than the appetencies
themselves would be upon the old hypothesis.
In this way of considering the subject, sensation
supplies the place of foresight: but this is the
effect of contrivance on the part of the Creator.
Let it be allowed, for example, that the hen is
induced to brood upon her eggs by the enjoy-

. ment or relief which, in the heated state of her
abdomen, she experiences from the pressure of
round smooth surfaces, or from the application
of a temperate warmth. How comes this extra-·
ordinary heat or itching, or call it what you will,
which you ,suppose to be the cause of the bird's
inclination, to be felt just at the time when the
inclinatio.n itself is wanted: when it tallies so
exactly with the internal constitution of the egg,
and with the help which that constitution re
quires in order to bring it to maturity? In my
opinion, this solution, if it be accepted as to the
fact, ought to increase, rather than otherwise, our
admiration of the contrivance 18• A gardener light-

~ Whether we regard the argument of existence, or
s
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bag up his stoves, just when he wants to force his
fnait, and when biB trees require the heat, gives

of attributea, the truth here glanced at is of extreme im
ps>rtance, and it pervades the whole of Natural Theology.
It will be more fully illustrated in the Appendix, and in
the notes to the subsequent chapters. When sceptics
think they have destroyed one reason for believing in
the skill or in the goodnesll of the Deity, by an ex
planation of the means used for producing some given
effect, they only remove our admiration and our gratitude
from one point to another, and often augment both the
one and the other. Suppose it were discovered, contrary
to all probability, that the bee makes the angles of
1000 28' and 'JOo 32' by means of some bodily con
fermation which secures this result,-eome form of ita

own parte answering to those angles, if such a thing
can be conceived; the wonder is only removed from the
working of the insect without a tool to ita 1l&ing a tool

provided for it by the intelligence which had solved the
problem of maxima and minima, whence this conforma
tion is a corollary. Again,-the loss of one sense, as the
sight. quickens our perceptions through the organs of
those senses which remain,-as touch and hearing. It
is most probable that this effect is produced by the in
fluence of habit, and has no direct connexion with the
1088 sustained. But habit might have had no such effect,
ed it might have blunted inlltead of sharpening j its
eft'ect teDd1l to lessen the evil of the Ion sustained j and
• pruducea thia advan~ just 88 II1UQh u if the com-
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Rot a more certain evidence of design. So again;
when a male and female sparrow come together,
they do not meet to confer upon the expediency
9f perpetuating their species. As an a.bstract
proposition, they care not the value of a barley
corn whether the species be perpetuated, or not:
they follow their sensations, and all those conse·
quences ensue, which the wisest counsels could
laave dictated, which the most solicitous care of
futurity, which the most anxious concern for the

pensation had been the direct and immediate consequence
of that loss. We are not here arguing the question of
evil: that will be treated of hereafter, and it is common
to both suppositions; hoth to the case of immediate and
of mediate compensation. Again ,-suppose, in genera
lizing, we could resolve all intellectual phenomena intI)
some one principle, as association,-all moral into SOme
other, as habit,-all physical into some third, as gravi
tation ;-nay, suppose the doctrines of some materialists
to prevail, and that all mental and all physical pheno
mena were resolvable into the operations of some subtile
:Buid,-this would surely not weaken the arguments for
the unity of the Deity, if indeed it did not rather
strengthen them; it would in no degree detract from
oUr conviction of his skill, nor even of the variety of its
operations; and it would leave the argument as to goOd
DElIa exactly where it stood before.-See Appendix,
Diaertation upon Evil.

82
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sparrow-world, could have produced. But how
do these consequences ensue? The sensations,
and the constitution upon which they depend, are
as manifestly directed to the purpose which we
see fulfilled by them; and the train of interme
diate effects as manifestly laid and planned with
a view to that purpose: that is to say, design
is as completely evinced by the phenomena, as it
would be, even if we suppose the operations to
begin or to be carried on, from what some will
allow to be alone properly called instincts, that
is, from desires directed to a future end, and hav
ing no accomplishment or gratification distinct
from the attainment of that end.

In a word: I should say to the patrons of
this opinion, Be it so; be it that those actions
of animals which we refer to instinct are not gone
about with any view to their consequences, but
that they arc attended in the animal with a pre
sent gratification, and arc pursued for the sake
of that gratification alone; what docs all this
prove, but 111at the pro~peclion,which must be
somewhere, is not in the animal, but in the Cre
ator?

In treating of the parental affection in brutes,
our business lies rather with the origin of the
principle, than with the effects and expressions
of it. Writers I"eCount these with pleasure and
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admiration. The conduct of many kinds of
animals towards their young has escaped no
observer, no historian of nature "How will
they caress them," says Derham, "with their
affectionate notcs; lull and quiet them with
thcir tender parental voice; put food into their
mouths; cherish and keep them warm; teach
them to pick, and eat, and gather food for them
selves; and, in a word, perform the part of so
many nurses, deputed by the Sovereign Lord and
Preserver of the world to help such young and
shiftless creatures!" Neither ought it, under
this head, to be forgotten, how much the instinct
costs the animal which feels it; how much a bird,
for example, gives up by sitting upon her nest;
how repugnant it is to her organization, her
habits and her pleasures. An animal, formed
for liberty, submits to confinement, in the very
season when every thing invites hcr abroad:
what is more, an animal delighting in motion,
made for motion, all whose motions are so eMY,
and so free, hardly a moment, at other times, at
rest, is, for many hours of many days togethcr,
fixed to her nest, as close as if her limbs wero
tied down by pins and wircs. For my part, I
never see a bird in that situation bnt I recog
nise an i!J.visible hand, detaining the contented
prisoner fl'om her fields and groves, for the
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purpose, as the event proves, the most worthy
of the sacrifice, the most important, the most
beneficial.

But the 1088 of liberty is not the whole of what
the procreant bird suffers. Harvey tells us that
he has often found the female wasted to skin and.
bone by sitting upon her eggs.

One observation more, and I will dismiss the
subject. The pairing of birds, and thenon-pair
ing of beasts, forms a distinction between the two
<llasses, which shows that the conjugal instinct is
modified with a reference to utility founded on
the condition of the offspring. In quadrupeds,
the young animal draws its nutriment from the
body of the dam. The male parent neither does,
nor can contribute any part to its sustentation.
In the winged race, the young bird is supplied

1>y an importation of food, to procure and bring
borne which, in a sufficient quantity for the de
mand of a numerous brood, requires the industry
of both parents. In this difference, we see a
reason for the vagrant instinct of the quadru
ped, and for the faithful love of the feathered
mate.
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CHAPTER XIX.

OF INSECTS.

3M

WE are not writing a system of natural his
tory; therefore we have not attended to the
classes into which the subjects of that science
are distributed. What we had to obseI've
concerning different species of animals, fell
easily, for the most part, within the division,
which the course of our argument led us to
adopt. There remain, however, some remarks
upon the imect tribe, which could not properly
be introduced under any of these heads; and
which therefore we have collected into a chapter
by themselves.

The structure, and the use of the parts, of
insects, are less understood than that of quadru
peds and birds, not only by reason of their mi
nuteness, or the minuteness of their parts (for
that Ininuteness we can, in some measure, follow
with glasses), but also by reason of the remote
ness of their manners and modes of life from
those of larger animals. For instance: Insects.
under all their varieties of form, are endowed with
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anfmna:", which is the name given to those long
feelers that rise from each side of the head: but
to what common use or want of the insect kind
a provision so universal is subservient has not
yet been ascertained; and it has not been ascer
tained, because it admits not of a clear, or very
probable, comparison, with any organs which we
possess ourselves, or with the organs of animals
which rcscmble oursclves in their functions and
faculties, or with which we are better acquainted

77 The most scientific entomologists consider the an
tennm of insects to be organs of hearing; this is the
opinion of those who have minutely examined their
structure j whereas very many entomologists contend
that the antennm are organs of feeling, observing that
many insects are constantly touching lurrounding ob
jects with them, luch as the bee tribe, ichneumonidm, &c.
The argument used against the latter opinion ii, that
although many insects do undoubtedly touch surround
ing objects with their antennre, yet many scrupulously
avoid so doing, I!uch as the butterfly lind moth tribe,
the Lamellicorn beetles, &c. When, however, we are
asked the question, what is hearing as distinguished
from feeling, we find it difficult to draw any line. Are
they not mere modifications of the same thing? and as
the antennm of insects are so exceedingly variable in
form, may they not be used as organs of touch in some,
and of hearing in others?
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than weare with insects. We want a ground of
analogy. This difficulty stands in our way as to
some particulars in the insect constitution, which
we might wish to be acquainted with. Never
theless, there are many contrivances in the bodies
of insects, neither dubious in their use, nor ob
scure in their structure, and most properly me
chanical. These form parts of our argument.

I. The elytra, or scaly wings of the genus of
scarabreus or beetle, furnish an example of this
kind. The true wing of the animal is a light,
transparent membrane, finer than the finest gauze,
and not unlike it. It is also, when expanded,
in proportion to the size of the animal, very large.
In order to protect this delicate structure, and,
perhaps, also to preserve it in a due state of
suppleness and humidity, a strong, hard case is
given to it in the shape of the horny wing which
we call the elytron. When the animal is at rest,
the gauze wings lie folded up under this impene
trable shield. When the beetle prepares for fiy
ing, he raises the integument, and spreads out his
thin membrane to the air. And it cannot be ob
served without admiration, what a tissue of cord
age, i. e. of muscular tendons, must run in vari
ous and complicated, but determinate directions,
along this fine surface, in order to enable tho
animal, either to gather it up into a certain pre-

85
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ciae form, whenever it desires to plaee its.negll
under the shelter which nature hath given to
them; or to expand again their fOlds wbetl
wanted for action.

In BOrne insccts the elytra cover the whole
body fa; in others, half; in others only a small
put of it 7t; but in all", they completely hide and
cover the true wings. Also,

Many or most of the beetle species lodge in

,. From this circumstance beetles (the tribe of insects
to which the above description applies) have received
the name of Coleoptera, from two Greek words signify.
ing ,heath and 'Wing.

71 A tribe of insects called the Brachelytra (or Sta
phylinUl of LinIUeUS) po8IeB8 wing cases of this de
scription.

III These are exceptions. In the genera Molorchus,
Sitaris (and others might be enumerated among the
beetle tribe), the wing cases are small and narrow, and
leave the wings exposed. The species of the genus
Molorchus, however, do not require such protection for
their wings, since they live in flowers. The habits of
the Sitaris are not so well known; they are said to live
in the nests of certain species of bees.

In the earwig the elytra do not entirely cover the
wings j but the portion of the wing exposed is of a hom-
like substl\nce, like the elytra, whilst the remaining
part of the wing is extremely delicate.
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boles in the elU."th, envil'oned by hard, rough su~

stances, and have frequently to squeeze their way
through narrow passages; in which situation-,
wings so tender, and so large, could scarcely
have escaped injury, without both a finn covering
to defend them, and the capacity of collecting
themselves up under its protection81.

II. Another contrivance, equally mechani~a1~

and equally clear, is the awl, or borer, fixed at

the tails of various species .0£ flies; and with
which they pierce, in some cases, plants; in

81 A tribe of beetles. coming under the generic name
of Hister, forms a good illustration of this mode of ex
istence: in these insecta the elytra are remarkably hare!.

The speciea of the genus Hisler possess remarkable
analogical resemblances to tortoises, which have some
what similar habits: like them, they are exceedingly
hard, of an oval shape, and hllve the power of retracting
the head beneath a horny covering; they are slothful,

) til ,Google

.IIIIl
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others, wood; in others", the skin and flesh or
animals; in others, the coat of the chrysalis of

and very strong, and burrow in the ground by means of
their fore legs.

A great analogical resemblance also exists between an
insect called the mole-cricket and the mole, their habits
also being similar.

• Almost .every caterpillar (perhaps, without excep
tion) has its peculiar parasites among the ichneumo
nidoo, a different tribe of insects: the same ichneumon
almost invariably choosing the same caterpillar to de
posit its eggs upon or in ; and as the situations in which
different caterpillars feed are very various, so is the
structure of their parasites. The ichneumons which in
fest internal feeding caterpillars (i. e., such as feed in
the trunk of a tree, or the stem of a plant) are fur
nished with long ovipositors to enable them to reach the
caterpillar through some hole or chink where they
themselves cannot get.

Eren the ichneumons are not free from parasites.
There are instances where four or five different para
sitical insects have been found in the same chrysalis
(as that of the T"ichiosama leucorum, a saw-fly), each
one feeding upon the other. Thus several larvle of an
ichneumon may be found feeding upon the inside of a
chrysalis; and when these larvre turn into pupre or
chrysalides, some of the chalcididre, a different tribe of
flies, will feed upon them, and even some of the last
may in their turn be eaten up.
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insects of a different species from their own; and
in others, even lime, mortar, and stoneS". I need
not add, that having pierced the substance, they
deposit their eggs in the hole. The descriptions
which naturalists give of this organ are such as
the following: It is a sharp-pointed instrument,
which, in its inactive state, lies concealed in, the
extremity of the abdomen, and which the animal
draws out at pleasure, for the purpose of making
a puncture in the leaves, stem, or bark, of the
particular plant, which is suited to the nourish
ment of its young. In a sheath, which divides
and opens whenever the organ is used, there is
inclosed.a compact, solid, dentated stem, along
which runs a gutter or gro(fIJe, by which groove,
after the penetration is effected, the egg, assisted,
in some cases by a peristaltic motion, passes to
its destined lodgment. In the rostrum or gad
fly, the wimble u draws Ottl like the pieces of a spy
glass: the last piece is armed with three hooks,

III There is not any accredited instance of any insects
perforating so hard a substance as stone, with the 'awl
or borer' fixed at the tail. This instrument, technically
called ovipositor, is excessively variable in its structure,
being scarcely alike in any two species: the description
given will answer for that of the saw-fly (Tenthredo) .

." Whimble, or ovipositor.
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and is able to bore through the hide of an ox.
Can any thing more be necessary to display the
mechanism, than to relate the fact 1

III. The ,ti1l9,11 of insects, though for a dif·
ferent purpose, are, in their structure, not unlike
the piercer. The sharpness to which the point
in all of them is wrought; the temper and firm.
ness of the substance of which it is composed;
the strength of the muscles by which it is darted
out, compared with the smallness and weakness
of the insect, and with the soft and fria.ble tex
ture of the rest of the body,-are properties of
the sting to be noticed, and not a little to be
admired. The sting of a bee will pierce through
a goat-skin glove. It penetrates the human flesh
more readily than the finest point of a needle.
The action of the sting affords an example of the
union of chemistry and mecha.nism, such as, if it
be not a proof of contrivance, nothing is. First,
as to the chemistry: how highly concentrated
must be the venom, which, in so small a quantity,
can produce such powerful effects! And in the
bee we may observe that this venom is made ~m
honey, the only food of the insect, but the last
material from which I should have expected that
an exalted poison could, by any process or diges;-

81 The stings of insects are also used as.ovipositore.
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tion whatsoever, have been prepared. In the
next place, with respect to the mechanism, the
sting is not a simple but a compound instrument.
The .visible sting, though drawn to a point ex
quisitely sharp, is in strictness only a sheath,
for, near to the extremity, may be perceived by
the microscope two minute orifices, from which
orifices, in the act of stinging, and, as it should
seem, after the point of the main sting has
buried itself in the Hesh, are launched out
two subtile rays~ which may be called the
true or proper sting~, as being those through
which the poison is infused into the puncture
already made by the exterior sting. I have said
that chemistry and mechanism are here united:
by which observation I meant, that all this ma
chinery would have been useless, telum imbel~,

if a supply of poison, intense in quality, in pro
portion to the smallness of the drop, had not
been furnished to it by the chemical elaboration
which was carried on in the insect's body j and
that, on the other hand, the poison, the result of
this process, could not have attained its effect, or
reached its enemy, if, when it was collected at
the extremity of the abdomen, it had not found
there a machinery fitted to conduct it to the
external situations in which it was to operate,
viz. an awl to bore a hole, and a syringete
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inject the fluid. Yet these attributes, though
combined in their action, are independent in
their origin. The venom does not breed the
sting; nor does the sting concoct the venom.

IV. The proboacuM
, with which many insects

are endowed, comes next in order to be COIl-

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

''''''~U\HI\\\\\\\\\ll~~
d,

sidered. It is a tube attached to the head of
the animal; in the bee, it is composed of two

II The part callcd proboscis in the bee consists of a
central stalk, or tongue, a, (Fig. 1,) and four lateral
pieccs, or jaws, two of which spring from the base, and
two have their origin near thc middle. The apical half
of the stalk is ~oft and flexible, rather flat, and covered
with minute hairs: it is chiefly this part of the proboscis
which is used in collecting hOlley. HOlley is not sucked
up as is generally supposed, hut licked up, and then
conveyed to the <Esophagus. The four lateral pieces
when closed form a sheath to protect the tongue, and
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pieces, connected by a joint: for, if it were -con
stantly extended, it would be too much exposed
to accidental injuries; therefore, in its indolent
state, it is doubled up by means of the joint, and
in that position lies secure under a scaly pent
house~7. In many species of the butterfly, the
proboscis, when not in use, is coiled up like a
watch-spring. In the same bee, the proboscis
serves the office of the mouth, the insect having
no other 88; and how much better adapted it is,
than a mouth would be, for the collecting of
the proper nourishment of the animal is suf
ficiently evident. The food of the bee is the
nectar of flowers; a drop of syrup, lodged
deep in the bottom of the corollal, in the re
cesses of the petals, or down the neck of a mo
nopetalous glove. Into these cells the bee

other parts of the central stalk. Fig. 2 represents the
profile of a butterfly's head; a is the compound eye, and
b the proboscis partially unfolded; c and d show por
tions of the tubes forming the proboscis highly magnified.

81 There is an indentation in the under side of the
head to receive the proboscis when fulded up.

88 A bee has the same number of parts to its mouth
as any other insect; the only difference between that of
a bee and a beetle is, that some of the parts are more
developed in the former: viz., the labium, tungue, and
maxillre.

•
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thrusts its long narrow pump, through the
cavity of which it sucks" up this precious fluid,
inaccessible to every other approach. It is ob
eervahle also, that the plant is not the worse"

• See Nate 86. I t might be more correct to say
lick up. for there is no tube.

10 Bees are euential to the fmctification of many
I01'ta of plants, for it is by them that the farina is car
ried from the male to the female flowers; and as some
flowers yield a much greater quantity of honey than
others, it might perhaps be imagined that those yielding
little, and yet depending upon the bees for their fruc
tification, might often be barren. No such defects, how
ever, are to be found: the structure of the proboscis
varies considerably in different species of Bees, so that
all bees cannot collect indiscriminately from any honey.
yielding plant. One great tribe of bees (the apido!)
collect their honey for the most part from bell-shaped
fiowers, such 8.1! the blind-nettle, &c.; their long pro
boBcis enabling them to reach the bottom of the bells.
Another tribe, having the proboscis short, are obliged
to collect from tIowen of a different shape. There is
yet another circumstance which leads the different sorts
of bees to visit a variety of flowers: viz., that they 1M

not feed their larvle on the lIIJI1e substance. If we
examine the cells of some (the andrt1!nido!), we find.
that the food stored up far the young consists of a baD
of farina, which has scarcely any admixture of honey:
these bees would naturally seek those flowers whick
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for what the bee does to it. The harmless plun
derer rifles the sweets, but leaves the Hower UD

injured. The ringlets of which the proboscis of
the bee is composed, the muscles by which it is
extended and contracted, fonn so many micro
scopical wonders. The agility also with which
it is moved can hardly fail to excite admiration.
But it is enough for our purpose to observe, in
general, the suitableness of the structure to the
use of the means to the end, and especially the
wisdom by which nature has departed from its
most general analogy, (for animals being fur
nished with mouths are such,) when the purpose
could be better answered by the deviation.

In some insects the proboscis, or tongue, or
trunk, is shut up in a sharp-pointed sheath, which
sheath 81, being of a much firmer texture than the

yield the most farina; whereas in others (the apid(1!)
honey with very little farina is stored up for the young.

81 The mouth of the common flea (Pulex irritam)

il of this nature; it is compol!ed of seven pieces, a pair
of mandibles, a pair of maxill(1!, two palpi or feelers,
and a longue. The uses of these pieces appear to be as
follows :-the mandibles, which are short, strong, and
sharp, are to cut through the outer skin; the maxill(1!;
which are long and shaped like lancets, are to pierce
still deeper 80 as to cause bleeding: the tangue ill then
ueed to lick and convey the blood to the resophagul;
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proboscis itself, as well as sharpened at the point,
pierces the substance which contains the food, and
then opens within the wound, to allow the enclosed
tube, through which the juice is extracted, to per
form its office. Can any mechanism be plainer
than this is, or surpass this?

V. The mefam:)fphosis of insects from grubs
into moths and flies is an astonishing process. A
hairy caterpillar is transformed into a butterfly.
Observe the change. 'Ve have four beautiful wings
where there were none beforc-a tubular pro
boscis in the place of a mouth with jaws and teeth"",

and the palpi are to direct these operations, conveying
information to the animal IJy feeling or touch. These
Bame seven parts (forming the mouth, and technically
called trophi) Ilre to be found in almost all insects, but
constructed in different ways to suit the various habits
of the species.

IllI The mouth of the caterpillar, or larva state of iu
Beets, has, in the greater portion of the species, the same
number of parts as that of the perfect insect. In the
pupa state some of these parts become nearly or quite
obliterated, whilst others are much more developed to
suit the habits of the animal in its next or perfect state
of existence; and thus, of course, in some instance!!,
where there is but little difference between the habits of
the larva and those of the perfect insect, there is like
l'\'ise but little difference ill the structure of the mouth,
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six long legs instead of fourteen feet. In another
case we see a white, smooth, soft worm turned

as, for instance, in locusts, grasshoppers, and cock
roaches.

In the butterfly tribe the maxillre or under-jaws of
the caterpillar become in the perfect insect elongated
into two tubes (see Cut), which may be joined toge
ther at the pleasure of the animal, by means of pro
jecting ridges (furnished with a sort of hook somewhat
like the laminre of feathers), in such a way as to leave

HUMBLE DEL

n, a, mand,b:es;
b, b, maxilllll ;

c, e, maxillary palpi ;
d, d, lubium;

DEE.

~, ~, labial palpi;
f, tongue j 9, neck.

a third tube between the two. It is through the central
tube that the nectar is pumped or sucked UPi the two

Coogle
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into a black, hard, crustacoous beetle with gauze
wings. These, as I said, are astonishing pro
cesses, and must require, as it should seem, a pro
portionably artificial apparatus. The hypothesis
which appears to me most probable is, that, in
the grub, there exist at the same time three ani
mals, one within another, all nourished by the
same digestion, and by a communicating circula
tion, but in different stages of maturity'". The

outer tubes Reaumur imagines are for the reception of
air; if this be the case, it may possibly be that air
which is discharged from the central tube to create the
necessary vacuum. The mandibles, or upper jaws, and
other parts conspicuous in the caterpillar, are to be
found only in a rudimentary state in the butterfly,-yet
they do exist.

• The following observations do not exactly support
the opinion of Dr. Paley. It is more probable that the
parts which are to appear in the perfect insect do not
exist in the \arvlP-, where there is not much difference
'hetween the larva and pupa excepting at the time just
previous to its becoming a pupa, at which time the larva
is motionless and torpid. The caterpillar of a moth,
when about to turn into a pupa, provitles for the pro
tection of the latter state, either by surrounding itself
with a web, or by some other means. Soon after this is
accompli8hed the caterpillar becomes motionless, or
nearly 80; it can neither eat nor crawl. At this time,
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latest d;scoveries made by naturalists seem to
favour this supposition. The insect already
equipped with wings, is descried under the mem
branes both of the worm and nymph. In some
species the proboscis, the antennre, the limbs, and
wings of the fly have been observed to be folded
up within the body of the caterpillar, and with

and not befo1'e, the parts of the pupa are forming within
the skin of the caterpillar, which may be easily seen by
dillSection. When the difference between the larva and
the perfect insect is great this is always the case, and
the pupa is passive; but when the difference is not so
considerable the case is different. The larva of a grass
hopper scarcely differs from the perfect insect it is to
become, except in wanting wings; the pupa differs
only in having rudimentary instead of perfect wings;
it casts its skin; it is then the perfect insect, excepting
that the wings are crippled, and these very rapidly ex
pand. In this latter case it is seen that there is but
little difference between the three stages, and the change
from the caterpillar to the moth is very great, and take.
place only during the torpid state of the former, which
state i. to allow of its taking place. In the case of the
grasshopper, where the changes are but slight, we should
imagine but little of thi. torpidity would be required;
and such appears to be the case, for the pupre of grass
hoppers, and allied insects, are always aB active as either
the larva or perfect insect.
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such nicety as to occupy a sJIlall space only under
the two first wings. This being so, the outermost
animal which, besides its own proper character,
~erves as an integument to the other two, being the
farthest advanced, dies, as we suppose, and drops
off first. The second, the pupa or chrysalis, then
offers itself to observatipn. This also, in its turn,
dies; its dead and brittle husk falls to pieces, and
makes way for the appearance of the fly or moth~

N ow if this be the case, or indeed whatever expli
cation be adopted, we have a prospective contri
vance of the mOl'lt curious kind; we have organ
izations three deep, yet a vascular system which
supplies nutrition, growth, a.nd life to all of them
together.

VI. Almost all insects are oviparous. Nature
keeps her butterflies, moths, and caterpillars locked·
up during the winter in their egg-state; and we
have to admire the various devic~s to which, if we
may so speak, the same nature hath resorted for
the security of the egg. Many insects enclose
their eggs in a silken web; others cover them
with a coat of hair torn from their own bodies;
some glue them together; and others, like the
moth of the silk-worm, glue them to the leaves
upon which they are deposited, that they may not
be shaken off by the wind, or washed away by
rain. Some, again, make inc.isions into leaves,
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and hide an egg in each incision; whilst some
envelope their eggs with a. soft substance which
forms the first aliment of the young animal; and
some again make a hole in the earth, and, having
stored it with a quantity of proper food, deposit
their eggs in it. In all which we are to observe,
that the expedient depends. not so much upon the
address of the animal, as upon the physical re
sOurces of his constitution.

The art also with which the young insect is
coiled up in the egg presents, where it can be
examined, a subject of great curiosity. The
insect, furnished with all the members which it
ought to have, is rolled up into a form which
seems to contract it into the least J?ossible space;
by which contraction, notwithstanding the small
ness of the egg, it has room enough in its apart
ment, and to spare. This folding of the limbs
appears to me to indicate a special direction; for
if it were merely the effect of compression, the
collocation of the parts would be more various
than it is. In the same species, I believe, it is
always the same.

These observations belong to the whole insect
tribe, or to a great part of them. Otherobserva
tions are limited to fewer species, but not, per
haps, less important or satisfactory.

I. The organization in the abdomen of the lilk
T
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tDOf'm or lIpider, whereby these insects form their
Jlwead, is as incontestably mechallical 8Ila wire
drawer's mill In the body of the silkworm are

two~, l'eID8l'kable for their form, position, and
.-e. They winj round the intestine; when drawn
out they are ten inches in leJlgth, though tlle ani
mal i.taelf be only two. WithiD these bagll is col
lected a glue; and. communicating with the bags,
8I'e two paps or outlets, perforated like a grater
by a number of mnaJl holes. The glue or gum,
beag passed. through tllese minute ~rtures,

fonns lWrs of-alm08t imperceptible fineness ; a.n~

~ bain, whoo joined, eompoll6 the silk whicll
we wiad. otr from the 00Be in which the silkworm
.. wrapped itaeU' up: in the &pider, the web is
IQnaed Rom this thread. In both cases, the ex
tremity Qf the tbr.ead, by means of its adhesive
quality, is first attached by the aDimal to .sowe

.,xteruJ. hold; .ud the end being now fastened
to a point, the insect, by turning round its body,
or by r.eeeding from. that point, draws out the
thread tbmygh the holes above desaibed., by an
Dperation, • batJl been observed" ~:xactly .similar
to the drawing ofwire. The thread., like the wire,
it formed. by tbe~ through which it paAes. In

l
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CJml respect there is 'a ·differenoo. The wire is the
metal unaltered, except in figure. In the animal
process the nature of the substance is somewhat
chaDged as well as the fOT1l1; for, as it exists
Within tlte insect, it is a soft, clammy gum or
glue. The thread acquires, it is probable, its
Dnnness and tenacity from the action of the &ir
UpOD its surface in the moment of exposure; a.nd

'a thread so fine is almost all surface. This pro
perty, however, of the paste is part of the con
trivance.

The mechau'ism itself consists of the bags or
l'eseTVoirs into which the glue is collected., and
of the extemal holes communicating with these
bags; and the action of the machine is seen in
the forming of a thread, as wire is formed, by
forcing the material already prepared through
holes of proper dimensions. The secretion is an
act too subtile for ourdiscemment, eX'Cept u we
perceive it by the produce. But one thing U1

SWe:fll to .another; the secretory glands te the
1J.uality and. consistence required in the secreted.
substance; the bag to its reception.. The outlets
and orifices are constl"Ucted not merely £01" reQev..

ing the reservoir.s of their burd.en, but fOr maIN
facturing the contents into a form gd textu1"e of
great extemal use, or rather, imleed. oftvtue lie

ceasity, to che 1& told. fuactioBll of the~
T2
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II. BEES, under one character or other, have
furnished every naturalist with a set of observa- ,
tions. I shall, in this place, confine myself to
one; and that is the relation which obtains be
tween the wax and the honey. No person who
has inspected a bee-hive can forbear remarking
how commodiously the honey is bestowed in the
comb, and, amongst other advantages, how effec
tually the fermentation of the honey is prevented
by distributing it into small cells. The fact is,
that when the honey is separated from the comb,
and put into jars, it runs into fermentation with a
much l~s degree of heat than what takes place in
a hive. This may be reckoned a nicety; but, in
dependently of any nicety in the matter, I would
ask, what could the bee do with the honey if it
had not the wax? how, at least, could it store
it up for winter? The wax, therefore, answers
a purpose with respect to the honey; and the
honey constitutes that purpose with respect to
the wax. This is the relation between them.
But the two substances, though together of the
greatest use, and without each other of little, come
from a different origin. The bee finds the honey,
but. makes the wax. The honey is lodged in the
nectaria of flowers, and probably undergoes little
alteration-is merely collected; whereas the wax
is. a ductile tenacious paste, made out of a dry
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powder ", not simply by kneading it with a liquid,
but by a digestive process in the body of the bee.
What account can be rendered of facts so circum
stanced, but that the animal, being intended to
feed upon honey, was, by a peculiar external con
figuration, enabled to procure it? That, more
over, wanting the honey when it could not be pro
cured at all, it was further endued with the no less
necessary faculty of constructing repositories for
its preservation? Which faculty, it is evident,
must depend primarily upon the capacity of pro
viding suitable materials. Two distinct functions
go to make up the ability. First, the power in
the bee, with respect to wax, of loading the farina
of flowers upon its thighs. Microscopic observers
speak of the spoon-shaped appendages with which
the thighs of bees are beset for this very purpose;
but, inasmuch as the art and will of the bee may
be supposed to be concerned in this operation,
there is, secondly, that which doth not rest in art
or will-a digestive faculty, which converts the
loose powder into a stiff substance. This is a just

N The opinion of Huber, Hunter, and others, is, that
wax is not made out of pollen, but from honey. Huber
kept BOrne bees confined, and fed them with honey only,
and wax wu secreted as usual. It is moat likely that
l:ees never eat farina, and that it i. collected from the
JarVie only. See article BEE, C Penny Cyclopredia.' '
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account of the honey anel the honey"COmb-;. IUld
this acoount, through every pari, canies a ereatiw
intelligence along with it".

The llting also of the bee' has this relation to
the honey, that it is necessary fur the pr.otectiaDl
of'a treasure which invites so many robbet"6.

III. Our busine88 is with mechanism.. In the
:JHWWpa tribe of imecta, there is a forceps in tJte
tail of the 1Il1Ile insect with which he catches and
hplds the female. Are a pair of pineel'll more mo-
ilhanical than this pro'rision in ita structure? 9r
is any structure more clear and certain in its
design" ?

• It baa often been remarked, that Dr. Paley does
not either in this chapter, or in that on instinct, state
the moat remarkable of all instincts, and of all the la
bours of insecta, the formation of the cells by the bee.
according to the strictest geometrical rules. The history·
of this discovery made (through Reaumur's suggestion)
by Kamig's application of the fluxional calculus, and by
its result being fonnd to tally with Maraldi's measure
ment, will be given in the Appendix. Maclaurin solved'
the Arne problem afterwards by the help of plane geo
metry, with a truly felicitous skill. The angles actually
made differ by about two minutes from those given by
the calculus; but no one can doubt that aublotlquent
discovery, will explain thia.

" In the genus Tric/rius (~ tribe of beetles o1Ol1e1y.,
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IV. St. Pierre tells us., that in a: fly with' iri%.
feet (I db not rememf>er that! he deScribett ~he'

species), the pair next the head and thepair'nllxf'
the tail have brushes at their extremities, with:
which the fly dresseS, as there may be oCcaSibn;
the anterior or the posterior part of its body; but
that the middle pair have no such brushes, the:
situation ofthese legs not" admitting ofthe brushes',
if they were there, beingconverted'to the same use;

This is a very exact mechanical distinction'''.
V. If the reader, looking to our distributions

of science, wish to. contemplate the chemistry as
well as the mechanism of nature; the insect crea<-. '

tion will afford him an ex~mple. I refer to' the
light in the tail of a glow-worm. Two points seem'
to· be agreed upon by naturalists concerning it: .

allied to the rOBe beetle) the males have the tibire of the. .

middle pair of legs curved for the same purpose.
V1 The stag-beetle (Lucanus cervus) cleans its, an

tennre "by drawing them between the thigh of the fore
leg and the underside of the thorax, in both of which
parts a velvet-lilte patch of hair ilt to-beobilerved; 'Whieh

is well adapted for such purpose" See thia, aDd,other
peculiaritiea in· the same insect, in the ftm· Part of the
Entbmological Society's 11raDllactioos, in • The Jotimal:
of Proeeedings,~page-6•.

• Vol, i. p. 3t2.

j
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fint, that it is phosphoric; secondly, that its use
is to attract the male insect. The only thing to
be inquired after is the singularity, if any such
there be, in the natural history of this animal,
which should render a provision of this kind more
necessary for it than for other insects. That sin
gularity seems to be the difference which subsists
between the male and the female, which difference
is greater than what we find in any other species
of animal whatever. The glow-worm is a female
caterpillar, the male of which is a fly, lively, com
paratively small, dissimilar to the female in ap
pearance, probably also as distinguished from her
in habits, pursuits, and manners, as he is unlike
in form and external constitution. Here then is
the adversity of the case. The caterpillar cannot
meet her companion in the air. The winged rover
disdains the ground. They might never there
fore be brought together did not this radiant
torch direct the volatile mate to his sedentary
female".

.. The female glow-worm undergoes the same tranll
formationl al all other inlects, and its perfect state
differs conliderably from its larva or caterpillar state,
though in both stages it emits theph08phoric light.
Besides the ordinary lexual distinctions, the female
glow-worm differs from the male only in being apterous;
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In this example we also see the resources of art
anticipated. One grand operation of chemistry
is the making of phosphorus; and it was thought
an ingenious device to make phosphoric matches
supply the place of lighted tapers. Now this very
thing is done in the body of the glow-worm. The
phosphorus is not only made, but kindled, and
caused to emit a steady and genial beam, for the
purpose which is here stated, and which I believe
to be the true one 00.

VI. Nor is the last the only instance that en
tomology affords, in which our discoveries, or

but apterous female insects are not unfrequent j thus
many species of moths have no wings. The two cir
cumstances of the sedentary habits of the female, and
the males flying by night only, seems to show the Ulle of
the light. See the next note•

.. There exists some controversy among naturalists as
to the Ulle of the glow-worm's light. The doubt has
been chiefly raised by the observation that the insect is
luminous, though in an imperfect degree, when in the .
state in which it cannot propagate, as mentioned in the
last note j and that other insects are attracted by light
as well as the male glow-worm. The preponderance
of the argument is decidedly in favour of the supposition
adopted by our author, and which is also the commonly
received opinion. The particulars of the discussion will
be given in the Appendix.

T5
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!'lither our· projects; tum out. to be· imitationa of
nature. Some)'e1U8 ago••. plan was~
of producing· propulsion by re-action· in thilt '11&1 :.
by the foree of a steam-engine, a stream of water-
WM to be shot out of the stem of a boat,.the i....
pulse of whieh stream upon the water in the riTer'
W88 to puell the boat it.elf forward; it is in truth
the principle by which sky-rockets ascend in the·
air. Ofthe·use or practicability of the plan J.. am.
not speaking; nor is it my concern to· praise·its
iagenuity; but it is certainly a contrivance. Now,
if. natural.iats B.l'e to be believed. it i& exactly the.
de.vice.whidl.nature baa. made me of for the mo- .
tion of some species of aquatic insects. The larva.
of the dT6!Jfm·fly, according to Adams. swims by
ejecting water from its. tail~i8 driven forward by
there-action of water in the pool'upon the current
issuing in a direction backward from its body.

Vn. Again:· Europe has latoly been surprised
by the elevation of bodies in the air by means of a
balloon. The discovery consisted in finding out
a manageable substance, ,yhich was, bulk for bulk.
lighter than air; and the application of the dis
covery was to make a body composed of this sub
stance bear up, along with its own weight, some.
heavier body which was attached to it. This ex- .
pedient, so new to us. proves to be no other than.
what the Author of nature has employed in the
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gossamer spider. We frequently see this spider's
thread floating in the air; and extended, from
hedge to hedge &el'Ol!lft a road or brook, of four or '
five yards width. The animal which form... t~;
thread haa no wings wherewith to fly from' OBa

extremity to the other of this line, nor' muscles- to'
enable it to spring 01' dart to so great a distance:
yet its C4eator-hath..laid forit a-path in the atmo
sphere;. and aftbr thiB-manner. Though the ani
mal iUlelf be heanel'l' than 'air, ,the thread which it
spins,from its-bowels- ia·specificallylighter. This
is its; balloMa~ The spider, left to it~ wou1<k
elmp ttl the ground; but, being tied to,its thl'ead,
both are'supporietL We have here a'very pecu
liar provision'; and tt> a contemplative eye it is a
gratifying spectacle' to see this insect wafted on
her thread, sustained by a levity not her' own, and
traversing regions which, if we examined' only the
body of the animal, might seem to have been fOf

bidden to its nature 100.

108 It was at Ol!e time supposed that the spider coulcl
project its thread through the air at will'in any direc,:
tion, and thus attaching it to different·bodies, move from'
one to the other. The obBervationll more accurately·
made of late yean, show that this power is· not po&

IleIIsed by the animal, bllt that it requires the aid of,a.
cunent of &ir to direct the thread. TIDI correctia."
however, of the former' opinion, ill no way wee.kenlJ.'tbe-:
force- of the argumeohn the tut.
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,
I must now Crl\va the reader's permission to

~Dtroduce into t~.. place, for want of a better, an
.observation. or two upon the tribe of animals,
whether beio~ging to -land or 'water, which are

covered.by.·litll.... ..'

He/jz tUperItJ or Miiller,-;eommon garden Inail; b"t the eut reo
p_ta what ia ealled a len-handed lhell, and a rarity.

I. The ,hel18 of maill are a wonderful, a me
chanical, and, if one might so speak conceming
the works of nature, an original contrivance.
Other animals have their proper retreats, their
hybemacula also, or winter-quarters, but the snail
carries these about with him. He travels with
his tent; and this tent, though, as was necessary,
both light and thin, is completely impervious
either to moisture or air. The J'oung snail comes

Coogle
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out'of its egg with the shell upon its back; 'aftd'
the gradual enlargement -wlllcp,:thesliell receives
is derived from' the. slime ~~c;eted 'by the ani-,
mal's skin. Now the aptn~ss of thiS ex~tioll

~" .
to the purpose, its property of hardening into a'

• • • 1 •

shell, and the' actioIl1 whatever it be, of. the ani-
mal, whereby -it avails itself of. its gift; ~~d of the
constitq~ion:of it~ glands (to say ~oth~ng ?f'the ,
work b,eing commenced before the a,nimal is ~),

. ai~ things which can; ,vith' no probability, be •
,referred' to' 'any <Jt:her ~ause'- than to' ~xpre'ss'

, .design; and that not on the part of the' .animal '
alone, in which design, though it might build the'
house, it could not have supplied the material.
The will of the animal could not determine the
quality of the excretion. Add to which, that the
shell of the snail, with its pillar and convolution,
is a very artificial fabric; whilst a snail, as it
should seem, is the most numb and unprovided
of all artificers. In the midst of variety there is
likewise a regularity which could hardly be ex
pected. In the same species of snail the number
of turns is usually, if not always, the same. The
sealing up of the mouth of the shell by the snail
is also well calculated for its warmth and security;
but the cerate is not of the same substance with
the shell.

II. Much of what has been observed of snails
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belollp to JaftI-Ji.1I aDd. their Jadh; partieula.riy
to thc.e of the 1Dlival\'e kind; with the IIdditiQJl

S,.-d1'..-prickly oy.ter.

of. two rcmarks-one of which is upon the great "
strength and hardness of most of these shells. I
do not know whether, the weight being. given, art
can produce so strong a case as are some of these
shells; which defensive strength. suits well with

o.tr~a crula gal/i. of Lamarck, Mytilll' crilla galJi of Linn.ua
the~mbopter.

) til ,Google
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the life of an animal that hu.often to 9WIItain the'
dangers- of a' stonny element and a rocky bGttom,.
as· well as the attacks of voracious- fish. The.
other remark is upon. the property, in the animal
excretion, not only of c~>Dgealing.but of congeal
ing. or, as a builder would call it, setting, in water,
and into a cretaceous substanee, firm and.. hard.,
This property is much more extraordinary, and.
chemically speaking, more speeific,than that of·
hardening in the air, which may be reekoned a··
kind of exsiccation, like the drying of clay into.
bricks.

III. In the bivalve order of shell-fish, cockles,
mussels, oysters, 8tc., what· contrivance can be so
simple or 'so clear as· the insertion, at the back, of

o"di.... cartJUea-Veoua'. bean cockle.

a.tough tendinous substanee that becomes atonee:
the ligament which binds the two shells- together•.
and the hinge upon which they open and shut 1

IV. The shell of a lobster's tail, in its articuIa,:

Coogle

...
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tions and overlappings, represents the jointed part
of a coat of mail; or rather, which I believe to be
the truth, a coat of mail is an imitation of a lob
ster's shell. The same end is to be answered by
both; the same properties, therefore, are required
in both, namely, hardness and ftexibility-a co
vering which may guard the part without obstruct
ing its motion. For this double purpose the art
of man, expressly exercised upon the subject, has
not been able to devise anything better than what
nature presents to his observation. Is not this
therefore mechanism, which the mechanic, having
a similar purpose in view, adopts? Is the struc
ture of a coat of mail to be referred to art? Is
the same structure of the lobster, conducing to
the same use, to be referred to anything less than
art?

Some who may acknowledge the imitation, and
assent to the inference which we draw from it in
the instance before us, may be disposed, possibly,
to ask, why such imitations are not more frequent
than they are, if it be true, as we allege, that the
same principle of intelligence, design, and mecha
nical contrivance was exerted in the formation of
natural bodies as we employ in the making of
the various instruments by which our purposes are
served 1 The answers to this question are, first,
that it seldom happens that precisely the same
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purpose, and no other, is pursued in any work
which we compare of nature and of art; secondly,
that it still more seldom happens that we can imi
tate nature if we would. Our materials and our
workmanship are' equally deficient. Springs and
wires, and cork and leather, produce a poor sub
stitute for an arm or a hand. In the example
which we have selected, I mean a lobster's shell
compared with a coat of mail, these difficulties
stand less in the way than in almost any other
that can be assigned; and the consequence is, as
we have seen, that art gladly borrows from nature'
her contrivance, and imitates it closely.

But to return to insects. I think it is in this
clMs of animals above all others, especially when
we take in the multitude of species which the
microscope discovers, that we are struck with what
Cicero has called" the insatiable variety of nature."
There are said to be six thousand species of flies;
seven hundred and sixty butterflies; each different
nom-an the rest (St. Pierre) 101. The same writer

101 There are collections of insects in this country
1Yhich, in all probability, contain forty thousand species.
The number of species in existence may fairly be
reckoned at sixty or eighty thousand. Mr. Stephens, in
his catalogue of British insects, enumerates ten thou-
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tells us. from his own observation, that thir.ty
seven species of winged insects. with distinctions
well expt"elJsed. visited a' single strawberry-plant
in the eoU1'8e of three weeks·. Ray observed~

within the co~pass of a mile or two of his own'
house, two hundred kinds of butterftie!r '-; noe
turnal and diurnal. He likewise asserts, but, :r
think, without any grounds of exact computation,
that the number of species of insects, reckoning all
sorts of them, may not be short of ten thousandt.
And in this vast variety of animal forms (for the
observation is not confined to insects, though
more applicable perhaps to them than to any
other class), we are sometimes led to take notice of
the different methods, or rather of the studiously
diversified methods, by which one and the same
purpose is attained. In the article of breathing,
for example, which was to be provided for in. SOmB

und, since the publication of which many. new species
have been discovered.. Weare now apeaking of tnJe
inMlCta.-animala having six lege, &c.,-end not iDcluQ.
iug crabs, spiders, scorpions, and otheI'll, which have
been classed with insects.

,.- Ray must mean butterflies and moths,-we have
not one hundred species of butterflies in this country;.
and besides, no butterflies are" nocturnal."

l

• Vol.i. p..3. t Wi8d. or God, ,po 2S.
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W&y or other, besides the ordinary ftllieties of
lunglil, gills. and breathing-holes (fOll insects in
general respiJ:e, not by the mouth,. but through
holes in the sides), the nymphlll of gnats have an
apparatus to raise their haoles to the top of the
water, and 80 take breath. The hydrocanthari
do the like by thrusting their tail" out of the
water.* The maggot of the eruca.labra. has a

lang tail, one part sheathed within another (but
which it can draw out at pleasure), with a starry
tuft at the end, by which tuft, when expanded
upon the surface, tne insect both supports itself
in the water, and dra.ws in the air which is neces
sary. In the article of natural clothing, we haNe
the skins of animals invested with scales, hair;
feathers, mucus, froth, or itself turned into a shell
or crust. In the no less necessary article of
offence and. defence, we have teeth, talons, beaks,
horns, stings, prickles, with (the most singular
expedient for the same purpose) the power of'
giving the elecnic shock, and, as is credibly re
lated of some animals, of driving away their pur
suers by an intolerable fretor, or of blackening
the water through which they are pursued. The
consideration of these appearances might induce
us to believe that variety itself, distinct from
every other reason, was a motive in the mind of.
the Creator.. or with the agents of his will..

• Ded1_, p.}-.
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To th. great variety in organised life the Deity
baa given, or perhaps there arises out of it, a eor
responding variety of animal appd~. For the
final cause of this we have not far to seek. Did
all animals eovet the same clement, retreat, or
food, it is evident how much fewer could be sup
plied and aceommodated than 'What at present
live conveniently together, and find a plentiful
subsistence. What one nature rejects another
delights in. Food which is nauseous to one tribe
of animals becomes, by that very property which
makes it nauseous, an alluring dainty to another
tribe. Carrion is a treat to dogs, ravens, vultures,
fish 108. The exhalations of corrupted substances
attract flies by crowds. Maggots revel in putre
faction I".

I. Very many insects mbsist entirely upon carrion,
both in the larva and imago state, and in hot weather
mW!t be highly serviceable in removing such noxious
l!Ubstances. In this point of view the maggots of flies
are exceedingly useful j a carcase becoming speedily
threaded in el'ery direction by them, is lOOn either de
voured or wasted.

1M The most remarkable circumstance relati\"e to in
stinct, u well as to the habits of insects, the architec
ture of the bee, has been observed upon in a former
note. The manufacture of the wasp perhaps comes
next, and is to the chemistry what the former is to the
mathematics of instinct. It furnishes, too, one of the
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moet striking instances of the discoveries of man having
been anticipated by the lower animals; and is another
remarkable proof how many more might have been
made by closely attending to their habits,-perhaps a
more remarkable proof than those referred to in the text
of this chapter, and hinted at in chapter viii., where the
author is treating of the vertebrre and ribs. It is cer
tain that some of the most material improvements in
paper-making recently introduced, as the ulle of other
substances besides rags, and the obtaining toughness
by means of long fibres, had been known to the wasp
from its fint creation. Its whole process in making
what is called wasp-paper is precisely that of the best
paper-milkers. This will be illustrated in the Ap.
pendix. It is only mentioned here as another among
the striking instances of the Divine agency through the
operations of unreasoning animals-instances which fill
the contemplative miud with the most profound and
pleasing admiration, and dispose it to the enjoyment and
the duty of heartfelt devotion.

The migration of birds is another subject full of in
struction regarding the great questions connected with
instinct, and is relerved for the Appendix. Observation
seems at variance with the notion of the older birds
teaching the yearlings; indeed, the two classes have
been found not to travel together. But the agitation
universally observed in birds of passage kept in cages,
at the season of migration, proves clearly that no ex
perience nor instruction will account for the change of
place. See Mr. W.Herbert's excellent remarks on this
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iMtinct, Ad Oil the similar illtltinotll respecting clloioe

of food, which make. \JiMa bred in a cage at once select
their appointed food _hen .hOWD them fer tile tirat
time. WhUe'. SelbMrrne, edit. 1833, p. 41, et 1lHJ.
The facta relpecting carrier-pigeou aDC1 other animals
fiDcliDg tam way through ccnmtrieB in 'the knowledge
ef which they never could have been trained, belong
&0 the same cIalB, and will be particularly.u.eutllled.

in the Appendix-Diuertation upon Instiuct.
The doctrine of confficting inltinct1l will be COItIlidered

under the head of conflicting contriftlKle8 in tile Dis
sertations upon Evil, and adverted to in the Notes on
the lut Chapter. Such apparent conflicts afford no
greund whatever for the 8ceptical argument .. to de
sign; and tlley in no way strengthen the Ilceptical
llrgument drawn, and inaceurately drawn, from other

lIOur~, reepeeting beneVQleftce.
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CHAPTER XX.

OF PLANTS.

.f31

I TRINK a designed and studied mechanism to be
in general more evident in lIlDimals than in plants;
and it is unnecessary to. dwell upon a weaker ar
gument where a stronger til at haud. There are,
howevEll', a few observations upon the vegetable
kingdom which lie so directly in our way, that it
would be improper to pass by them without notice.

The one great intention of natute in the struc
ture of plants Booms to be the perfecting of the
seed. a.nd, what is part of the same intention, the
preserving of it until it be fM!rfeckd. This inten
tron Bhows itself, in the first place, by the care
which· appears to be taken to protect and ripen,
by every advantage which can be given to them

of fiituatioB. in the plant, thO&e puts which most
immediately contribute to fructification, viz., the
anther.e., the stamina, awl the stigmata. These
parts are U8llally lodged in the centre. the receBlileI,

or the labyrinths of the ilower-during their ten
der and immature state are shut up in the stalk,
or sheltered iu. the bud-as IOOIl as they have
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acquired firmness of texture sufficient to bear ex
posure, and are ready to perform the important
office which is assigned to them, they are disclosed
to the light and air by the bursting of the stem
or the expansion of the petals; after which they
have, in many cases, by the very form of the
flower during its blow, the light and warmth re

flected upon them from the concave side of the
cup. What is called also the sleep of plants is
the leaves or petals disposing themselves in such
a manner as to shelter the young stems, buds, or
fruit. They tum up, or they fall down, according
as this purpose renders either change of position
requisite. In the growth of corn, whenever the
plant begins to shoot, the two upper leaves of the
stalk join together, embrace the ear, and protect
it till the pulp has acquired a certain degree of
consistency. In some water-plants the flowering
and fecundation are carried on within the stem,
which afterwards opens to let loose the impreg
nated seed·. The pea, or papilionaceous, tribe
enclose the parts of fructification within a beauti
fnl folding of the internal blossom, sometimes
called, from its shape, the boat or keel-itself also
protected under a penthouse formed by the exter
nal petals. This structure is very artificial; and

• PhilOI. Tral1llld. part ii. 1796, p. 602.
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what adds to the value of it, though it may dimi
nish the curiosity, very general. It has also this
further advantage (and it is an advantage strictly
mechanical), that aU the blossoms turn their backs
to the wind whenever the gale blows strong enough
to endanger the delicate parts upon which the
seed depends. I have observed this a hundred
times in a field of peas in bloss'om. It is an apti
tude which results from the figure of the flower,
and, as we have said, is strictly mechanical, as
much so as the turning of a weather-board or tin
cap upon the top of a chimney. Of the poppy,
and of many similar species of flowers, the head
while it is growing hangs down, a rigid curvature
in the upper part of the stem giving to it that

Papa"" ,.'"ea_Poppy.
u

) til ,Google

....
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poUboIl; and in that position it is impenetrable
by rain or moisture. When the head has acquired
ita size and is ready to open. the stalk erects itself
tor the purpose. as it should seem, of presenting
t.he ilower. and with the Hower the instrumeDts cl
fructification. to the genial iniluence 9f the sun's
rays. This always struck me as a curious pr0

perly, and specifically as well as originally pro
vided for in the constitution of the plant; for if
the stem be OBly bent by the weight of the head.
JIow comes it to straighten itself when the head is
the heaviest 7 TheBe instances show the attention
of nature to this principal object, the safety and
.ablration of tho parts upon whicll the seed
depends.

In trees, especially in those which are natives
of colder climates, this point is taken up earlier.
Many of these trees (observe in particular the
(Uk and the hone-che8tflut) produce the embryos
of the leaves and flowers in one year, and bring
them to perfection the following. There is a
winter therefore to be gotten over. Now what
.we are to remark is, how nature has prepared for
the trials and severities of that season. These
tender embryos are. in the first place, wrapped up
with a compactness which no art can imitate; in
which state they compose what we call the bud.
This is not all: The bud itself is enclosed in
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scales; which scales are formed from the remai:ns
ofpast ,lea.ves, and the rudiments of future Olles 105.

Neither is this the whole. In the coldest cli~

mates, a third preservative is added, by the bucl
having a coaJ of gum or pesin, which, being ccm

gealed, resists the strongest frosts. On the WI>
prooch of warm weather, this gum is softene<l,
and ceases to be am hinmnce to the expansion
of the leaves a.nd iowers. All this care is part ,of
&t system of provisions which has for itil object
and consummation the production and perfecting
of the seeds.

The SEEDS themselves are paQked \l:P i.n a. ,cap
MZe, a vellseleompolilCd of coats, which, cQmpared
with the rest 0f the flower, are strGmg and iCl»Jlgh.

1115 Thill is not .exactly true. Buds are not eDclosed in
Bales formed from the reJDains of past leavell. except in
• .few rue instances, to which it cannot be i1UPpoae.d

thIt the uthor referJ!; lleither are the1protected by what
call correctly be cal1edthe rudiments of future leaves.
or are only protected in part. The ex.tensive Bcales

of a bud. those in which the oJIice of protection mote
especially resides., are rudimentary leaves, which are
formed at the end of the season, when the force of de.
vJ:lopment in the vegetable system is weak and im·
perfect; they do nat become leaves another seasoD, but
are simply thrown off by the ex:pansion of the leaves
wmch mmld frem within them.

u2
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From this vessel projects a tube, through which
tube the farina, or some subtile fecundating efHu~

vium that issues from it, is admitted to the seed.
And here also occurs a mechanical variety, ac
commodated to the different circumstances under
which the same purpose is to be accomplished.
In flowers which arc erect, the pistil is shorter
than the stamina; and the pollen, shed from the
antherre into the cup of the flower, is caught in
its descent by the head of the pistil, called the
stigma. But how is this managed when the
flowers hang down (as does the crown-imperial
for instance), and in which position, the farina, in
its fall, would be carried from the stigma, and not
towards it? The relative length of the parts is
now inverted. The pistil in th~se flowers is
usually longer, instead of shorter, than the sta
mina, that its protruding summit may receive the
pollen as it drops to the ground. In some cases
(as in the nigel/a), where the shafts of the pistils
or stiles arc disproportionably long, they bend
down their extremities upon the antherre, that
the necessary approximation may be effected.

But (to pursue this great work in its progress),
the impregnation, to which all this machinery re
lates, being completed, the other parts of the
flower fade and drop off, whilst the gravid seed
vessel, on the contrary, proceeds to increase its
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bulk, always to a great, and, in some species (in
the gourd, for example, and melon), to a sur
prising comparative size; assuming in different
plants an incalculable variety of forms, but all
evidently conducing to the security of the seed.
By virtue of this process, so necessary, but so
diversified, we have the seed at length, in stone
fruits and nuts, incased in a strong shell, the shell
itself enclosed in a pulp or husk, by which the
seed within is, or hath been, fed; or, more gene
rally (as in grapes, oranges, and the numerous
kinds of berries), plunged overhead in a glutin
ous syrup, contained within a skin or bladder: at
other times (as in apples and pears) embedded
in the heart of a firm fleshy substance; or (as
in strawberries) pricked into the surface of a soft
pulp.

~hese and many more .varieties exist in what
we call ji'uits *. In pulse, and grain, and grasses;

.. From the conformation of fruits alone, one might be led, even
withuut experience, to suppose, that part of this provision was
destined fur the utilities of animals. As limited to the plant, the
provision itself seems to go beyond its object. The flesh. of an
apple, the pulp of an orange, the meat of a plum, the fatness of
the olive, al'pear to be more than sufficient for the nuurishing of
the seed or kernel. The event shows that this redundancy, if it
be one, miniliters to the support and gratification of animal
natures; and when we observe a provision to be more than suffi.
cient for oue purpose, yet wanted fur another purpose, it is not
unfair to conclude that both purposes were conteml'lated together.
It favours this view of the subject to remark, that fruits are not
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in treel, and sllmbs, and lowe"; the nriety 01
the secd-ves&els is incomputaWe. We have the
Ieedfl (lUI in the pea tribe) regaJarly dispoaed in
parchment pods, which, thongh 80ft and. lIleIIl

branous, completely exclude the wet even in the
lieanest rains; the pod. ako, not seldom (as in
the bean), lined with a fine down; at othel- times
(as in the BenDa) distooded like a blown bladder:
or we haT'e the seed envcloped in wool (as in the
cotton-plant), lodged (as in pines) between the
hard and compact scales of a cone, or barricadoed
(as in the artichoke and thistle) with spikes and

(wbich tkey might have been) ready altogether, but that they
tipen in suceeuion throughout a great part of the year; some
ill ItllJrtller; IOIIIe in autnmn; thllt lOme reqyire the sl_
-turation of the winter, Ilnd supply the spring; also that the
coldelt fruits grow in the hottest placeH. Cucumbt.rs, pine-apples,
melons, are the natural produce of warm climates, and contribute
.grutly, by their CocNne'" to the reCreebmeBt of the inhabitaDII of
those couutries.

I will add to this nolt, the following observation eommnmcated
-to me by Mr. Brinkley.

"The eatlLb1e part at the cherry or peach firit &e"eI the pur
]'08t!1 of perfectiJ>« t1le H8d 91' kenael, by mea1l8 of vessels p_
~ threuglt tile MODe, &Dd which are Yf1tY vitrillie in a peadto
.one. After the kernel • perfected, the 8to1H~ hard,
and ttl. veneta cease tbeir funetiOl18. Bwt the substance lAD

rounding the mone i. IIOt tMu thrown lnnY lIB till... That which
was before anly an i.1ltnnDerrt Wr perfecting the kernel, DOW

reeri'l'eB anf! retaiB8 to itself the wlaole of the _'I inftutm~,

and tlw1'eby become8 a pt,ful food to maD. Also what aD

nident mark of dPSign il the stone protacti-g the kerllE'll TIle
i.te",ntien M flIe lteee preTeDbI the lIleolld Dse from iDterilriag
with the firat."-NoN ~tJoe Aut1wr.
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prickles; m mushrooms, placed under a pent,.
house; in ferns, within slits in the back part cI
the leaf: or (which is the most general organi
sation of all) we find them covered by stron~,

close tunicles, and attached to the stem aceord
ing to an order appropriated to each plant, as
is seen in the several kinds of grams and of
grasses.

In which enumera.tion, what we have :first to
notice is, nnity of purpose under variety of ex
pedients. Nothing can be more single than the
design; more diversified than the means. Pel
liclcs, shells, pulps, pods, husks, skin, scales
armed with thorns, are all employed in prosecut~

ing the same intention. Secondly; we mayob
serve, that. in all these cases, the purpose is fu1
:filled within- a just and limited degree. We can
perceive, that if the seeds of plants were more
strongly guarded than they are, their greater
security would interfere with other uses. Many
species of animals would suffer, and many perish,
if they could not obtain access to them. The
plant would ovcrrun the soil; or the seed be
wasted for want of room to sow itself. It is som.e
times as necessary to destroy paTticulm' species of
plants, as it is, at other times, to encourage their
growth. Here, as in many eases, a balance is to
be maintained between opposite uses. The pTO-
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visions for the preservation of seeds appear to be
directcd chiefly against the inconstancy of the
elements, or the sweeping destmction of incle
ment seasons. The depredation of animals, and
the injuries of accidental violence, are allowed for
in the abundance of the increase. The result is,
that out of the many thousand different plants
which cover the earth, not a single species, per
haps, has been lost since the creation.

When nature has perfected hcr seeds, her next
care is to disperse them. TIle seed cannot answer
its purpose, while it remains confined in the cap
sule. After the seeds therefore are ripened, the pe
ricarpium opens to let them out; and the opening
is not like an accidental bursting, but, for the
most part, is according to a certain rule in each
plant. What I have always thought very· ex
traordinary, nuts and shells, which we can hardly
crack with our teeth, divide and make way for
the little tcnder sprout which proceeds from the
kernel. Handling the nut, I could hardly con
ceive how the plantule was ever to get out of it.
There are cases, it is said, in which the seed
vessel, by an clastic jerk, at the moment of its
explosion, casts the seeds to a distance. We all
however know, that many seeds (those of most
composite flowers, as of the thistle, dandelion, &c.)
are endowed with what are not improperly called
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.wings; that is, downy appendages, by which they
are enabled to float in the air, and are carried.
oftentimes by the wind to great distances from
the plant which produces them. It is the swell
ing also of this downy tuft within the sced-vessel
that seems to overcome the resistance of its coats,
and to open a passage for the seed to escape.

But the constitution of seeds is still more ad
mirable than either their preservation or their dis
persion. In the body of the seed of every species
of plant, or nearly of everyone, provision is made
for two grand purposes: first, for the safety. of
the germ; secondly, for the temporary support
of the future plant. The sprout, as folded up in
the seed, is delicate and brittle beyond any other
substance. It cannot be touched without being
broken. Yet, in beans, peas, grass-seeds, grain,
fruits, it is so fenced on all sides, so shut up and
protected, that, whilst the seed itself is rudely
handled, tossed into sacks, shovelled into heaps,
the sacred particle, the miniature plant, remains
unhurt. It is wonderful how long many kinds
of seeds, by the help of their integuments, and
perhaps of their oils, stapd out against decay.
A grain of mustard-seed has been known to
lie in the earth for a hundred years; and, as
soon as it had acquired a favourable situation, to
shoot as vigorously as if just gathered from the

u5
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plat. Thea, .. to tile IeC01Wl poiat, the teDl

ponry support ~ the future plaat, tae _tim

ata8d.I thu. lD gram, ud pUc, and kemela,
ad pippi.., the pm eompe-es a very .mall
t-rl of the seed. The JeIt eensi8ta of a -.tri
tiou mbstauee. £rom whida the sprout .....a itJI
alimnt tOr some eonlidemble w.e afteI: it is put
both.; viz., until the fibrft, lIbat QUt from the
~ ad of the eeed. ue aWe to im'bibe juku
m- the e.rih., ill a au.fticimt quaatity fer ..
_pnd. It is owing to this ~t.ut.H.. that
we lee seeds 1pr'Out. and the .prouts make a celt'

Iiderable progrese, without any eerih at all. It
.... eeonomy, alee, in wlrich we remark a cloee
"'gy betweetl the seeds of plants &ltd the eggs
or animals. The same poiBt is provided for. ia
the same 1B8.DMl", ia both. In the egg, the- reai.-
dace of the liviag principle, tlIe cieatrix, .....
• very minute part of the ccmtenta. Tlle ..lU&e
.. the white only is expended in taef~
.. the chicken. The yolk, very little altered. or
atiminisbed, i. wrapped up iB the abdCllllcn of iN
~ bird, wllen it quits the .J.ell; and IeI"VeII

.. ita notJrisAment, till it have learnt to piek ita

own food. This perfectly H8el1lbles the firat
autrition of a plat. I. Ule plaat, as well as ia
the animal. the stmdure has nery ebaraeter fJf
ClOlltrWanee bel8giDg to it; in both it brrMa
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the transitioR Ram prepared to llnpreplU'ed ali
ment; in both, it is prospective and compen
satory. In animals which suck, this intermediate
!I.OUl'ishment is supplied by a different source.

In alllrobj~the most common observations
are the beat, when it is their truth &lid strength
which have made them common. There are, of
this sort, teo coucenri:ng plantB, which it falls
within our plan to ll4?tice. The ji.,.st relates to,
what has already been toached upon, their ger
Dtination. When a graia of corn is cast into the
ground, this is the ehage which takes place.
From one end of the grain iilSues a green sprout.;
frmn the other, a number of white fibrous tlueads.
How can this be explained.? Why not ilpI'outs
from both ends? why not fibrous thread. from
both ends? Te what is the diifeloence to be
ftimoed, but to desigtl; to the di!'erent useB

which the plD'ts are theTea.fter to serve; uses
wAieh discover themselves in the sequel of the
preeess? The sproat, or plumule, struggles into
the air; and becomell the pUmt, of which, fr0m
the first, it contaiaed the rudiments: the fibres
.IIoot into the earth; and thereby both fix the
plattt to the growul, and collect nourishmeut
from the soil for its wpport. Now, what is not a
little remarkable, the parts issuing from the seed
take their respective directio~ into whatever
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position the seed itself happens to be cast. If
the seed be thrown into the wrongest possible
position; that is, if the ends point in the ground
the reverse of what they ought to do, every thing,
nevertheless, goes on right. The sprout, after
being pushed down a little way, makes a bend,
and turns upwards; the fibres, on the contrary,
after shooting at first upwards, turn down. Of
this extraordinary vegetable fact, an account has
lately been attempted to be given. "The plu
mule (it is said) is stimulated by the air into
action, and elongates itself when it is thus most
excited; the radicle is stimulated by moisture,
and elongates itself when it is thus most excited.
Whence one of these grows upward in quest of
its adapted object, and the other downward*."
Were this account better verified by experiment
than it is, it only shifts the contrivance: It does
not disprove the contrivance; it only removes it a
little farther back. Who, to use our author's
own language, "adapted the objects?" Who
gave such a quality to these connate parts, as to
be susceptible of ditfermt "stimulation;" as to
be "excited" each only by its own clement, and
precisely by that which the success of the vege
tation requires? I say, "which the success of the

• Darwin'. Phytologia, p. 144.
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vegetation requires;" for. the toil of the husband
man would have been in vain, his laborious and
expensive preparation of the ground in vain; if
the event must, after all, depend upon the posi
tion in which the scattered seed was sown. Not
one seed out of a hundred would fall in a right
direction.

Our second observation is upon a general pro
perty of climbing plants, which is strictly mecha
nical. In these plants, from each knot or joint,
or, as botanists call it, axilla, of the plant, issue,
close to each other, two shoots, one bearing the
flower and fruit, the other drawn out into a wire,

a long, tapering, spiral tendril, that twists itself
round anything which lies within its reach. Con
sidering that in this class two purposes are to be
provided for (and together), fructification and
support, the fruitage of the plant and the susten
tation of the stalk, what means could be used
more effectual, or, as I have said, more mechanical,
than what this structure presents to our eyes?
Why, or how, without a view to this double
purpose, do two shoots, of such different and ap
propriate forms, spring from the same joint, from
contiguous points of the same stalk? It" never
happens thus in robust plants, or in trees. " We
sec not," says Ray, "so much as one tree, or
shrub, or herb, that hath a firm and strong stem,



aDd tlW is aWe to IDOIIIlt up ..d stand a10ae
~ auiataDce, jwrniaMtJ. tDitia tI&ew il!fldr*.;'
)lake only 80 simple a. naparison as tlurt be
tween a pea and a DeaD. Why does the pea put
forth tendrils, the bea. not? but bec8IUIe the stalk
mthe pea cannot support itself, the stalk. of the
bean can. We may add also, as a circumstance
DOt to be overlooked, that, in the pea tribe, these
clasps do -at ma.ke their~ till they-e
wanted--till the plant has growJl to a. .eight to
..d in need of support.

This word " suppmt" auggeets to us a retledimt.
upon a propel'1:y of gruses, of corn, aDd C&DeL

Tbe hollow.ms of these classes of plants De

let at certain. miervals with joimts. These joiIIIts
U'c nat found :iD the trunks of t.ees, or ill the
.lid stalks of plants. There may be other Uf'Ie8

• these joints; but tile fact is, aDd it appean to
be at least ODe parpose designed by them, that
t8ey awreiontte the stem. which by its length aB.tl
hollowness wOldd otaerwise be too liable f.Ai) break
or beBd.

GTatlIlel are Nature's care. With these she
cl,g.fheg the earth-witb. these she sustains its in
aabitants. Cattle.feed upo:a their leaves-birds
gp>n their smaller aeecli-men upon the Wger;
for few readen need lle told that too plants w1l.ich
pNduee 0111' IilNad (.'lJ()J:Il belo-,g to this class. In
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thOIIe tribe. wlUeh are more geeerally eORSidered
u gra88e8, their extraordiaary meMJa aDd pewen
..prctlervatioe and increase, their hardiDeS8, their
COlit unconquerable dispositioB to spread, their
iiIcokies of revivisoonce, coincide with the inten
tiom 01 Nature eonecming them. They thrive
muler a treatment by which other plants are de
stroyed. The more their leaves are cemnmed,
the more their roots mcrease. The more they
De trampled upon, the thicker they grow. Many
of the seemingly dry and dead leaves of graslell
ftl'rive. Mld renew their verdure iJl the sprillg IN.

Ia lofty mouutams, where the summer heats are
1JClIt sufficient to ripen the seeds, grasses abound
..midt aTC vivipuoUB, and l:lClIIISeq'OOlltiy able to
~ tbeJuehes withoat seed. It i. a'I! ob
ervaUoJl likewise which has often been made,
tllat Ilerbivoroaa anjrnals attadJ. themselves to the
ilBves ofgrasses, and if at hoerly in their pastllret

to range aDd c"hoose, leave untouched the straws
wlrich _pport the ftowen·.

* Here, to be correct, We should read" Many grasses
whose leaves 81'e so dTy and withered that the plantll
ap,ear dead, revive and renew their existence in the
~ by pushing fortla DeW leave& from the bosom
..the former QDeL"

• 'W'"rlberiDg, Bot../tn...01 i. p.!8. ed. 2nd.
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The GKl'lERAL properties of vegetable nature, or
properties common to large portions of th&t king
dom, are almost all which the compass of our
argument allows us to bring forward. It is im
pol58ible to follow plants into their several species.
"~e may be allowed, however, to single out three
or four of these species as worthy of a particular
notice, either by some singular mechanism, or by
some peculiar provision, or by both.

I. In Dr. Darwin's Botanic Garden (1. 395,
note) is the following account of the valli..meria,
as it has been observed in the river Rhone :
"They have roots at the bottom of the Rhone.
The flowers of the female plant float on the sur
face of the water, and are furnished with an eltuti.c
spiral stalk, which extends or contracts as the
water rises or falls-this rise or fall, from the tor
rents which flow into the river, often amounting to
many feet in a few hours. The flowers of the
male plant are produced under water; and as soon
as the fecundating farina is mature, they separate
themselves from the plant, rise to the surface, and
are wafted by the air, or borne by the currents, to
the female flowers." Our attention in this nar
rative will be directed to two particulars: first, to
the mechanism, the "clastic spiral stalk," which
lengthens or contracts itself according as the
water rises or falls; secondly, to the provision
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which is made for bringing the male flower, which
is produced under water, to the female flower,
which floats upon the surface.

II. My second example I take from Withering's
Arrangement, vol. ii. p. 209, ed. 3. " The cuscuta
IUTop(J]a is a parasitical plant. The seed opens,

and puts forth a little api-ral body, which does not
seek the earth to take root, but climbs in a spiral
direction, from right to left, up other plants, from
which, by means of vessels, it draws its nourish
ment." The" little spiral body" proceeding from
the seed is to be compared with the fibres which
seeds send out in ordinary cases; and the compa
rison ought to regard both the form of the threads
and the direction. They are straight; this is
spiral. They shoot downwards; this points up-

Coogle
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warda. In the rule and in the eIDeptiOll ~
equally perceive design. IWI.

107 This ltatement is mcorrecL When the seed of

CUICUta opeDl, it putt forth a little thread-shaped body,
namely, a young root, which, as in other plants, plunges
into the earth, and from the opposite end elevates a
young and slender stem. The latter, after a little while,
applies itself to some neighbouring plant, and emits very
Ihart broad suckers on the side of its stem, which is
placed in contact with the other plant; by these suckers
it fastens itself upon the new branch, round which it

twinel, and as soon as it is lecure in its new station its
root perishel, and it ceases to have any communication
with the earth. This property in the cuscuta seems to
be given it in consequence of its root not having the
power that suck parts ulually P0IlllesS of branching,
lengthening, and attracting nutriment from the earth.
If the cuscuta seed germinates at a distance from any
living branch to which it can adhere, it elevatel its
Item for a short time in the air and then dies. If it is
10 placed al to be able to come in contact only with
dead branches, still it dies; and it is only when it suc
ceeda in fixing itself upon a living branch that it emits
its suckers and continues to exist. Once attached to

the living stem of another plant, it takes that for its
base, and turning round once or twice, then darts forth
iu a straight line, touches something else which it also
fixes in its folds, and thus travels from plant to plant,
sometimes coTering a ve:ry eonwiderable extent of bushel.
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III. A better known parasitieal plant is the
eveT'green Iihrub, called the mis.wdtoe. What we
have to remark in it is a. singular instance m
compensation. No art hath yet made these plants
take root in the earth. Here, therefore, might
seem to be a mortal defect in their constitution.
Let us examine how this defect is made up to
them. The seeds are endued with an adhesive
quality so tenacious, that, if they be rubbed upon
the smooth bark of almost any tree, they will
stick to it. And then what follows? Roots,
springing from these seeds, insinuate their fibres
into the woody substance of the tree; and the
event is, that a misseltoe plant is produced next
",inter *. Of no other plant do the roots refuse
to shoot in the ground; of no other plant do the
seeds possess this adhesive, generative quality,
when applied to the bark of trees 108.

IV. Another instance of the compensatory sys
tem is in the autumnal crocus, or meadow saffron
(colchiClMJI autumnale). I have pitied this poor
plant a thousand times. Its blo8&Ol1l rises out
of tke ground in the moat forlorn condition po&-

UI8 Theile ltatements are tnle, not only of the misseltoe

01' mscum act1t7Ta, but of the whole natural order Loran
Macte, with one exception.

• Witherillg, Bot. An. "01. i. p.213, tel. 2wI.
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aible; without a sheath, a fence, a calyx, or even
a leaf to protect it: and that, not in the spring
not to be visited by summer suns, but under all
the disadvantages of the declining year. When

we come, however, to look more elQsely into the
structurc of this plant, we find that, instead of
its being neglected, Nature has gone out of her
course to provide for its security, and to make
up to it for all its defects. The seed-vessel,
which in other plants is situated within the cup
of the flower, or just bencath it, in this plant lies
buried tcn or twelve inches underground within
the bulbous root. The tube of thc flower, which
is seldom more than a few tcnths of an inch long,
in this plant extends down to the root. The
stylcs in all cases reach thc sccd-vessel; but it is

Coogle
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in this by an elongation unknown to any other
plant. All these singularities contribute to one
end. r< As this plant blossoms late in the year,
and probably would not have time to ripen its
seeds before the access of winter, which would
destroy them, Providence has contrived its struc
ture such, that this important office may be per
fonned at a depth in the earth out of reach of
the usual effects of frost"." That is to say, in
the autumn nothing is done above ground but
the business of impregnation; which is an affair
between the antherre and the stigmata, and is
probably soon over. The maturation of the im
pregnated seed, which in other plants proceeds
within a capsule, exposed together with the rest
of the :flower to the open air, is here carried on,
and during the whole winter, within the heart,
as we may say, of the earth, that is, r< out of the
reach of the usual effects of frost." But then a
new difficulty presents itself. Seeds, though
perfected, are known not to vegetate at this
depth in the earth. Our seeds, therefore, though
so safely lodged, would, after all, be lost to the
purpose for which all seeds are intended. Lest
this should be the case, "a second admirable
provision is made to raise them above the sur-

• Withering, ubi supra, p. 360.
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fIICe when dley ue perfected. aud to mw them
.. a prop« distaaee:" Ti.., the P"IIl grows lip

ill ~ tpring, upon a fruit-stalk. aceompanied
witll leaves. The IlCeda DOW, in coumcm with
thoee of other plants, have the belldit of tee
ADlIIler, aud are sown upm the mrface. The
Older of vegetation externally is tm.:-the plaat
flI'Oduees its flowers in September; ita leaYell aad
hits in the epring fonowing.

V. I give the account of the dic.ea~da,
an extraerdinary American plant, as some late
authOl'S have related it: but whether we be yet
enough aoquainted with the plant, to bring every
part of this acconnt to the test of repeated aDd
familiar obeemLtio~ I am unable to say. "Its
..Veil ue jointed. and flamisbed with two ro_
of stroag prickles; their surf'aees CDW'lrI!8 witJl a
JnIIDber of mmllte glands, which secrete a sweet

Ii~ that alllll'el the approach M iliel. When
these parts arc touched by the legs cK tis,
the two lobes of the leaf iatantly Iil~ up.
the row. of prickles lodt themsel'geS fait; to·
~,aM. squeeze tJae w:nrary animal to cleath*."
Here, 1mder a new model we recognise the
aBcient pIn of nature, ritE., the relation of perlI
md provisioa tG ODe another, to a .eaanDOD

office, and to the utility of the organized body
•_Smell"". Ptn1. of' 5 at. HM. val. i. p. 5.
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to whieh. they belong. The attracting syrop 10',

the rows of strong prickles, their position so as
to interlock the joints of the leaves; and, what is
more than the rest, that singular irritability of
their surfaces, by which they close at a touch;
an bear a contnoutory part in producing an
effect, connected either with the defence or with
the nutrition of the plant 110.

101 From this account must be omitted what is said of
the syrup that allures the approach of flies. There)s
no such attraction upon the leaves of the dioncea.

no The pitcher-plant, nepenthes dislillatoria, 'of_the

) til ,Google

~
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Eut, ill another example which may be given. It
groWII natural pitchers or tankards, holding from a pint
to a quart of pure water. Even when raised in this

country under glulI, they have been known to hold

half-a-pint. The plate represents these, with their lids

AA, which move on hinges, opening in moist weather,
and shutting quite close in dry to prevent evaporation.

When the pitcher becomes full, and requires additional
lIupport, the hook A behind the lid seizes on some

neighbouring tendril, and holds by it. BB are young
pitcherll just unfolding. This water which supplies the
pi'chers is secreted by the process of vegetation, and is
perfectly pure, though the plant grows in a muddy and
unwholesome marsh.

The pa70 de vaca, or cow-tree of South America,

yields a delicioull and nutritive milk on its trunk being
pierced; and it grows in the most parched soil, and in
a climate where rain is unknown during half the year.

The lIupply of fine water afforded by the tillandsia,
or water-with, in J &maica, and by the bejuco, or CUSUI

latifolia in the East, on cutting, is a fact of the same
clull. The latter plant also twines round other trees,
and affordll, 88 it were, a reservoir for their use.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.

PrlDted by WILLIA. CLOwn and SONI, St......rd·.treeL




